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FOREWORD
The Tannenburg Campaign has a vital military interest
for American military students. It was the opening cam
paign in the World War on the Eastern Front. It took place
on and near a frontier. over terrain not unlike large areas of
our own country. It was open warfare, in which marching
and movement of comparatively small forces played decisive
roles. It called forth, on the one side, the highest degrees
of cooperation and initiative on the part of subordinate
commanders. On the other side, it shows the dire results of
faulty preliminary plans for supply, maintenance, and com
munication, and the necessity for the dominant assertion of
their authority by the higher leaders.
We have been most fortunate in having General Golo
vine place his volume at our disposal. It presents the first
complete picture of the Russian effort in this campaign, and
it adds very important source material for our historical
studies.
STUART HEINTZELMAN,

Major General, U. S. Army.
Commandant.
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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF THE AUTHOR
Lieutenant-General N. N. Golovine, Imperial Russian
Army, was born in 1875. After graduating from the Mili
tary Academy, he began his military service in the Horse
Artillery of the Imperial Guard. He graduated from the
Russian General Staff College (in 1900) and was transferred
to the General Staff Corps in 1901.
Before the War of 1914-1918, he commanded a squadron
and a group (three squadrons) in cavalry regiments; from
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Marshal Fach.
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After the revolution in March, 1917, General Golovine
was elected to the post of Director of the General Staff Col~
lege by general staff officers of twelve out of fourteen armies.
THE EDITORS.
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PREFACE BY MARSHAL FOCH
Truth in history may be established only by the aid of
accounts: of witnesses and by examination of the written
decisions that cause the actual events. On this account, the
work of General Golovine brings out elements of great in
terest. It makes us enter into and live in the midst of the
Russian high command. It gives an exposition of the under
standings established in peacetime between France and
Russia, and the manner in which they were carried out by
the Russian staff; for example, the laying out of the mobili
zation and war plans. Furthermore, the author brings out
most valuable tactical considerations.

In this first volume he brings out a special point of the
Great War, viz., the assistance of Russia in the initial opera
tions. In the month of August, 1914, a prompt intervention
by the Russian Army was greatly desired by the Allied
Armies of the west when they were called upon to with
stand, without delay, the weight of almost the entire Ger
man masses. The action that took place, as we shall aee,
eased the task of the French and British armies at the Bat
tle of the Marne.
Aa a matter of fact, the Russian First Army (General
Rennenkampf) on 16 August crossed the German frontier,
and on 20 August, engaged in the victorious Battle of Gum
binnen in East Prussia. The effect on the German high
command was considerable. In the east, General Pritt
witz, commander of the German Eighth Anny saw that a
new attack would soon be launched from the Narew by the
Russian Second Army (Samsonofl') ; Prittwitz contemplated
the complete abandonment of East Prussia and a retirement
behind the Vistula. As a result, German general headquar
ters at Coblenz, although not entirely sharing these alarms
made important decisions. The effect was to the detriment
of the Russian armies. and to the profit of the Allied armies.
A new command (Hindenburg-Ludendorff) replaced
Prittwitz at the head of the Eighth Army; and three army
corps which would have operated in France were to be sent
to reinforce this anny-. Two army corps (the Guard ReIx
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serve and the XI) and one cavalry division (the Saxon)
actually left France. These troops were not present at the
Battle of the Marne and thus made an appreciable reduction
of forces facing the Allies.
It was in these troubled circumstances that on 23 Au
gust the new command (Hindenburg-Ludendorff) took in
hand the direction of the operations of the Eighth Army.
Several days later, 26·28 August, on the front: Bischofs
burg-Rohenstein-Soldau, occurred the German victory
of Tannenberg.
Why and how was the Russian success at Gumbinnen
followed so soon by the defeat of Samsonoff's army and the
retreat of Rennenkampf's? The author makes the reader
understand the several causes,-the very nature of the Rus
sian army, the slowness of its concentration; the difficulties
of its communications resulting from the insufficiency of its
roads and railways; the meagerness of its supply; the un
completed tactical training of certain units; the unprepared
ness of a part of the High Command for a modern European
war, and finally, the last-minute designation of a command
er--in-chief. This leader was compelled by the actual condi
tions to accept dispositions and carry out plans which he
disapproved; to utilize in the general staff and as unit com
manders, a personnel that did not have his confidence.
In all nations, the impending struggle was destined to
bring many surprises to the actors who were engaged in it.
The effects were to be particularly profound in Russia. It
could not be otherwise because of the far-reaching nature of
these effects and the deep-seated reluctance which refused
to picture a Europe of the Twentieth Century engaged in
war. How was one to measure all the necessities of the
struggle and the importance of economic and industrial
activity? Row was one to visualize the coordination and
the apportionment of the efforts of the rear and of the front?
And how, after having built the vast machine was one to
put it into operation, to hold it together during a long period
of time in a country so vast as Russia; to give a rational
direction to armies whose number and necessities rendered
control so difficult; to maintain sufficient enthusiasm in a
x
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nation that stretched over thousands of kilometers? This
was a problem whose immensity would have demanded long
preparation on the part of the authorities charged with the
conduct of the war. Only those authorities who projected
them were capable of putting into effect plans that had
been maturely considered and that demanded resolute execu
tion.
Although he had taken part neither in the drawing up
of the plan, nor in the designation of the high command,
nor even in the composition of the staff of his general head~
quarters, the Grand Duke Nicholas on 2 August, 1914, was
invested with the functions of Commander-in.Chief. These
considerations the author gives us in a well-documented ac
count.
To bring order out of the chaos resulting from a badly
oriented preparation and to establish it in the face of an ad
versary who had been long organized and who was reso
lutely led-such was the task unexpectedly given to the com
mander-in-chief named to conduct the armies and to utilize
the resources of the immense Slav Empire. Would he have
all the necessary means? Would he not need above all a
strong government, one that would be able to meet the de
mands of a war whose proportions were to engage the entire
country and bring to it the rigors of a "frightful and im~
passioned drama"?
F. FOCH.

AUTHOR'S PREFACE
The study of military history has long received uni
versal recognition as an important part of military educa
tion, and it has become of still greater significance in modern
times. The rapid development of modern technical resources
necessitates a correspondingly rapid evolution of methods
'of warfare. The next war will of course differ from the
Great War; nevertheless, in order to conjecture the lines
upon which the next war will be fought, one must reason
from a careful and detailed study of the Great War. Many
factors with which it became necessary to reckon during
the late war will at once assume prominence in the next,
but new factors, too, will appear. The prognosis of the
next war represents a vast and knotty problem confronting
military science, but one special feature of its first period
may already be foretold; a feature arising from the political
situation created in Europe after the peace of Versailles.
Today not a single one of the European states is in a posi
tion to complete the sea-to-sea barrier which from 1915
gave the late war the character of a "fortress war" on a
grand scale. Not even France, the strongest of all the
powers, could accomplish this, and the next war will there
fore bear the character of a war of maneuver. The late war
also, for the first few months, maintained a mobile character,
but this preliminary period was comparatively short,
especially in the French theatre. The size of the forces
put into the field by each side permitted each of them to
extend very early to "inviolable" flanks. In the next war
the period of maneuver will last longer, and it may be con
fidently expected that during this period one side will
succeed in forcing the other to conclude peace.
From this point of view the study of the campaign of
1914 on the Russian front assumes a special interest, for
there was no other campaign of the war in the French or
Russian theatres in which maneuver was more fully de~
veloped. It is this campaign which we are inviting the
reader to investigate.
In the above lines we have already defined in some mea~
sure the nature of our work.
xiii
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Works on military history may be divided into two
categories. The sole object of the first is the accurate por
trayal of events, and such works form, essentially, "pure"
military history. Avoiding critical consideration of the
creative part played by the leaders concerned, so far as
criticism and analysis are concerned they confine themselves
entirely to estimates of the accuracy with which events are
portrayed in the documents employed as material. It is
obvious that such works are absohltely essential, despite
the fact that as a general rule not a Ringle account wiII giVf!
a faithful description of events.
Works of the type just mentioned provide the ground
work for every other kind of research into military history,
but their composition is possible only when a full range of
documents is available; they thus can be compiled only by
historical commissions working in the archive chambers of
the countries which took part in the war.
The work now offered to the reader represents another
type of research into military history, belonging to the
second category of works on this subject, the principal aim
of which is the study of a particular war as a series of inter
connected events. The main task of the investigation con
sists of the analysis of events, as to the causes connecting
them with one another, and as to the extent to which they
are contemporaneous. Naturally the investigator in this
case cannot confine himself simply to the criticism of the
degree of reliablility of the documents employed; he is
obliged in addition to analyze the conceptions of the leaders
concerned, and thus cannot avoid criticism in the realm of
strategy also.
The author considers it necessary to draw the attention
of the reader to this aspect of his work, as, having himself
taken part in many operations and actions, he is well aware
of the special applicability of the French proverb "la critique
est aisee, l'art est difficile" with regard to creative capacity
in war. Therefore, in expressing hil'l opinions, the author
is actuated by no desire to constitute himself a tribunal, but
is only endeavoring< to find lessons for future exponents of
this difficult art.
xiv
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The conditions under which the author's work had to
progress were unfavorable in the extreme. Living as an
emigre, it was very difficult for him to consult original
documents, which it was only possible to employ to the fol
lowing limited extent:
(a) During the war, with the aid of his numerous former pupils,*'
the author managed to obtain certain of the most interesting docu·
ments, in addition to those with which he was able to acquaint himself
at first hand, owing to the responsible General Staff appointments held
by him.
(b) In 1918, when the author was staying at Odessa, where he
was recuperating from severe war injuries, he managed to collect
the army archives which had been jettisoned by our troops as they
dribbled away from the front. The author succeeded ill collecting
several thousand large chests, which were stored together in a house
in Odessa specially reserved for this purpose. Here. under th('
author's guidance, hegan the examination of the extremely valuable
materials which had been collected, and be succeeded in making
many summaries during this period.
(c) Certain of the personages who were actually engaged have
sent the author their recollections, and have placed at his disposal the
documents in their possession.

The author fully realizes the inadequacy of these
facilities, considering the necessity for the free use of the
full range of documents available in the archives. He there
fore asks the reader to regard his work simply as the scaf
folding erected for the construction of great buildings. Con·
struction completed, the scaffolding disappears; let such be
the fate of our work. It will serve to raise questions de
manding further elucidation by means of a full documentary
investigation.
It goes without saying that we have made use of printed
works, Whether published in Russia or abroad. The great
shortcoming of those published abroad is that they are
exclusively based on facts communicated by our late enemies,
the Germans. Even our closest allies, the French, have not
escaped a similar one-sided view in their works.
An article in the "Revue Militaire Francaise" (No.7,
January 1922) may serve as a clear illustration of this one
sidedness, although it comes from the pen of so great an
authority as the late Chief of the French General Staff,
General Buat. In this article the fables spread by Luden
*Editor's note: General Golovine was professor of military
history at the Russian Imperial War College prior to the war. He
refers to officers who had been students in his classes.
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dorff are repeated; for instance, hiR assertion that at the
time of the first Russian operations in Eastern Prussia the
Russian First Army (General Rennenkampf) consisted of
"24 strong (1) infantry divisions." But in actual fact at
the battle of Gumbinnen the strength of the Russian First
Army totalled 61/2 infantry divisions. Even if information
from special Russian sources were lacking it would not
seem difficult to have discerned the falseness of Ludendorff's
assertions, instead of making deductions based on myths of
this sort. It should be stated here, that General Buat pref
aces his article with the warning that his researches into
military history are based upon German data alone. It can
be readily understood that from the scientific point of view
the value of such works is not very great.
It was the perusal of General Buat's article that induced
the author to undertake this work, inspired by a sense of
duty to defend the memory of that army which, while
sacrificing itself in the fullest sense of the word, gave the
victory to our allies.
The most valuable data for our work are the publica
tions which have been issued in Soviet Russia. It is to be
regretted that they are so few, and also that some of them
are extremely biassed.
There still remain a few words to be said concerning
the scheme of the work undertaken by us.
The campaign of 1914 which began the war was carried
out by the actual armies prepared in peace time. The very
course of operations was predetermined by the War Plan
and by the conditions created thereby. The first part of
the present work is therefore devoted to a brief sketch of
the conditions under which the war began. The second part
is devoted to an account of the first operations in East
Prussia. The first and second parts constitute the book
now presented to the reader.
In the near future the author proposes to issue the
following parts: Third Part-"The Great Galician Battle";
Fourth-"The Operations on the left bank of the Vistula";
Fifth-"Strategical and tactical lessons provided by the
campaign of 1914 on the Russian front."
xvi
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The First and Second Parts, as also those following, are
eomplete in themselves, and thus each part may be studied
separately.
In conclusion, may the author be permitted to offer one
piece of advice to the reader who wishes to obtain the fullest
[nstruction from the operations set forth in this book, and
!not merely to scan them through. He should set down upon
tracing paper, by the aid of the maps provided with this
book, the fronts and groupings of the forces engaged, for
the days upon which the principal operations and battles
took place. The author has set forth his descriptions in
such a manner as to facilitate this to the full.
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PART I

The Beginning of the War

CHAPTER I

Was the Russian General Mobilization
the Cause of the War?
The secrets of diplomatic archives revealed after the
war leave no room to doubt that Germany was the instiga
tor of the war/ But German politicians and historians con
tinue to affirm and insist that Germany was forced by the
Russian general mobilization to embark upon the war.
Count Brockdorf at Versailles in 1919 based his proofs
of the innocence of Germany upon this assertion. He re
peated in different variations one and the same leit-motif,
which simply consisted of a paraphrase of the words of the
Kaiser: "The Russian general mobilization eliminated the
possibility of a peaceful issue to the conflict." As is well
known, there were no Russian representatives at the Ver
sailles conference, and this slander by the Gennan rep
resentatives could not be refuted as it should have been.
We therefore consider it necessary to concentrate the
attention of the reader upon the detailed examination of the
two questions:
(1) To what degree was the general mobilization forced upon
Russia?
(2) Did the general mobilization of the Russian anny really
represent such a threat to Germany that she was forced to begin the
war?

The markedly aggressive character of the Austrian
ultimatum, as also information received from agents to the
effect that a mobilization of eight army corps was in course
'The reader will find in the work of E. Bourgeois and G. Pages
entitled "Les origines et les responsibilities de la Grande Guerre:
preuves et aveux" (Hachette, Paris, 1921) a full investigation into
the causes of, and responsibility for, the origin of the war.
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of preparation, obliged Russia to take measures for her
self-defense.
In actual fact, the mobilization of eight anny corps, Le.,
half of the entire Austro-Hungarian army, constituted such
a disturbance of strategical equilibrium that Russia could
not but take precautionary measures. The swift transfer
of troops from one area to another is a potentiality to be
reckoned with in modern strategy. The aggressive tone of
the whole policy of Austria-Hungary made it quite impossi
ble to be sure that she would not carry Qut such an operation,
taking advantage of her completed mobilization. Russia,
in any case considerably behindhand with her mobilization,
was thus seriously threatened with the loss of her Western
areas of concentration.
The difficulties experienced in Russia in carrying out a
mobilization were incomparably greater than those in other
European states. For this reason in 1913, following the ex
ample of Germany, a special "Situation for the period pre
ceding mobilization" was worked out in Russia. The dec
laration of this period by no means implied mobilization, but
was to enable army organizations and units to check their
mobilization plans, and to prepare everything necessary
for the unimpeded accomplishment of mobilization in ac
cordance with time-table.
These essential precautionary measures, necessary at
the end of July 1914, were as follows:
(1) The return of troops from training camps to their per_
manent stations.
The closing of these camps was an elementary measure of self.
defense, :lS, in the case of most units, the sites of the camps were
some hundred versts* distant from the winter statil;m~. Considering
that Russia, in comparison with her neighbors, was so extraordinarily
slow in mobilizing, any further postponement would place her in a
literally disastrous position.
(2) In the army a big deficiency in junior officers, even upon the
basis of peace strengths, was making itsel! felt: there was a shortage
of about 3,000. It became essential to commission immediately the
cadets of the senior courses at the military schools, two week.'! earlier
than the normal.
(3) In view of the discovery of widespread Gennan espionage
in our frontier districts and fortresses, it was considered essential to
declare some of the frontier districts, and also fortresses, in a state
of martial law. This measure by no means indicated the commence
ment of mobilization, but was wholly administrative in character,
providing the military commanders with full powers.
"'I verst:::: 0.66 mile

= 1.06 kilometer.
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The measures enumerated above, together with the dec
laration of the "period preceding mobilization," to begin
from the 26th August, were confirmed by the Emperor.
Anyone, unless biased or befogged, must realize that
these measures were dictated by elementary prudence. In
all countries the word "mobilization" has a perfectly definite
meaning-that the peace time army, through the calling up
of reserves and the requisitioning of horses and vehicles, is
brought up to its war establishrrumt. Thus the essential
factor in the commencement of mobilization is the calling-up
of res:erves. This is so plain that it would seem unnecessary
to insist upon it. Not a single one of the measures taken
by Russia made provision for an increase in the peace-time
cadres: not one reservist, not one horse, not one vehicle was
taken. Sazonov, the Russian Minister for Foreign Affairs,
made a categorical statement to this effect to the ambas
sadors of the Central Powers.
Nevertheless, the German ambassador in Petrograd,
Count Purtales, and his military attache, Major Eggeling.
used the precautionary measures taken by the Russian War
Office as a basis for legends concerning a Russian mobiliza
tion, commencing, according to their statements, on the 25th
July.
While denying Russia the right to take precautionary
measures against Austria, who had already mobilized, Ger
many herself was energetically proceeding with pre-mo
bilization measures, and on a far larger scale.
According to information communicated from France,
it was known to us that all officers on the active list and of
the reserve on leave abroad on the 21st July, had already
received warning to hold themselves in readiness. All
ranks of the reserve were forbidden to leave the places in
which they were permanently domiciled. Military units
stationed in Alsace were put into a state preparatory to
mobilization, and began to receive their mobilization stores
from the depots.
Transfers of troops by rail had already begun by the
24th July.2
"Article in the "Hamburger Fremdenblatt" of May 1915.
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The information which accumulated in our Chief Direc
torate of the General Staff was in full accord with that given
by the French General Staff. German subjects who be
longed to the Reserve of Officers were being recalled home.
One of them received a cipher telegram instructing him to
leave Petrograd not later than the lst August.
Information concerning Austria-Hungary, which came
to hand after the 25th July, not only confirmed the com
mencement of the mobilization of the corps which were sta
tioned on the Serbian frontier, but also definitely indicated
that the mobilization was being extended to other corps as
well, by separate secret instructions. Thus, for example,
on the evening of the 25th July the reservists of corps sta
tioned in Bohemia were called to the colors. 3 Reliable
information indicated that the mobilization of cavalry
divisions had begun in Galicia, and that the entrainment for
the Russian frontier of regiments from Vienna and Buda
pesth had also begun. This information was entirely con
firmed by the French. Their military attache in Vienna
telegraphed: "The calling-up of reserves is proceeding in
this district (Galicia), beginning from the 27th July."
It is true that Count Berthold stated to the Russian
Ambassador on the 29th July that "mobilization measures
taken in Galicia indicate no aggressive intentions." But
was it possible to place any confidence in these words?
The behavior of the Hapsburg monarchy inspired the
most serious apprehensions. It was only to be expected
that, after completing the mobilization of the majority of
their armed forces, they would make still greater demands
from Serbia, and, despite the promise given her, insist upon
an increase of territory at the expense of this Slav state.
The annexation of Bosnia and Herzegovina in 1908, when,
counting Russia powerless, the government of Austria
Hungary shamelessly and cynically tore up the treaty of
Berlin, was within the memory of all. Russia's position
was further complicated by the fact that in the endeavor
to maintain peace in Europe she had persistently advised
Serbia to grant concessions. In this position of affairs Rus
"Telegram of the Russian Consul in Prague, dated 26th July
1914 (Russian Orange Book, page 33).
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sia took upon herself the entire moral responsibility toward
the sister nation of Serbia, which had entrusted her fate to
her, and made herself answerable for ensuring that all these
concessions in the interests of the general peace should not
lead finally to the destruction of the independence of the
Serbian kingdom, or even to its reduction by being robbed of
territory. It was well known in Russia how intensively
Germany was preparing for a "preventive" war, i.e., for
an attack at the first favorable opportunity provided by the
international situation. Information as to systematic pre
mobilization measures taken by Germany against France,
who had given her no motive for this, gave rise to dark sup
positions. In actual fact the mobilization of Austria-Hun
gary, whilst Russia remained unmobilized, upset the stra
tegical equilibrium in Europe to such a degree that, with
the Central Powers in aggressive mood, it became impossi
ble longer to maintain the peace of Europe, as Germany,
unthreatened on her Eastern frontier, could concentrate the
whole of her armed forces against France. Under such
strategic conditions it was certainly to be expected that
Germany, in further diplomatic negotiations, would put for.
ward absolutely inacceptable demands, and that not only
upon the Serbian question, but on all questions of European
and colonial policy.
The days of July, 1914, preceding the war were in
truth tragic for the Russian Government, whose desire to
maintain peace at all costs was encountered by the danger
of catastrophe if mobilization was further delayed.
The difficulty of the situation was complicated still
more by special conditions of a military nature. In all
other European countries the systems for bringing the army
up to full strength were worked out on a territorial basis.
In Russia a system of this type was not in use. Although
"Military Districts" existed, they represented for the most
part areas of definite strategic importance, the units sta.
tioned in which were placed under one command. Further,
the system by which the army was brought up to full
strength was of a very complicated nature, and was such
that units in one district had to obtain their reserves from
a large number of others. In consequence of this extraordi
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narily complicated system of mobilization, it was impossible
to carry out a partia1 mobilization in Russia without ruining
the general mQbilization.
Only the overwhelming desire of the Emperor, Nikolai
II, to maintain peace at all costs can explain why he, despite
the warning of the Chief of the General Staff, insistently
returned to the idea of partial mobilization-beginning with
four corps, then four Military Districts: Kiev, Odessa, Mos
cow, and Kazan. He wished at any cost to keep the good
will of Wilhelm, to whose personal friendship he appealed.
But such a proof of his desire for peace was purchased at a
dear price: Russia was placed in a catastrophic strategical
position.
In fact, of the two Military Districts upon the frontier
of Austria, the Warsaw District, which represented our for
ward theater, bordering not only on Austria, but also on
Germany, was in the most dangerous position. Lest the
slightest reason should be given for doubting our intentions,
the plan of partial mobilization excluded the Warsaw Mili
tary District and embraced only the troops of the Kiev,
Odessa, Moscow, and Kazan Military Districts. A casual
glance at the map is enough to make one realize at once the
disastrous nature of the strategic situation thus created:
the armies of Austria-Hungary, commencing their advance
upon Sedlitz and Brest-Litovsk, would meet in their invasion
with the unmobilized corps of the Warsaw District.
On the 28th July, despite all the efforts of Russia,
France, and Great Britain to avert war, Austria-Hungary
declared war on Serbia. On the morning of the 29th, two
plans, in the form of Imperial ukases, were presented for
the Emperor's signature: one for general mobilization, the
other for partial (in the Kiev, Odessa, Moscow, and Kazan
Military Districts). General Yanushkevich, Chief of the
General Staff, again explained to the Emperor the whole
danger of partial mobilization. The Emperor agreed with
these arguments and confirmed the ukase concerning gen
eral mobilization, but at the same time he gave orders that
the ukase should not be carried into effect earlier than the
evening of the 29th July, as he wished to make one more
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effort to stop by diplomatic means the world catastrophe
impending.
In accordance with the system organized in Russia, the
declaration of general mobilization was to begin with the
despatch of a special telegram to all G.O's C. Military Dis
tricts, Governors~General and Governors. This telegram
had to be signed by the three Ministers of War, the Navy
and Home Affairs. On the afternoon of the 29th, the Chief
of the Mobilization Department of the General Staff, Gen
eral Dobrorolsky, was sent to all the above~named Ministers
to obtain their signatures. At 9 p.m., when he arrived at
the Chief Telegraph Office to hand over the telegram for
despatch to the various addresses, he was called up by tele
phone by General Yanushkevich, Chief of the General Staff,
and ordered by him to withhold the telegram concerning
general mobilization until the arrival at the Chief Telegraph
Office of Staff Captain Tugan-Baranovsky. "On entering"
writes General Dobrorolsky in his memoirs, "he reported
that he had been following me allover the town in order to
hand me the Imperial command not to despatch the tele
gram concerning general mobilization. This latter had
been altered, and the Imperial command had been issued to
carry out instead a partial mobilization in accordance with
the plans prepared earlier." The telegram concerning gen~
eral mobilization was immediately withdrawn by General
Dobrorolsky.
Instructions for partial mobilization were issued by
telegrams addressed to the G.O's C. the Military Districts of
Kiev, Odessa, Moscow, and Kazan, about midnight of the
29th~30th July; the 30th July was appointed as the first
day of this mobilization.
We have given a detailed description of these events
because the Germans, basing their statements on inaccura
cies in the deposition of Sukhomlinov at the time of his trial,
and also on the false evidence of Purtales and Eggeling,
maintain up to the present time that His Majesty's orders
cancelling the first instructions concerning general mobiliza~
tion were not carried out; that some militarist party al
leged to have existed in Russia was striving for war at any
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'price, and that peace-loving Germany was the victim of
these Chauvinists.
The reason for this new decision of the Emperor which
was reached on the 29th July, was that a glimmer of hope
as to Wilhelm's desire for peace had broken in upon him.
He wished for his part to do everything possible to demon
strate clearly to Germany the exclusively defensive nature
of the measures taken by Russia. The Emperor replied to
the reiterated warning of General Yanushkevich, Chief of
the General Staff, concerning the danger of carrying out a
partial mobilization, that he took the whole resprmsibility
upon his own shoulders, and recognized that the representa
tives of the War Office had drawn him a true picture of the

risk of the step contemplated.
While General Yanushkevich was receiving the orders
for the suspension of the issue of instructions concerning
general mobilization, Count Purtales came to our Minister
for Foreign Affairs, S.D. Sazonov, and, acting on a telegram
received by him from the Imperial Chancellor, bluntly rep
resented, that if Russia were to continue her preparatory
war measures, Germany would proceed to mobilize, which
would mean war.
No one disputed Germany's right to take measures es
sential for her self-defense. These measures, even if car
ried up to the point of general mobilization, would never
theless not in themselves have implied war, and the inter
pretation of Count Purtales was contrary to simple logic.
At the same time his demarche was of an extremely insult
ing character: Russia, with a threatening club held over her
head, was forbidden to take elementary precautionary mea
sures when the "friend" of Germany had alreadY com·
menced mobilization.
The German Ambassador's demarche revealed in en
tirety her real attitude, as both the Russian and the French
General Staffs were constantly receiving fresh confirmation
of military preparations in Germany. It was learnt from
Luxemburg that a concentration of German troops on the
frontier had begun tha.t morning, and from Switzerland
that youths from Friburg had been called up by secret or
ders and despatched to their units. From the 29th July
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there had been intensive railway traffic of troops moving
west.
Our Chief Directorate of the General Staff considered
it their duty to warn the French Staff that, according to
information in their possession, Germany was preparing to
declare mobilization on the 30th July.
Documents discovered after the war fully confirm the
authenticity of the fact that, even if Germany had not deter
mined to make an official declaration of her own mobilization
on the 30th July, yet, on the other hand, she was insisting
on the declaration by Austria of general mobilization upon
that date. In this connection a telegram,· sent by the Aus
trian ambassador in Berlin to his Minister of Foreign Af
fairs, is extremely illuminating: "The military attache
after a very important interview with the Chief of the Ger
man General Staff, has just sent a telegram to General
Baron Konrad von Hotzendorf,s in which he communicates
General Count Moltke's advice to us, which insists upon the
immediate declaration of general mobilization."
We also know, that on the evening of the 29th July,
after a sitting under the presidency of the Kaiser, the Im
perial Chancellor, Bethmann Hollweg, asked the British
Ambassador to visit him between 10 and 11 p.m. At this
meeting he tried to incline Great Britain to the side of Ger
many, promising to reward her at the expense of France.
The British Ambassador characterized this conversation as
"an auction to find the price of the invasion of Belgium,"
to which the British Minister of Foreign Affairs added on
his part the epithet of "shameful trafficking:'
In the recently issued memoirs of General Konrad von
Hoizendorf, Chief of the Austro-Hungarian General Staff.
the reader can now see a full admission that the question of
a general war had been definitely settled beforehand by
Austria-Hungary and Germany.
On the 30th July the semi-official German newspaper,
"Lokal Anzeiger," published the decree of the German
Government, declaring a general mobilization of the German
army and fleet. This sensational news was of course im
4Austrian documents. Volume III, No. 34.
'The Austro-Hungarian Chief of the General Statl'.
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mediately forwarded to Petrograd and Vienna. It is true
that shortly after the publication of this number of .the
"Lokal Anzeiger" the German Government issued instruc
tions for its withdrawal from circulation, and telephoned
an official denial to all Embassies. But most of the copies
of the paper had already been bought up, and the instruc·
tions given by the German authorities could not prevent
the dissemination of the news concerning the declaration of
general mobilization. Russian secret agents immediately
upon reading the ''Lokal Anzeiger," sent to Petrograd by
various routes, and by means of conventionally worded tele
grams, information of the declaration of general mobiliza
tion in Germany. The Russian Embassy, immediately upon
the receipt by telephone of the German Government's offi
cial denial, informed Petrograd by telegraph. But, by a
strange chance, this telegram was greatly delayed by the
German telegraphs in transmission and was only received in
Petrograd late on the evening of the 30th July, after Rus
sia, in her turn, had already declared general mobilization.
The news of the publication in the "Lokal Anzeiger" of
instructions for general mobilization in Germany was all the
more alarming, as confirming warnings earlier received in
our Chief Directorate of the General Staff, that the 30th
July had been appointed as the date of commencement of the
German general mobilization. To portray clearly the alarm
which the Russian Government experienced throughout the
second half of the 29th July, and during the 30th July, we
insert an extract from the diary kept in our Foreign Office.6
"Soon after the departure of the German ambassador1
the telephone rang in the Minister's office, when A.A. Nera
tov and Baron Schilling were present. The Emperor in·
formed S.D. Sazonov that he had just received a telegram
from Kaiser Wilhelm earnestly begging him not to carry
matters to the point of war. S.D. Sazonov made use of the
opportunity to inform His Majesty on the spot of the dec
laration made to him a few minutes before by Count Pur
tales, and at the same time pointed out how little the words
of the German Emperor accorded with the commission given
by him to his own ambassador. The Emperor said that he
("Coming from one of the "Red Archive" pamphlets, the extract
given is quoted in the "Rut" (No. 968 of 10th February, 1924).
l1>Between 3 and 4 p.m. on the 29th August. (Author's note.)
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would at once telegraph to Berlin, in order to obtain an ex
planation of the contradiction. The Emperor gave his sanc
tion to S.D. Sazonov to proceed with pressing negotiations
with the War Minister and the Chief of the General Staff 011
the question of our mobilization.
"About this time news was received of the commence·
ment of the bombardment of Belgrade by the Austrians....•
"The conference between the three persons designated B
took place soon afterwards in the office of Lieutenant-Gen
eral Yanushkevich. In order to carry into immediate ef
fect any instructions that might follow from the decision
taken, Quartermaster-General Danilov (Director of Mili
tary Operations), General Monkevitz, and the Assistant
Chief of the Chancery of the Foreign Office, N .A. Bazili, were
present in the next room. All were anxiously awaiting this
decision, knowing how vital to our military preparedness was
the question whether only a partial mobilization, or an imme·
diate general mobilization, was to be carried out, as, in tht~
former alternative, the execution of the partial mobilization
must inevitably intel'fere with general mobilization, should
it after all become essential to change to the latter.
"But, after considering the situation from every point
of view, the Chief of the General Staff and both the Minis
tel'S came to the (',onclusion that, having regard to the poor
chance of avoiding war with Germany, it was essential to
prepare in time in every way necessary, and therefere it was
impossible to risk the delay in general mobilization that
would ensue through carrying out a partial mobilization
now. This decision was immediately reported by telephone
to the Emperor, who stated that he agreed to the issue of the
instructions consequent thereon
.
"About 11 p.m. the War Minister informed the Minis
ter for Foreign Affairs that he had received the Emperor's
orders to cancel the general mobilization .....
"Between 9 and 10 a.m. on the 30th July, the Minister
for Foreign Affairs spoke on the telephone with the Minister
for Agriculture,9 and both were then extremely alarmed at
the cancellation of the general mobilization, fully realizing
that this decision threatened to place Russia in a situation
of the utmost danger, should relations with Germany be
come further strained. S. D. Sazonov advised A. W.
Krivoschein to solicit an interview with the Emperor, in
order to explain to His Majesty the dangers which this
change involved.
'''So D. Sazonov, Minister for Foreign Affairs, W. A. Sukhom.
linov, War Minister, and N. N. Yanushkevich, Chief of the General
Staff. (Author's note.)
{o, A. W. Krivoschein. (Author's note.)
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"About 11 a.m. the Minister for Foreign Affairs had a
meeting with the War Minister in the office of the Chief of
the General Staff. News received during the night still
further increased the general conviction as to the pressing
necessity for preparing without loss of time for a serious
war. Consequently the Minister for Foreign Affairs and
the Chief of the General Staff held fast, as before, to the
opinions expressed by them on the previous day with re
gard to the necessity for carrying out a general mobiliza
tion. General Sukhomlinov and General Yanushkevich
again tried on the telephone to persuade the Emperor to
return to his decision of the day before. and permit the gen
eral mobilization to commence. His Majesty decisively re
fused this request, and at length declared abruptly that the
conversation was to cease. General Yanushkevich, who was
at that moment holding the telephone receiver, only man
aged to announce that the Minister of Foreign Affairs was
then present in the office, and requested permission to say a
few words to the Emperor. After a pause the Emperor
agreed to hear what the Minister had to say. S. D. Sazanov
requested His Majesty to grant him an interview that sam~
day, in order to deliver an urgent report on the general
political situation. After a pause the Emperor asked:
"Will it make any difference to you if I received you at the
same time as Tatishchev, at 3 o'clock, as otherwise I have
not a single minute free today 1" The Minister thanked the
Emperor and said he would be there at the hour specified.
"The Chief of the Staff besought S. D. Sazonov not to
fail to persuade the Emperor to agree to general mobiliza
tion in view of the extreme danger for us in case of war
with Germany, should the situation demand resolute action
on our part, once the success of general mobilization had
been compromised by carrying out a preliminary partial
mobilization
.
"On the return of S. D. Sazonov to the Ministry he had
an interview with the French Ambassador.
"Meanwhile A. W. Krivoschein had informed S. D.
Sazonov that when he requested His Majesty to grant him
an interview, the reply had been received that the Emperor
had engagements without number for that day, and could not
receive him
.
"At 2 o'clock the Minister of Foreign Affairs left for
Peterhof with Major-General Tatishchev. They were re
ceived there together by His Majesty in the Alexandrinsky
palace.
"The Minister spent almost the entire hour in proving
that war was inevitable, as it was in every way evident that
Germany was bent upon driving matters to the point of
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combat: otherwise she would not have declined every con
ciliatory proposal made, and could easily have brought her
ally to her senses. Such being the situation. the only course
left us was to make all necessary preparations to meet the
war fully armed and under the most advantageous eondi
tions. Therefore it was better to concentrate our minds
upon our preparations, without fearing the danger of pro
voking war by them, rather than to be caught unprepared
through fear of providing an exeuse for war.
"The intense desire of the Emperor at all eosts to avoid
war, the horrors of which filled him with the utmost re
pugnance, forced His Majesty, while realizing the heavy
responsibility he incurred at this fateful hour, to seek every
possible means of averting the impending danger. Ac
cordingly, for long he refused his sanction to measures
which, though essential from the military point of view,
might Yet, as he clearly understood, precipitate the denoue
ment feared.
"The irritability, so unusual for him, with which His
Majesty cut short General Tatishchev, was one symptom of
the tension caused by the feelings experieneed by the Em
peror at this moment. The General, who all this time had
taken no part in the conversation, had said, during a mo
ment's pause: "Yes, it is difficult to decide." The Emperor
in displeasure retorted sharply: "1 am the one to decide,"
desiring thus to put a stop to any further interference of
the General in the conversation.
"At length the Emperor agreed that under present
eonditions it would be most dangerous not to prepare in time
for the war which was apparently inevitable, and therefore
sanctioned the immediate commencement of general mobili
zation.
"S. D. Sazonov requested and received His Majesty's
permission to inform the Chief of the General Staff by tele
phone eoncerning this decision, and hurried to the telephone
on the lower floor of the palace ..... :'
The telegram regarding mobilization was despatched
between 6 and 7 p.m. on the 30th July. In aetual fact this
was the last day for the declaration of general mobilization,
on which it would have been possible to eseape the confusion
that would have resulted should it have become essential to
alter the partial mobilization declared the day before into
a general mobilization. The telegram despatched on the
evening of the 30th July, stated that the 31st July, was to
be reckoned the first day of general mobilization in all Mili
tary Districts. This enabled confusion to be avoided in the
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four Military Districts (Kiev, Odessa, Moscow, and Kazan)
in which a partial mobilization had already been declared, as
the first day, as a general rule, reserves and horses are not
moved or loaded. All reserves are given the first twenty
four hours to put their affairs in order, and moves com·
menee on the second day of mobilization. Thus orders were
received in Kiev, Odessa, Moscow, and Kazan, during the
first day of partial mobilization, that the following day was
to be reckoned the first day of general mobilization, which
was to absorb the partial, in fact cancelling it. In those
Districts mobilization was to begin on the 31st July, the
same as everywhere else; only in them two first days of
mobilization occurred consecutively. In a word, this deci
sion neutralized all the harm proceeding from the declara
tion of partial mobilization, resulting in general in a day's
delay in mobilization.
On the 31st July, Count Purtales bluntly presented an
ultimatum demanding cancellation within twenty-four hours
of the general mobilization which had commenced. Im
mediately after this the Emperor sent a personal telegram
to Wilhelm:
" .... For technical reasons it is impossible to stop our
military preparations, which were necessitated by the Aus
trian mobilization. But we are far from desiring war.
So long as negotiations continue with Austria over the Ser

bian question my troops will not take any action; I give my
personal word of honor as to this. .•. "
On the 31st July, Wilhelm declared in Germany the
"Kriegsgefahrzustand," which is equivalent to our first day
of mobilization.
On the 1st of August the Emperor Nikolai II again
appealed to Wilhelm, sending him this telegram:
"I understand that you have been obliged to commence
mobilization; but I would desire to obtain from you the
same guarantees that I have given you: namely that these
measures do not yet signify the commencement of war, and
that we will continue our negotiations, for the welfare of
our countries, and to maintain the general peace so dear to
our hearts. With God's help our long and well-tried friend
ship must assist in avoiding bloodshed. Trusting fully in
you, I await an answer with impatience."
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The reply to this telegram was the declaration of war
by Germany at 7 p.m. on the 1st August, and invasion the
same day by German troops, who occupied the towns of
Kalish and Bendin and perpetrated a number of atrocities
there.
No impartial historian can fail to arrive at the conclu
-sion that neither the Russian Emperor nor his Government
can be held to blame as having provoked the war.
It is not without interest to recall that on the 15th
September, 1917, the temporary Government of Kerensky,
which was severe in criticism of the fallen Tsarist Govern
ment, considered it necessary to affirm on their own part
before the whole world that the Russian mobilization was a
measure essential for self.defense, and was rendered obliga
tory by:
(1) The mobilization of Austria-Hungary and the declaration
by her of war on Serbia.
(2) The threatening behavior of Germany, who not only actuaily
refused to use her influence upon Austria in the interests of a peace
ful solution of the crisis, but even support~d her in her irreconcilable
attitude.
(3) The threats of Count Purtales on the 29th July, with the
object of preventing Russia from taking elementary precautions.
(4) The military and naval preparations of Germany (com_
munications in the "Lokal Anzeiger").

We must now consider the question whether the Rus
sian general mobilization represented such a thre:lt to Ger
many that no other means of defense was left her, save an
immediate attack upon her neighbors.
While the German General Staff before the war was en
gaged in the continual struggle to obtain bigger and bigger
credits with which to increase the army, they did not hesi
tate to produce numbers of calculations, according to which
the French mobilized army appeared stronger than the Ger
man. "These deductions were so astonishing," writes
Kuhl,'° one of the generals on the German General Staff,
"that the War Minister expressed doubt as to the reliability
of the General Staff information about France; the data
quoted seemed to him too much exaggerated. A lengthy
O·"'Der Deutsche General Stab in Vorbeiterung und Durcb
fiihrung des Weltkrieges" H. v. Kuhl, p. 16.
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correspondence on this subject took place in 1911, but the
General Staff stood by their opinions."
One of the favorite arguments to prove the weakness of
Germany was the simple comparison of the numbers mobil
ized in Russia and France on the one hand, and in Germany
and Austria-Hungary on the other. The strength of Italy,
the other member of the Triple Alliance, was neglected.
Immediately. the fact that Italy did not take action together
with the Central Powers in 1914 by no means proves that
Italy would not have remained faithful to her word, had one
of the Central Powers actually suffered an attack. The
telegrams exchanged between Giolitti and the Marquis
Guliano on the 9th of August, 1913,11 convince one that Ger
many and Austria-Hungary were warned by the Italian
Government at that time, that in case of attack by the latter
on Serbia, Italy would consider herself not bound by the alli
ance. In deciding on attack in 1914, the German Government
quite deliberately renounced the co-operation of the Italian
army. Is not this the best possible proof that the rulers of
Germany had no fear as to her weakness, but were quite con
fident as to her superiority in strength over the Franco·Rus
sian alliance, even without the aid of Italy?
"On the 9th August, 1913, the day before peaee was to have been
reestablished in the Balkans, the Marquis San Guliano, the Italian
Minister for Foreign Affairs, telegraphed to his Prime Minister:
"Austria-Hungary has communicated to us, as also to Germany. her
intention to begin military operations against Serbia, and she eJt·
plains this as being a defense measure: she considers that this
represents a 'casus foederis' for the triple alliance. I think that
this completely traverses the actual facts. I am trying to get Ger·
many to co-operate in my efforts to prevellt this action. It might,
however, be of use to state definitely that we cannot consider thew
operations of Austria as defensive, and so we cannot see any actual
'casus foederis.' "
Giolitti's reply was as follows:
"If Austria commences the operations against Serbia, it is evident
that a 'casus foederis' will not exist. This is a step that she is under
taking on her own account. It is not a question of defense a.t all, as
no one is about to attack her. This must be stated to Austria in the
most decisive manner, and Gennany must be desired to use her in
fluence upon Austria in order to prevent her from embarking upon
this dangerous adventure."
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In the spring of 1914 the German General Staff com~
piled the table'" set out below, comparing the numbers which
could be called to the colors in each country:
Russia
France

_~

__ ~ __ ~
~~

~

~

~

Total __ ~ __ ~~
Germany ~ __ ~_~~_~_~~
Austria-Hungary _.

Total

~_~

~_~

~

~

__ 2,822,000
__ 2,Hl4,000

__ ~ __ 4,926,000
2,138,000
~_ 1,140,000

~_~

__ ~ __ ~_~_~~

3,278,000

By means of these figures the German General Staff
sought to instil the idea that Germany was threatened with
inevitable ruin, should she fail, immediately upon receiving
the news of the mobilization of Russia, to avail herself of
her advantage in swifter mobilization, and defeat her
enemies in turn. This version was deeply impressed upon
German public opinion before the war, and is the one to
which German military writers hold even now.
But the hand of time has exposed all the cards. We can
now answer with complete accuracy the question whether
the relative strengths of the opponents were as affirmed by
Germany.
This comparison will of course not be confined to the
simple juxtaposition of the totals of men who could be called
to the colors. The stupidity of such a comparison is hnme
diately self~apparent, since war does not consist of single
handed combats between those called up. A correct result
can only be obtained by comparing the numbers of infantry
divisions. An infantry division constitutes in battle that
combination of artillery, machine-gun and rifle fire~power.
which must be reckoned the foundation of the fighting power
of a modern army.
We will now see what number of divisions was put into
the field in the European theaters of war by Russia, France,
and Serbia on the one hand, and by Germany and Austria
Hungary on the other. The Belgian army (6 infantry and
2 cavalry divisions), as also the British (6 infantry and
1 cavalry divisions), cannot be taken into account, as, but
"Borrowed from "Der Deutsche Generalstab" H. v. Kuhl page 104.
In giving these figures the German General Staff "ft>ared" that the
Siberian and Turkestan troops were not included for Russia, and the
"black troops" for France.
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for Germany's violation of neutrality, she would not have
had these armies opposed to her.
In view of the fact that the mobilization and concentra
tion of the Russian army required not less than two months,
the table set out below relates to the 1st October, 1914.
A single glance at this table enables one to determine
that the Franco-Russian alliance not only had no superiority
in strength, but that the advantage, though but a slight one,
lay with the Central Powers. 18
Total of infantry divisions concentrated by the
combatants in the European theaters up to
the 1st October, 1914.
Number of infantry

Russia
France
Serbia and Montenegro
Total
Gel'many
.
Austria-Hungary __ ~ __ ~
Total

_
_
_
_
_
_
._

divisionlJ

94%
73
15

(Note 1)
(Note 2)
(Note 3)

182%

123
84

(Note 4)
(Note 5)

187

Note 1. 64 first-line infantry divisions, 13 rifle brigades, 24
second-line infantry divisions.
Note 2. 47 first-line infantry divisions, 26 leserve divisions.
Note 3. 9 first-line infantry divisions, 6 second·line infantry
divisions.
Note 4. 50 first-line infantry divisions, 29 reserve infantr:r di_
visions, 15 Ersatz divisions, Landwehr to a strength
of 2!I infantry divisions.
Note 5. 33 first-line infantry divisions, 7 rifle brigades, 17
Landwehr and Honwede divisions, 2 Landstunn di
visions, and 19 Landsturrn hrigades.
"Russia had an advantage in the numbers of cavalry divisions
(Russia 31, France 10, Serbia 1, Germany 11, Austria_Hungary 11).
But under the conditions of the Great European War of 1914, cav
alry was merely an auxiliary arm. This advantage in cavalry al·
most entirely lost its significance in the Russi~n invasion of Ger
many. For counter operations against the Rus!\ian cavalry, with
abundant communications, wire entanglements, and stone buildings
readily convertible into blockhollses, the Gennans could make great
use of their Landsturm, supported by small infantry and cavalry
units, armored cars, mobile companies, etc. Her superiority in cav_
alry was only of use to Russia in defensive warfare on the wide
expanses of her own territory. Therefore in examining the question
whether the Russian mobilization constituted the threat of an ir~
resistible invasion into Germany, we have based our calculation ex
clusively upon the numbers of infantry divisions.
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But on comparing the fighting strengths of the infantry
divisions of the different armies we see that the slight
superiority of the Central Powers really becomes very big.
For this we must refer to the comparative tables given be
low:
The Russian infantry regiment had four battalions,
whilst the Germans had three. German authors are very
fond of laying stress upon this difference. They attempt
to prove, on the basis of the number of battalions, that the
numerical advantage was on the side of Russia, and that
only the high qualities of the German troops and the striking
talents of the German generals gave them success in wrest
ing the laurels of victory from the enemy.
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In Napoleon's time it was permissible to reckon by
battalions, as "shock" tactics ruled on the field of battle.
But now, in the epoch of "fire" tactics, such a method is an
anachronism and conceals either ignorance or an attempt at
perversion of the facts.
Modern war consists primarily of the artillery combat.
The distribution of casualties serves as a characteristic illus
tration of this fact: 70% are due to artillery fire, 20% to rifle
and machine-gun fire, and the remaining 10% to all the other
means of offense (hand grenades, poison-gas waves, bayonet
and sword, etc.). The experience of the war has confirmed
the fact that overloading a division with battalions does not
increase its fighting power, and so a 12-battalion division, as
a unit, may be considered equal in fighting power to a 16
battalion one.
The experience of the recent war even shows that a 4
battalion establishment has its disadvantageous side: the
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excessive numbers of infantry accustomed generals to fight
with "cannon fodder versus cannon"; therefore it is no
paradox to state that an excess of infantry means a
corresponding increase in the numbers of killed and
wounded. During the war Russia changed to 3-battalion
regiments, and this did not decrease in the least the fighting
power of the division.
Apart from the fact stated above, another interesting
point is that the German infantry battalion was 20%
stronger than the Russian in fighting strength. Thus, the
strength of a division in infantrymen came to:
Russian divisions
German divisions

H,MO
, 12 -13,000 (dependent on the at
tachment of the rifle battalion)

But this still is not all.
As will be seen later, Russian divisions at the commence
ment of the war were short of establishment, and this
shortage became worse as time went on, so that already by
November an infantry division had on the average only
about 9,000 infantrymen.
Having regard to all that is set forth above, we affirm
that the strength of the Russian infantry division even as
regards the number of rifles, was always weaker than the
Germans.
We must now compare the strength of infantry divisioI'.s
as regards artillery. The table on page 21 shows the number
of batteries. The number of guns in a Russian field battery
was eight, and in a German, six. But once again war eXM
perience has clearly confirmed the indications of pre-war
theory, that with modern quickMfiring guns 8 and 6 gun
batteries are of the same value. The battery is the fire-unit,
and its power depends above all upon the ammunition re
sources at its disposal.
The French, upon the urging of General Langlois, their
authority on artillery, profited by the superiority of their
guns over the German. and made their batteries 4-gun,
but this did not make them weaker than the German 6-gun
batteries. In 1915 we cut down the number of guns in field
batteries to six, nor did this by any means weaken the
battery as a fire unit.
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Upon reckoning up the number of batteries in accor
dance with the facts set out in the before-mentioned table,
and supposing a corps to consist of two divisions, we find
that the following number of batteries was allotted to each
infantry division:
Russian
German
i.e. a dmlble 8uperiority.

~

..

7 batteries
14 batteries

But Germany's superiority in strength was not limited
to this alone.
The German army was provided with a large amount
of army heavy artillery. This consisted of groups armed
with howitzers and mortars up to 210 calibre, or long-range
guns up to 100, 130 and 150 mm. All these guns were of
a modern type and had a range of 9 to 14 versts. The
total number of guns in the German heavy artillery exceeded
1,000 pieces. The whole heavy field artillery of the French
totalled 300 guns. At the beginning of the war in 1914
we had about 100 howitzers of 150 mm. calibre and about
50 long-range guns of 105 mID.
On completing the comparison of the numbers of in
fantry divisions, and of the fighting strength of the division,
we arrive at the irrefutable conclusion that the strength of
the Central Powers considerably exceeded that of the Franco
Russian alliance.
Hence it follows that the statements of the Kaiser, and
of the German General Staff, as to the strategic necessity
for Germany to attack one of her neighbors immediately,
in the interests of self-defense, may be placed among the
legends designed to deceive public opinion.
The Germans with their mobilization completed, could
quite well have adopted a waiting attitUde . . . had they
not, in actual fact, desired war.
Let us suppose that Germany had in fact left the initia
tive of the attack to Russia. What enormous strategical and
political advantages would have accrued to her:
(1) Great Britain would not have taken the field against Ger_
many, as doubtless she would not have given her support were
Russia the aggressor.

(2) The French Government would have done everything possible
to prevent Russia from attacking. Though tha French people could
not forget the annexation of Alsacc-Lorraine, yet they did not sympa·
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thize with an aggressive war, and the morale of the French army
would have been incomparably lower than the Germans found it on
the fields of the Marne.
(3) The Germans could have avoided attacking France, and
the French would then never have violated the neutrality of Belgium.
Consequently, on the comparatively limited front of 150 kilometers
between Luxemburg and Switzerland, confined between the well forti
fied German area of Metlz-Didenhof and the mountainous country in
the south, the German troops could easily have withheld lIny French
attempts at an offensive. General Count von Schlieffen, esteemed by
the Germans a great authority, as bein$' Chief of the General Staff,
was of opinion that half of the Gennan armed fOl'ess would have
been more than enough for this task.

Thus, the remaining half of their forces, i.e. 61 divisions,
could have been concentrated by the Germans for operations
against Russia. Adding to these some 50 Austro-Hungarian
divisions, we see what force Russia would have encountered
had she attacked. What the consequences would have been
can not, I think, now be doubted.
The Kaiser and his General Staff realized perfectly that
no aggressive action would follow on Russia's part. They
knew that the Emperor Nikolai II would persist, as before,
in his endeavors to reach a peaceful solution of the Serbo
Austrian conflict. Incidentally, the Kaiser and his General
Staff, already determined as to the necessity for a preventive
war, had many reasons for desiring to begin the war in this
very year, 1914. In 1915 the Russian army would have been
provided with a Heavy Artillery equal to that of the Ger
mans, and many of the measures included in the big military
program of 1913, which was a reply to the corresponding
German prof\l'am of 1913, would have been on the way to
accomplishment. The great advantages on the side of the
German army would not have been present to such an over
whelming degree.
The war was necessary to Wilhelm for him to attain
to the complete overlordship of Europe, and to a hegemony
over the world. A waiting or defensive attitude would not
answer his purpose, and it was necessary to attack.

CHAPTER II

Russia's Military Strength
In 1914 the peace strength of the Russian armed forces
totalled some 1,423,000 men. On a declaration of general
mobilization another 3,115,000 would be called UP. repre
senting the entire reserve of trained men up to the age of
38 inclusive. Of these about 2,000,000 were earmarked for
bringing the units of the army up to war strength, and also
to form new units; the remaining 1,100,000 went to form
Depot and Reserve training units and organizations of the
far rear.
Our mobilization plan provided for the calling up of
the militia ("opolchenie") as well as reservists. The militia
was divided into two grades.
The first grade included all army reservists aged from
38 to 43 inclusive. In this category were about 400,000 men
who had received military training, but who were already
middle-aged. In addition, young men who had been surplus
to requirements when their turn had come to be called up
for the amUt were included in the first grade of militia.
They had received quite inadequate instruction at the few
short training camps they had attended.
The second grade of militia comprised those who had
been absolved from complying with their calling-up orders,
in accordance with the exemptions widely dispensed by our
law. The soldiers of the second grade had received no mili
tary training.
No exact account was kept of the numbers of militia
men, except for those who had passed through the arm.'l,
and for the four junior classes of the first grade. Therefore
the total of the militia can only be placed at the approximate
figure of 6,500,000.
The plan of mobilization did not deal with the whole
of the militia in such detail as with the reserves of the
army. It was considered possible to limit the plan to the
first-grade militia, from which were formed militia units
for maintaining the services behind the front, chiefly for
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garrison service within the Empire in place of the departed
first-line troops. These units totalled about 800,000 men.
The militia units were armed with the old slow firing
rifles of 1878, the so-called "Berdanki." They were of no
fighting value whatever. Such of them as were drafted into
the theater of operations were only made use of as a labor
force or as lines-of-commuications units. In this respect
our militia was very different from the Landsturm of Ger
many and Austria-Hungary. In the case of our enemies
the Landsturm units could take their part in military opera
tions from the first days of the war. In Germany the
screening force employed to cover the frontier (the Grent
schutz) was formed for the most part from the Landsturm.
In continuing with our account, it will be impossible to take
our militia units into consideration in any calculations as to
fighting strength.
Thus our mobilization plan took into account about
5,500,000 men altogether. While the telegraphic orders and
imperial ukase for general mobilization called up only the
reserve of the army (i.e. 3,115,000 men), 800,000 first-grade
militia men were called up by a special Imperial mani
festo. 1
At the end of the general mobilization in 1914 the armed
forces of Russia consisted of:
A.

B.

The field army (first-line troops): 70 infantry divisions and
18 rifle brigades." 24 Cavalry" and Cossack divisions
and 8 cavalry brigades not incorporated into cavalry
divisions.
Second-line troops: 35 infantry serend-line divisions. A few
Cossack divisi(}ns and a large number of second- and
third-line Cossack regiments and so-tnias, from which
corps and divisional cavalry was formed.'

In peace time only the first-line troops, organized in
37 corps, were maintained. The majority of the corps con
sisted of 2 infantry divisions. The cavalry and Cossack divi
sions and the independent cavalry brigades were distributed
in peace time among the corps, but upon the commencement
of mobilization were formed into army cavalry.
'The necessary manifesto was issued on the 7th August.
'The fighting strength of a rifle brigade was equal to half that
of an infantry division.
'The fourth regiment in each cavalry division was a Cossack one.
"In the course of the war the whole ten Cossack "Voiska" (dis·
tricts) put into the field altogether 162 cavalry regiments, 171 inde
pendent Cossack sotnias, and 24 infantry battalions.
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In peace time there also existed a still higher formation
-the Military District. All the troops and military organi~
zations within the territorial limits of his district were
subordinate to the G.O.C. Military District, who had the
powers of an army commander."
Our first.line troops were up to the necessary standard
as regards fighting qualities and tactical training. The
failures of the Japanese war had not shattered the traditions
of the old units, whose standards had waved of old on many
fields of victory. Experience in the new tactics of warfare
had been bought, at the price of much bloodshed, against a
first-class enemy on the battlefields of Manchuria. In 1914
there were in the ranks of our army a large number of com
manders, officers, and N .C.Oo's who had passed through
the best military school-that of war. The infantry were
to a considerable degree breaking away from the old tradi
tion of massive chain formations, and were trying to base
their fighting operations on "link" tactics. The standard of
musketry had been brought to a higher level than in any
other army in the world. In these respects the Russian
first-line troops were better-prepared than the enemy. The
author had himself the opportunity of witnessing on many
occasions in the first engagements how much more "up-to
date" our infantry regiments were. Not only the Austr04
Hungarians, but the Germans too, came into action in thes~
engagements in massive formations in the shape of dense
chains, providing excellent targets for our field artillery, as
also for the rifle fire of our sharpshooters. This fact in the
first engagements counterbalanced in part our handicap due
to the inferior artillery fire strength of our divisions as com
pared to those of the enemy.
Our field artillery, as regards knowledge of the best use
of the special properties of quick-firing guns, were the
superiors not only of the enemy, but even of the French,
who have always been granted the honor of first place. The
author had the opportunity of convincing himself as to this,
when in 1910 he had to attend the French artillery maneuvers
at the Camp de Mailly. He was astonished at what he saw:
all the firing was carried out at short ranges (three versts) :
the battery commanders directed the fire without using
'See Appendix No.1 ("Peace-time distribution").
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telephone communication, and consequently they could not
be farther off than 50 yards from the batteries, which could
not take up fully covered positions. The Russian field artil
lery took great strides forward after the Japanese war.
They were trained in firing at all ranges: covered positions
and telephone communications were the normal thing, and
not the exception, as in France.
Comparing the tactical preparedness of our first-line
cavalry with that of the Germans, oDe must in justice admit
that the latter was more "up-to-date." The Russian cavalry
had not managed finally to rid itself of the out-of-date
"doctrine of shock." Still, the case was many times worse
with Austria-Hungary and with our allies. The same thing
is to be seen with the French; in 1910, when the author had
the opportunity of taking part in the French cavalry
maneuvers, he saw with his own eyes cuirassiers in cuirasses
(the third brigades of cavalry divisions), intended to deal
the" coup de collier" in the expected shock.
We consider we can truthfully affirm that in 1914
the cadres of the Russian army should have been given th~
leading plactJ, as much in comparison with the enemy. as
with our allies.
In 1910 General Sukhomlinovdid away with our fortress
infantry and reserve troops. He decided to replace them
by second-line infantry divisions to be formed at the com
mencement of mobilization. In planning the formation of
these divisions the War Ministry of General Sukhomlinov
was copying from the German army, in which there was a
"system of secret cadres" for reserve divisions. These
reserve divisions were at once organized by the Germans
into a reserve corps, which could take part in active opera
tions just as well as the field army. Thanks to the careful
attention given to their development, these reserve corps
differed little from the German field corps, and thus were
comparable in quality to the German first-line troops. Not
so with us. The basic conditions essential for the success
of such formations were disregarded by Sukhomlinov.
Firstly, the German soldier was more cultured than the
Russian, and, above all, was prepared for the conscientious
acceptance of discipline by all the traditions of his social life.
Therefore the actual training of a German unit required
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incomparably less time than the training of a Russian.
Secondly, the Germans paid special attention in peace time
to training a large cadre of reenlisted N.C.O.'s and a Reserve
of Officers. We were badly provided in this respect also,
as the following figures will serve to prove. Compared
with the number of not less than 12 reenlisted N.C.Oo's avail
able in peace time in a German company, we could with
great difficulty raise two. The training of our reserve of
officers was also altogether unsatisfactory. The "peace time
training" of our subalterns of the Reserve consisted in the
main in filling in the column of the mobilization register
concerned. It must be further stated that in the peace time
army in 1914 even those few cadres which were to have
been formed from the first-line troops could not be completed
up to strength. As we have already had occasion to state
in Chapter I, the shortage of officers in the peace establish
ment of the army had reached 3,000 on the 24th July, 1914.
For these reasons the conversion of our second-line
divisions into efficient fighting units required far longer
time than had been anticipated in the mobilization time
table, as these divisions required a certain time after their
formation for combined training and "schooling." Even
then, owing to the poorness of the cadres, they could not be
compared to our first-line units; they long remained second
line troops in quality, suitable for the occupation of for
tresses and for defense in fortified positions.
Our second-line cavalry consisted of second- and third
grade Cossack units. The best elements of the second grade
were used for the formation of Cossack second-line divi
sions; all the remainder were formed into regiments and
"sotnias" allotted to corps and divisional cavalry. Thero2i
were no properly trained officers and N.C.O.'s: they had all
had time completely to forget their military training, so
that these units required a full period of training just as
much as the second-line infantry divisions. But as the
mobilization plan had not envisaged the necessity for this,
these units came to their corps and divisions completely un
trained.
There was a wider reason for the unsatisfactory solu
tion of the problem regarding our second-line troops-to wit,
that our military chiefs had not been trained in warfare on
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the huge scale of a modern European war. The most essen
tial part of such training was the ability to regard the
organization of our armed forces from the very widest
point of view, bearing in mind the interests of the whole
state; while at the same time a really scientific standpoint
was necessary for the solution of the problems arising. The
organization responsible for the detailed analysis, and
equally for the synthesis, of the decisions upon each partic
ular problem, was the institution corresponding to that
termed in Gennany the "Great General Staff." We had our
"Chief Directorate of the General Staff," but, for many
reasons, it was far from suitable for the high and responsible
mission entrusted to it. One of these numerous reasons
was that the vital necessity of proceeding as fast as possible
with the proper work of this most important creative center
of military power was not clearly represented in the direci
ing circles of the state. The following fact will illustrate
that this necessity was not grasped. Every change of the
Chief of the General Staff must inevitably have a disastrous
effect on all work on preparation for war; for this reason
from 1871 to 1914, Le. for the last 43 years, only four indi
viduals had occupied the position of Chief of the General
Staff in Germany (Count Moltke, Count Waldersee, Count
Schlieffen, and Moltke, junior), whilst we, since 1905, i.e. in
the space of nine years, had made six changes (Palitsyn,
Sukhomlinov, Myshlaevsky, Herngross, Jilinsky and Yanush
kevitch). Consequently, any real possibility of coordinating
the numerous and diverse methods of training the armed
forces of the country was out of the question. The way one
question or another was dealt with depended upon the com
petence, proficiency, or even tastes of this person or that : the
question would be settled somehow or other, but there was no
synthesis upon a scientific basis, as was the case in France
and Germany.
The Japanese war drew attention to the necessity of
heavy artillery in modern field operations, and this require
ment was not altogether neglected. In accordance with the
big program which we undertook at the end of 1913, in
reply to the big German program, the Russian army was to
receive a considerable increase in artillery. Each of our
infantry divisions was to receive 8 field batteries (on the
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6 gun establishment) plus two howitzers. At the same time
an artillery groupe of long-range guns (4.2") and an artil
lery group of howitzers (6") was to be added to the
howitzer artillery group (4.8") already existing in each
corps. In view of the expenses incurred, the big program
was worked out to cover a period of 5 years, and the increase
of the artillery was to have commenced in 1915. Why were
we so late with the decision upon this all-important question?
Eight years had already passed since the Japanese war. and
Germany had had time to profit by our experience. The lack
of funds was no excuse in this regard, as every year a huge
sum in unexpended credits (amounting to hundreds of
millions of roubles) remained at Sukhomlinovs disposal.
In the end the money was allowed to be wasted on renewing
the old patterns of equipment! The reason was simply that
among us there was no real understanding of modern war,
and of the rate of evolution of design.
There was a group of officers holding senior appoint
ments on the military directorates, who had not been present
on the Manchurian battlefields, or who had only held senior
staff appointments, which still clung to the superannuated
doctrine of the supremacy of the bayonet over the bullet,
and Sukhomlinov and bis entourage belonged to this group.
The idea of "fire tactics" was still reckoned by them as a
vicious heresy, and so they turned a deaf ear to the prognosti
cations of military science that the next war would be still
more a war of fire tactics and would turn out essentially "a
struggle of gun- and machine~gun-fire." It should have been
obvious upon proper consideration that the strengthening of
the artillery was a measure of the first importance, and one
admitting of no delay.
The lack of a "scientific" grasp of modern war in those
circles responsible for preparation for war, may be judged
from the following extract from General Lukomsky's
memoirs: 7
"In 1911 the General Staff raised the question of the
inadequacy of the number of rounds allowed by us per gun
as an inviolable reserve in case of war (one thousand rounds
per gun), and of the excessive time that would be required
to get even these shells ready.
'A Russian artillery brigade consisted of two groups of two or
three batteries each. (Translator's note.)
"'Recollections," General A. C. Lukomsky, Vol. I, pp. 35-37.
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"It should be explained that there were in peace time
only two local parks which were maintained in a state of
readiness for war (one in the Warsaw, the other in the Kiev,
Military District). None of the other local parks were
kept ready for war, i.e. upon the declaration of war the shells
had to be filled and the fuses screwed in, and in many of
these parks the time required for this would extend to the
300-350th day of mobilization. Thus about a year was re
quired merely to make the available reserve ready for use.
"Attention was drawn to this defect, and the Chief
Artillery Directorate was ordered to proceed immediately
with the construction of shell factories, and to expedite the
work on mobilization to such a degree that shell-filling would
be completed by all parks by the end of the third month
from the declaration of mobilization at the latest.
"In 1912 the question of the inadequacy of our normal
allowance of shell per gun was raised.
"At a sitting of the committee presided over by Jilinsky 8
this question was discussed from all points of view
.
"The representatives of the General Staff9 pointed out
that in the armies of the Western states the normal was
fixed at 2,000-3,000 shells per gun, that Germany considered
a normal of 3,000 shell insufficient, and that it was essential
for us to institute a normal of at any rate 2,000 shells per
gun, and to proceed as quickly as possible with tbe manu~
facture of the required number of shell.
"The representatives of the Chief Artillery Directorate,
basing their arguments on the expenditure of shell during
the Russo-Japanese war, declared that, although there were
cases when individual guns had fired off up to 500 rounds
in a single battle, yet our normal allowance of 1,000 rounds
per gun was quite adequate
.
"The Committee could not reach a final solution of this
question, and General Jilinsky put it before the Minister of
War for his decision. General Sukhomlinov compromised
upon a normal of 1,500 rounds per gun, which was duly
confirmed.
"In 1913 a credit was solicited, for the manufacture of
the shells required according to the new normal, but without
success, and up to the beginning of the war the reserve
was not complete, even according to the old normal. We
began the war with 850 shells per gun:'
This extract is altogether characteristic. We can see
in this affair what tricks the representatives of the Chief
Artillery Directorate played with military science. They
'The Chief of the General Staff.
°i.e., the representatives of the Chief Directorate of the General
Staff.
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never dreamed of analyzing the figures, paying no attention
whatsoever to the fact, firstly, that in almost all the battles
of the Japanese war we were beaten by the Japanese;
secondly, that this was essentially a colonial war, in which it
was impossible to develop to the full the resources of modern
technique; thirdly, that the rapid progress of this technique
forces one to regard every past war as already far distant.
The extract quoted is also characteristic in another sense.
It shows how "bureaucratic" our military chiefs were.
Verbal or written statements, sittings and protocols-these
were the limit of their responsibility. Three years had
passed by after 1911, and still, when our armed forces were
mobilized in 1914, there were actually only 850 shells per
gun in our army. This in no wise disturbed the tranquil
calm of the War Minist.er, or prevented him from affinning
that mobilization had gone splendidly, as though the question
of the supply of ammunition reserves had no bearing upon
mobilization.
General Sukhomlinov's appointment to the post of War
Minister was not a matter of chance. Every social organism
forms its prototype in its own mould. The well-known
English saying "the right man in the right place" is only
an expression for the result of this process in a healthy
social organism. But an unhealthy organism simply finds
its prototype from those who are most complaisant and will
go with the stream. In such a state of affairs it is a mere
accident if "the right man" is appointed. As a result of the
impression created by the defeats of the Japanese war, "the·
right men" began to be appointed to positions of military
control. General Rediger was appointed to the post of War
Minister, and General Palitsyn to that of Chief of the
General Staff. The qualifications of both these generals
were in full accordance with the standard demanded by
modern war. But by 1908 they had been removed from their
posts, as they were not in concord with the spirit prevailing
in our directing circles. These generals had the civic courage
to point out how behindhand we were in our military prep
aration, and how essential was prolonged and persistent
effort upon a proper scientific basis, thereby destroying the
legend of our invincibility. And now a new star, General
Sukhomlinov, rose upon the horizon of the St. Petersburg
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bureaucracy. Having passed out of the Staff College in the
seventies of last century, and having been decorated with
the Cross of St. George after the Turkish war of 1877-1878,
he represented in his own opinion the height of proficiency
and war experience. But in the swift development of mili
tary affairs the best military education loses its value, with
out the constant and devoted study of military evolution.
However, Sukhomlinov remained convinced that what he
had learned decades ago was still unchangeably true. At
a meeting of the professors of our Staff College, the author
himself heard War Minister Sukhomlinov blame them for
a tendency towards "innovations," saying that he could not
even hear the words "modern war" pronounced without a
feeling of annoyance. "As war was, so it has remained,"
he added: "all these things are vicious innovations; look at
me, for instance; for the last 25 years I have not read a
single military manual." So the author feels he has the
right to affirm that General Sukhomlinov was worse than
an ignoramus, for besides this he was completely happy-go
lucky. These two defects enabled him to regard the most
complicated questions of military organization with astonish
ing equanimity. This easy bearing was the reason that a
false impression of Sukhomlinov's resolution and powers
of swift appreciation was produced upon people who had
failed to grasp the really complicated nature of modem
military affairs. But in reality he was merely in the posl
tion of a man walking unawares near the verge of an abyss.
Sukhomlinov inflicted incalculable harm upon the Rus
sian army. Wherever his influence reached it withered those
abundant, but still delicate, shoots of military thought whkh
had sprung up after the Japanese war. Happily, the com
paratively brief term of his disruptive work minimized his
destructive influence upon the mass of the army itself. New
tactical ideas, purchased at a heavy price in blood, had been
permanently engrafted in the heart of the army, and to force
this army to eradicate habits which had become part of its
very being was no light task even for the all-powerful War
Minister. The fighting units of the army continued their
work, and received assistance from the G.O.C. the troops
of the St. Petersburg Military District, the Grand Duke
Nicholai Nikolaievich. The Grand Duke collected around
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him in his District the majority of the military leaders who
had become eminent in the Japanese war. Generals Lechit
sky, Lesh, Ivanov, Brinken, and many others helped the
Grand Duke to convert the Krasnoselsky training camp into
a War College of practical value in its own way. The Grand
Duke did not hesitate to follow his chosen path despite the
prejudices existing in the Guards: he appointed to the com
mand of Guards' regiments and divisions officers and
generals who had never served in the Guards before: this
in its own way was revolutionary. Upon the appointment
of General Alexeyev, with the rank of Brigade Commander,
to the command of one of the training camps, the Grand
Duke at once recognized his grasp of military science, and
paid special attention to his appreciation of maneuvers. A
similar role as regards the training of officers, though in
a minor way, was played by the Inspector-General of Artil
lery, the Grand Duke Sergei Mikhailovich.
The Grand Duke Nikolai Nikolaievich rendered great
services to Russia during the pre-war period: he arrested
the process of decomposition originating from Sukhom
linov, and if our first-line troops were of the high standard
we have claimed for them above, Russia was chiefly indebted
for this to the G.O.C. St. Petersburg District. Sukhomlinov
was powerless against him, and the other Military Districts
did their best to emulate the St. Petersburg District.
But as regards questions of higher organization which
were in the domain of the so-called "Great General Staff"
the malign influence of Sukhomlinov found full expression
primarily in the complete lack of training of the General
Staff itself in future duties on the staffs of the higher forma
tions and of the armies. War games and staff rides were
carried out, but without any proper scientific supervision.
We may cite as an example the war game for Senior Com·
manders, which took place at Kiev the 20th-24th April, 1914
(old style dates). Almost all the commanders of the future
Groups of Armies and armies were represented at this war
game, and the training undergone in peace time by thp, Senior
Commanders. _and their staffs should have been evidenced
thereat.
The limits of this work prohibit us from stopping to
describe the whole of this war game, and we will set forth
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in brief simply that part which was carried out by the
North-Western Group of Armies. When, three months lawr,
the thunders of war were heard, the results of Sukhomlinov's
teaching were in specially strong evidence upon this front.
In the South-Weswrn Group of Armies they were more for
tunaw in having General Alexeyev as Chief of Staff: upon
his genuinely scientific military concepts the "strategy" of
General Sukhomlinov had of course no influence whatsoever.
LIST OF PARTICIPANTS
The War Game.
Th~ World War.
Director-in-Chief: War Minister
Commander-in-Chief: the Grand
General Sukhomlinov.
Duke Nikolai Nikolaievich.
Chief of Staff of the Direetor
Chief of Staff to the Command
ill-Chief: Chief of the General
er-in-Chief: General Yanush
Staff General Yanushkevich.
kevich.
Quartermaster-General: General
Quartermaster-General: General
Danilov.
Danilov.
NORTH-WESTERN GROUP OF ARMIES

G.O.C.: General Jilinsky.
Chief of Staff: General
Oranovsky.
Commander of the First Army:
General Rennenkampf.
Chief of Staff: General l\Iileant.
Commander of the Second Army:
General Baron Raush von
Traubenberg.
Chief of Staff: General Leontiev.

G.O.C.: General Jilinsky.
Chief of Staff: General
Oranovsky.
Commander of the First Army:
General 'Rennenkarnpf.
Chief of Stal!: General
Mileant.
Commander of the Second Army:
General Samsonov.
Chief of Staff: General
Postovsky.

The main idea of the Kiev war game was based upon
the supposition that Russia and France were at war with
Germany, Austria-Hungary, and Italy: Russia had gone as
far as mobilization, but was awaiting events. This being the
state of affairs politically, the strategic position was sup
posed to be as follows:
Germany was aiming her first blow against France. In
Eastern Prussia she was deploying a force of ten first-line
and eleven reserve infantry divisions, which were to take th~
offensive upon the Middle Nyeman on the front Grodno-Olita.
The obj ect of the German operations was supposed to be to
shatter our unprepared advance troops on the Middle Nye
man by means of a sharp and sudden blow. and to drive off
as many as possible of the :Russian forces, in order to facili~
tate the operations of the Austro-Hungarian armies ad
vancing on the front Sedlitz-Brest-Litovsk-Kobrin.
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Russia was directing the main mass of her army
against the Austrians. Her task on the North...W estern
front consisted in (a) guaranteeing the success of this opera~
tion and (b) fulfilling her obligations towards her French
ally, by drawing off against herself the largest possible
number of the German forces, with the object of denuding
the French front of German troops.
On the evening of the ninth day of mobilization the
G.O.C. North-Western Group of Armies received informa~
tion from the Director-in~Chiefthat the Germans had begun
the invasion of the area westward of the River Nyeman, and
that the task of stopping this attack devolved upon him.
General Jilinsky decided to proceed without delay with a
determined offensive upon the whole front, without waiting
for the completion of our deployment upon the Middle
Nyeman, directing the main blow upon Lyck, enveloping
the right flank of the Germans.
This decision engaged the First Army, which had not
completed its deployment in front of the Middle Nyeman,
in action with the Germans upon the 12th day of mobiliza
tion, whilst the Second Army, which was advancing upon
Lyck in order to deal the main blow in flank and rear of the
Germans operating against the First Army, could engage
with the enemy only two days later, i.e. on the 14th day of
mobilization.
The order of battle was as follows:
The First Army (8112 first-line infantry divisions) on
the front Kovno-Druskeniki, to direct their main blow next
upon Gumbinnen.
The Second Army (101/2 first-line infantry divisions) on
the front Grodno--Lomja, to direct their main blow upon
the Lyck, in order to assist the First Army, which was as
yet unprepared.
On the evening of the 12th day of mobilization General
Jilinsky decided to defer the offensive of the First Army,
in order to give the Second Army time to get to the Lyck,
i.e. to insure that the operations of these armies should be
conducted simultaneously. However, it was not possible to
give effect to this decision, as, according to the Director's
ruling, the advancing First Army had been attacked by the
Germans.
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The Kiev war game gives matter for very serious
thought to any student of Russia as a military power before
the war.
(1) The most striking point of all is General JilinskY'R
light·hearted decision to assume the offensive. Not to men
tion even the state of complete unreadiness in which the
First and Second Armies must have found themselves on
the 9th day of mobilization, the huge preponderance of
forces hypothecated to the Germans stamped General Jilin
sky's operations as adventure pure and simple.
As we already know from the first chapter, the German
army's numerical superiority in artillery made the ratio of
strength of 2Fo (Germany): 1811 (Russian), but nearer
240 (German): 150 (Russian).12 Jilinsky based his decision
on a complete misunderstanding of the conditions of a
modern battle. His staff, as also the staff of the Director-in
Chief, were still basing their calculations upon the number
of battalions, which allowed them to reckon the ratio of
strength as 70 (German) : 76 (Russian). Such a method of
calculating strengths answered for wars of the Napoleonic
period, but is in no wise suitable to the present day.
(2) The decision to assume the offensive before the
army was in a state of real preparedness was evidence of
another acute strategical error. It showed a failure to grasp
the complicated nature of the process by which, in modern
times, an army is put upon its war footing. If, even at the
beginning of the XIXth century, when there was no great
difference between the armies of peace time and war time,
Napoleon would not permit any "precipitancy"; at the
present day it is a "strategical crime." Such "precipitancy"
under the conditions actually ruling in Russia, must have
produced particularly injurious results. The arrival in the
field of the first-line divisions could not by any means be
taken to indicate that the Russian armies were forthwith
in a state of readiness. The officers of the General Staff had
never received proper training, either at the Staff College
or on their later service, in the technique of the administra
tion of higher formations. The armies after mobilization
'''Number of infantry divisions.
"Relative strength in artillery.
l>Ratio of numbers of battalions engaged.
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ought to have had a certain time at their disposal, in order
to get the administrative, supply, and lines-of-communica
tions organizations into working order. The following fact
will serve as a clear illustration of this unpreparedness re
garding the administration of higher units. The "Regula
tions of Army Administration in the Field," published be
fore the Japanese war, was considered unsatisfactory:
nevertheless right up to 1914 no new one could be completed;
commissions worked upon it, and drafts were prepared, but
were not decided upon, and the new "Regulations" were
hastily issued just before the war itself.
It is essential to remark here that at the time of the
Kiev war game, when he received the instructions of General
Jilinsky for his army to assume the offensive before its
deployment was complete, General Rennenkampf considered
the offensive hardly in order.
(3) But the most characteristic peculiarity of the Kiev
war game was the circumstance that the working of lines of
communications and supply services was ignored. This
shows the futile ideas of strategy of the Chief Directorate,
which made the war game into an exercise in adventures
upon the map and into juggling with figures.
The incompetency of the Chief Directorate was likewise
in special evidence in the field of criticism, which in a war
game is the most valuable part of the training. Herein the
Director-in~Chief has the opportunity of illustrating, from
the particular operations that have just been brought to
the notice of. the students of the war game, those methods
and precepts which he considered correct; in other words
these discussions should serve to frame that solely and
universally accepted doctrine, concerning "unity" in which
there was so much talk amongst us before the war. No
proper criticisms or deductions were made at this war game.
The conclusions drawn by the Chief of the General Staff
consisted of general, and therefore valueless observations.
A report dated 22d May, 1914, was drawn up by the War
Minister; this consisted of a description of the actual course
of events in the war game, and gave no critique.
As has already been stated, there was much argument
amongst us concerning the acceptance of one unified doc
trine, and most people feared to adopt the idea. Sukhom
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linov and favorites 1S interpreted this unification in the sense
of a prohibition to think otherwise than according to their
doctrines.
Incidentally the Russian Senior Commanders stood in
need of a "doctrine" more than anyone else.
The fact was that the Russian army could not but have
found itself in a very difficult position in case of an armed
conflict with the Central Powers. The following are only
the principal of the conditions which caused this:
(1) In compal'isGn with her neighboI"l>, Russia needed far longer
to put her army upon a proper war fonting.

(2) In 1914 the Russian army was considerably behind the
German in artillery power.
(3) The difference between the railway systems available on
either side of the Russo-German frontier.

The Chief Directorate of the General Staff, under such
conditions, was called upon to work out definite strategical
and tactical methods of conducting a war. The length of
time required for war preparations called for caution in the
use of "encounter battle" methods at the beginning of a war.
The paucity of artillery forced us to pay special atten
tion to the correct computation of the comparative fire
strength of the two sides.
The wide disparity in the means of communication
available in our territory and our neighbors' forced us to
exercise special caution with regard to invasions into Ger
many. Our armies, during the first period after crossing the
frontier, would be in a position comparable to that of a force
which has crossed a river and has behind it only a limited
number of bridges, whilst the enemy can freely maneuver
in all directions. Consequently it was strategically of the
first importance to draw the enemy into operations upon our
territory.
A "doctrine" should provide the purely practical solu
tion of cut and dried questions upon the conditions of a
future war, and even of a given period of it. It constitutes
the application of the general principles of military art to
the actual situation as it exists. Therefore, if military
science is essentially the same whether taught in Petrograd,
Paris, or BerTin, then the French, German, and Russian doc
"Amongst whom Bonch-Bruevich, later the first Russian General
to turn Bolshevik, play€d a leading role.
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trines must inevitably vary from one another, and copying
is out of the question. Before the war of 1914 we had
worked out no doctrines; there were only attempts to copy
the Germans or the French. But since a doctrine must de·
pend entirely upon the special characteristics of one's own
armed forces, and upon local conditions, this copying made
the strategy of our senior commanders and General Staff
yet more ill-founded.
We do not draw attention to these gloomy features of
preMwar training with any desire to criticize. Unless the
fact is stated that although our first-line army was magnifi M
cently trained up to division, and in some cases up to ar~~
corps, in the higher formations it was nevertheless not up
to modern standards, the course of the war would be unin
telligible to the reader, or he might unjustly lay the blame
for failure upon the troops themselves. We repeat that
tactically the army was at the proper standard, but our
strategy fell to pieces and cost us rivers of wasted blood.
Incidentally, in modern times the influence of strategy
has extended far afield, and it has brought into its scope not
only politics, but even economics; and so, estimating from
the broadest point of view the military strength of Russia,
it will be perceived that the Russian colossus was much
weaker than was generally supposed.
Above all, this colossus had its "Achilles' heeL"
The blockade of Russia during a general European war
was easy of accomplishment. If at war with Germany trans
port via the Baltic sea was out of the question. Upon the
White Sea the port of Archangel was only open for naviga
tion during a few months of the year in all, and was con
nected with Central Russia by a very poor railway system.
From the Pacific all freight had to be conveyed some
9,000 versts from Vladivostok to the front, for which purpose
there was only one railway available. There remained only
the Black Sea, connected with Russia by means of 14 rail
roads and three waterways. It is apparent from these facts
that in a war with the Central Powers the loss of free
transport upon the Black Sea would constitute essentially a
blockade of Russia. This was accomplished by the action
of Turkey in blocking the Straits against us, and thereafter
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Russia was like a walled-up house, which could only be
entered through the chimney.a
Unfortunately neither our allies nor ourselves fully
realized the extent of the strategic danger involved by thiH.
The Allies' failure to realize the danger threatening Russia
in the event of the closing of the Straits is proved by the
indifferent attention which they paid to the operations in
the Balkan theater-operations with an objective of the
greatest strategic importance: the freeing of Russia from
blockade. Similarly the lack of attention of our highest
military leaders to the blockade threatening us may be seen
from the calm attitude they assumed upon the question of
the creation of mobilization reserves of arms, ordnance
stores, and other technical equipment of the army. In the
feeble state of industrial development in Russia, as compared
with her Western neighbors, Russia would be affected by a
blockade to an incomparably greater degree than for
example, Germany. Therefore strategy demanded that the
scale established for mobilization stores should be consider
ably higher in Russia than in other European countries. But
we already know that in actual fact the scale of these stores.
instead of being bigger, was several times less and that this
did not prevent War Minister Sukhomlinov from averring,
during the first days of the war, that our mobilization had
been magnificently prepared.
The comparatively feeble industrial development of
Russia in itself represented another weak point in her mili
tary power. In general, people who talked of Russia as
being rich had in mind simply analyzed totals; but a con
sideration of these total figures in comparison with the
number of the population leads one to other conclusions. In
spite of the great economic improvement which took place
in Russia before the war; in spite also of the fac'll that the
State Duma from its institution became of active assistance
to the War Ministry with regard to the voting of credits for
the army, yet the full and proper development of Russia's
military power was greatly impeded through lack of funds.
"The following figures show how serious was Russia's situation
after the declaration of war by Turkey: from the Autumn of 1914
our exports fell at one jump by 98<;/~, and our imports by 95"k, so
that Russia was more CGmplete}Y "blockaded" than Germany.
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The Ministry of Finance quite rightly blamed General Suk
homlinov for leaving huge credits unexpended at the end
of the year. But, even apart from the criminal inefficiency
of Sukhomlinov's Ministry, it cannot be said that Russia's·
military power could have been brought even approximately
to the level of Germany's, France's, and Austria-Hungary's.
The following facts, relating to the period before our war
with Japan, convince one of this. Upon dividing the total
of the budget for the military department by the total of
soldiers serving on the peace establishment, and converting
this ratio to 100 for Germany, the relative figures become:
Germany
Austria-Hungary
Italy
France
Rusl:'ia
~

~

~______________________
~

~_________

100
95
82
78
60

This ratio remained roughly correct during the period
immediately preceding the Great War.
The first consequence of this "cheapness" of main
tenance of the Russian army was the weakness of the pro
fessional cadres, which were precisely what the Russian
army stood most in need of, in view of the general lack of
education among the masses of the Russian people. The
permanent shortage of officers and the insignificant total of
the cadre of reenlisted N.C.O.'s caused these cadres to
be seriously affected by the losses of the very first battles.
and these losses must inevitably have led to a noticeable
deterioration in the fighting qualities of units. Secondly,
as we have already mentioned, this had its effect upon the
quality of the second-line formations, as also upon the
quality of those which had to be created during the war.
This "cheapness of maintenance" of the Russian army in
itself definitely limited the possibility of employing the
abundant man-power which Russia had at her disposal. The
170 millions of the population of Russia gave rise to the myth
of her illimitable military strength. This myth had its
effect upon our foes, but, unfortunately, to a still greater
degree, upon our allies, who were thus led to make impos
sible demands upon Russia. ActuaIIy, even without taking
into account the fact that Russian divisions were worse off,
both as regards cadres, and in artillery and all sorts of
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mobilization stores, even with all this, in 1914 Russia was
only in a position to put into the field one infantry division
per 1,500,000 of her population, while Germany and France
put into the field one infantry division per 500,000 of p0P'U
lation.

Thus, despite her 170,000,000 population, in terms of
her military strength Russia was only equal to 60,000,000
of her allies or foes.
In studying the war of 1914-1918 it is essential to bear
in mind this comparative weakness of Russia, in order to
understand why the efforts demanded of her were beyond
her strength.

CHAPTER III

The War Plan
(Plates 1, 2, and 3)

In August 1892, Generals Obruchev and Boisdeffres
signed in Petrograd a Military Convention, which was rati
fied by the Russian and French Governments in December
1893.
The following is the full text of this Convention:
"France and Russia, both animated by the same desire
to preserve peace, and with no other object in view, save
to provide for the necessities of a defensive war brought
about by an attack upon one of them by the forces of the
Triple Alliance, have concluded an agreement upon the faIR
lowing basis:
"(1) Should France be subjected to an attack by Germany, or
Italy supported by Germany, RURsia will use all the force at her
disposal (toutes ses forces disponibles) for an attack upon Germany.
"Should RURsia be subjected to an attack by Germany, or Austria
supported by Germany, France will use all the forces at her disposal
for an attack on Gtrmany.
"(2) Should the forces of the Triple Alliance or of one of the
Powers constituting it proceed to moblization, France and Russia.
upon the first information of this event, and without the necessity
for any preliminary agreement upon thill matter, will immediately
and simultaneously mobilize the whole of their united forces and
concentrate them as near as possible to the frontiers.
"(3) The strength of the forces which must be employed against
Germany is fixed for France at 1,300,000 men, and for Russia at
700,000 to 800,000 men.
"These forces must be engaged as earl~' as possible upon resolute
operations (s'engage-nt Ii fond en toute diligence), in order to force
Germany to fight at the same time in the East and in the West.
"(4) The Ceneral Staffs (les Etats·Majors des Arm~s) of both
countries must maintain constant liaison in order to prepare and
facilitate the execution of the measures enumerated above.
"They will communicate to one another during peace time all
intelligence they may obtain concerning the armies of the Triple
Alliance.
"Ways and means of intercommunication for war time must be
studied and settled in goud time.
"(5) France and Russia will not conclude peace separately from
one another.
"(6) Thill present Convention will remain in force for the same
tenn as the Triple Alliance.
"(7) All the above enumerated clauses are to be considered as
strictly secret."

The Convention remained in this form right up to the
war of 1914. Only two changes were effected. Firstly,

..
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foreseeing the possibility that the Triple Alliance might
cease to exist in consequence of the death of the aged
Austrian Emperor Francis Joseph, a new clause was. added
by which the Convention would remain in force so long as
the general interests of the two parties required it. A second
addition was made in July 1912, providing for the establish
ment of liaison between the naval staffs of both Powers, on
a parallel with the liaison between the General Staffs of land
forces, provided for by Clause 4.
The Russo~French Alliance combined the war plans of
the two countries into one whole, so that a complete review
of each of these plans involvE's their examination conjointly.
The Russian war plan had to be worked Qut for two
possible alternatives:
(1) The cas.e where Germany directed her main for~s against
France, in order to deal with ht:r armies before the completion of
the concentration of the armed forces of Russia (this alternative
was designated by the letter A in the Russian plan).
(2) The case where not only the Austro-Hungarian forees. but
also the main forces of Germany. were directed against Russia from
the start of the war (designated in the Russian plan by the letter
G).

The short duration of the campaign of 1870. when in
the space of one and a half months the Germans had finished
with the armies of the Second Empire. made the French very
nervous with regard to the possibility of finding themselves
face to face with their former conquerors at the beginning
of the war. The same reason caused the fighting qualities
of the army of the Third Republic to be underestimated in
Russian military circles.
This factor, though of a purely psychological nature.
played an important part and explains the basic errors of
the general war plan.
In 1914 alternative "A" was the one which was actually
carried out, and so we will confine ourselves to the discussion
of this alternative.
The necessity for facilitating the early assumption of
the offensive prevented Russia from removing the concen
tration areas of her armies to any great distance from the
frontier. The "forward theater" (Le. that part of the
Warsaw Military District which formed a salient in the
frontier with Germany and Austria, and reduced our line
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of operations upon Berlin to 300 versts) was of special
importance for the development of Russian offensive opera
tions.
Nevertheless the concentration of our troops at the
start on the left bank of the Vistula was impracticable, as
there was too great a difference in the time required for the
completion of the strategic deployment of our troops, on the
one hand, and of the Germans and Austrians on the other.
The armies of our enemies, by a j oint offensive from Eastern
Prussia and Galicia in the direction of Byelostok and Brest
Litovsk respectively, might easily have cut off the "forward
theater" from the rest of Russia.
Therefore, even from the time of General Obruchev,
who was a worthy successor of Count Milyutin as regards
the strategical preparation of the country, our General Staff
held to the choice of the following lines as the fronts upon
which the anny would deploy at the start:
A. The strategical deployment against Germany was to be
carried out upon the line: Shavli-Kovno, continuing along the
rivers Nyeman, Bobr, Narev, Bug.' This line was about five
marches dIstant from the Prussian frontier, and, being naturally
adapted for defense, formed a very strong geographical boundary,
which was an essential for the safet~' of our strategical mobiliza
tion in view of the fact that Germany could outpace us in her
preparations.
This line of deployment was strengthened by the fortrei!lses
of Kovno, Osovetz, Novogeorgievsk, and Grodno (the latter
was under construction in 1914): it was Novogeorgievsk which
guaranteed to the Russian army the hold upon the crossings
of the Vistula.
B. The strategical deployment l'Igainst Austria-Hungary was
to be carried out upon the line: Ivangorod~Lublin-Kholm
Dubno--Proskurov,

This line was on the average not.so far from the Galician
frontier as was the N orth-Western front of deployment from
the Prussian frontier: in its Northern section it was on the
average three marches from the frontier. But, on the one
hand, the time required by Austria-Hungary for her prepa
rations was some days more than that required by Germany,
and on the other hand the fighting qualities and standard of
"preparedness in modern warfare" were lower than in the
case of the Germans.
In the area of Ivangorod and Lublin our deployment
was aided by the quite strong defensive line of the river
'See Plate 1.
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Veprj. With the safety of its right flank insured on the
river Vistula by the fortress of Ivangorod, the Russian army
kept in its own hands the crossings of the Vistula, the safety
of which was likewise guaranteed here.
The strategical deployment on the front Ivangorod
Lublin-Kholm, in conjunction with the strong defensive
line of the rivers Bohr, Narev. and Bug on the north and the
River Vistula on the west, protected from invasion by the
enemy that part of our forward theater which would serve
as a base from which to advance for the first operations in
a north-westerly or south.westerly direction, and, thanks to
the retention in our hands of the crossings of the river
Vistula, also for further operations in a westerly direction.
In the case where we would be immediately called upon
to deal not only with the Austro·Hungarians, but also with
the main forces of the Germans, and our armies would be
forced to retreat from the Vistula and the northern or
southern front of the forward base, it would become neces
sary to withdraw the central section of the front of deploy
ment to Brest-Litovsk. But in alternative "G" there was
no longer the necessity for Russia to hasten the commence
ment of her offensive: she could wait until her forces were
fully concentrated, drawing the enemy on into the heart of
her territory. Of the points of junction of communications
between the armies operating against Germany and the
armies operating against Austria-Hungary, Brest-Litovsk
was that nearest to the Polesian marshes. It was of great
strategic importance to keep this center in our hands, and
therefore Brest-Litovsk was made into a first-class fortress.
Such, briefly, were the general ideas upon which the
Chiefs of the General Staff, beginning with Milyutin and
Obruchev and finishing with PalitByn, based the strategical
deployment.
General Sukhomlinov, and his colleagues kept in the
main to the line of strategical deployment selected by their
predecessors, but they introduced certain changes of their
own into the basic ideas, such. for example, as the abolition
from 1910 of the fortress of Ivangorod which destroyed tc
a considerable degree the logic of the strategical scheme.
Unfortunately, as we have already had occasion to state
in the last chapter, the majority of the undertakings of
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Sukhomlinov's period have as their distinguishing attributes
shallowness and lack of reflection: the more complicated and
"modern" the problems with which Sukhomlinov had to deal,
the more these attributes were in evidence, merging in the
domain of "modern" strategy into ignorance pure and simple.
It is self-evident that France had as great an interest
as Russia in the speeding-up of the concentration of the
Russian armed forces, and she was of enormous help to us
in this regard, placing at our disposal big loans for the con
struction of new strategic railway systems, and for in
creasing the carrying capacity of the network of railwa;ys
which already existed. All these undertakings led gradually
to the speeding-up of our concentration.
In 1914 the situation as to the concentration of our
armed forces against Germany and Austria-Hungary was
in general as follows:
(1) By the 15th day of mobilization the following units
would have completed their mobilization and have arrived in
their concentration areas:
A.
B.

27 first-line infantry divisions!
20 cavalry divisions.

(2) By the 23rd day of mobilization the following addi
tional units would have arrived:
A.
B.

20% first-line infantry divisions."
12 second-line infantry divisions.
C. 3 Cossack divisions.
D. In case of the maintenance of neutrality by Roumania,
2% first-line infantry divisions and 1 cavalry division' could
come from the Odessa Military District, being relieved by the
second-line infantry divisions and second-line Cossack units which
were being formed.

(3) By the 30th day of mobilization the following addi
tional units would have arrived:
A. 3 first-line infantry divisions of the Kazan :P.:lilitary
District.
B. 6 second-line infantry divisions.
C, The second- and third-line Cossack units which were to
form the corps and divisional cavalry.
D. Should Germany direct her main forces against France,
2 first-line infantry divisions' could come from the Baltic coast,
'25 infantry divisions and 4 rifle brigades, See Plate 2.
"20 infantry divisions and 1 rifle brigade.
'The VIII Corps and the 8th Cavalry Division,
"The XVIII Corps.
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(4) Between the 30th and 60th days of mobilization
the following additional units would have arrived:
A. 6 second-line infantry divisions.
B. From Sibe-ria-3 first-line infantry divisions."
C. From Turkestan----..3 rifle brigad~ and 1 cavalry brigade!
D. From the Caucasus--2 first-line infantry divisions and
1 cavalry division.'
E. In case of the mainte~ance of neutrality by Turkp.y. an
ot.her 2 first-line infantry divisions could come from the Caucasus!
F. Should Germany direct her main forces against France,
3 first-line infantry divisions" and 1 cavalry brigade could come
from Finland and the Baltie coast, being relieved by second-line
infantry divisions and Cossack units.

(5) After the 60th day of mobilization (up to the 85th
day) depending on the degree of certainty that no danger

need be apprehended from Japan, the Siberian troops sta
tioned to the East of Lake Baikal, to the number of 2 to 4
first-line infantry divisions and 2 cavalry brigades,!' could
proceed to the front.
The table given below shows the above details in com
bined form:
Numb«,,! NumlJe,o!
Da1J

"! M"bilirlltiml

Up to the 15th day..... _._ ........_......

Fi,Bt-li".

1"'''''/11J

Diri.i".,.

"

Up tB tha 23rd day. ____ ._......_._

2{I~-2S

Up tB the 29th day..... ___ ... ___ ..

0-.

Ba~

the 30th & 60th days ....

After the 60th day_

-_.--... _----_.

TOTAL. ••••• ______ ._. __ ._._.•• _•.•

...

6*1l~
59--70~

S."""d-li".
Injiml'1J

Num1Mr of C"mlt, Di./ri",..

Dirioi" ...

...............__.

",

•

...... ........._

"

.,..

"

and lIeoond_ and third-line C<lMlI.cll:
units to form corps ""d divisional
cavalry

..

'l<-'
,l<-',

The reader can see for himself from the text of the con
vention as quoted above that, although the number of troops
to be put into the field by Russia against Germany was fixed,
"The 11 th Siberian Division from the Omsk Military District and
the II Siberian Corps from the Irkutsk Military District.
'The 1st, 2d, and 3d Turkestan Rifle Brigades and one brigade
of the Turkestan Cossack Division.
'The III Caucasian Corps and the Caucasian Cavalry Division.
'The II Caucasian Corps.
"The XXII Corps.
''The I and III Siberian Corps, the Transbaikal Cossack Bri
gade, and the Ussury Cavalry Brigade.
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yet the date by which these forces were to engage in serious
operations was not laid down. This was left as a matter for
direct agreement between the Chiefs of the General Staffs,
within the limits of the powers delegated to them by their
governments. Great interest attaches to General Obru
chev's views upon this question, as he signed with General
Boisdeffres the Convention which was concluded, written
the same year, 1892; he insists that Russia must keep a free
hand as regards strategic operations with the ultimate ob
ject of the defeat of Germany. "We must keep ourselves
free," he says in the memorandum, "to dispose our troops
in such a way as to enable us to deliver a decisive blow
against the armies of the Triple Alliance. Perhaps, in order
to attain this obj ect, it may become necessary above all to
direct our main forces against Germany, as our most dan
gerous and strongest enemy, but perhaps it may turn out
still more advantageous to crush Austria as early as possi
ble, in order thereafter to master Germany the more easily
after she has been isolated. We must keep for ourselves
unconditional freedom of action, and so, as regards the ques
tion of operations in combination with France, it seems best
to go no further than to engage that in case of an attack upon
France by one of the Powers of the Triple Alliance we will
immediately mobilize our army and commence military
operations against those members of the Alliance nearest to
us-Germany and Austria, demanding a corresponding en
gagement on the part of the French."
The later Chiefs of the General Staff, including General
Palitsyn, held similar views, but on the appointment of Gen
eral Sukhomlinov to the head of the War Ministry, this
statesmanlike point of view was completely lost. The
"Recollections" of General Sukhomlinov, which have ju~t
been published, offer clear proof of this.
On page 195 he writes:
"By the Military Convention of the 17th August, 1892,
it had been laid down, inter alia, that the Russian and
French Chiefs of the General Staff were to meet if possible
once a year, or as occassion demanded, for personal negotia
tions."
Clause 4 of the Russo-French Military Agreement, as
we have seen above, left the decision of the question where,
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when, and how the 1,300,000 French and 700,000 ~ 800,000
Russian troops (mentioned in clause 3 of the Agreement)
were to undertake direct operations against Germany, as a
matter for the consideration of those responsible for the de
fense of the two countries, having regard to its dependence
upon different strategic possibilities. From the practical
point of view clause 4 represented the most important part
of the Russo-French Military Agreement, and it was so re
garded by General Obruchev and General Palitsyn, but the
point of view of General Sukhomlinov is well characterized
by his own words-inter alia.
"During the time of General Palitsyn," continues Gen
eral Sukhomlinov, "Le., when the Chief of the General Staff,
in his capacity of trusted associate of the Grand Duke
Nikolai Nikolaievich, was conducting our 'strategy un
known to the War Minister, these meetings became of the
nature of extremely intimate conversations, during which
the French succeeded in acquainting themselves to the last
detail with all our circumstances, so that they soon knew
better than our own statesmen in what respects we were
deficient, and then coolly planned to turn their advantage to
account."
The leit-motif running throughout General Sukhomli
nov's "Recollections" is the desire to whitewash himself, and
at the same time to blacken the character of the Grand Duke
Nikolai Nikolaievich, nor does he stop even at slander. When
he says "the Chief of the General Staff in his capacity of
trusted associate of the Grand Duke Nikolai Nikolaievich.
was conducting our strategy unknown to the War Minister,"
the following facts should be understood: General Palitsyn
as Chief of the General Staff was independent of the War
Minister (the organization following the lines of that of the
German Great General Staff) ; he was the person responsi
ble for strategical preparations for war, and the War Min
ister was responsible only for the administration and main
tenance of the armed forces; the general co-ordination of all
preparations for war was the duty of the Grand Duke
Nikolai Nikolaievich in his capacity as President of the State
Council of Defense.
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When, in 1908, General Sukhomlinov was appointed as
the central authority, this Council was abolished, the Grand
Duke Nikolai Nikolaievich no longer dealt with general
questions of preparation for war, and the Chief of the Gen~
eral Staff after the dismissal of General Palitsyn became the
direct subordinate of the War Minister. General Palitsyn
during his term of office did actually acquaint the French
General Staff in detail with the true state of our military
forces, as this was entirely in accordance with the spirit
of the Military Convention concluded with France. Gen
eral Palitsyn warmly defended the interests of Russia, and
had to explain to the French General Staff all the difficulties
of the mobilization and concentration of the Russian armed
forces, and at the same time the necessity for reckoning with
the threat from Austria-Hungary, extremely serious from
the strategic point of view, should she take the field together
with Germany. But the French General Staffs, impressed
by the defeat of 1870-1871, were greatly alarmed at the pros~
peet of Germany directing her main blow at the start against
France, and showed great nervousness and hastiness. mak
ing demands upon Russia which could not be carried out at
once. It was also a matter of the first importance for our
military directors to explain to our allies which strategic
possibilities were practicable for us, lest we should lead
them into error by shallow promises, and commit ourselves
to obligations which it was beyond our powers to fulfill.
The way in which General Sukhomlinov himself defended
the interests of Russia can be seen from the continuation
of the above-quoted extract from his "Recollections": "I
used to take no personal part in these meetings," writes
General Sukhomlinov, "but entrusted the defense of our in
terests to the Chief of the General Staff. who rendered his
report to me. I used to give the protocols of these sittings
to the Emperor."
These words. italicized by us for emphasis, show the
full degree of shallowmindedness of General Sukhomlinov,
thus abjuring of his own free will, the most important duty
which it fell to him to perform, at a moment when, owing
to Sukhomlinov's own insistanee, the Chief of the General
Staff had been robbed of his independent status. The last
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sentence calls to mind a favorite resource of General Suk.
homlinov during his term of office as: War Minister-to cover
up his mistakes before the State Duma by using the name of
the Emperor. But the most striking proof of the ignorance
and shallowmindedness of General Sukhomlinov is provided
by the words written by him a little further on, on page

194:
"During my term of office as War Minister I neither
entered into the working out of the directions for opera
tions, nor into the other details (!?!) of the tasks to be
carried out by each side."
But as the French representatives at these conferences,
fulfilling their duty to their country, went into all these
questions, the result was that the Russian representatives
were in the position of people lightheartedly promising
everything asked of them. As a result Clause 3 of the
Russo-French agreement at the conferences of 1911, 1912,
and 1913 12 came to be applied in a manner wholly inaccept
able to Russia, with fatal effect upon the course of the first
operations of the World War. At these consultations the
allies bound themselves mutually to commence the offensive
against Germany from the two sides simultaneously; France
bound herself to put into the field on her North-Eastern
front 1,300,000 men by the 10th day of mobilization, and to
commence operations on the same day; and Russia bound
herself to put into the field against Germany some 800,000
men by the 15th day of mobilization, commencing the offen
sive against Germany immediately after the 15th day. The
offensive was to be directed against the vital center of Ger_
many; the Russians were to concentrate so as to smash the
German troops concentrated in Eastern Prussia, or, should
the Germans deploy upon the left bank of the Vistula, to ad
vance upon Berlin. In an exchange of opinions between
Generals Jilinsky and Joffre in 1912, an agreement was
even reached as to the most advantageous direction of the
Russian blow against Germany, it being pointed out that
the most advantageous offensive would be one from the
south, i.e., from the Narev upon Allenstein, in case of the
""In the July 1922 issue of the "Siiddeutsche Monatshetfe" on pp.
210-222, translations are given of the full text of the protocols of
these conferences.
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concentration of the Gennans in Eastern Prussia, or direct
upon Berlin, should the Germans concentrate the main
forces of their eastern front in the area Thorn-Poznan.
The obligations enumerated above, which Russia took
upon herself through General Jilinsky, were completely at
variance with the actual possibilities. As shown by the
table given above, the concentration of only one third of our
armed forces could be completed by the 15th day of mobiliza
tion; to bring up the next third another 8 days was required;
and finally the last third arrived during the next 40 days.
Thus the obligations assumed by General Jilinsky
forced Russia to commence serious operations at a time
when only one-third of her armed forces could be deployed,
which constituted a strategic error of the first magnitude,
destined to be paid for at a heavy price in the blood of our
troops.
These obligations also affected the freedom of strategic
action of the future Commander-in-Chief, putting him at
the very start under the necessity of regarding Eastern
Prussia or even Berlin as the main objective, which, as we
see, was entirely contrary to the basic idea of General
Obruchev.
On the 1st of March, 1914, our Chief Directorate of the
General Staff drew up a "Memorandum regarding the
strength and probable plans of our Western enemies."
In case "A," the total of the enemy forces we would
have to encounter in the first operations was set down as;
From 16 to 25 German Infantry divisions.
From 43 to 47 Austro-Hungarian infantry divisions.
Total~from 59 to 72 infantry divisions.

All these enemy forces were concentrated:
The Germans in Eastern Prussia.
The Austro-Hungarians--in Galicia.

They were completing their concentration:
The Germans--hy the 10th day.
The Austro-Hungarianl'----by the 15th day.

On comparing the numbers of the enemy forces with
the table of periods of our concentration (page 50) it will
become clear that the Russian strength only by the 30th day
was sufficient to commence offensive operations. But at
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the same time it must be remembered that out of the 68!-
73-! infantry divisions assembled under the Commander~in
Chief on the 29th day, 18 were second-line divisions, which
at this date were not Yet ready for employment in active
operations. Thus the Russians had 50i~55 infantry divi
sions for their offensive, i.e., smaller forces than the lowest
figures suggested by our Chief Directorate of the General
Staff as the number of infantry divisions of our enemies.
On the other hand the strategic situation which had
arisen thanks to the retention in our hands of the central
area (Grodno-Novogeorgievsk-Ivangorod-Kholm) of the
forward theater, providing us with a good base for opera
tions, was of assistance to our Commander-in-Chief. We
were in a central strategic position in relation to both groups
of our enemies-the German and the Austro-Hungarian,
and it was practicable to oppose one of them upon a passive,
and consequently weaker, front, and concentrate against
the other the majority of our forces. By this combination
it also became practicable to employ on the passive front
second-line infantry divisions, whereby a larger number of
first-line troops were freed for active operations on the other
front. This was the basic strategic idea by which our
Chiefs of the General Staff, from Obruchev to Palitsyn, had
been guided.
By following out this correct strategic idea we would
have been able to advance the commencement of our offen
sive operations upon one of these fronts to the 24th day,
taking the 3-5 first-line and 6 second-line infantry divisions,
which were in transit and would arrive between the 24th
and 30th days, as constituting the first echelon of the Com
mander-in-Chief's strategic reserve.
But the 24th day was the earliest possible for assuming
the offensive, and this was only practicable on condition that
the attack was on one front, and that the strictest regard
was paid to "economy of forces" on the other.
We must again remind the reader that no date for the
commencement of serious operations was laid down in the
text of the Russo-French Convention quoted above. This
date had to be settled by the Chiefs of the General Staffs pf
the two Powers.
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It was quite natural that our allies should press for an
earlier commencement by Russia, of decisive operations, as
this would put an end to the period during which France
would be left to rely on her own resources alone. But one
can perceive from statements to be found in various works
and articles that the French General Staff considered the
Russian General Staff to be exaggerating the strength of the
German forces which would be left against Russia. As
events proved, and as we shall see from our further account,
the Russian Chief Directorate of the General Staff was in
the main right in its suppositions. The fact wa~ that the
French General Staff made the following errors in their
calculations for the Russian front: (1) they did not count
on the Russian army meeting with not only first-line and
reserve German divisions, but also Landwehr, in their
invasion into Germany. The infantry brigades of the
Landwehr were fully efficient fighting units from the very
first days of the war. (2) In comparing the numbers of
Russian and German infantry divisions, they forgot to take
into account the fact that, owing to their far greater fire
strength, the German first-line divisions should be multi
plied by two in order to arrive at the relative strength.
(3) They considered the Austro-Hungarian army as a
"quantiU negligible," They went to such a pitch in this
regard as to affirm, through their representatives at the
above-mentioned conferences, that should Germany take the
field, she would receive no support from Austria-Hungary.
The premature commencement of offensive operations
by the Russians represented a far greater danger for us
than the assumption by France of a "strategic defensive"
at the beginning of the war. Modern strategy and tactics
put at the disposal of the weaker side powerful resources
for use in delay operations whose obj ect is to gain time, but
under these same "modern" conditions great risk is involved
in the premature commencement of operations.
The process of conversion of a modern arm;y from its
peace to its war footing is an extremely complicated and
delicate one, and the mere fact that hastily mobilized units
have arrived in their areas does not mean that it has been
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accomplished. It was far more complicated in Russia than
in France or Germany, where the territorial system of bring~
ing units up to war strength was in force. By this system
reservists came to their old units upon mObilization, thereby
advancing the date by which units were genuinely ready.
In Russia, on the other hand, the majority of reservists upon
mobilization came to units which were strange to them, and
consequently the conversion of a newly mobilized unit into
an entity which was militarily efficient, and which was
welded into unity by a common spirit, required a certain
period, even if reduced to the minimum, for the commanders
and their subordinates to get to know one another, and like
wise for the subordinates themselves to become acquainted.
In comparison with France and <!ermany, the lower cultural
standard of our reservists, as also the social conditions and
the manner in which they lived while in the reserve, neces
sitated a far longer period of "schooling." Similarly, a
longer period was required for the higher staffs and the
lines-of-communications organizations to he made genuinely
ready.
This was the reason that a definite time-limit existed;
separate divisions and corps might be ready earlier, but not
armies. On the basis of the experience of 1914 we can de
termine with certainty that the period required for the
preparation of the Russian armies was somewhere between
24 and 29 days.
In an article "The strategic plans of the Opponents,"
coming from the pen of General Dobrorolsky, the late Chief
of the Mobilization Department of the Chief Directorate of
the General Staff, we find the following statement:
"The 28th August (the 29th day of mobilization), must
be considered as the date of the completion of the deployment
of the Russian army upon the frontier, but if we exclude
certain units which were late in arriving, and the lines-of
communications organizations, the armies were ready for
the commencement of military operations upon the 21st day
of mobilization, Le. the 20th August."
If the statement given in the above lines corresponds to
the point of view held by the Mobilization Department of
the Chief Directorate of the General Staff in 1914, it may
be concluded that the preliminary calculations were not far
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from the facts. The statement that the army could be con
sidered to be in a state of readiness by the 21st day, not the
24th, was the result of the indifferent attention commonly
given by our chiefs to questions relating to lines of commu
nications, but in any case the shortening of the period by
three days, seeing that this was a peace time forecast, was
permissible.
But the obligation to commence decisive operation ..
against Germany by the 15th day of mobilization involved
a decision which was literally fcdal. This was the chief
reason for the sad issue for Russia of the whole war. This
obligation heavily handicapped the campaign of 1914.
The obligation undertaken by General Jilinsk:', of course
with the knowledge of General Sukhomlinov, must be re
garded as a decision to commence the war by putting.in our
armies piecemeal and in a state of unpreparedness, i.e., as
the complete contravention of the basic principle of military
art-the principle of the concentration of forces; or, to use
a simple metaphor, snapping at the enemy with each finger
in turn, instead of striking him a blow with the whole fist.
In order to understand how Sukhomlinov and his col
leagues came to commit what was literally a cr'ime against
their own country, the explanation must be sought among
the strategic beliefs ruling in the circle of those responsible
for working out the War Plan.
To our misfortune in 1910 our ally herself was passing
through a dangerous crisis regarding the "strategic views"
held in the circles responsible for drawing up the war plan.
Under the influence of the offensive spirit clearly manifested
by the German doctrine, a very strong current of opinion in
favor of "the offensive at all costs" was created in the cen
tral organ of the French General Staff. With the leaning
towards novelties which is a characteristic of the French,
the supporters of this movement started a campaign against
the doctrines already existing in the French army, dispar
aging them as evidencing needless caution and absolute
irresolution. Two lectures entitled "The crisis of the offen
sive," which were delivered in 1911 by Lieutenant-Colonel
Grandmaison, Chief of the Operations Branch of the French
General Staff, provide the clearest expression of these ideas.
The movement to inculcate this new idea rightly affirmed
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that in general the offensive has great advantages over the
defensive, but lost sight of another of the basic principles of
strategy: that the task which it is proposed to execute must
accord with the resources at one's disposal. To regard the
matter in another way-it implied the flouting of strategy
both as an art and as a science, and its debasement into a
shibboleth pure and simple-the advance. For Germany.
who was making ready for a war of seizure, and who was
prepared with resources far more powerful than those of
her enemies, the doctrine of the offensive at all costs, and at
the earliest possible moment, had a real strategic meaning
at the beginning of the war. for the idea of the first opera
tions of the Germans was based upon the defeat of her
enemies in turn, by means of a swift and energetic offensive.
But the strategic conditions under which France commenced
the war were entirely different: France's interest lay in
winning time until the moment when the Russian army
could begin its "direct" pressure upon Germany without the
risk of committing suicide in so doing. The relative
strengths of the forces being what they were, there was
only one sensible decision for France to make: to assume
a waiting attitude at the beginning of the war. A peculiarity
essentially inherent to the strategic offensive is that it must
lead to the "precipitation of the crisis" in operations, and
therefore, in attacking from the very first days of the war,
the French were playing into the hands of the Germans.
The old French doctrine, taught up to 1911 by such pro~
fessors as Foch, Petain, Maud'huy and Lanrezac was of
course better applicable to the conditions under which
France began the war.
n is extremely interesting to note how "scientific"
modern war had become. Before the commencement of the
war the Germans were carrying the day in the realm of
scientific conception, having forced the central organs of
the French and Russian General Staffs to subordinate their
ideas to them. Even influential parliamentary groups were
taking part in the struggle going on in the French army
against so-called "out-of-date conceptions." General Michel.
who was at this time vice-president of the Supreme Military
Council, from which it followed automatically that he would
be appointed Commander-in-Chief in case of war, was dis
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missed. After the refusal of General Gallieni, General Joffre
was appointed in his place. He was a ready tool in the
hands of the "young" party which had made its rallying
ground in the central organ of the French General Staff,
and as a result a plan of war was drawn up which consisted
in the assumption of a resolute offensive by the French
immediately upon the conclusion of their mobilization anrl
concentration. As we already know, this led to the first
battle on the frontier stretch (the so~called "bataiUe de la
fronUere") , in which the French were unsuccessful, and
then to the withdrawal into the interior of France. Russia,
bound by the obligations lightly undertaken by Generals
Sukhomlinov and Jilinsky, was obliged to engage her forces
piecemeal, and not where they were most needed, but solely
to save her ally, who was being overwhelmed.
The new trend of "strategic" ideas had great influence
upon the circles of our Chief Directorate of the General
Staff. The majority of the members of this directorate,
having been trained in our Staff College at a time when
academics and an obsession for empty formulae were the
order of the day, readily succumbed to the glittering features
of the "new" French doctrine. The lectures of Grandmaison
were translated into Russian and met with great success.
Their seductive words found ready listeners, accustomed to
the acceptance of strategical reasoning without correctioI.
for realities.
Strategical conceptions reduced to the simple idea of
"pushing on," were specially to the taste of General Sukhom
linov, with his strikingly shallow attitude.
It was under the influence of this intellectual crisis in
the realm of strategy that Sukhomlinov and those who had
drawn up the War Plan with him lightheartedly proceeded
to advance the date for the commencement of decisive opera~
tions by us. Upon whom was it more incumbent, than on
the authors of the Russian War Plan, to make a desperate
stand for the rights of Russia to abstain from binding them~
selves to begin the war by an action which was practically
equivalent to suicide. Later on we were provided by the
Ang!o~Saxon peoples with an example of the attitude to
adopt towards questions of this nature. Kitchener de~
manded not less than half a year for preparing his "New
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Army," and the Americans reckoned the period required for
preparation at more than a year. Thanks to her main
tenance in peace time of a large army in cadre, of course
no such length of time was required by Russia, but at the
same time she could not be placed upon the same basis as
the French and Germans in this respect.
In the course of his duties as Military Attache in Paris
in the winter of 1909-10 the author on many occasions had
to carryon personal negotiations with the French General
Staff, and can affirm that there can be no question of any
special pressure upon us by the French with regard to the
computation of the period we should require for prepara
tions; the question was only ODe of explaining to the French
General Staff the true state of affairs, in order to defend the
interests of Russia.
But, on the other hand, the French had every right to
demand of us that we should carry out our promises to the
letter, once we had fixed this period. This was the basis
for their plan of war and for the first operations so unsuc
cessfully planned by them.
The attractiveness of the idea of "the offensive at all
costs" in spite of strategic conditions under which the
Franco-Russian forces found themselves at the beginning of
the war also found fatal expression in another fundamental
question-that of the choice of the line of operations.
The rejection of a strategic deployment at the sta.rt
upon the left bank of the Vistula in itself ruled out the line
westward, leading straight upon Berlin, for the first opera
tions. The choice of two lines was left: the north-western,
leading into Eastern Prussia, and the south-western leading
into Galicia.
The relative strengths of the forces of Russia and her
enemies, even should the main forces of Germany be directed
against France, put it out of the question for us to deal
decisive blows upon both these divergent lines at once. Such
a decision would have been a violation of the basic principle
of strategy-the concentration of forces against one selected
objective. The authors of the War Plan were confronted
by the necessity for deciding which of these two lines was
the proper one to choose for active operations, bearing in
mind the necessity for creating a defensive front in the other
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sector, and then to maintain the strictest "economy of force"
in regard to it, both in numbers and quality.
The line of operations leading into Eastern Prussia
permitted direct pressure to be brought to bear immediately
upon Germany, i.e. upon the principal enemy. But, side by
side with this big advantage, great strategic risks attached
to this choice. The Russian forward theater, upon which
we had to be based for effective action against Germany,
was threatened from the south by 43-47 Austro-Hungarian
infantry divisions. The lack of strong defensive flanks to
protect the front which was to cover the line of communi
cations for the north-western line of operations, meant that
a large force would have to be employed on the execution
of a passive task, whereby, in turn, the force which could
be made available for decisive operations was reduced. The
strength of this latter force could therefore only reach fL
total of 25-30 first-line infantry divisions by the 24th day
of mobilization. This number exceeded that of the German
infantry divisions which the Chief Directorate of the General
Staff expected would be encountered (from 16 to 25), but
the fact must be taken into consideration that the Russian
army on entering Eastern Prussia, would come up against
the web of railways which had been carefully prepared by
the German General Staff against this contingency. Under
these circumstances Russia could attain a decisive strategic
success upon the north-western line of operations only on
condition of a big numerical superiority, and after extensive
technical work on improving the lines of communications.
The most serious danger to be apprehended, however, was
that the Germans, with the object of attaining decisive
victory in France, might decide upon a temporary retreat
to the Vistula, in which case the main blow of the Russian
army would become simply a stroke in the air, and more
over the proximity of the Russian front to the lower Vistula
would place the Russian army in a position of great strategic
risk in its further operations. The Germans, in possession
of a number of crossings of the Vistula, the safety of which
was guaranteed by fortresses (Thorn, ,Graudenz, and Mari
enburg), and possessing in conjunction with these a suitably
prepared network of railways, would convert the Vistula
into an obstacle against the Russians, and at the same time
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deprive it of its significance as a defensive line whereon the
Russian front could be consolidated after being advanced
thus far.
The development of the main operations upon the north~
western line could therefore only attain its objective (i.e.
the diversion of troops from the French front) should the
German Supreme Command commit a gross strategical
error.
Lastly, there was one very important strategical factor
that gave cause for deep thought before the East Prussian
line could be chosen. In this case the invasion of Russian
territory by the Austro-Hungarian armies would become
inevitable. The fact had to be faced that the armies of the
weakened sQuth-western group might be forced to retreat,
and this would indubitably create in Turkey and Rumania
the impression of a defeat inflicted upon Russia, and it would
become more than probable that both these countries would
join the Central Powers. Then not only would Russia be
subjected to a blockade, but also operations against Rumania
would necessitate the detachment of forces at the expense
of the strategic reserves which would otherwise go to the
reinforcement of the active front.
The choice of the south-western line for the first main
operation did not involve this serious danger. The condi.
tions under which the Austro-Hungarian armies would have
to deploy in Galicia permitted us, should we be able to con~
centrate sufficient forces, to count on cutting them off from
Cracow and driving them back on the Carpathians, thus
obtaining at once a decisive strategic result. The lower
morale of the Austro-Hungarian forces also increased the
chance of obtaining this decisive result.
The defeat of the Austro-Hungarians would guarantee
us against action on the part of Rumania, whose attitude
towards war clearly showed that, in case of a conflict between
Russia and the Central Powers, she would join forces with
the winning side. At the same time this defeat would also
create for Russia a situation very advantageous for the
development of "direct" operations against Germany:
indeed, in case of a decisive victory in Galicia, the Russian
armies would find themselves upon the frontiers of Silesia,
the invasion of which would unquestionably represent a
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blow which Germany wo'uld feel more than an invasion of
Eastern Prussia, in view of Silesia's rich resources in coal.
The south-western line of operations had yet another
advantage, as Russia could concentrate a greater number
of infantry divisions upon it. This was due to the fact that
smaller forces would be required for the defensive upon the
north-western front, as the troops used for this purpose
would be assisted by such strong defensive lines as the
rivers Nyeman, Bobr, Narev and Bug, which were strength
ened by the fortresses of Kovno, Grodno, Osovetz, and Novo
georgievsk. At the beginning of the war the Germans could
not take their Landwehr units into account for an offensive
into the heart of our territory, and thus their strength in an
operation of this nature would be considerably smaller than
that calcuIated upon by our Chief Directorate of the General
Staff. All these facts taken together permitted us to con
centrate from 40-42 first-line infantry divisions in Galicia.
But the chief thing that made the south-western line
of operations of special strategical value was that the
political stability of the "Ragged Empire" was incomparably
less than that of Germany. We could certainly expect that,
should a Russian victory in Galicia be accompanied by the
destruction of the mass of the first-line Austro-Hungarian
army, the Empire of the Hapsburgs would be forced to
capitulate, and Germany would thus be left isolated.
Germany before the Austro-Hungarian armies were
completely defeated, would doubtless commence the transfer
to the south-western area of operations not only of divisions
from Eastern Prussia, but also from France, in which case
a resolute Russian offensive upon the south-western front
would have a direct effect upon the strength of the German
forces invading France. The only difference between the
effect that these operations would produce and the effect of
operations undertaken through Eastern Prussia was that
the former would make itself felt from one to two weeks
later; the former, however, was essentially more certain
to produce an effect, and ought to draw off far larger forces
from France.
General Palitsyn during his term of office as Chief of
the General Staff (from 1905-1908) held to the idea of
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dealing a decisive blow at the beginning of the war on the
south-western line of operations, and acting only upon the
defensive on the north-western front. General Palitsyn
insisted upon the creation of the new fortress of Grodno,
which incorporated into a single strong defensive system the
line of the River Nyeman and the lines of the Rivers Bobr,
Narev, and Bug. But, as already stated, General Palitsyn's
qualities were not appreciated, and the responsibility for
drawing up the Russian War Plan passed to General Suk
homlinov.
On the 25th September, 1913, "Fundamental considera
tions for the deployment of our armed forces in a war with
the Powers of the Triple Alliance" received His Majesty's
confirmation. These "Considerations" were co-ordinated
with "Mobilization Time-table No. 19," which it was pro
posed to introduce on the 1st November, 1914.
In actual fact our forces were concentrated in accor
dance with "Mobilization Time-table No. 18 (modified},"
with the corrections which had been made up to the 16th
May, 1912. Therefore in studying the War Plan as it existed,
it is necessary to consider as its basis the "Instructions to
G.Os.C. Military Districts in case of war with Triple Alliance,
confirmed by His Majesty the 1st May, 1912." According to
these instructions, the general task of the Russian armed
forces in alternative A" consisted in:
The assumption of the offensive against Germany and
Austria·Hungary with the objective of carrying the war
within their boundaries.
By these instructions the armies of the German front
(the N orth-Western Group) were given the task of:
Defeating the German troops left in Eastern Prussia,
which was to be occupied with the object of creating a
favorable situation for the development of further opera
tions.
The armies of the Austro-Hungarian front (the south
western) were given the task of:
Defeating the Austro-Hungarian armies, with a view to
cutting off the retreat of considerable forces of the enemy
to the south across the Dniester and to the west towards
Cracow.
,j
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Thus we see that the authors of the Plan, although the~'
considered the south-western line to be the principal one,
having in mind an idea so decisive as that of the envelopment
of the enemy there, nevertheless did not renounce the as
sumption of a serious offensive upon the north-western frout
also. This meant essentially a dispersion of our first efforts,
and showed not the slightest regard to the actual relative
strengths of the forces. This was the worst decision of all.
Doubtless at the bottom of this gross strategical blunder
were those "strategical views" we have mentioned above,
wherein the offensive was made into an infallible shibboleth.
A corresponding mistake in the French war plan accom
panied that of the Russian plan, and the French also began
the war with an offensive upon the whole front.
Upon whom, in the final analysis, lies the responsibility
for such a gross strategical blunder; on the Russian or on
the French General Staff '/ The reply to this question hi
outside the scope of this work, as, in order to reach a just
decision, a detailed study would have to be made of all the
negotiations which were carried on between the two General
Staffs. Moreover it is not the general object of this work
to seek to settle "responsibilities" upon anybody, it is merely
necessary for us to state the following facts:
(1) The Franco-Russian Convention, without fixing a
period for the commencement of decisive "direct" action by
Russia against Germany wisely left the decision of this
question to the "responsible military officials." It was the
duty of the Russian War Minister and Chief of the Genera!
Staff to inform our allies of the strategic conditions and
time factors affecting the execution of our first operations.
In promising decisive assistance, Russia did not promise
to commit suicide.
A clear exposition of the facts, and a tone of determina
tion, would undoubtedly have influenced our allies, and
would have dissuaded them from their purely adventurist
plan for the commencement of the war.
(2) Even had the Russian War Minister and Chief of
General Staff considered themselves bound to deal imme
diately the main blow on the north-western front, they
should have reverted to strategic delay operations on the
south-western front. Again, with this necessity in view, the
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abolition of the fortress of Ivangorod should not have been
permitted, and careful preparations were required for the
swift transfer of forces from the north-western to the south
western front, in order to proceed with the later active
operations against the Austro-Hungarian forces.
(3) The decision taken by Sukhomlinov and his co~
leagues was the worst possible. Owing to the obligations
undertaken by them for the assumption of a premature
offensive the position of the future Commander-in-Chief
was made extraordinarily difficult. This difficulty arose
above all from the strategical deployment that had to be
carried out to fulfil the basic idea of the plan of a resolute
offensive at once on both lines of operations, which must
inevitably involve the dispersion of forces. As Field Mar
shal Count Moltke so rightly stated in his works, in modern
war errors in strategical deployment are irreparable and
have a deep effect upon the course of the whole campaign.
The strategical deployment in alternative "A," accord
ing to the "Instructions confirmed by His Majesty the 1st
May, 1912," was setout as follows :13
1. The German Front. 14
Staff of the Commander of the group of armies of the Front
at Volkovisk, and then at Lida (to be formoo from the Staff
of the Warsaw Military District).

A. The First Army.
To be formed of two corps of the VUno Military Distriet
(the III and IV) and two corps of the Petrograd Military Dis·
trict (the Guards' and the I), seven second-line infantry di
visions (the 53d, 54th, 56th, 57th, 68th, 72d, snd 73d) and
5% cavalry divisions (1st and 2d Guards, the 1st, 2d, and 3d
Cavalry and the 1st Independent Cavalry Brigade).
The army to be concentrated upon the Nyeman between the
fortresses of Kovno and Drnskeniki.
Tnsk: the turning of the Masurian Lakes from the North.
The staff of the army at Vilno (to be formed from the staff
of the VUno Military District).

B. The Second Army.
To be formoo of three eorps of the Warsaw Military District
(the VI, XV, and XXIII) one corps of the Vilno Military District
(the II), and one corps of the Moscow Military District (the
XIII), four second-line infantry divil:dons (the 59th, 76th, 77th,
and 79th), and four cavalry divisions (the 4th, 5th, 6th, and
15th) .
"'See Plate 3 and Appendix No.2.
"Afterwards the North-Western Group of armies.
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The army is to be concentrated in the area: fortress of
Grodno-Byelostok-Lomja.
Objective: The turning of the Masurian Lakes from the
West.
The Staff of the army in Warsaw, and then in Volkovisk (to
be formed from the Staff of the Ki~v Military District).

II. The Austro-Hungarian Front.H
The Staff of the Commander of the group of armies of the
Front at Kiev, and then in Kobrin (to be formed from the Staff
of the Kiev Military District).

A. The Third Army.
To be formed of the five corps of the Kiev Military District
(the IX, X, XI, XII, and XXI), one corps of the Odessa Military
District (the VII), one corps of the Kazan Military District (the
XXIV), and one corps of the Caucasian Military District (the
III Caucasian); five second-line infantry divi,dons (the 58th,
60th, 65th, 69th, and 78th), nine cavalry divisions (the 9th, 10th,
11th, 12th, 3d Caucasian Cossack, 2d Mixed Cossack, 1st and
2d Kuban Cossack. and the Terek Cossack, Divisions).
The army is to be concentrated in two groups: one in the
area: Dubno--Rovno, the other at ProskUTov.
Task: offensive in the' direction of Lemberg.
The Staff of the army at Kiev, and then at Rovno (to be
formed from the Staff of the Kiev Military District).

B. The Fourth Army.
To be formed of one ()f the corps of the Kazan Military
District (the XVI), one carps of the Moscow Military District
(the Grenadiers'), one corps of the Warsaw Military District
(the XIV), and one corps of the Vilno .Military District (the
XX); three second-line infan~' divisions (the 80th. 82d, and
S3d); 4')1, cavalry divisions (the Independent Guards' Cavalry
Brigade, the 13th and 14th Cavalry Divisions, and the 3d Don
and the Ural Cossack, Divisions).
The army is to be concentrated in the area: Ivangorod
Lublin-Reiovetz-Lukov.
Task: offensive in the direction of przemysl.
The Staff of the army at Lublin (to be formed from the
staff of the Kazan Military District).

C. The Fifth Army,
To be formed of three corps of the Moscow Military District
(the V, XVII, and XXV) and one corps of the Warsaw Military
District (the XIX), five second-line infantry divisions (the 55th,
61st, 70th, 75th, and 81st), five cavalry divisions (the 2d and
3d Independent Cavalry Brigades, the 7th Cavalry Division, the
1st, 4th, and 5th Don Cossack Divisions).
The army is to be deployed upon the front: Kholm-Kovel.
Task: offensive against the front: Lemberg-Przemysl.
Staff of the army at Brest-Litovsk (to be formed from the
Staff of the Moscow Military District).
"Afterwards the South-Western Group of armies.
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lIT. Independent armies securing the fia;nks.
A. The Sixth Army.
To be formed from the remaining first-line troops of the
Petrograd Military Di~triet (the Guards' Rille Brigade, the
XVIII, and XXII COl}ls) and three- second-line infantry divisions
in process of formation (the 67th, 74th, and 84th), the Orenburg
Cossack Division and the Cossack Brigade of the lst Guards'
Cavalry Division.
Task: to guarantee the safety of the capital and to guard
the Baltic coast.
Staff' of the army in Petrograd (to be formed from the
Staff of the Petrograd Military District).

B. The Seventh Army.
To be formed of the remaining first-line troops of the Odessa
Military District (the VIII Corps), four second-line infantry
divisions in process of formation (the 62d, 63d, 64th, and
718t), the 8th Cavalry Division, the Crimean and the 7th Don
Cossack Regiments.
Task: to cover the Rumanian flank and to guard the Black
Sea coast.
Staff of the army in Odessa (to be formed from the Staff of
the Odessa Military District).

Combining the above-mentioned particulars into oDe
table we obtain the following general picture of the distribu
tion of the forces (in Alternative "A") :
Aus&rian Front.
83% first-line infantry divisions.
13 second-line infantfy divisions.
18% cavalry divisions.

German Front.
19 first-line infantry divisions.
11 second-line infantry divisions.
9% cavalry divisions.

The "Instructions" of 1912 did not take into account the
corps from our remoter provinces, for such of them as
could be brought up would only arrive on our western
frontier in the course of the second month of concentration.
In consequence of this they could rightly be considered as
constituting the reserve of the Supreme Commander-in
Chief, who could send these corps to one front or the other,
according to the way in which the situation developed.
Owing to the fact just stated, we consider it an error to
have included the III Caucasian Corps at the start in the
establishment of the Third Army, as this corps could not be
at the disposal of the Third Army until between the 28th and
40th days of mobilization.
The times required to complete the concentration of the
units which were to form the armies in Alternative "A"
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(the one which was actually carried out) according to the
1912 "Instructions," may be shown as in the following table
(expressed in days after mobilization) :
First Ariny
Second Army
Third Army
Fourth Army
Fifth Army
Sixth Army
Seventh Army

50%
days
days
days
days
days
days
10 days
15
10
15
20
20
20

75%
20 days
15 days
22 days
30 days
27 days
27 days
15 days

100%
36 days
40 days
40 days
41 days
38 days
36 days
20 days

It is clearly evident from the above table that General
Sukhomlinov must have undertaken the obligation to com
mence a resolute offensive upon the 15th day of mobilization
lightly and without due consideration. For a commence
ment of the offensive even upon the 20th day we could count
only upon 48 first-line infantry divisions (the XXIV Corps
from the Kazan Military District would arrive only between
the 18th and 29th days of mobilization), whereas the dis
tribution of forces against us would be as follows:
On the German front: 19 first-line infantry divisions.
On the Austrian front: 29 first-line infantry divisions.

In considering the Russian distribution of forces, it is
impossible to fail to see the dispersion clearly expressed
thereby. On neither of the two lines of operations did the
War Plan provide the future Commander-in-Chief with
the superiority in strength indispensable in order to attain
decisive success. Against the expected 16-25 German in
fantry divisions Russia was putting into the field 19 first
line infantry divisions, and against the 42-47 Austro-Hun
garian, 291j2 first-line infantry divisions.
In the "Fundamental considerations for the deployment
of our armies in a war with the Powers of the Triple Alli
ance" confirmed by His Majesty the 25th September, 1913,
no changes were introduced in the basic strategic ideas upon
which the "Instructions" of 1912 were founded. The same
gross errors were left unmitigated; as before, orders were
laid down for operations on both lines at once while the
concentration of the armies was still incomplete, and with
forces dispersed. One change introduced even made mat
ters worse; the XX Corps, which by Alternative "A" of
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the 1912 plan had been ordered to concentrate on the right
flank of the Fourth Army, was now, in consequence of its
earlier readiness, sent to the First Army, weakening just
the most important flank, from the strategic point of view,
of the Austrian front, where such decisive results would
follow success in the attainment of its object-that of cut
ting the lines of retreat of the Austro-Hungarian army from
Galicia on Cracow. Further. this army would actually be
so weakened (with only 6% first-line infantry divisions re
maining in it) during the initial period of operations, that,
with the fortress of I vangorod abolished, the right flank of
our South-Western Group of Armies would be seriously
threatened with destruction.
The changes introduced in the "Considerations" of
1913 concern for the most part particular tasks imposed
upon various armies.
For the First Army an offensive was ordered on the
front Gumbinnen-Marggrabowa. while it was stated that
the line of the Middle Nyeman must be held at all costs.
For the Second Army an offensive was ordered on the
front Lyck-Willenberg.
For the Fourth Army an offensive was ordered on the
front Riashev-Yaroslav, while it was stated that the cross
ings of the Vistula, and of the Veprj at Ivangorod, must be
held.
For the Fifth Army an offensive was ordered on the
front Lubaczow-Jolkiev.
The Third Army was split up into two: the Third
with orders for an offensive on the front Kamionka
Strumilov-Zborov, in the general direction of Lemberg,
and the Eighth-with orders for an offensive upon the front
Tarnopol-Chertkov, in the general direction of Lemberg,
with a view to cutting off the retreat of the enemy across
the Dniester.
The "Considerations" must be placed, from the point
of view of strategy, even lower than the "Instructions" of
1912. These "Considerations" present a characteristic ex
ample of the strategy of "officialdom," the sort of strategy
that flourished in our Chief Directorate of the General Staff
while Sukhomlinov and Jilinsky were our military chiefs, n
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strategy aimed not at the correction of errors, but at "docu
mentary elaboration." The "Considerations" of 1913 give
one reason to reflect that, with the situation what it was,
it was far the most important thing to make sure of a suc~
cess against the Austro-Hungarians during the initial period
of the war, as it was to be supposed that their "motley army"
would be slow to recover from a blow, and freedom of ma
neuver would thereby be guaranteed to us. But as we have
seen above, not only was nothing done to guarantee the at
tainment of this success, but, on the contrary, the removal
of the XX Corps from the Fourth Army still further di
minished the already small chance of success on the most
important strategic line, and the right flank was placed in
a dangerous position. In order to neutralize this danger
the authors of the "Considerations" again had recourse to
well-known bureaucratic methods "settling" the matter by
laying down that "the holding of the Vistula and the Veprj
at Ivangorod was to be an additional task for the Fourth
Army," completely disregarding the fact that by their own
orders they had just weakened the right flank army of the
Austrian front, already too weak for the task imposed upon
it.
In view of all that has been said above the history of the
Great War can but be expected to provide the severest con-·
demnation of our War Plan. The history of the campaign
of 1914 is nothing else but the story of the consequences of:
the strategical errors of the War Plan.

CHAPTER IV

Mobilization, Concentration, and
the First Operation Order
(Plate 3 and Diagram of Concentration)

Before the declaration of general mobilization, in view
of the threatening behavior of Austria-Hungary, certain
changes were introduced in the plan of deployment of our
armies.
The expected neutrality of Rumania permitted us to
take the VIII Corps, which was in the Odessa Military
District, into the establishment of the Third Army at the
commencement of mobilization. As this Army was now
too big, General Yanushkevich, the Chief of the General
Staff, on the 28th July, presented for the confirmation of
His Majesty a scheme for the division of the Third Army

into two parts:
(A) The Third Army. to be concentrated in the Dubno-Rovno
area, with an establishment of 8 first-line and 3 second-line iniantr:y
divisions, and 5 cavalry divisions!
(B) The Eighth Army, t() be concentrated in the Pr()Skurov area,
with an establishment of 8 first-line divisions, 2 rifle brigades, one
sec()nd-line infantry division, and 5 cavalry divisions.'

On the same day (the 28th July), His Imperial Majesty
confirmed the proposal submitted to him by the Chief of
the General Staff for appointments to the higher commands
upon the declaration of general mobilization.
'The IX, X, XI, and XXI Corps, the 58th, 60th, 69th, and 78th
Second·line Infantry Divisions; the 9th, 10th, and 11th Cavalry
Divisions, and the 3d Caucasian Cossack Division.
'The VII, VIII, XII, and XXIV Corps, the 65th Second-line
Division; the 12th Cavalry Division, the 2d C()Ssack Mixed Division,
the 1st and 2d Kuban Cossack Divisions, and the Terek C()Ssaek
Division.
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Commander of the
Al'lDiea of the North_
Western Army Group.

._ CeDent.! Jllinsky

Firot Army COntmander.

..
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G.o.C. Warsaw Military Dlstri<!t
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0IllI!y Chief "f Staff of the Wal'llaW Military
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C"mmander of the
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G.o.C. Kiev Military District

Third Army Cornmander____ General Ruzsky

s.e.,,,nd In Command Kiev Military District
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Barou Zaltza
. General!'leve

G.o.C. Kazan Military Diatrict
G.O.C. of the MlIBeow Military District

Eighth Army Commander._ General BrusiI"v XII Corps Commander

General Yanushkevich, Chief of the General Staff, was
appointed Chief of Staff of the Supreme Command.
On the day following the declaration of war by Ger
many, i.e., the 2d August, His Majesty's edict was issued
for the appointment of the Grand Duke Nikolai Nikolaievich
as Supreme Commander-in-Chief.
All appointed as Commanders of Groups of Armies
or Army Commanders had had the opportunity to acquaint
themselves with the work required of them upon the
declaration of war in the posts which they had occupied be
fore mobilization, and also to become cognizant with the
special features of the work with which they would be
actively occupied at the start. The Grand Duke Nikolai
Nikolaievich, however, was an exception in this regard. In
1905, owing to the impression created by the failures in
Manchuria, one of the main reasons for which had been the
diversity of opinion in matters relating to the preparation of
the country for war, the Committee of State Defense had
been established, and the Grand Duke Nikolai Nikolaievich
had been appointed President of this Committee, which con~
tinned its existence for three years in all. From its aboli
tion in 1908 the Grand Duke no longer had any part in the
general working out of the plan of war. Therefore, in ac
cepting on the 2d August, the appointment to the Supreme
Commander-in-Chiefship, he accepted together with it a
plan which he had not drawn up and with which he was
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. little acquainted. Incidentally, a modern plan of war rep
resents such a complicated piece of work that even when
en rapport with its basic ideas the Commander-in-Chief must
acquaint himself with all its details, in order not to be de
pendent upon his staff officers. The difficulty of the posi
tion of the Grand Duke Nikolai Nikolaievich was still fur
ther increased by the fact that he was taking over a staff
the personnel of which had not been selected by him, and
moreover he was deprived of the opportunity of personal
selection of his own staff officers, Le., his closest colleagues.
How far more favorably situated in this regard was
General Joffre! From his appointment in 1911 as Vice
President of the Supreme Military Council he not only had
a direct part in working out the war plan, but also had a
part in the selection of the generals appointed to the higher
commands, and of his own staff officers.
We have pointed out in the preceding chapter that the
plan combining the efforts of France and Russia had been
founded upon false premises. A heavy price had to be paid
for this mistake. The Russian Supreme CommanderMin
Chief found himself in a tragic position; he had to save a
situation which had not been created by him, and many de
tails of which were unfamiliar to him, with the aid of col
leagues he had not chosen ..... but who were to blame for the
fatal mistakes of the War Plan. The recollections of Gen
eral Danilov, the late Quartermaster General of the Chief
Directorate of the General Staff, and afterwards of G.H.Q.,
which have recently been published under the title of
"Russia in the World War," serve to demonstrate the ex
traordinarily difficult position in which the Grand Duke
Nikolai Nikolaievich found himself at the beginning of the
war. The author of these recollections, in spite of the fact
that events showed up the inefficiency of the plans we had
prepared, still remains in the sincere belief that our prep
arations were well executed and that nothing else could
have been done. With such a psychology G.H.Q. could not
have been of real assistance to the Supreme Commander-in~
Chief in the correction of the strategical blunders of the
War Plan, and could only have continued to elaborate them.
The will of the Grand Duke was thus fettered: he overcame
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this obstacle in the critical days of the Galician battle,
saved the fate of the first campaign and turned it to victory;
but in the course of the first operations in Eastern Prussia
he had not yet managed to free himself from it.

The declaration of war by Germany gave rise to a great
access of national feeling. How much this affected the great
mass of the people can be judged by the conditions under
which mobilization proceeded. Those who had witnessed
the mobilization for the Russo-Japanese war could not help
being amazed at the immeasurable difference of feeling in
all classes of the Russian nation. Many of the reservists in
obscure provinces appeared before the Recruiting Commis
sions and asked not to have to undergo medical examination,
declaring that they were perfectly fit, desiring thereby
to facilitate the work of the Commissions and to help in
speeding up mobilization. Three weeks or so before the
declaration of war by Germany rather serious disorders had
broken out in Petrograd; it was only necessary for the
Government to point out that the Germans were interested
in these disorders for them to cease forthwith. The Rus
sian worker obeyed the summons when called up with the
same conciousness of duty as the Russian peasant. The
events of this period made every eyewitness realize that the
nation was rising in the defence of its rights.
We will here quote an extract from the recollections of
Rodzianko, late President of the State Duma, which have
been published. The feelings which animated Russia in the
last days of July and the beginning of August 1914 are
vividly depicted therein.
"Having returned to Petrograd upon the very declara
tion of war, I was astonished at the change in the attitude
of the inhabitants of the capital. 'Who are these people,'
I asked myself in amazement, 'who walk the streets in
crowds with the national flags, singing the national anthem
and making patriotic demonstrations in front of the Serbian
Embassy?'
"I walked along the street, mixed with the crowd, and
talked with them, and realized to my amazement that these
were workmen, those same workmen who a few days ago
were engaged in smashing telegraph poles, overturning
trams, and building barricades.
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"In answer to my inquiries as to the explanation of
the change in attitude, I received the reply: 'Yesterday it
was a family affair; we were warmly upholding our rights;
the reforms projected in the legislative institutions were
proceeding too slowly for us, and we decided to win them
ourselves; but now, today, the question is one affecting the
whole of Russia. We are rallying to the Tsar, as to our
standard, and we will follow him in the name of Victory
over the Germans.'
"Agrarian and every other kind of agitation in the
country died a speedy death in those troublous days, and the
following figures provide eloquent testimony as to the access
of national feeling: 96% of all those called up appeared at
the mobilization, reporting without special warning and
afterwards fighting splendidly.
"In the State Duma itself, at the sitting of the 8th
August, all distinctions of party were swept away without
exception; the members of the State Duma recognized that
it was essential to fight on till victory was attained for the
honor and the sake of the beloved Fatherland, and in thi~
consciousness sunk their differences amicably, determined on
supporting the Government in every way.
"All, without distinction of nationality, realized that
this was a war of the whole country, that it must be so
to the end, and that the defeat of the insufferable militarism
of Germany was absolutely vital."
It is difficult, of course, to pretend to a completely ob
jective point of view in regarding such a complex phenom
enon as "national feeling." The impressions of a parti~
ipant in the events must inevitably be colored subjectively.
But the extract from the recollections of M. Rodzianko
quoted above is valuable for one completely objective indi
cation contained therein; 96% of those liable to be called up
reported to their Recruiting Superintendents. Incidentally,
from the difficulty of keeping up correct lists of reservists, it
was only to be expected that the difference between the esti
mated and actual numbers of those liable to report might
reach anything up to 10%, and consequently there was in
actual fact absolutely no evasion of mobilization.
But what was it that inspired our nation in these days
to the heights of heroism to which it attained?
The first stimulus in this regard was the conciousness
that Germany herself had attacked us. The peaceable tone
of the Russian Government towards the Germans was well
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known among the wide masses of the people, and therefore
no such doubts were engendered amongst them as existed
during the Japanese war. Germany's threat awoke in the
nation the social instinct of self-preservation.
We know that at present, under the shadow of the
nightmare events of 1917 and the succeeding years, many
of the Russian intelligentsia are inclined to deny the exis
tence of patriotism among our common people. The words
which rang out at the soldiers' meetings of 1917, declaimed
by some soldier peasant from one of the Volga provinces
that the Germans were far from the Volga, and that there
fore it was futile to be fighting them-are constantly repeat
ed. But this happened after three years' stubborn efforts
towards victory, after confidence in this victory had disap
peared and when the debi'l.cle had commenced.
Another stimulus in the struggle which appealed to the
understanding of our simple people was that this struggle
owed its origin to the necessity for protecting the rights
and existence of the Serbian people, a nation of the same
blood and the same religion as ourselves. This feeling by
no means constituted the "Panslavism" to which the Kaiser
was fond of referring in urging the Austrians to the final
absorption of the Serbs. It was sympathy for a brother who
had suffered an injury. This feeling had become ingrained
in the Russian people through the centuries during which
they had fought long series of wars with the Turks for the
freedom of the Slavs. The tales of the soldiers who had
taken part in the various campaigns of this long struggle
were passed down from generation to generation and formed
one of the favorite themes of conversation among the village
politicians, and inculcated a sort of feeling of national chival
ry. This feeling of being the defender of the oppressed
Slav peoples found its expression in the words "little bro
thers," by which name our soldiers christened the Bulgars
and Serbs during the wars of liberation, and which also
passed into the language of the people.
The Germans now, in place of the Turks, were threaten
ing the Serbs with annihilation, the same Germans who at
tacked us. The connection between these two facts was
quite clear to the common sense of our people.
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After the first few days of mobilization had elapsed the
cavalry divisions which were situated close to the frontier
moved forward to form a screen to cover our mobilization.
The transportation of the remaining units of the cavalry was
commenced upon the very first days of mobilization. The
times of arrival in the concentration area of the different
cavalry divisions are shown in the table given below:
T"'"
Of

Till"'... Numbers of !he Di".if",. and !ndepernknt Caoa!"
B,igade. A,titting in TAn. A,ma oj C"""enIMlw..

Dirisi<m.
H

,•

,
,
,
,
H

"
"
"
"
"
"

Cavalry Divi.ions 2d, 3d, 4th, 6th, 7th, 11th, lZth. 14th, 15th;
Cossack Divioione--lst DOD & 15t Mixed
Independent Cavalry Brigade--lot

CavlIlry Division-9th
c~~.

"
"

""
""
""
",.
,.
",.
",.
",.

..

Division-13th;

Independent

Cavalry

Brigad<r-th&

Cavalry Dlvillions-lBt, lOth, & lot Guards'
Cavalry Divill:ion-2d GuardA'; Independent Cavalry Brigade-2d

Independent Cavalry Brigade--&!.
Cavalry Division-5th

C"""ack Divisi0ns-3d Don. & 3d Caucasian
Cosaacl< Divieion-let Kuban
Cosaacl< Divlel....-4th Drln. & 2d Kuban
Coeaaek Div:lelon-the Terek

C""eack Dlvfe1on-5th Don
COllBllek Division-the Ural.

NOTE
In addition to the cavalry units above enwnerated the foUowing Wlit8 WiOta moved. into.
the t.heat<lr of military oparationa' Cavalry Divisions-the 8th and the Caueasian; Indepen.
dent Brigad",,-the Turkestan CorlSllCk and the 4.th. formed from the 20th Draroon Regiment
and the Cavalry Officer.' Sehool Relliment. Theola unite took the following times to reacll
the theater of military operations: the first two. more thaD 15 days; the other two. more than
90. lrom the commencement of mobiliutlon..

The covering of the strategical deployment of the
armies, a duty which fell to our cavalry to perform, was a
complicated task. The Russian infantry divisions required
from 7 to 8 days for their expansion to their war establish
ment. The difficulty of the task was increased by the cir
cumstance that by the War Plan the concentration area of
the armies was removed to the right bank of the Vistula,
as we have seen in the preceding chapter. The territory of
Poland situated on the left bank of the Vistula, covering
nearly six provinces, was under the threat of enemy invasion.
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from the very first days of the war. Incidentally, it was
essential to prevent as far as possible any enemy invasion
of this area, as during the first days of mobilization the as
semblyof reserves and the requisitioning of horses and vehi
cles would be in progress, as also the evacuation of govern
ment institutions and the withdrawal of the militia into the
interior of Russia.
Russia bordered with Germany and Austria-Hungary
for more than 2,000 versts in all, and the number flf cavalry
divisions responsible for covering this frontier during the
first days of the war reached a total of 11-12, as can be seen
from the table given above.
In forming the screen to cover our mobilization the Rus
sian cavalry made use of the peace time frontier-guard
units, the detachments of which upon the declaration of war
came under the orders of the commanders of the respective
cavalry divisions, but at the same time our cavalry was de
prived of a far more important form of assistance-the co
operation of the local population. The distrust existing in
the Russian Government regarding the Poles, who formed
the bulk of the population on our western borders, prevented
the preparation in peace time of organizations similar to
those which had been formed among our western neighbors.
In certain works describing the commencement of the war
on the Russian front, one finds the Russian Supreme Com
mand blamed for failing to use their "numerous cavalry to
lay waste the districts of Germany and Austria adjacent to
Russia:'
Although such judgments have been penned by quite
authoritative foreign military writers, we will permit our
selves to affirm that they are not based upon well considered
reasoning, failing to take into account the laws of time
and space.
Only the first three or four days of mobilization could
have been considered favorable for an invasion of Eastern
Prussia, as by the fifth day all the German infantry and ar
tillery units of the first line were fully ready. The result
of a raid under such conditions of preparedness may be seen
from a case which occurred on our south-western front on
the 16th August (on the 17th day of mobilization). One
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daring Austrian cavalry division broke through to the town
of Vladimir-Volynsky. In this town was stationed the 68th
Borodinsky infantry regiment, which had completed its mo
bilization. The Austrian cavalry division having surrounded
the town, fighting began in the morning, but the companies
of the Borodinsky regiment calmly repulsed all attempts of
the Austrians to penetrate into the town, and the Austrian
cavalry retired after suffering heavy casualties. The result
of the raid was zero.
But even on the first day of mobilization a raid into
Eastern Prussia had been rendered an extraordinarily diffi
cult matter owing to the measures which the Germans had
taken to safeguard their mobilization in case of such an at
tack. Along the whole frontier strip (at customs' barriers,
road junctions, railway works, etc.) upon the declaration of
the "Kriegsgefahrzuschtand," Le. before the declaration of
mobilization, detachments of Landsturm and armed local
inhabitants, in strength 40 to 250 men each, were to collect.
A tocsin sounded in the local belfry was the signal summon
ing them to assemble. If it be remembered that the dis
mounted strength of a cavalry division does not exceed that
of two battalions of infantry, it can be readily understood
that a cavalry raid under such conditions must inevitably
have been converted into a "cavalry crawl" and have lost
the momentum which might have enabled it to break
through.
The Austrians took similar measures in Galicia, but the
local population being less sympathetic, they could not count
on the Landsturm putting up as firm a resistance as in East
ern Prussia. The problem was, however, simplified for
them by the fact that a strong cavalry force was stationed in
Galicia in peace time and that their armies were being con
centrated in the same region. In 1914 the problem was still
further complicated for us by the fact that Austria-Hungary
declared war on Russia five days later than Germany, Le., on
the 6th August. The Russian Government in its desire to
avoid war at all costs continued to adopt every possible
measure which might save Russia from being in any way
accessory to the spreading of the conflagration blazing up in
Europe. Owing to this consideration on the 2d August an
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Imperial edict was issued forbidding any aggressive opera
tions against Austria-Hungary before the declaration of
war by her.
Lastly, we will trouble the reader once more to check
for himself in the table given above the number of cavalry
divisions at our disposal during the first period of mobiliza
tion, for a front exceeding 2,000 versts. Against us 9
Austro-Hungarian cavalry divisions and one German had
been deployed. Critics are fond of declaring that we let
slip the chance of an invasion into the heart of Eastern
Prussia. We have already pointed out that any such possi
bility exists only in their imagination, and we will add one
more remark. Although the Germans had only one cavalry
division in Eastern Prussia, this fact by no means implies
that they had little cavalry. The fact was that the German
point of view as to the uses of cavalry under modern con
ditions of war was different from ours. In the first place
they provided every infantry division with a regiment of
good cavalry, and every independent brigade with two to
three squadrons, and the remaining cavalry units only were
formed into army cavalry, i.e., as cavalry divisions. We,
on the other hand, allotted to all our good cavalry the rOle of
army cavalry, leaving the army corps and infantry divi
sions provided only with second-grade and third-grade Cos
sack units, which at the beginning of the war were far from
being efficient fighting units. Therefore if all regiments of
the German divisional cavalry which were taking part in
the defense of Eastern Prussia against our cavalry divisions
are taken into account, an imposing total is obtained, and
one little inferior to that of the regiments of the Russian
army cavalry.
It is thus unjust to reproach the Russian cavalry for
displaying a lack of energy during the first days of the war.
The Russian cavalry did its work well. It did not confine
itself to the passive task of covering the strategic deploy
ment, but immediately undertook active reconnaissance
against the enemy, endeavoring to break through the in
fantry screen which was hiding the progress of events on
the other side of the frontier. s
"See Plate 3.
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On the second day after the declaration of war the 2d
Cavalry Division executed a raid into Eastern Prussia, cross~
iug the frontier opposite Augustov, in advance of the front
of concentration of our First Army. Although they suc
ceeded in penetrating to a distance of some 50 versts, they
still encountered organized resistance everywhere. The re
maining cavalry of the First Army were in action along the
whole front with the infantry detachments of the enemy,
but at all points found their line difficult to penetrate. As
a result of these raids the cavalry obtained the following in
formation: the presence of units of the First German Army
Corps at Eydtkuhnen. the concentration of German troops
in the area Eydtkuhnen-Marggrabowa-Insterburg, the
withdrawal of the first-line troops from the area Memel
Tilsit and their replacement by Landwehr units.
On the 3d August the 4th Cavalry Division made a raid
into Eastern Prussia opposite the Second Army front and
ascertained that in the Borzymmen (East of Lyck) and
Bialla sectors the German troops had retired into the in
terior, burning all the villages over a wide area; in the Lyck
area units of the XX Corps were identified. On the 6th
August our 6th and 15th Cavalry Divisions penetrated into
Eastern Prussia and effected the destruction of the rail~
way line of Soldau-Neidenburg, tearing up 5 versts of the
railroad, blowing up a viaduct and destroying the small
station of Schliifken. In this operation the presence of
units of the XVII German Corps in the Neidenburg area
was ascertained.
From the 2d August onwards units of the 15th Cavalry
Division were in action on the lower Vistula with detach
ments which had advanced from the fortress of Thorn.
In the area on the left bank of the Vistula the Germans
invaded Poland on the day war was declared, their object
being to seize the left bank of the river Varta. On the same
day they occupied the towns of Kalish and Bendin, where
they committed a number of atrocities against the local in
habitants, who were seized with panic. Our 14th Cavalry
Division in an attempt to prevent this occupation crossed
into Germany at the hamlet of Gerbi, in rear of the German
troops occupying Chenstokhov, but, having ascertained that
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the forces engaged in this attack amounted to about a corps,
they retired. The German troops after capturing Chen
stokhov and Bendin continued their offensive and on the 8th
August they occupied Koniecpol. On the same day an Aus~
trian cavalry division crossed the Vistula at Palanetz and ad
vanced towards Klimantov. On the following day strong
Austrian columns advanced from the area of the fortress
of Cracow and occupied Mekhov and Vodzislavov. The 14th
Cavalry Division retreated to .the Keltsy area, where, ma~
neuvering in the surrounding forests, they prevented the
further advance of considerably superior forces of the ene
my; for example, on the 13th August they drove off the
Austrians who had entered the town of Keltsy; on the 15th
August the enemy, having again occupied this town, was
driven out a second time. The skilful operations of the com
mander of the 14th Cavalry Division won for him the ap
pellation of "der fliegende Novikov" among the enemy troops
attacking us. The 14th Cavalry Division obtained the fol
lowing information in all: (a) amongst those engaged
against it during the raid at the hamlet of Gerpi were units
of the V and VI German Corps, but according to rumors
coming in these corps were shortly to be withdrawn else
where; (b) about two German infantry divisions under the
command of General Woyrsch were attacking from the
direction of Chenstokhov; about one Austrian corps under
the command of General Kummer was attacking from the
direction of Cracow; (d) in the Ratai area the I or V Austro
Hungarian Corps was preparing to cross the Vistula.
On the front of deployment of the Fourth and Fifth
Armies the attempts of the Russian cavalry to penetrate
into Galicia encountered the resistance of a strong covering
fire consisting of cavalry supported by infantry units. In
the attempts to break through this screen the 7th Cavalry
Division on the 11th August occupied the Austrian town of
Sokal after an engagement, and the 1st Don Cossack Divi
sion after a fight at, Beljec on the 14th August occupied the
hamlet of Narol. From all the information collected by the
cavalry it was possible to establish the fact that the front =
estuary of the river San-Rava Russka was occupied by very
strong advanced units, behind which the concentration of the
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corps of the Anatra-Hungarian army was in progress, and
that their left flank corps (the I or V) was assembling in

the area Dembitse-Zabno.
On the front of deployment of our Third and Eighth
Armies the Austrians before the declaration of war, actual
lyon the 5th August, had opened fire at Volochisk and had
blown up the railway bridge. On the 7th August their cav·
aIry, supported by infantry units, crossed the Russian fron
tier at many places between Radzivillov and Rumania and
on the 17th August occupied the provincial capital of Ka
menets-Podolsk. But on the same day an Austrian cav~
aIry division was defeated at Gorodok by units of the Cos
sack Mixed Division, supported by battalions of the 4th
Rifle Brigade, which had been brought up by night.
On the front of our Third and Eighth Annies the army
cavalry of the two sides was of equal strength up to the 16th
August, but the Austro-Hungarians were the first to as~
sume the offensive, and so during the period under con
sideration the Russian cavalry reconnaissance was unable
to discover where the main forces of the enemy were con
centrating, and they had to commence upon this task after
driving back the attempted invasion of the Austro~Hungar
ian cavalry.
In summin~ up the work of the Russian cavalry be
fore the first major engagements, which took place on the
17th August on both fronts (on the north-western the bat
tle at Stallupijnen, on the south-western, at Krasnik) it
may be concluded that everything was done by it that lay
within the limits of possibility for cavalry under the condi~
tions of 1914. Attempts had been made at all points to
break through the screen covering the enemy's strategic de
ployment, with the object of determining its true "outline:'
Of the information obtained by the cavalry the following
called for special attention: (a) the fact that the troops left
by Gennany against Russia had not been reinforced by first
line units, and the signs of withdrawal to the west of corps
on the Russian frontier (the V and VI) ; (b) the offensive
from Cracow of General Kummer's Austrian corps upon the
left bank of the Vistula, and the concentration of an Aus
trian corps in the area Zabno-Dembitse, which led to the
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supposition that the left flank of the Austro-Hungarian
armies deploying in Galicia reached to the Vistula.
The information obtained from the French General
Staff, and the violation of the neutrality of Belgium, con
firmed the information in the possession of the Russian
Headquarters to the effect that the main forces of Germany
were being directed against France. The Supreme Com
mander-in-Chief had now to reach a decision whether to con
tinue with alternative "A" or to issue orders to bring
alternative "G" into operation, as the first corps echelons
whose destinations depended upon the alternative selected
would get to the stations whence the routes divided at
2 :35 a.m. on the 9th day of mobilization.
In 1914 there was one other political factor which
necessitated an immediate and decisive offensive by us
against the Austro-Hungarian front. The war had broken
out owing to the intention of the Hapsburg monarchy to
portion out Serbia: it was essential at all costs to lend iIii
helping hand at the earliest possible moment to the Serbian
people, and this end could only be attained by an immediate
offensive in Galicia. This necessity became from the very
first days a duty which Russia and her allies were bound
in honor to perform. On the 1st August, our ambassadcr
in Paris, in the telegram informing us of the declaration
of mobilization by France, conveyed the desire of the French
War Minister that Russia should Use her influence upon
Serbia an4 request her to assume the offensive as early a~
possible. This desire was fulfilled. It will be realized that
the "request" which Russia made to Serbia at this moment
was of more influence upon the latter, than the "desire"
the French Government expressed to Russia. But at the
same time the Russian Supreme Command put itself under
an obligation. In 1914 the difference in strength between
Serbia and Austria-Hungary was so great that, had Galicia
not been threatened with an immediate offensive on the
part of the Russian armies, the Serbian army would have
been condemned to encounter enemy forces many times
superior to its own. The Supreme Commander-in-Chief
had no option but to continue to carry alternative "A" into
effect.
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According to a summary drawn up on the 1st August,
setting forth the number of troops which could be brought
up at this time to reinforce the armies actively engaged,
the following were available:
(a) From the Caucasian Military District: the
casian Corps.
(b) From the Turkestan and Omsk Military
Turkestan Corps.
(c) From the Irkutsk Military District: the II
Corps.
(d) From the Priamursk Military Dist.rict:
Corps.

II and III Cau
District8: the I

and III Siberian

the I Siberian

Besides the above it was decided during the following
days to transfer the XVIII and XXII Corps from the troops
remaining in the Petrograd Military District.
The times of arrival of these corps in their areas is
shown in the Diagram of Concentration. (Plate 2.)
G.H.Q. thus did all within its power to concentrate the
maximum strength of the Russian armies against Germany
and Austria~Hungary.
The psychological atmosphere in which the Russian
Supreme Command had to work did not help towards the
correction of the strategical blunders which had been made
in the War Plan. A feeling of the warmest sympathy and
gratitude towards France, who had remained our faithful
ally and had so resolutely taken the field to aid Russia,
forced us to pay special regard to all representations con
veyed to us in the name of her government, and, incidentally,
from that quarter came requests for help of a nature which,
to put it mildly, displayed considerable nervousness.
As early as the 5th August, Le. on the day following
the declaration of war by Germany against France, her
ambassador, M. PaIeologue, had made the following state
ment to the Emperor Nikolai II: "The French army will be
forced to withstand the powerful attack of 25 German corps.
I entreat your Majesty to order your armies to take an
immediate offensive. Otherwise there is a risk of the
French army being overwhelmed.'"
Such a statement on the part of the plenipotentiary
representative of an ally was an urgent appeal for imme
diate help which could not fail to have its effect upon the
'Pa1eologue's Memoirs, p. 55. The words "1 entreat" italicized by
the author.
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preparations for the first operations, and therein must be
sought the inception of the idea of accelerating operations
to bring direct pressure to bear upon Germany, an idea
which yet further hampered our strategy.
The alarming intelligence coming from Belgium and
France must have caused the efforts to hasten the assistance
requested to be redoubled. This desire led in the end to
the alteration of the basic idea of the first operations in the
Russian theater. From the memoirs of PaIeologue, again,
we find that on the 17th August the following message
from His Maj esty the Emperor was conveyed to him by the
Russian Minister of Foreign Affairs: "1 have ordered the
Grand Duke Nokolai Nikolaievich at all costs to open a
way to Berlin at the earliest possible moment. I attach
only a secondary importance to our operations in Austria.
Our proper objective above all is the annihilation of the
German army."5
From these words it can be seen that, although the
strategic deployment in accordance with alternative "A"
was in full swing, a secondary role was assigned to the opera
tions in Galicia. Although a greater importance was at
tached to the operations in Eastern Prussia, yet, in effect,
a quite unexpected new line of operations was now specified
-the shortest to Berlin, a line upon which according to the
War Plan, it had not been intended to concentrate a single
first-line infantry division.
The effect, on the strategical deployment itself, in this
radical alteration of the basic strategic idea must now he
considered.
It had been further stated in the Russian ambassador's
telegram dated 1st August, which has already been men
tioned, that in the French War Minister's opinion it stilt
appeared most advantageous from the French point of view
to choose the line Warsaw-Poznan for the execution of our
first attack. To translate this into the language of strategy,
it indicated the desire of the French Government that the
first Russian operations should be based upon the idea of
producing the quickest effect upon Germany upon the
shortest line to Berlin.
'Paleologue's Memoirs, p. 81.
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As a result of this telegram there was an exchange of
wires between General Yanushkevich and the Commander
of the North-Western Group of Armies. On the 8th
August the latter received a telegram from G.H.Q. in which
the Chief of Staff of the Supreme Command wired that "in
view of the fact that the main forces of Germany have been
put into the field against France, and in view of the necessity
for affording support to our ally" the following measures
were to be taken:
(a) The Guards and the I Corps to be withdl'awn from the First
Army and sent to Warsaw, where they would arrive between the
12th and 22d days of mobilization.
(b) The XX Corps to be ine1uded in the First Army.
(c) To transfer the XVIII Corps to Warsaw.
(d) These units at Warsaw w form the advance guard of a new
army against German~'.·

It can be ascertained from the rest of the correspondence
that G.H.Q. had decided to concentrate 6 corps on the left
bank of the Vistula, 4 corps fronting towards Thorn
Poznan and 2 towards Poznan-Breslau.
A wire from the Commander of the North-Western
Group of Armies, dated 10th August followed on this ex
change of telegrams.
In this wire General Jilinsky communicated his plan
of operations to G.H.Q.:
(a) The First Army, consisting of the III, IV, and XX Corps,
to attack the front: Insterburg-Angerburg.
(b) The Second Army: 2 corps (the XV and XIII), to attack
the front: Rudschanny-Ortelsburg, and the 2 other corps (the II
and VI) to attack the front: Lyck--.Tohannisburg.
(c) The new army to assemble at Warsaw, putting out ad
vanced units towards Skernevitsi; to eonsist of not less than 4 corps,
of which one would come from the Second Army upon the conclusion
of the battles of the Lakes.

Next, on the same day, the 10th August, the first

directive from G.H.Q. (letter No. 345 from the Chief of Staff
to the Supreme Commander-in-Chief) reached the staff of
the North-Western Group of Armies. The contents of this
directive were as follows:
"According to absolutely reliable information in our
possession, Germany has sent her main forces to her western
frontier against France, leaving a minority of her forces
against us. Although the composition of these forces has
'''Brief strategic outline of the war of 1914-1918," Pt 1, p. 29
(published by "Voennoe Delo").
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not yet been accurately ascertained, it may be taken that
4 corps (the I, XX, XVII, and V) together with certain
reserve divisions and Landwehr brigades have been left by
the Germans in Eastern Prussia, and in addition the garrison
of Konigsberg, composed of units other than first-lin~
troops."
"On our side, by the evening of the 12th day of mobili
zation (Le. the 11th August) the following First Army units
will have completed their assembly: all the cavalry (5 1/2
divisions), the III and IV Corps, the 5th Rifle Brigade, the
28th Infantry Division (of the XX Corps), and a further two
regiments of the 29th Infantry Division may also have
jointed. Total 96 battalions, 132 squadrons.
"From the 12th day of mobilization second-line divi
sions will begin to arrive in Kovno, thus enabling the units
of the 28th Infantry Division to leave Kovno.
"Bearing in mind that the Guards' and the T Corps have
been excluded from the establishment of the First Army,
it will be realized that the troops of the First Army will
have completed their concentration by the evening of the
12th day of mobilization, as the majority of the second-line
divisions included in the First Army are being sent to the
Riga-Shavli area, an area which has ceased to be important
in the present development.
"As regards the Second Army, owing to the exclusion
of the XIII Corps, it will complete its concentration at a
date still earlier than that specified for the First Army. By
the evening of the 12th day of mobilization its establishment
will consist of 4 cavalry divisions, the II, XV, VI, and XXIII
Corps, as well as the 1st Rifle Brigade. Total 136 battalions
and 96 squadrons.
"Even excluding from this total the figures for the 2d
Infantry Division, which may possibly have to be left at
Novogeorgievsk, and also for the 1st Rifle Brigade, which
is being detached to Warsaw,T the Second Army will still
have a strength of 112 battalions and 96 squadrons and
sotnias.
"By the evening of the 12th day of mobilization the
armies of the North-Western Group of Armies will have
ready for the offensive an aggregate of 208 battalions and
228 squadrons of sotnias of first-line troops alone, whilst the
Germans, presumably, will be in a position to oppose us with
4 first-line corps (100 battalions) together with reserve and
Landwehr units.
"Taking into consideration the fact that Germany first
declared war upon us, and that France, as our ally, con
sidered it her duty to give us immediate support and to
take the field against Gennany, naturally we also, con
'The Warsaw bridges had to be strictly guarded.
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strained by the same obligations as allies, must support the
French, in view of the fact that the main German blow is
in preparation against them.
"This support must take the form of the earliest possible
offensive by us against the German forces left in Eastern
Prussia.
"In view of the situation above set forth, the Supreme
Commander-in-Chief considers it necessary for the armies
of the North-Western Army Group to make immediate
preparations to assume, with calm minds and trusting in
God, a deliberate offensive at the earliest possible moment.
basing the plan of attack upon the considerations given
hereunder for general guidance:
"The offensive would be commenced by the First Army,
which must engage the largest possible German forces; the
offensive to be carried out to the north of the Masurian Lakes,
turning the enemy's left flank.
"The Second Army to attack turning the Masurian Lakes
from the west, with the objcl..'t of defeating the German corps
deploying between the Vistula and the Maeurian J..akes, and
thereby preventing the Gennans from retreating across the
Vistula.
"Close touch must be established between the First and
Second Armies by advancing a sufficiently strong covering force
opposite the Masurian Lakes front.
"The general idea of the operations would thus consist of
the envelopment of the enemy from both flanks.
"The left flank of operations is secured by the River Vistula,
with the fortress of Novogeorgievsk, and by the units of the
Guards' and I Corps which are to be transferred to Warsaw,
and whose first echelons will commence to arrive in Warsaw
from the 12th day of mobilization.
"In the opinion of the Supreme-Commander-in-Chief the
offensive of the armies of the North-Western Army Group should
commence from the 14th day of mohilization."

"Fully confident that the troops of the armies of the
North-Western Group will fulfil their duty, remembering
how essential to Russia is the first victory, the Supreme
Commander-in-Chief awaits the presentation of your con
siderations concerning the time and method of execution of
the preliminary orders of His Imperial Highness."
As is evident from the motives set forth, this decision
was due to those obligations which had been taken on her
self by Russia according to the War Plan. One must take
this into consideration before passing sentence on our Su
preme Command. The obligations undertaken can of course
be regarded from different points of view. The Bolsheviks
consider honor to be a "bourgeois prejudice," but we will
permit ourselves to retain a somewhat different point of
'13th August.
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view. Nevertheless, we cannot but state the fact that the
above quoted directive created difficult strategic conditions
for the execution of the first active operations of our troolJs
in Eastern Prussia.
Studying this directive in detail, the point that attract.s
attention above all else is the actual method of working out
the operations. The authors of this directive reckon the
strength of the armies in terms of battalions and squadrons,
a method which might be applicable to the wars of Napoleon,
but now, in the epoch of fire tactics, which have long ago
replaced the old shock tactics, such methods of reasoning
can only lead to the adoption of completely false premises.
The conclusion is likewise false, that the fighting
strength of the armies sent by us into Eastern Prussia would
be twice as great as that of the German troops left against
Russia.
The mistake of the Operations Branch of G.H.Q. was
rendered still worse owing to the miscomprehension of the
central organs of the French and Russian General Staff with
regard to the nature of the German army. Upon the
declaration of mobilization Germany formed reserve in
fantry divisions from secret cadres. These divisions, which
were immediately organized into reserve corps, were little
inferior in fighting quality to the first-line troops. Also,
upon the declaration of mobilization, numerous Landwehr
brigades were formed, and these were quite capable of taking
immediate part in the defense of the country. Lastly, upon
the declaration of war the German General Staff commenced
the formation of Ersatz brigades, which were not far short
of the resp'.xve troops in fighting quality.
In the aggregate, according to the computation of
General Buat,9 the military author, who is a great authority
upon these questions, Russia was faced with 26 infantry
divisions lO during August and September, excluding troops
brought up from the French front.
Out of a desire to increase the luster of their victories
in Eastern Prussia, the Germans, with aid of the facile pen
of Ludendorff, have done their best to camouflage the
'L'armee allemande pendant la guerre de 1914-1918."
'"6 first-line infantry divisions, 3 reserve infantry divisions,
Landwehr units to a total strength of 9 infantry divisions, and
Ersatz units to a total strength of 8 infantry divisions.
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strength of the German forces actually in the field against
Russia. But even if we consider the figures quoted in the
propaganda pamphlet composed by von Scheffer, with a
preface by Field Marshal von Hindenburg himself,l1 we
find that the strength of the German forces which took an
active part in the first operations in Eastern Prussia against
the First and Second Russian Armies, excluding the troops
brought from France (two first-line corps), was as follows:
15 infantry divisions consisting of 180% battalions, 153 bat-
teries and 60 squadrons.
In addition there was one cavalry division consisting of 6
regiments (24 squadrons) with three batteries, and Landsturm
units."

Incidentally, in comparing the fighting strengths of the
two sides, the directive under examination by us only takes
into consideration first-line German troops, which numbered
8 divisions (about 100 battalions), and consequently even
in the computation of the number of enemy battalions there
is an error of nearly 100%.
Under the pressure of persistent requests from the
French for early assistance, G.H.Q. considered it necessary
to advance the date fixed for the offen$ve, though this was
already premature. The directive examined by us cut down
the period for the assembly of the armies by one more day,
proposing the commencement of the offensive on the 14th
day of mobilization. The considerations advanced in this
directive as rendering possible this advance in the date for
the offensive are the removal of the Guards' and I Corps
from the establishment of the First Army, and the state
ment that the Second Army need not await the arrival of
the whole of the XIII Corps. Such reasoning with regard
to operations could not have been possible but for the
way in which lines-of-communications problems had been
neglected at all the operations exercises, war games, and
staff rides of our General Staff in peace time. The period
required in reality for the preparation of our armies in
1914 was somewhere between 24 and 29 days from mobiliza
tion. The arrival of all the first-line infantry units on the
"Karte zur Sclacht bei Tannenberg," herausgegeben und verlegt
yom Reichsamt fur Landesaufnahme, Berlin, 1921.
"'For the details of the composition of the Eighth German Army,
see the tahle given in Appendix No.3.
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establishment of the army was not the only factor governing
the length of this period; a large number of army organiza
tions and transport units also had to join the army and
complete their formation. Russia needed far more time
than France or Germany to organize the proper functioning,
not only of supply services. but also of the signals and lines
of-communications service. The commencement of the offen
sive before the completion of the requisite period doomed
the supply, lines-of-communications and signals services to
dislocation in the very first days of the operations.
Let us now compare the strength of the forces hastily
dispatched into Eastern Prussia in accordance with the
instructions under examination, with that of the German
forces already there.
Russian
First Army __ 6 infantry divisions
Second Army _7 infantry divisions
Total 13 infantry divisions
with an establishment of 208 bat
talions and 92 batteries.

German
The Eighth German Army of
14" infantry divisions with an
establishment of 168% battalions
and 152 batteries.

The superiority in fighting strength was actually on the
German side. As we have already had occasion to state in
the first chapter. modern strategy reckons the fighting
strength of armies in terms of divisions, applying a modi
fying coefficient which represents the relative fire strength
of the divisions on either side. In the given case the fire
strength of the German infantry division must be taken
on the average to be the equivalent of the fire strength of
more than one and a half Russian infantry divisions. Thus
on the side of the Germans there was a 50% superiority in
fighting strength.
The reduction of the First Army by two corps was
due to the influence of the policy which demanded the
hastening of operations directly affecting Germany upon
the shortest line of operations to Berlin, despite which re
duction the directive imposed upon this army the task of
commencing with an invasion into Eastern Prussia, with
the object of engaging the largest possible enemy forces.
Incidentally, the Germans had an elaborate railway system
at their disposal, and the German command could easily
"A fifteenth division, namely the 1st Landwehr division, arrived
a little later from the interior of the country.
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carry Qut the swift concentration of its forces against the
Russian First Army upon its approach, and force it to
accept battle while there was a big advantage in strength
upon the German side.
General Jilinsky, the Commander of the N orth-West
ern Group of armies, upon receipt of the directive from
G.H.Q. (letter No. 345) composed conformably therewith
a series of orders, which constitute the subject of discussion
in the following chapter. However, on the 12th August, in
his telegram to G.H.Q. he asked for a postponement of the
date of commencement of the offensive of the armies. He
considered that, as regarded the First Army, "the crossing
of the frontier by the cavalry could hardly be expected to
take place earlier than the 16th day of mobilization, the
15th August, nor its crossing by the main body of the army
earlier than the 19th-20th day (the 18th-19th August).
The Second Army would be in a position to cross the frontier
only by the 20th day (the 19th August)."
By deferring the commencement of the offensive the
Commander of the North-Western Group of armies increas
ed the strengths of both armies, bringing them up to:
The First Anny
The Second Army
Total

6% divisions of infantry
8% divisions of infantry
15 infantry divisions

But, bearing in mind the above mentioned difference in
fire strength between the German and Russian divisions, a
great superiority in strength would still remain upon the
side of the Germans. The difficult situation of our annie!'!
in invading Eastern Prussia was increased to an extraor
dinary degree by the circumstance that the First and
Second Armies, with an enormous interval separating them
from one another, would fall into an absolute web of rail~
way lines, and would be inevitably threatened with separate
and individual defeat.
In execution of the "Considerations" of 1913 the XX
Corps, as we have seen above, had been removed from the
establishment of the Fourth Army. This was done b~r
G.H.Q. out of the desire to reinforce by the earliest available
meansH the First Army, which had been weakened by the
"In pectce time the XX Corps belonged to the establishment of
the Vilno Military District, out of the troops of which the First
Army was fonned.
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withdrawal of the Guards' and I Corps. When the progress
of the Galician battle is described it will be seen how the
removal of the XX Corps, which should have reached the
Fourth Army between the 21st-26th August, weakened
this army just at the critical moment and had serious
strategical consequences: (a) it all but led to the failure
of the whole Galician operations; (b) it protracted the
course of the whole operation by at least a week; (c) it
prevented the attainment of the decisive object of this opera
tion-the defeat of the entire Austro-Hungarian army.
Finally the result of the strategic deployment of the
Russian armed forces may be summed up as follows :1~
Of 55 first·line infantry divisions la arriving during the
first period of concentration (the lst to 29th days of mobili
zation), only 3IJ12 first-line infantry divisions17 had been
assembled on the South-Western line of operations. The
War Plan (the Imperial Instructions of the 1st May, 1912)
had arranged for 33% out of 52:112 first-line divisions to be
concentrated upon this line.
For operations on the N orth-Western line 17 first-line
infantry divisions 18 had been assembled. Alternative "A"
of the War Plan (the same Instructions) had arranged for
19 first-line infantry divisions to be concentrated here.
Lastly, on the new line of operations-the Western
where the "Instructions of 1912," quite correctly, had not
arranged for any concentration of forces to be made at
the commencement of operations, the Ninth Army, with an
establishment of 6% first-line infantry divisions, was now
assembling.
Such was the result of the influence of politics on
strategy. The gross errors committed by the authors of
the War Plan reacted first of all upon France, whose
political leaders, alarmed by the specter of approaching
catastrophe, set to work with all the power at their disposal
to bring pressure to bear upon the Emperor and Russian
government circles. The question was made one not of
mere co-operation, hut of salvation. As a result, political
"For details see table p;iven in Appendix No.4.
"Excluding the III Caucasian Corps, which only arrived during
the second period of concentration. See Diagram of Concentration.
"The Third, Fourth, Fifth, and Eighth Armies.
"The First and Second Armies.
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considerations not only prevented the Russian Supreme
Command from correcting the errors of the War Plan, but
precipitated it into their development. Instead of making a
concentrated effort with the whole of our forces, upon one
line of operations, with a minimum defense force holding
each of the remaining lines of operations, we grouped our~
selves for serious offensive operations upon two divergent
lines, while at the same time preparing yet another group
for operations upon a third line.

PART II

The First Operations in
East Prussia

CHAPTER V

Operations of the First Army
(Plates 3, 4, 7, and 8)'

THE COMMENCEMENT OF THE ADVANCE AND THE
APPROACH TO THE BATTLEFIELD OF
GUMBINNEN
Our First Army was concentrating on the River
Nyeman between Kavno and Druskeniki.2 Its final composi~
tioD was 6% infantry and 51;2 cavalry divisions, besides
which a further 7 second~line infantry divisions were under
orders to join it as soon as their formation should be com
pleted. These latter divisions, however, took no part in
the first operations. The establishment of the First Arm~"
is shown in detail in Appendix No.5.
We must now examine the results of the haste with
which our armies advanced into Eastern Prussia.
We have seen above how the composition of the First
Army had been altered by excluding the Guards' and the
I Corps and by including the XX Corps. Although the
latter was stationed in peace time in the Vilno District,
nevertheless it had not completed its concentration in time,
before the date ordered for the commencement of the march.
G.H.Q. therefore ordered that the remaining units should be
brought up during the march, advancing the detraining
stations of the 29th Infantry Division to Pilvishki. This
decision blocked the only railway line upon which Rennen
kampf's army could be based, that from Kovno to Verjbo
lovo. The traffic necessary on this line was already be
yond its capacity, as the belated lines-of-communications or
ganizations of the army were to be dispatched by this raiI
'The reader wishing to make a thorough study of the operations
described is advised to obtain the Gennan 1/200,000 map, publiahed
in four colors. The necessary sheds of this map are aa follows:
No. 18---Konigsberg, No. 19--Gumbinnen, No. 20-Pillkallen, No. 34
-Preussisch Eylau, No. 35--Goldap, No. 36--l\-Ielkehmen. These
mapa can be ordered from Eisenschmidt. Dorotheen Strsase 60, Berlin,
N.W.7.
'See Plate 3.
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way to overtake the army, and upon this same line there was
a heavy and urgent traffic in supply trains, their early ar
rival in the forward area being essential for the immediate
creation of the necessary dumps in rear of the army, Ren
nenkampf's offensive being doomed to a permanent halt
through outrunning its supplies, failing the arrival of these
trains. To bring the dumps as near as possible to the army
front w.as an essential condition for a swift offensive by the
First Army, for army corps, in consequence of the extreme
haste with which they had had to take the field. had begun
their march with incomplete echelons of transport of the
third category.3
The fact that our infantry divisions could not take the
field at full strength shows how premature was the com
mencement of operations. The formation of the second-line
units and militia (opolchenie) being incomplete, the first
line infantry had to leave a part of their forces for the
defense of the rear (for guarding railway lines and impor
tant centers) . One to two companies of each infantry regi
ment were left behind.
Finally, one other vital circumstance must be remem
bered: the Russian broad-gauge* line ended at Veribolovo,
and technical work of a complicated nature was necessary
before the German lines could be employed. This work had
been well considered in peace time, but it required the
transport to the railhead of the Russian line of large
technical an dlabor forces and many train-loads of materiel
and stores.
On the 15th August General Jilinsky, the Commander
of the North-Western Group of Armies, sent General Ren
nenkampf, the First Army Commander, a directive' con
firming the preliminary orders issued earlier. This directi't'e
imposed upon the armies of the Group the task of assuming
"a determined offensive with the object of defeating the
enemy, cutting him off from Konigsberg, and seizing his
lines of retreat upon the Vistula, for which purpose the
First Army, advancing from the line Verjbolovo--Suvalld,
>foThe Russian railroads had a gauge of 5 feet; the Germans
used the standard gauge of 4 feet 8% inches. (Editor's note.)
'i.e. Divisional, Corps, and Army Supply Trains and Transport
uniu. (Translator's note.)
'See Appendix No.6.
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is to attack the front Insterburg-Angerburg, turning the
line of the Masurian Lakes from the north." The Second
Army was also given instructions to attack, the objective
being the front Lotzen - Rudschanny - Ortelsburg and
northward thereof turning the line of the Masurian Lakes
from the west. Further instructions were to the effect
that the First Army, having a large establishment of cavalry
available, as soon as the River Angerapp had been crossed,
was to envelop as deeply as possible, the left flank of thE.
enemy, with the object of cutting him off from Konigsberg.
Orders were given for the cavalry, supported by detachments
of infantry, to cross the frontier of Eastern Prussia on the
morning of the 16th August, and for all three corps to cross
on the 17th August, "the first objective being the front
Insterburg-Angerburg, the offensive to be then developed
to turn the enemy's left flank."
It was further stated in General Jilinsky's instructions:
"The enemy must in all cases be attacked energetically and
with the greatest determination upon the whole front."
In his directive General Jilinsky carried into execution
the general idea given him in the War Plan and in General
Yanushkevich's letter No. 345 (see the preceding chapter).
But the assertion to be found therein, that "the main forces
of the enemy are undoubtedly located behind the line of the
lakes" calls for special attention. Even if this was the case
on the 13th-14th August, nevertheless there were absolutely
no grounds for the presumption that the enemy would
remain stabilized in this grouping. One cannot help re·
calling in this connection the words of Napoleon regarding
the plan of the battle of Austerlitz. "Weiroter thought,"
writes Napoleon, "that my army would remain as immobilr.
as the milestones upon the roads." The authoritative tone
in which the suppositions of General Jilinsky and his Staff
were couched could not fail to lead into error the First Army
Commander, who had every right to presume that something
more than strategical ignorance was concealed behind the
word "undoubtedly."
In execution of this directive from General Jilinsky
the First Army began the march from its concentration
areas on the morning of the 14th August. Thus was ful~
filled the obligation towards France undertaken in the name
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of Russia by General Jilinsky himself, in the rOle of Chief
of the General Staff: the Russian army assumed the offen
sive on the 15th day of mobilization.
By the evening of the 16th August, the infantry divi.
sions of the First Army had reached the frontier, to do
which the III and IV Corps had been obliged to execute
forced marches of 25-35 versts. Divisions just mobilized
and short of supplies could not be sufficiently inured, and
consequently they were exhausted and in need of rest, and
of opportunity for the supply trains and L. of C. organiza.
tiona, which had been left behind, to overtake them.
As the First Army approached the frontier a series

of skinnishes took place with advanced German units. These
skirmishes confirmed the information to the effect that the
belt of country near the frontier was occupied by the
German I Corps.
We must now briefly survey the events of this period
as touching the enemy units belonging to the German Eighth
Army, commanded by General Prittwitz.
The enemy could employ the following forces for the
active defense of Eastern Prussia:
The I, XVII, and XX Corps
The ~ Reserve <;o!~s and one reserve
mfantry dlVISIOn
Landwehr to a strength of
The 1st Cavalry Division
Total

6 infantry divisions
.
. ..
3 mfantry dIVISiOns
5 infantry divisions
1 cavalry division
14 Inf. and 1 Cav.
divisions'

We consider it necessary to say a few wO!'ds here
concerning the German Landwehr.
In order to conceal the war training of their army the
German General Staff made use of every expedient to
"camouflage" it. The Germans of earlier days were also
great experts in this regard. At the beginning of the XIXth
Century they succeeded in tricking Napoleon, evading the
conditions of the peace concluded after the battles of Jena
and Auerstadt, which did not allow them to maintain an
army of more than 30,000. At the beginning of this century
they tricked their future enemies with still greater ease.
'See table in Appendix No.3 for details of composition.
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One of the expedients of this nature was careful preparation
for the formation of reserve corps to be expanded out of
secret cadres upon the declaration of war. For the forma
tion of their infantry of the second line, the Landwehr, they
applied another expedient, embodying the majority of the
Landwehr as garrisons of fortresses. Germany's enemies
in reckoning her strength did not pay due attention to these
forces, never suspecting that the German General Staff
was making preparations for the employment of Landwehr
units at the very commencement of active operations in
Eastern Prussia. In studying the first operations in Eastern
Prussia we find ourselves constantly coming across iln~
structions to the fortress detachments of Thorn, Graudenz,
Knlm, Marienburg, etc., and also meeting with units named
after the Generals in command, for example General Brod
ruck's Division, General Zemmern's Brigade, etc.
Finally, the Landsturm must also be mentioned here.
This did not represent an active force at the beginning
of the war, but it was, in any case, incomparably better
trained than the Russian Militia, which, as we have already
stated, had no fighting value whatsoever. The German
Landsturm played its own part in the events in Eastern
Prussia, and from it was formed the dense screen which
curtained off the interior of Eastern Prussia from the
Russian cavalry. By making use of the numerous railways,
of private motor-cars and of vehicles belonging to the in
habitants, the Germans could provide this screen, supported
by Landwehr units and strong divisional cavalry, with
the necessary elasticity to enable the Landsturm to deal
with the majority of the Russian cavalry. The fact that in
the German I Corps Area alone the Landsturm was used
for frontier and railway defense at 45 points is con
vincing as to the wide extent to which the Landsturm was'
employed.
The German General Staff took into fuIl account the
fact that, in consequence of the lie of the frontier, the
defense of Eastern Prussia had to be based upon active
operations. The conditions created by the existence of a
network of railways assisted enormously in this respect.
On the one side was the dense railway system of Eastern
Prussia, and on the other-three railway lines leading from
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Russia, connected together by the main line Kovno-Land
vorovo-Grodno--Byelostok_Warsaw, which was on the
average 100 versts distant from the frontier. 6
These three railway "entrances" into Eastern Prussia
were as follows:
(1) at Verjbolovo (Wierzbolowo),
(2) at Graevo,
(3) at Mhwa.

Incidentally, these "entrances" were separated from
one another by a distance of from 120 to 160 versts.
The dependence of modern strategy upon railways is
so great that the layout of the railway system predetermines
the direction of the operations of an army, and consequently
the invasion of the Russian armies could be successfully
executed only upon three lines of operations, leading frolll
the three railway "entrances" which have been enumerated.
The German troops defending Eastern Prussia were
thus upon internal lines in a strategic position advantageouf,
for maneuver. The German General Staff had made care
ful plans and preparations in order- to turn this situation to
the best account. In the course of numerous war games/
staff rides, and maneuvers they worked out and tested
various combinations. Of the lines of operations possible
for the Russians, the central one was intersected by a group
of the principal Masurian Lakes, which formed a chain
extending from north to south, from the town of Angerburg
nearly to the Russian frontier. The necks of land existing
between these lakes formed narrow defiles, and in order to
increase their defensibility the German General Staff had
created in peace time a number of fortifications between
Lijtzen and Nikolaiken, the strongest being at Lijtzen, where
the line of the lakes was intersected by the main (double
track) railway line leading from Lyck to Korschen. The
German General Staff was able to employ the chain of the
principal Masurian Lakes, prepared by these means, as a
shield agaimrt the Russians attacking upon the central
line of operations, concentrating the German forces upon
one of the outer lines of operations.
·See Plate 4.
'The Staffs of the Wal'13aw and Vilno Military Districts had
succeeded in obtaining the facts regarding these war games.
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On the morning of the 14th August the Staff of the
German Eighth Army received information that a concen
tration of Russian troops was proceeding upon the Lower
Narev. A report was also received from the Staff of the
I Corps. that large enemy forces had commenced an offen~
sive in the direction of Marggrabowa,B that all was quiet
on the Vladislavov-Vishtinets front, and that no movement
of infantry was to be observed upon the roads leading west
from Mariampol and Kalvariya, but that cavalry units had
been observed moving southward from Verjbolovo.
Upon receiving this information General Prittwitz
decided to concentrate his forces to the north of the principal
Masurian Lakes, and issued orders in this sense to the
Eighth Army at 4 p.m. on the 14th August (see Appendix
No.7). The distance between the two outer lines of opera
tions, from Verjbolovo and from Mlava, was so great that
an enormous preponderance in strength would have been
needed for the Russians to carry out a simultaneous invasion
upon both these lines at the beginning of the war. The
German Great General Staff was aware, apparently, that
in accordance with Alternative "A" of our plan two armies
were being put into the field against Germany: one of them
designated by the Germans "the army of the Nyeman" (our
First Army), upon the northern line of operations; the other.
designated by the Germans "the army of the N arev" (our
Second Army), upon the centralline.9 Possibly the Germans
were also aware of the war game of our Russian command
ers, which had taken place at Kiev in April 1914 (see Chap
ter II). In this game, as we have stated, our operations
had been staged to the east of the principal Masurian Lakes.
The information concerning the enemy collected by the
Staff of the German Eighth Army up to the 13th August
confirmed the original suppositions of the German Great
General Staff. In the advance of the German 36th Infantry
Division upon Mlava only units of the Russian cavalry had
been discovered there. Reports from secret agents con
firmed the fact that the right flank of deployment of the
"Army of the Nyeman" was at Verjbolovo, and the left
flank of the "Army of the Narev" at Lomja. In particular,
'Actually these were units of our 1st Cavalry Division.
'See Plate 3.
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information concerning the concentration of the "Army
of the Nyeman" collected by the Staff of the German I Corps,
which was covering the frontier to the north of Marggra
bowa, indicated that the majority of the infantry divisions
were being grouped in the Druskeniki-Filippovo direction." O
In accordance with Army Orders the following grouping
of the German forces was created from the 14th August.
A.

B.

C.

To the North of the Masurian Lakes:
The I and XVII Corps, the I Reserve Corps, General Brod
dick's Division, the 2d Landwehr Brigade, and the 1st
Cavalry Division.
TotaL
7% infantry and 1 cavalry divisions.
Upon the line of the Lake!!:
The 3d Reserve Division and the 6th Landwehr Brigade.
TotaL
1 ~il infantry divisions.
In the L5tzen area there was also Colonel Busse's detach
ment, though not mentioned in the orders (see Appendix
No.3).
There remained to the West of the line of the Lakes:
The XX Corps, assembled in the Ortelsburg area.
Occupying railway junctions:
At Strasburg-the 20th Landwehr Brigade from the
fortress of Thorn.
At La.utenburg-General Zemmern's Ersatz Brigade
from the fortress of Graudenz.
At Soldan (Mlava)-The 70th Landwehr Brigade.
At N eidenburg--A detachment from the fortress of
Danzig.
All these brigades were united under the general com
mand of General Unger. There were thus about 4
infantry divisions in all left to the west of the
Lakes.

The Eighth Army Orders of the 14th August show that
General Prittwitz was erroneously presuming the main
body of the Russian First Army to be preparing to attack to
the south of the Forest of Rominte. At the same time, how
ever, attention must be drawn to the more than cautious
form in which he expressed the supposition that the main
Russian blow would come from the south of the Forest of
Rominte. The following is the original German text:
"Es erscheint nicht unmoglich dass der Gegner siidlich der
Rominter Heide einen Vorstoss gegen die Seelinie macht."
This uncertainty forced General Prittwitz to impose upon
General Fran~ois, the I Corps Conunander, the task of de
termining, by means of reconnaissance in force, whether
"'See Plate 7.
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the Russian main body was approaching in its march the
railway line Kovno-Verjbolov{}-Gumbinnen. In this case
the Eighth Army Commander intended to bring in addition
into the area to the north of the principal Masurian Lakes
the 3d Reserve Infantry Division, which would bring the
strength of the forces detailed for active operations against
the Russian First Army up to 81/ 2 infantry divisions and
one cavalry division.
This was actually what happened, and the Germans
concentrated 81j2 infantry divisions and one cavalry division
against General Rennenkampf's Russian First Army, with
its establishment of 6¥2 infantry divisions and 5~2 cavalry
divisions.
Examining in greater detail the fighting strength of the
two sides, it will be seen that the composition of each of the
armies was as follows:
German

R?Uu.dun.

Infantry

94 battalions.

Artillery:
Light. guns
-49 batteries.
Light Howitz~rs _ 6 batteries.

Infantry

102 battalions.

Artillery:
Light guns
65 batteries.
Lig'ht Howitr.ers _ 12 batteries.
Heavy art
22 batteries.

55 batteries.

Cavalry

U9 batteries.
60 squadrons.
124 squadrons. Cavalry
Landsturm units in addition.

Taking as the basis of calculation the fire strength
on each side, we arrive at the conclusion that the true
proportion between the fighting strengths of the two sides
may be thus expressed: the Germans were more than one
and a half times stronger than the Russians.
Such were the strategical preparations of the two sides
for the impending battle, preparations whose main object
was to bring on to the battlefield forces superior to those
of the enemy.
While the Russian First Army was completing its
march to the frontier, the Staff of this army had issued to
corps commanders General Rennenkampf's directive, and
also Army Orders No.2 (see Appendices Nos. 8 and 9).
The basic idea of the operation of the army was thus de
fined: ..... to turn the enemy's left flank on the River
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Angerapp, where his main forces are believed to be. develop
ing the movement to the greatest possible depth, in order to
cut the enemy off from Konigsberg."
The objective for the 17th August for the main bodies
of the corps was the line Willuhnen-Stalluponen-Duben
ingken-Kowahlen.
The whole of the cavalry was concentrated on the flanks.
The Right Group on the right flank consisted of a composit'?
cavalry corps with an establishment of four divisions (the
lst and 2d Guards' and the 2d and 3d Cavalry Divisions),
under the command of General Khan N ahichevansky; the
task given him was to operate towards Insterburg, making
a detour to the north round Stalluponen and Gumbinnen,
deeply outflanking the enemy on the left of his position. The
Left Group, consisting of General Gurko's 1st Cavab:'Y
Division, was given the task of guarding the left flank of
the army. Finally, General Oranovsky's Independent
Cavalry Brigade was: ordered to guard the right flank of
the army.
A point to be remarked is that, by this arrangement, all
infantry divisions were left to their own resources for recon
naissance of the front, with the object of collecting the
largest possible forces into the army cavalry. Incidentally,
contact with the main body of the enemy had not yet been
established. Divisions had at their disposal either Cossack
units of the 2d and 3d grades (in cases where these had
arrived), which were quite useless for employment on active
service in the role of divisional cavalry, or one squadron
temporarily attached to each infantry division from the
cavalry divisions-a quite inadequate allowance in view of
the low strength of the Russian squadron. Thanks to this
decision, the infantry divisions went forward blind to meet
the enemy with whom they were not yet in touch. At the
same time it was made impossible for them, should they
meet and fight the enemy, to establish contact with the adja
cent columns by means of cavalry, which would have
guaranteed them from any sudden penetration of the enemy
between the columns, and from resultant envelopment. We
know that the Germans had found a different solution to
the problem: each of their divisions had its own regiment of
good cavalry.
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The night of the 16th.17th August passed quietly. The
outposts of the Russian corps, deployed along the frontier,
and in places across it, only reported unimportant exchange!!:
of musketry fire with the German f·screen."
On the morning of the 17th August the infantry divi
sions of the First Army advanced across the Russian fron
tier. On the right flank marched the 28th Infantry Division·
next to it the 29th (the XX COrpSll) ; in the center the 25th
and 27th Infantry Divisions (the III Corps) ; and on the
left flank the 40th and 30th Infantry Divisions (the IV
Corps). The 5th Rifle Brigade moved still farther to the
south, and was temporarily placed under the orders of Gen~
eral Gurka, the Commander of the 1st Cavalry Division.
The total extent of front of the offensive was 70 versts.
The advance was not co-ordinated by the Staff of the army:
the XX Corps crossed the frontier between noon and 1 p.m;
the III Corps between 8 and 9 a.m.; and the IV Corps be
tween 11 a.m. and 2 p.m. (See Plate S.)
On the III Corps front battle was engaged at 11 a.m.,
on the line Eydtkuhnen-Budweitschen. Both divisions of
the corps deployed and executed an energetic attack. The
enemy held on firmly, developing a very intense artillerr
fire. His heavy artillery fire made itself especially felt, not
only for the material damage inflicted upon our troops, but
also for its moral effect. About 4 p.m. the III Corps ob··
tained possession of the line Malissen-Doponen. Earlier,
at the beginning of the fighting, German infantry, with ar
tillery, had been observed marching from Stalluponen to
wards Bilderweitschen, apparently with the object of out
flanking the right of the 25th Division. In this maneuver
the Gennans were unsuccessful. General Rozenshield.
Paulin, the commander of the 29th Infantry Division, not
having any large enemy forces opposite him, decided on his
own initiative to strike a blow against the rear of the Ger
mans who were attacking the right flank of his neighbor.
"I am sending the whole of my forces to support the 25th
Division," he reported to his Corps Commander. General
Rozenshield-Paulin's brilliant operations led to the defeat
"These diviBions were not at full establishment: the 29th Divi
sion was without the 116th Maloyaroslavsky Infantry Regiment,
which was still in Riga and Ust-Dvinsk.
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of the Germans at Bilderweitschen. The 115th Vyazemsky
Infantry Regiment took prisoners and 8 guns from the
enemy.
On the left flank of the III Corps the situation had
taken a different turn. The 40th Infantry Division (of the
IV Corps), in consequence of the lack of coordination in the
advance had become separated from the 27th Infantry Di
vision by 12-18 versts. It became engaged in a fight with
the Germans at Melkehmen and was getting the better of
them. Owing to the fact that in both divisions there was
no cavalry, the gap between them was quite unguarded.
Part of the Gel'man 2d Division (4 battalions with 5 bat
teries) penetrated into it. and made an attack in rear, and
took completely by surprise the left flank regiment of the
27th Infantry Division (the l05th Orenburgsky Infantry
Regiment), which in its turn was outflanking the right of
the German Stalluponen group. The 105th Infantry Regi
ment was literally mowed down; Colonel Komarov, the com
mander of the regiment, was killed and 31 officers and 2,989
men were missing from the ranks. The remaining units
of the 27th Infantry Division, after suffering heavy casual
ties, retired. In the course of this day only minor engage
ments with the enemy, in the Kowahlen area, occurred on
the left flank of the army. On the right flank of the army
General Khan Nahichevansky's Mixed Cavalry Corps ad
vanced to Pillkallen.
For the Germans the battle of StallupOnen wa~ a recon
naissance engagement. The Commander of the Eighth
Army wished to determine whether the main body of the
Russian First Army wa~ marching to the area northward
of the Forest of Rominte, and therefore, when this question
had been cleared up, he ordered General Fran.;ois, the!
Corps Commander, to withdraw his troops on Gumbinnen.
This order was delivered by car at about 1 p.m. by an offi
cer of the Army Staff. General Fraul;Ois in his memoirs12
plumes himself highly upon the reply which he gave to this
''''Marneschlacht und Tannenberg." It must be pointed out that
the description of the battle of Stalluponen given by General
Fl'anl;ois is untrustworthy. The German Military writer K. Hesse
in his book "Del' Feldherr-Psychologos" writes concerning General
Franl;Ois' version: "Sie steht den historischen Tatsachen entgegen
'" ........... (note on page 6).
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officer: "Report to General von Prittwitz that General
Franc;ois will break off the engagement when he has de
feated the Russians." He continued to bring up reinforce
ments, and in the end engaged the whole of the 1st Infantry
Division and part of the 2d in the battle of Stalluponen.
But in the result, if he did "defeat" the Russians on his
right flank, he w~s nevertheless more severely "defeated"
by the Russians on his left flank, where he even lost some
of his guns. In the evening he began the withdrawal of
some of the forces engaged at Stalluponen. General Pritt
witz was still dissatisfied with the actions of the I Corps
Commander, but the latter, in order to whitewash himself,
drew up a report which represented the battle of Stallupo
nen as a great victory for him. We mention these details, as
this falsehood played an important part in later events,
leading to an exaggerated estimate with regard to the su
perior qualities of the German troops compared to the Rus·
sian, on the part of Prittwitz himself and the other Corps
Commanders, an error for which the Germans had to pay a
few days later at Gumbinnen.
Altogether 5! infantry regiments and 20 light and
heavy batteries took part on the German side in the battle of
Stalluponen.
On the Russian side there were lOt infantry regiments
and 19 light batteries.
The battle of Stalluponen was the first important con·
flict between the Russians and the Germans. In this first
engagement the new requirements of tactics were vividly
illustrated.
Above all, experience showed convincingly that an in
fantry advance, unless superiority in artillery fire has been
obtained, proceeds slowly and costs enormous casualties.
The total losses of the Russians amounted to 63 officers and
6,664 other ranks, while the German losses in personnel did
not exceed 1,500.
Secondly, the decisive importance of flanking opera
tions stood out clearly in this battle. In both the cases which
occurred, decisive and speedy success followed on a flank
attack.
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Thirdly, the lack of a sufficiently strong divisional
cavalry subjected the columns advancing into battle to the
danger of being outflanked and attacked in rear. As a
result of the retirement of the 27th Infantry Division, and
also owing to the impossibility of reorganizing units which
had suffered heavily, the center of General Rennenkampf's
army only advanced at 2 p.m. on the 18th August. By
evening of this day the front of the army extended along the
line: Mailwischken-Mingstimmen-StaUuponen-Rakow..
ken-Seesken, as shown on Plate 8.
On this day only General Khan Nahichevansky's Cav
alry Corps met with resistance, on the line Wittgirren
Mallwischken, from which they had to drive Qut units of dis
mounted cavalrJ and cyclists of the German 44th and 45th
Infantry Regiments.
General Rennenkampf's general operation orders for
the 19th August reached Corps Staffs in the form of separate
telegraphic orders. The Army Commander gave as the
task for the 19th August the occupation by the main body of
the front Ushbalen-Puspern-Sodehnen-Goldap. A halt
was ordered for the 20th August, in order to give the ex
hausted troops a rest, and to "bring up the lines-of-com
munications organizations and the units remaining in rear."
Upon studying these orders with the map, it will be
perceived that General Rennenkampf's basic idea was still
the task indicated to him in the Commander-in-Chief's
directive to "envelop as deeply as possible the left flank of
the enemy with the object of cutting him off from Konigs
berg." In order to execute this idea he sent five of the in
fantry divisions" and 4-& of the cavalry divisions 14 to the
north of the Forest of Rominte, and ordered the capture of
the line of the Eastern bank of the River Rominte by the
evening of the 19th August. Upon the quite correct as
sumption that the main body of the German Eighth Army
would be concentrated on the River Angerapp, and, ap
parently upon the very reasonable expectation that the Ger
mans would march out to meet him, he was attempting to de
ploy the main body of his army obliquely in relation to the
enemy front on the River Angerapp. thus preparing to out1!Out of 6%.
"Out of 6%.
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flank the left of the enemy on the battlefield. The further
development of the outflanking movement conceived by him
was to he accomplished by the dispatch of General Khan
Nahichevansky's four cavalry divisions to Insterburg. The
halt ordered for the 20th was a pressing necessity, inasmuch
as the troops had already advanced for six days without
halting; while the first of these marches had been forced.
and those following had been accompanied by fighting.
Strategy requires that every measure should be taken to
insure troops being put into a battle untired. General
Rennenkempf had too great an experience of war to forget
this elementary rule. too often neglected in the higher staffs.
On the 19th August Khan Nahichevansky's cavalry and
the right flank divisions of the army (the 28th and 29th)
were forced to fight in order to fulfill the tasks allotted to
them.
The Composite Cavalry Corps passed the night preced
ing the 19th August in the Wittgirren-Mallwischken
Kussen area. On the morning of this day General Khan
Nahichevansky had received a report to the effect that Ger
man infantry, which had arrived with artillery by railway
from THsit, had detrained at the station of Szillen, and
were moving upon Kraupischken in marching order. Upon
the quite correct consideration that this would constitute a
threat to the right flank of the army, he decided to move up
on Kraupischken with the object of denying the eastern
bank of tile River lnster to this infantry. He moved his corps
to Kraupischken, with the heads of columns of the four di
visions upon a front of 6 versts. This led to a frontal bat
tle with the enemy's Landwehr Infantry Brigade. which
had crossed the River luster. The 1st and 2d Guards'
Cavalry Divisions dismounted and delivered an energetic
attack. Six horse artillery batteries concentrated upon the
two batteries brought into action by the enemy, and the
Russians had complete mastery in artillery fire. The dis
mounted cavalry attack was crowned with success, and one
squadron of the Regiment of Lifeguards (the 3d Squadron,
commanded by Captain Baron Wrangel) even succeeded in
executing a cavalry charge and capturing two German guns.
But, as General Khan Nahichevansky reported under his
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No. 115, "the oncoming darkness, the River lnster. the fire
maintained on the right bank by several German units, and
the fact that the ammunition supply was exhausted, made
pursuit out of the question."
Even though the losses of the cavalry were fairly heavy
(46 officers and 329 other ranks), this battle nevel'theless
showed what cavalry could accomplish, even in a frontal at
tack, given the mastery in artillery fire. The attack was
delivered by forces not exceeding the strength of four Ger
man infantry battalions, against six, and yet decisive success
was achieved.
On the other hand, no less instructive, though in the
negative sense, was the leading of the corps on so narrow a
front. This led to the frontal blow, and the cavalry was
deprived of its advantage over infantry in its capacity for
rapid maneuver. That he assembled these masses of cav~
aIry in a confined space in expectation of a general cavalry
charge is apparent in all the actions of General Khan
N ahichenmsky; but by so doing he doomed his cavalry to
extreme slowness of action and to complete "insensibility"
towards anything occurring outside their immediate neigh.
borhood. Already, on the evening of the 17th August, the
day of the battle of Stalluponen, General Rennenkampf had
sent a message to General Khan Nahichevansky, criticiz
ing him for not affording any cooperation to the XX Corps.
On the 19th August the First Army Commander again em
phasized to General Khan Nahichevansky the irregularity of
his actions. In this telegram General Rennenkampf, con
vinced that General Khan Nahichevansky was quite incap
able of following instructions of the nature of general direc
tions, set his task before him in a more concrete form.
This telegram No. 393, ran as follows: "l'hc activity of
your cavalry detachment in the battle of the 17th of August
was extremely unsatisfactory; the infantry fought a diffi
cult and desperate battle; the cavalry ought to have as
sisted them by appearing not only on the flank, but also in
rear of th€ enemy, without taking distances into account....
In future I order you to be more energetic and mobile, and
to remember that you have 48 guns, which if brought into
action in rear of the enemy, would have enormous effect upon
him. This evening the army has been directed to occupy
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the front Ushbalen - Karmonen - Puspern - Sodehnen
Goldap ... Tomorrow, the 20th August, the army will remain
on the same line. larder you by the evening of the 20th to
clear up the situation by means of reconnassiance on the
front lnsterburg-Gumbinnen, and to a~certain whether it
is occupied, whether it is fortified, what forces there are
between the Rivers lnster and Rominte, whether they are
maintaining the defensive, and whether the Forest of Zul
kiner is occupied. With your main body, occupy PeIlening
ken on the River lnster. Destroy irreparably the railway
Tilsit--lnsterburg."
His opinion regarding the activities of General Khan
Nahichevansky in the battle of the 19th August was express
ed by General Rennenkampf in the following memorandum:
"
As before, I remain convinced, that these opera
tions were quite unsuccessful. The central column (the 1st
Guards' Cavalry Division), having encountered the enemy
frontally, quite correctly deployed. The flank divisions of
Belgard and Raukh should then have been dispatched in full
force to take the enemy in flank. From General Raukh's
statement, I know that he had dispatched part of his divi
sion with the artillery: but General Belgard literally as'
tonishes me. Is it possible that a general who has risen to
be appointed commander of a division can be ignorant of the
fact that in outflanking operations he must take his three
batteries with him? The enemy, taken by artillery en
filade fire from both flanks, would have been annihilated.
The whole of his 12 guns would have fallen into your hands
with ease, but as it was you only took two, at the cost of
heavy casualties. The heavy responsibility for all these
losses lies upon your Divisional Commanders. You are now
allotted a new task, and therefore lance more remind you
that in order to attain success you must operate with artil
lery fire in flank and rear."
"You gave me a private report in the train with re
gard to General Belgardl~ on the 7th August. If those in
command are not worthy of their appointments, you must
in duty bound have no pity, otherwise all responsibility
would devolve entirely upon you. I have given Colonel Ches
nokov many criticizms with regard to your absolutely un
satisfactory reports. I know nothing, or at any rate too
little, about your operations, and about your losses almost
nothing."
lIIGeneral Belgard was shortly afterwards killed.
note.)

(Author's
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The two orders of General Rennenkampf which have
been quoted illustrate very well how correctly this general
appreciated both the situation and the new conditions of
warfare. There is apparent in them tne endeavor to instruct
his subordinates not in general phraseology, but by means
of clear and concrete instructions. But the difficulty of lead
ing such big military units as corps is so great under the
conditions of modern war, that it requires extensive scien
tific training in peace time, or else immense experience in
war. Otherwise the words of the Gospel are fulfilled:
"They that have ears to hear and hear not, they that have
eyes to see and see not." Thus it was in the case under
our consideration. General Khan Nahichevansky, whose
personal bravery must unquestionably be granted, withdrew
his corps after the battle of the 19th August to the Linden
tal area, and thus opened a way for the enemy to outflank
the right of the XX Corps, and on the following day did not
accomplish a single one of the tasks imposed upon the cav
alry in telegram No. 393 quoted above. The reason which
he considered to justify an action so contrary to discipline
was that the shells required to replenish his horse artillery
batteries had not yet arrived. Incidentally, even the most
elementary grasp of the situation should have made him
realize how criminal was the withdrawal of his cavalry
after a battle which he had himself considered a success.
Further, with regard to shortage of ammunition, it may be
remarked that there are circumstances under which it may
nevertheless be necessary to maintain one's position in the
interests of the whole army, and furthermore, in the situa
tion which here existed, the horse artillery had the right to
replenish their ammunition supplies from the neighboring
infantry divisions. In this respect the retreat of the cav
alry to Lindental was definitely harmful, as it made it diffi
cult for the cavalry to replenish their ammunition by the
means specified. Finally, there still arise the following
questions to evoke doubt: is it possible that General Khan
Nahichevansky and his staff, preparing to carry out the task
allotted to a corps four divisions strong-that of deeply out
flanking the German left, had not considered the question
of ammunition supply for their horse artillery? Is it pos
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sible that they had neither demanded transport nor had
created mobile ammunition columns within the corps? Ap~
parently, both these questions mllst be answered unfavor
ably.
The right flank division of the XX Corps (the 28th In
fantry Division) on the morning of the 19th August engaged
battle with advanced enemy units on the front Mallwisch·
ken-Brv.kuponen. By tho evening they had forced them
back to the line Gudachen-Nebudschen. Thus they not
only fulfilled their allotted task, to advance to the front
Ushbalen-Brakuponen, but had even forced the enemy to
draw his left flank back. But, in this position of envelop
ment, the 28th Division had its right flank, and even its
rear, exposed to any German reserves which might be dis
patched through the Forest of Zulkiner. The Commanders
of the XX Corps and the 28th Infantry Division had every
right to rest easy as to attacks from this direction, as they
know that cavalry 4! divisions strong should be operating
there.
The other division of the XX Corps (the 29th Division)
on the 19th August methodically fought its way forward,
and by evening had reached the line (Karmonen-Puspern)
which had been allotted to it, where it set to work to con
solidate the position.
On this day both divisions of the XX Corps had engage
ments with the leading units of the German I Corps, but on
th~ line Sandweitschen-Nebudschen-Pakallnischken they
encountered the resistance of the main body of the German
Corps. In addition, the 28th Infantry Division on its right
flank had to deal with units of the German 1st. Cavalry Di
vision.
At 1 p.m. on the 19th August General Smirnov, the XX
Corps Commander, telegraphed to the Staff of the Army:
"I do not think that large forces have been dispatched
against LaskevichY I am almost certain that the enemy
is extending his flank north-eastward from the Gumbinnen
area, to form a covering force to neutralize our deep out
flanking movement. I have decided to deal a blow against
the right flank of the enemy, pushing him to the north of
"'Commander of the 28th Infantry Division.
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the forest against our army cavalry, For this purpose
Rozenshield 17 is continuing the attack upon the line Kar
monen-Puspern, to cover us from the Gumbinnen group,
but is arso co-operating with Laskevich with his artillery
and part of his infantry. Laskevich is operating with his
left flank. The Third Regiment18 on nearing Tut~chen will
be put in between the two generals, in the general direction
of Karmonen, Ilnd will attack the right flank of the enemy."
At 2 :40 of the same day General Smirnov telegraphed:
"Apparently only dismounted cavalry with horse artiller J
have attacked Laskevich; we are continuing the advance as
before on the front Ushbalen-Brakuponen-Puspern."
General Rennenkampf in his telegram No. 395 to the
Commander of the XX Corps replied: "I approve your
considerations with regard to the advance for the 19th
August ..• , Tomorrow, the 20th August, the army will
remain on the line occupied."
Although the divisions of the III Corps had not met
with any enemy opposition during their advance, they had
nevertheless failed to reach the line specified by the Army
Commander. General Epanchin, the commander of this
corps, on the march cut short the advance at the line
Trakenen Station-Enzuhnen. The outpost line was pushed
forward to the River Rominte.
The 40th Division (of the IV Corps), temporarily under
the orders of the commander of the III Corps, occupied the
area Soginten-Balluponen without opposition. One regi
ment of this division (the l60th Abhazia Infantry Regiment)
traversed the Forest of Rominte and halted at the village of
Rominte.
Left flank of the army; the 30th Infantry Division (of
the IV Corps) reached the outskirts of Goldap, the 5th Rifle
Brigade, the area of Johannisburg-Gross Wronken; and
the 1st Cavalry Division remained in the Seesken area,
guarding the area on the left flank of the army.
The 1st Independent Cavalry Brigade, whose task was
to guard the right flank of the army, had moved to Spullen '9
by the evening of the 19th August.
"Commander of the 29th Infantry Division.
"The 11th Don Infantry Regiment.
"See Plate 8.
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We must now see what had happened on the German
side.
On the morning of the 19th August the German I Corps
was standing by to the east of Gumbinnen. Its main body
was in a position running between Packalnischken-Neibud
schen-Sandweitschen, fortified during the last few days;
the 2d Infantry Division was to be south of Bumbeln, and
the 1st Infantry Division to the north. On the left flank of
the 1st Infantry Division was the 1st Cavalry DivilOion. As
a reserve, General BrodrUck's Infantry Division was tempo
rarily included in the establishment of the corps.
There were concentrated one march (20 versts) behind
the right flank of the I Corps on the River Angerapp: the
XVII Corps at Darkehmen and to its north, and the I Reserve
Corps to the south of this point.
Finally, a little farther back still, at Possessern, was
the 3d Reserve Division, which had come up from the
direction of Liitzen.
The battle of Stalluponen and the advance of our cavalry
masses through Pillkal1Fm and SpnlJen to the River Inster
left the German command in no doubt that General Rennen
kampf's army was intended to turn the left flank of deploy
ment of the German Eighth Army.
Consequently, the commander of the German I Corps
on the morning of the 19th August issued orders to General
Brodrilck's Division to occupy the position of the 2d In
fantry Division and relieve them there. The 2d Division
was ordered to concentrate in the Bibehlen area. By this
expedient he released a good first-line division, with strong
artillery, for a counter-maneuver on his left flank. The 2d
Infantry Division could only be assembled in the area allotted
it (Bibehlen) during the latter half of the day 19th August.
When the commander of the German I Corps learned of
the engagement between the 2d Landwehr Brigade and the
Russian cavalry he ordered the 1st Cavalry Division to move
northwards in order to operate against the rear of the
Russian cavalry.
HoweveT, by this time Mallwischken had already been
occupied by units of the Russian 28th Infantry Division, and
the German 1st Cavalry Division turned off into the Forest
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of Zulkiner; by evening its forward units had reached the
line of the River Eymenis.
The ever increasing threat, which had commenced from
the battle of Stalluponen, to the left flank of the German
Eighth Army, impelled General Prittwitz to the decision
to dissipate it by means of a counter blow. He fixed the
20th August for a general attack.
An offensive was ordered for the German I Corps, rein
forced by General Brodriick's Infantry Division and by the
1st Cavalry Division, in the area to the north of the Stallu
p6llcn-Gumbinnen railway.
The objectives of the XVII Corps were in the direction

Augstuponen-Szirguponen and Waltel'kchm.en-Sudehnen.
The objective of the I Reserve Corps was in thf' direction
Kleszowen-Gawaiten.
The 3d Reserve Infantry Division's objective W88
Audinishken.
Upon receiving the order for a general attack on the
20th August, the commander of the German I Corps
immediately dispatched orders to the Commander of the
2d InfaDtry Division, which was assembled in the area
of Bibehlen,tomovein the direction of Willpischen, and upon
Sasuponen through the Forest of Zulkiner, in order to
execute r.n energetic attack, commencing from 4 a.m. on
the 20th August, against the rear of the Russian army,
and to direct the right flank of the division upon Mallwisch
ken-Mingstimmen.
The 1st Cavalry Division was ordered to follow in eche
lon in rear of the left flank of the 2d Infantry Division, in
order to take part in the general engagement.
Thus the German Eighth Army, by executing a half
wheel left in the course of the 19th August, in its turn gained
the right flank of the Russian army. At dawn on the
20th August the German Eighth Army was ready for the
general attack decided on by General Prittwitz.
The Forest of Zulkiner was an extremely suitable
screen for the execution of the maneuver conceived. General
Rennenkampf was very right in setting the question "Is
the Forest of Zulkiner occupied?" before General Khan
Nahichevansky in categorical form in his telegram No. 393
of the 19th August.
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Whilst the advance of the 2d German Infantry Divi~
sian through the Forest of Zulkiner was proceeding, there
took place an event which provides a typical illustration of
the "psychological" sensitiveness of the flanks of modern
armies. As already stated, the Russian 28th Infantry Divi·
sian had forced the Gennan 1st Infantry Division to draw
its left flank back. About 7 p.m. a panic spread in the wagon
lines of this German division, and the Commander of the
German I Corps had the personal opportunity of enjoying
the spectacle of one of his artillery parks galloping back
helter l;Ikelter past the Corps Staff. The influence of this
panic even extended to the 2d Infantry Division. About
9 p.m. a courier rode up and reported to the commander of
the 2d Infantry Division that the 3d Grenadier Infantry
Regiment of the 1st Infantry Division had been defeated,
and that the Russians had got round in rear of this division.
The commander of the 2d lYIfantry halted it, and only after
having convinced himself of the falsity of the report which
he had received, ordered the advance to be continued.

CHAPTER VI

Operations of the First Army (Continued)
(Plates 3, 4, 5, 9, Ilnd 10)

THE BATTLE OF GUMBINNEN; THE CONTINUATION
OF THE ADVANCE OF THE FIRST ARMY
The 20th August was the day on which occurred the
principal conflict between the Russian First Army and the
German Eighth Army. This day's fighting is usually desig
nated the battle of Gumbinnen.

Properly speaking, the battles of Stalluponen and
Kauschen, the battles of the XX Corps, and also the fighting
on the left flank of the army. all of which have been dis
cussed by us in the preceding chapter, form an integral
whole together with the so-called battle of Gumbinnen, as
all these actions constituted the phase of engagement for
the main army battle. During this period the object of
the Germans was to win time in order to have the largest
possible force concentrated for the decisive day of the
battle.

On the 20th August at dawn the German offensive began
upon the whole front.
General Khan Nahichevansky's Cavalry Corps, con
centrated at Lindental, as already stated took no part in
the fighting.
The commander of the 1st Independent Cavalry Brigade,
to whom had been entrusted the protection of the right flank
of the army, did not do much better. True, one must
remember that General Oranovsky had not a single gun at
his disposal, and thus the fire strength of his brigade was
quite insufficient. Nevertheless, the main body of this
brigade should not have been at Spullen on the night pre
ceding the 20th August, when the right flank of the 28th
Infantry Division was to the south of Ushbalen, but should
have been upon the River Eymenis, with strong forward
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detachments occupying the north-eastern fringe of the Forest
of Zulkiner. The inevitable result of the withdrawal of
the 1st Independent Cavalry Brigade to night quarters in
Spullen was that General Oranovsky could only receive
from his patrols at 5 a.m. the report of the movement of
two enemy columns, which had outflanked the left of the
28th Infantry Division. By this time the pressure of the
German 1st Cavalry Division had begun to tell heavily upon
his units, and his communications with the army had been
cut. Separated from the flank of the army, which he ought
to have been protecting, General Oranovsky began to with
draw north-eastwards, and therefore considered it correct
to withdraw to night quarters at Schillehnen, 30 versts back.
His report, timed 8 p.m. of the 20th August, forwarded to
the Chief of Staff of the Army under his No. 261, explaining
his strange behavior on this day, ran as follows: "It wag
not within my power to prevent the enemy from turning
the flank of the 28th Division. After awaiting till 5 p.m.
the batteries and squadrons which had been promised me, as
they had not arrived by then, and as I had neither communi
cation with the 28th Division, nor with General Khan
Nahichevansky, I have withdrawn to bivouac at Schillehnen,
which the 216th Regiment, which has failed to put in an
appearance here, must have reached. The horses are worn
out, and the fighting strength of squadrons is 70-80
troopers."

From the evidence of certain documents it may be taken
that the Germans were still attacking the forward unit~
of the right flank of the 28th Division late in the evening
of the 19th, and drove them out of Packellnischken.
At 3 :30 a.m. on the 20th August the enemy opened
concentrated artillery fire upon the whole of the front of
the 28th Infantry Division. The 12 batteries of the Ger
man 1st Infantry Division were in action, reinforced by
another 4 batteries of heavy artillery. The 6 batteries
belonging to the 28th Infantry Division had thus to engage
in an artillery duel with triple their number. This unequal
struggle was rendered still more arduous by the fact that
the enemy batteries had been dug in in their positions, and
our light guns were not sufficiently effective against these
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gun pits. At 7 :10 a.m. the Chief of Staff of the 28th In
fantry Division reported to the XX Corps: "The guns of
the enemy artillery are well dug in in deep gun-pits, and our
batteries are unable to put them out of action. Please issue
orders for a howitzer battery to be sent up; may I also have
the co-operation of the 29th Division 1"
At 8 a.m. the infantry of the German 1st Infantry Divi
sion commenced a frontal attack against the 28th Infantry
Division. At the same time the German 2d Infantry Divi~
sian, the right flank of which had taken Mallwischken at
about 7 a.m., delivered an energetic attack in the general
direction of Mingstimmen.1 The fire of its 12 batteries
began to mow down ihe right flank and rear of our 28th
Infantry Division, which found itself in a disastrous situa
tion. After suffering very heavy casualties, attacked ill
front, flank and rear by the German infantry, the division
began to retreat.
During this retirement it broke up into groups, and
the control of the division as a unit broke down. Neverthe
less each of these groups defended itself heroically. The
description, by an eyewitness, of one episode of the battle,
during which a battery of the 28th Artillery Brigade was
captured by the Germans. affords a characteristic example
of this period of the fighting.
On the 19th August the 2d Group2 of the 28th Artillery
Brigade was fighting in a position to the east of Brakuponen.
The night preceding the 20th August passed quite quietly,
but in the morning the German Corps, reinforced by units
of the Konigsberg garrison, attacked the 28th Division. Our
infantry held out long and stubbornly. No individual firing
could be heard; it was as though a gigantic kettle was boiling.
Ever nearer and nearer . . .. And then machi:ne-gun
bullets began to whistle into the battery. Under a terrible
fire, its ranks thinned by half and with nearly all its officers
casualties, the 28th Infantry Division slowly retreated
behind the line of the artillery-the 4th, 5th and 6th Bat
teries. The main road ran less than a verst in front of the
batteries, and in a minute's time, as far as the eye could
reach, a grey wave of dense German columns poured acros~
'See Plate G.
'Russian Artillery Brigades were subdivided into t.wo "Groups."
(Translator's note.)
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the road. The batteries opened rapid fire, and the white
stretch of the road became grey with the numbers of the
dead. Then a second wave of men in spiked helmets; again
rapid fire, and again all lay on the road. Then a German
battery audaciously galloped out and took up a position
in the open, and at the same time an aeroplane with black
crosses flew over our batteries. The German infantry
pushed on against the batteries and outflanked the 4th,
which poured shrapnel into them at point-blank range, but
a German machine-gun opened fire against its rear, and
it was wiped out. The German infantry got up to 500-600
paces in front of the batteries and lay down, firing. The
batteries could only maintain a desultory fire against the
enemy, as there was hardly any ammunition left. 3
An examination of the 28th Division battlefield, carried
out after the re-occupation of this area, produced clear
evidence of the heroic struggle of this division. "Whole
companies lay in lines with their officers and with their
battalion commanders, as it were frozen in the very attitudes
in which death had overtaken them."4 10 officers and 300
other ranks of the 112th Ural Infantry Regiment were
buried by the priest at Brakuponen in one common grave
alone.
The losses of the 28th Division on the 19th and 20th
August totalled 104 officers and 6,945 other ranks. Remem
bering that only 12 battalions could have taken part in this
battle (the 109th Volga Infantry Regiment-2 battalions,
the 110th Kam Infantry Regiment-4 battalions, the lllth
Don Infantry Regiment-3 battalions, and the 112th Ural
Infantry Regiment--3 battalions), the losses of the 28th
Infantry Division thus reached 60% of its effective fighting
strength.
By 11 o'clock the retirement of its units had become
a piecemeal affair. The report of the Chief of Staff of the
28th Infantry Division states that the units "disorganized
by the extent of their casualties . . . . began to retire in
different directions," and it finally transpired that one com
panyof the llOth Regiment with the regimental commander
"'Brief strategical outline of the war of 1914-1918," Vol. I, pp.
71 and 72 (published by "Voennoe Delo," Moscow).
'Radus-Zenkovich.
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was in the town of Vladislavoff; scattered units of the HUh
Regiment had retired on Verjbolovo, while their standard
had been taken to Kovno and handed over to the commandant
of the fortress; units of the 112th Regiment had halted near
Stalluponen, and the 109th Regiment with two composite
companies of the llUh Regiment and one company of th8
112th Regiment had occupied a position on the line Kalbassen
-Tutschen. These insignificant remnants attached them~
selves to the right flank of the 29th Infantry Division and
helped it to check the further advance of the German bt
and 2d Infantry Divisions. Beyond a doubt the losses
suffered by the units of the German 1st Infantry Division
at Brakuponen played a part in this regard, pinning the
German fighting line down in the area of this village, and
discouraging the Germans from attempting a further ad
vance.
By the evening the German 1st and 2d Divisions were
on the front Bruszen-Brakuponen. The German 1st Cav
alry Division had even succeeded in capturing Pillkallen.
The defeat of the 28th Infantry Division placed its
neighbor, the 29th Division, in a critical position. Against
the latter were operating the left flank units of the German
1st Infantry Division and part of General Brodriick's Divi
sion.
General Rozenshield-Paulin, the commander of the 29th
Infantry Division. stoutly defended the position occupied
by him, in which he was still entrenched at nightfall. He
had under his command the six field gun batteries of the
29th Artillery Brigade, and 2 batteries of light howitzers
of the 20th Howitzer Group; total 8 batteries. The number
of batteries at the disposal of the Germans operating against
him was slightly larger, but the Germans did not obtain the
mas't€ry in artillery fire. General Rozenshield-Paulin's
Division repulsed all the attacks of General Brodriick's Divi
sion. The ever-increasing threat to his right flank forced
General Rozenshield-Paulin to draw in his center and right
flank, but this was carried out by the divisional commander
as a properly controlled maneuver. By evening the 29th
Division had stabilized its front on the line Tutschen-Shor
schienen. The skillful and unflurried way in which the 29th
Division fought this battle saved the First Army, confining
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the defeat of its right flank to the area of the 28th Infantry
Division only.
The XX Corps' neighbor-the III Corps, as we know,
had not reached the line specified by the Army Commander
by the evening of the 19th August; nevertheless an outpost
line had been pushed ahead up to the River Rominte. The
right-flank division of the IV Corps, the 40th Infantry Divi
sion, had been temporarily included in the establishment of
the III Corps.
At 10 :20 PM on the 19th August General Epanchill,
the commander of the III Corps, issued the following order,
No. 118:
"In view of the exhaustion of the troops and the
necessity for bringing up L. of C. organizations and
replenishing supplies. the Army Commander has given
orders for the advance to be continued so far as may be
possible without becoming involved in serious fighting with
the enemy.
This afternoon, apparently, dismounted German cavalry
with horse artillery resisted General Smirnov in his occupa
tion of the front Ushbalen-Brakuponen-Karmonen-Pus
perno
Tomorrow, the 20th August the corps, with the 40th
Division attached, is to occupy the front Klein Puspern
Szirguponen-Mattischkehmen-Sodehnen.
(a) Lieut-Gen. Bulgakov~ is to occupy the area Klein
Puspern-Szirgup6nen-Werdeln 6 by 5 a.m.
(b) Lieut-Gen. AdaridP is to occupy the area Mattisch~
kehmen-Warschlegen by 5 a.m.
(c) Lieut-Gen. Korotkevich 6 is to occupy the Sodehnen
area by 5 a.m.
The outP08ts posted on the 19th August will not advance
on the 20th.
The areas specified above under a, b, and c, will be
occupied by the main bodies.
The positions occupied on the 20th August are to be
strongly consolidated.
'Commander of the 25th Infantry Divi,lion. (Author's note.)
·Olle verst to the north of the village of Sodinehlen. (Author's
note.)
'Commander of the 27th Infantry Division. (Author's note.)
'Commander of the 40th Infantry Division. (Author's note.)
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Our cavalry will be at Mallwischken.
The Corps Staff on the 20th August will be at Stallu
ponen.
General Epanchin."
The idea of this order9-to have the main forces already
deployed by 5 a.m. on a line favorable for the defense-
accorded with the situation. The information received br
the staff of the III Corps gave them to suppose that the
Germans were concentrating for a counter blow. In thiR
connection one detail is of sufficient interest to mention here.
A Cossack of a mounted patrol brought in a message,
handed to him on the River Rominte by some infantryman
or other, containing information concerning the preparations
of the enemy. This note ran much as follows: "I report to
you that Austrian troops yesterday detrained and marched
on Golubovo, so that in Golubovo there is German artillery
and Uhlans and Austrian troops. In the north also there
is enemy artillery, cavalry and infantry. Please inform my
division and the regiment to which I belong, the 157th.
Imeretin Infantry Regiment, the 7th Company, Scout Daniel
Ryabinin (Reservist) ."10 Apparently the writer of this
message had penetrated into the German detrainment area
and had chanced to observe events of great strategical
importance. He had even succeeded in getting this informa
tion back-a task yet more difficult than penetration into
the enemy's lines. In this way Daniel Ryabinin had dis
played great bravery, resourcefulness and foresight, but his
illiteracy had proved an insuperable obstacle to him. He
had seen much. but had not been able to explain what he
had seen, and so all his endeavors came to nothing. IlIiteracv
on the part of the soldier, as also ignorance of military
science on the part of the commander, under modern con
ditions cannot be atoned for even by personal heroism.
Naturally, the Staff of the III Corps could not act upon
information such as that contained in Ryabinin's report,
regarding the arrival of Austrian troops at an unidentified
"In the orders quoted by us the designation of units were omitted
as a precautionary measure. (Author's note.)
"The style of this message is illiterate; no such place as "Golu
bovo" existed, this being an attempt on the part of the wriwr to re
produce the German pronunciation of Gumbinnen.
(Translator's
note.)
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place called by him Golubovo. One thing certain, however,
is that the corps reconnaissance parties had done brave work
and had penetrated behind the defensive screen organized
by the enemy upon the River Rominte.
By summing up this information General Epanchin
had been able to arrive at an accurate conjecture as to the
actual situation. But, in consequence of the badly organized
service, his Order No. 118 was not forwarded with the
priority it should have received, and the result was thDt
all divisions were some hours late in starting. The central
division (the 27th) was earlier than the others, the Corpg
Commander himself having telephoned through to the com
mander of this division about 3 a.m. that an immediate
advance was necessary.
The delay of the two flank divisions in starting played
an important part in the fighting of the 20th August. The
Germans anticipated the 25th and 40th Divisions in their
deployment, and these divisions had to engage in an
encounter battle under conditions unfavorable to them.

By the night preceding the 20th August the outpost
line of the 25th Infantry Division had advanced to the line
Lasdinehlen - Augstuponen, and at 6 a.m. on the 20th
August the center and left flank of the outpost line came
under German pressure, the left-flank division (the 35th)
of the German XVII Corps attacking it. An encounter
battle commenced. The Germans at once brought their
artillery into action, and commenced an attack against the
25th Infantry Division, which came up unit by unit. General
Bulgakov, the commander of this division, had at his disposal
the 25th Howitzer Group, in addition to the 25th Artillery
Brigade.
The center of the 25th Division yielded ground, but the
right-flank reg,iment (the 97th Livonian Infantry Regi
ment), having succeeded in occupying the area to the east
of Lasdinehlen, with the left flank of General Brodriick's
German Division opposite it, held firm to the area which
they had seized.
From 10 a.m. until noon the left flank of the German
35th Infantry Division continued its energetic pressure
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against the center of the Russian 25th Infantry Division,
which withdrew to the line Guddin-Jonasthal. Simulta
neously the center and right flank of the 35th Infantry Divi
sion delivered a determined attack against the left-flank
units of the 25th Infantry Division and against the left
flank of the neighboring Russian 27th Division. The latter
was forced back a certain distance, but the former retreated
and, endeavoring to maintain touch on the right and the
left, formed a new front north~westward. As a result, one
brigade" of the German 35th Infantry Division found itself
in a salient. The Russian artillery profited by this situation
to bombard the salient from the north with two batteries
of the 25th Artillery Brigade, which were in the area of
the 97th Livonian Infantry Regiment; on the south two
batteries12 of the 27th Artillery Brigade were in action in
support of their neighbor, having had to traverse their guns
nearly 60 degrees.
The infantry of the German 35th Division, which was
in mass formation, was cruelly mown down by the Russian
artillery. The Germans took cover, and relaxed their pres
sure on the center of the 25th Division.
When General Bulgakov learned of the critical situation
into which the Germans had fallen, he issued orders to his
right flank to assume "a most determined offensive." Simul
taneously his neighbor, General Adaridi, commander of the
27th Infantry Division, sent two battalions of the l07th
Trotsky Infantry Regiment to counterattack the Germans,
caught in the salient, upon their right flank. The German
artillery, however, concentrated all its efforts upon checking
the counteroffensive of the Russian Infantry.
About 3 p.m. the German infantry wavered and began
to retreat, evacuating the battlefield.
General Bulgakov issued orders for "the assumption
of a general offensive upon the whole front," but the
casualties suffered by the regiments of the 25th Infantry
Division, and, still more, the German artillery, which once
more undertook the task of covering the withdrawal of
their infantry, prevented the development of this offensive.
About 6 p.m. General Bulgakov received orders from the
"The 87th.
"The 4th and 5th.
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commander of the III Corps to confine the pursuit of the
enemy to fire action. The main body of the 25th Infantry
Division halted upon the front Lasdinehlen-Sodinehlen.
On the 20th August this division lost in killed and wounded
35 officers and 3,145 other ranks. Several hundred prisoners
fell into its hands. The losses of the German 35th Infantry
Division were also heavy. On the battlefield they had
abandoned, more than 1,000 German corpses were buried
by us.
The following is an eyewitness' description of this
battle from the German point of view (K. Hesse, "Del'
Feldherr-Psychologos" Berlin) :
"The German 35th Infantry Division was deployed with
the 70th Brigade on its right flank and the 87th on its left.
After the repulse of the Russian advanced units had been
pushed back it was thought in the 35th Division that the
victory had already been gained, but then the division
stumbled upon "an invisible wall of fire" (auf die unsicht
bare Feuerwand), to traverse which was inconceivable. The
fire of the Russian artillery was here more terrible than in
any other sector, and the Russians were especially successful
in developing flanking fire from their batteries. The officerR
of the Graudenz and Thorn Regiments displayed great
bravery, but in vain; many of them and of their men
sacrificed themselves here, but the impressions of this first
battle were too overwhelming, and the units in this
particular loce-lity became seized with violent panic. Even
the River Romintc could not stem the tide of fugitives, and
late in the evening of the 20th August a considerable
number of men belonging to one of the::;e regiments were
discovered en the line of the River Angerapp-a regiment
that proved its quality beyond question in the course of the
41/2 years of war which followed."
The flight at this point had thus extended to a distance
of more than 15 versts from the battlefield.
The center division of the III Corps-the 27th Infantry
Division, as already stated, completed its deployment upon
the line ordered by the Corps Commander earlier than the
25th Division; this was done at 7 a.m. By this time it had
been definitely ascertained that the Germans were attacking
upon the whole front. On the right flank of the 27th In
fantry Division, the right-flank brigade 18 of the German 35th
Division was attacking; the center and left flank of the 27th
"Units of the 70th Brigade.
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Division were attacked by the left-flank brigade14 of the
German 36th Infantry Division. By about 8 a.m. the Ger·
mans had already driven in the whole of the outpost line
of the 27th Infantry Division. The artillery duei became
hotter and hotter, the German heavy artillery firing unceas·
ingly from behind the River Rominte. About 9 a.m. an
attack was launched by the German infantry, which, under·
estimating the determination of the Russian troops, clearly
hoped to overcome them at one sweep.
At first the Germans advanced by bounds, making
skilful use of the hilly terrain; during this advance their
dense lines were much thinned by the fire of our 27th
Artillery Brigade. Having got within 1,000 paces of us,
they entered the field of effective rifle and machine~gun fir".
Here were seen the fruits of the excellent musketry training
established in the Russian army after the experience of
the Japanese war.
The German lines, which had up till now advanced
with great dash, only managed to traverse another 200-300
paces, after which the Germans took cover, their losses
being immense. In places entire lines lay in formation
with officers. A later examination of the battlefield showed
that the majority of those killed upon this stretch of ground
had been hit in the head or chest. These were men of the
5th Grenadier and the 128th Infantry Regiments (the 71st
Brigade of the 35th Infantry Division).
The same German author (Kurt Hesse) thus describes
the attack by the 71st Brigade. Is
The units of the 5th Grenadier Regiment, immediately
after crossing the valley of the River Schwentischke (2
versts to the east of the River Rominte). came under Russian
fire. "It was like hell opening out before us ... " Fire from
the village of Warschlegen, from the right flank of the wind
mill, from the village of Sodehnen, and a no less heavy con
tingent fire from the left.... No enemy was to be seen;
nothing but the fire of thousands of rifles, of machine-guns
and of artillery.... "Units quickly thinned out. Whole
ranks already lay dead. Groans and cries resounded over
the whole field ... :' Our artillery was late in opening fire;
"The 71st.
13K. Hesse took a direct part in thiOl attack as a platoon-com
mander in the 7th Company of the 5th Grenadiers Regiment.
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urgent requests were sent by the infantry units for the
artillery to come into action immediately. Some batteries
came into action in open upon the heights, but almost
immediately "we saw shells bursting between the guns, the
ammunition wagons disappearing in all directions, and loose
horses galloping riderless over the battlefield. Ammunition
wagons in the batteries were being blown sky-high. The
infantry were held to the ground by the Russian fire; "the
men lay with their faces to the ground, no one daring so
much as to raise his head, not to speak of firing a shot him·
self." It was the same picture in the 128th Regiment. The
village of Ribinnen was taken by them, "but then a storm
of fire broke over them, and very soon the regiment reported
that its strength was spent."
After this unsuccessful attempt at a lightning attack
the Germans developed preparatory fire of all kinds, under
the cover of which they accumulated forces for a new
attack. The artillery fire developed by them upon the whole
front of the 27th Division and the neighboring divisions
attained an extraordinary intensity; the din continued unin
terruptedly.
About 11 a.m. the Germans launched a steady attack
against the 27th Infantry Division, attempting by these
means to widen the salient which they had made in the
front of the 25th Infantry Division, which although it had
to withdraw a little, held out stoutly. In this battle sector
the 2d Group of the 27th Artillery Brigade operated with
special skill. The Commander of the l05th Orenburg
Infantry Regiment testifies as follows with regard to the
action of one of the batteries (the 6th) of this Group during
one period of the battle: "I myself saw the brilliant action
of this gallant battery. . .. The 6th Battery inflicted enor
mous loss upon the dense enemy lines attacking my right
sector and units of the 25th Infantry Division, thanks to
which the lOOth Regiment,U which had twice retired, anew
resumed the offensive, and the Germans failed to effect the
capture of the sector occupied by the l05th Regiment. The
edge of a wood occupied by three companies of the Orenburg
Regiment was subjected to a heavy bombardment, under
"The lOOth Ostrovsky Infantry Regiment, which was fighting on
the left flank of the 25th Infantry Division. (Author's note.)
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cover of which the enemy infantry delivered an attack upon
the wood, but the 6th Battery at once brought its destructive
fire to bear in this direction also, and forced the enemy to
execute a hasty retreat .... "
Between 2 :30 and 3 p.m. the Germans anew attempted
an attack upon the center and left flank of the 27th Infantry
Division.
One episode of this attack was the attempt made by
two German batteries to come into action in the open,
opposite the center of the 27th Division, within 1,200 paces
of our lines. Here the Germans had to pay for this experi
ence at a cruel pri.ce. The two batteries barely managed to
fire one round between them, and then literally melted
away under the hurricane fire of the batteries of the 1st
Group of the 27th Artillery Brigade. Within a few minutes
the German battery positions and wagon lines had become
a complete shambles of men and horses. Later, upon
counterattacking, the l08th Saratov Infantry Regiment
captured both these batteries, numbering 12 guns and 24
ammunition wagons.
Upon the destruction of these batteries the German
offensive against the center of the 27th Infantry ended
forthwith, but the left flank of the division was still being
attacked, and here the Germans had an experience of another
kind.
The German infantry advanced to the attack in close
line formations. The regularity of the advance was aston
ishing, and it could be seen that dressing was being main~
tained. Some senior officers were advancing mounted in the
midst of the troops. Our artillery allowed them to advance
within effective range, and then deluged them in a hurrican(!
fire. The regularity of the advance quickly disappeared;
the German infantry broke up into groups, and then lay
down.
The following is the description of this latter attack
given by the German author quoted above, Kurt Hesse: "The
Corps Commander's reserve, the 21st Infantry Regiment,
had been sent up to sustain the offensive, which had come to
a standstill. On approaching the fighting line, this regiment
encountered fugitives, who asked them gruffly (dumpf), why
the regiment was going into the line there, and hotly
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exhorted them not to do so; no one would return. . .. thf>
enemy was too strong there! A young lientenant gave the
order for a bound forward. It was his last order. Another
two or three bounds in the advance, and men were already
falling. Feeling death raging through their ranks, the men
were seized with terror in the presence of the invisible
enemy. They began to break, at first slowly and then more
quickly .... until at length 'panic gained the victory over
the strongest discipline--Prussian discipline-the discipline
of the East Prussian Regiments: ..
The withdrawal of the German infantry commenced
between 3 and 4 p.m. At first only individual soldiers left
the line, but afterwards the whole fighting line poured back
in an uncontrollable wave. The whole of the German artil~
lery opened intense fire, in order to cover this retirement.
Even before this, orders had been received from General
Epanchin, the Corps Commander, to commence the pursuit,
in view of the German retirement which had commenced
upon the whole corps front. A general pursuit on any large
scale could not be carried out, as the units of the division
were intermixed, and the whole of the divisional reserve had
been expended. In addition, the units which had been pushed
forward had been checked by the extremely heavy fire of
the enemy batteries, which our artillery was not strong
enough to overcome.
At 4 :30 p.m. General Adaridi received by telephone the
Corps Commander's orders to cease the pursuit of the enemy
"in view of the general situation."
This finished the battle of the 20th August, a glorious
occasion for the 27th Infantry Division.
General Adaridi in his report very justly wrote: "Thus,
despite the weak fighting strength of the regiments of the
division, due to their losses in the fighting of the 17th
August, and despite the withdrawal begun by neighboring
units-the 25th Division on the right and the 40th on the
left-the division under my orders repulsed all the aVackR
of the XVII German Corps and afforded material support
to the left flank of the 25th Division."
The fighting strength of the division on the 20th August
was in truth weak: in the 105th Orenburgsky Infantry Regi
ment there were 1,300 men without any machine-guns; in
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the l06th Ufimsky-2,200 with 7 machine-guns; in the l07th
Troitsky-l,300 with 5 machine-guns and in the I08th
Saratovsky-3,OOO with 8 machine-guns. Total 7,800 bayo
nets, Le. rather more than one German Brigade.
The 27th Division captured the following trophies in
the fighting of this day: 12 guns, 25 ammunition wagons,
3 undamaged and 10 damaged machine-guns, 2,000 rifles
and a mass of cartridges and ammunition, 20 vehicles of
various sorts. About 1,000 prisoners were taken. More
than 2,000 German corpses were buried in front of the
lines of the 27th Infantry Division.
Despite the fact that the 27th Division had borne the
brunt of the German attack upon the 20th August, and had
come through a fierce engagement, costing the enemy heavy
casualties, the division itself suffered comparatively slight
losses, having regard to the efforts demanded of it: the total
casualty list was 21 officers and 950 other ranks, which
amounted to about 12% of the effective strength.
This phenomenon is explained by the fact that the 27th
Infantry Division had succeeded in exploiting its fire power
to the full. It is easy to verify this statement by an
examination of the expenditure of ammunition by the units
of this division on the 20th August. Thus, for example,
the 108th Saratov Infantry Regiment fired more than
800,000 rounds from their 3,000 rifles and 8 machine~guns.
The 1st Group of the 27th Artillery Brigade expended
more than 10,000 shells. In this connection it must also
be remembered that their fire was astonishingly effective.
One of the German officers captured remarked with amaze
ment: "How the Russians have improved their musketry
since the Russo-Japanese war!" This "productiveness" of
fire was of course in the main due to the training received
by our infantry regiments in musketry and by our batteries
in gunnery. We have already had occasion to remark on
this, but another point may be noted in the fighting of the
27th Infantry Division-a point which constitutes the most
essential requirement of fire tactics, and one wherein the
division showed its proficiency on this occasion. We refer to
the "organization of fire" of the entire division into one co
ordinated whole. Just as in the epoch of shock tactics
co~ordinated control of the charging line was necessary for
M
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the success of the blow, so in the modern battle co-ordination
of the zones of fire is required for every artillery system.
The division is the basis of the artillery system, and so, in
the divisional battle success can only be attained by the
fulfilment of this new tactical principle. In putting this
principle into practice two requirements present themselves:
(1) The tactical control'of artillery fire, and (2) close liaison
between the artillery and the infantry.
The description of the battle given above demonstrates
the excellent accomplishment of the first requirement. The
27th Artillery Brigade in every case concentrated timely
fire upon the target whenever the division was in serious
danger. Further, it succeeded in aiding its neighbor on the
right, the 25th Infantry Division, with a part of its fire,
and also, as will be seen later, helped its neighbor on the
left, the 40th Infantry Division. In each action of the divi
sion this co-ordinated use of gun, rifle, and machine·gun fire
is to be observed. This "unison in the fire fight" was
advanced by the good communications service established
in the division, not only for the transmission of orders
downwards from commanders, but also for the maintenance
of liaison within the division. In this battle close liaison
was maintained between the infantry and the artillery, a
liaison which was non·existent at the beginning .of the war
in the army of our French Allies. 17 I mention this latter in
order to remind the reader that in 1914 all questions con
cerning liaison of this type, so far as their practical accom
plishment went, were problems encountered for the first
time, and when he comes across examples such as the battle
of the 27th Infantry Division at Gumbinnen, he must
acknowledge that he has before him a proof of the excellent
training of the troops and their regimental officers.
Examples of the messages exchanged in large numbers
between the infantry and artillery of the 27th Division upon
this fruitful day will serve best to illustrate this liaison. The
commander of one of the companies of the 1st Battalion of
the 106th Ufimsky Infantry Regiment sent the following
message to the commander of the nearest battery of the
2d Group: "1 or 11/2 versts from you is an enemy battery.
It can be plainly seen from our position, but we cannot indi
"See General Persen's book: "Le massacre de l'infanterie."
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eate its positions exactly. Please send an observer back
with my messenger." The Battery Commander immediately
complied.
The Commander of the 5th Company of the same regi
ment sent the following message at 3 p.m.: "The enemy in
fantry is about 800-900 paces from the cemetery. . . . The
enemy lines and the red cottage should be shelled." Again,
at 5:30 p.m. he wrote: "A machine-gun at the edge of the
wood, and an armored gun and trenches by the cottage
should be shelled. Large enemy columns are withdrawing
into the forest to the left in rear of the road." The reply
to this message was: "The artillery is now switching to
shell the points indicated by you. The enemy is retreating
on our right flank."
The artillery, on their part, to co-ordinate their action
with the infantry, put out observation posts at the highest
points in the infantry fighting line. Thus, for example,
the Commander of the 6th Battery, concerning whose
brilliant work the statement of the commander of an in
fantry regiment has been quoted above, had his obser
vation point within effective rifle fire at a brickworks on
the line held by the infantry. The observation post of the
Commander of the 2d Group and of two battery command
ers was established at the garret window of a house in
Warschlegen, upon its western outskirts, 400 paces from
the lines of the l08th Saratov Regiment. This was the same
group that had given a lesson in modern tactics to the
German guns which had attempted to occupy a position
in the open, and to the German infantry, which had tried
to resurrect the infantry attack in mass fonnation.
Through its success in deploying earlier than the Ger
mans upon a line lending itself to the employment of fire
tactics, the 27th Infantry Division had been enabled to
give a practical demonstration of the excellence of its peace
time training. This fact deserves the .'medal attention of
the student of modern tactics; it shows that in the modern
meeting engagement anticipation in deployment is of still
greater importance than formerly, as, nowadays, not only
must the troops be deployed, but. further, a unified "fire
system" carefully adapted to the terrain lying in front must
be organized.
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The 40th Infantry Division, the neighbor of the 27th
Division. was late in starting, and when at about 9 a.m.,
the companies of the leading regiment (the 159th Gurysky
Infantry Regiment) reached the specified area, Sodehnen,
they came under the fire of German artillery already in po
sition. This fire inflicted heavy loss upon the men of the
regiment; many of the officers became casualties at the
start. The German infantry succeeded in getting up close
to Sodehnen. Here, in its turn, it came under the cruel
fire of the batteries of the 40th Infantry Division, which
had now come into action, and was subjected to the oblique
fire of the 27th Artillery Brigade. Their dense lineR melted
away, and attempts to advance farther were unsuccessful.
New heavy batteries arriving, the fire of the German ar
tillery increased, and benveen noon and 2 p.m. the Ger
mans still developing an intense fire, made a determined
effort to drive the Gurysky Regiment out of the Sodehnen
area, in places coming to hand~to~hand terms in the (;Qurse
of this attempt.
With his units coming into action in any order, Gen
eral Korotkevich, the commander of the 40th Division, had
no chance to coordinate the zones of fire, as had been done
by his right~hand neighbor, General Adaridi. Incidentally,
the forces under the orders of General Korotkevich were
larger than those under General Adaridi. The 40th In
fantry Division consisted of 3 infantry regiments, 5 bat
teries of the 40th Artillery Brigade,18 and 2 batteries of
the 40th Howitzer Group. The haphazard conduct of the
battle, however, undermined the morale of the division,
and when at 3 p.m. the units of the right~flank brigadel~ of
the 36th German Division, which had been operating
against the 40th Infantry Division, delivered another
resolute attack, the 158th Kutais Infantry Regiment, in
the center of the 40th Division, could not v.ithstand it and
yielded ground. 'Thereafter the 159th Gurysky Regiment,
also failing to withstand the attack retreated in their turn,
exposing the left flank of the 27th Infantry Division. Gen
eral Korotkevich put his reserves into the line, and these
attacked the Germans, who were doing their utmost to
~'The 160th Abbazia Infantry Regiment had been detached from
the division on a special task (see later).
'"The 69th.
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consolidate the sectors of the position captured by them.
In the end these counterattacks were crowned with suc
cess.
By this time the left flank of the German XVII Corps,
which had got itself into a fire trap, and the center, which
had broken against the skilful and resolute defense of the
27th Infantry Division was in full retreat. The right flank
of the XVII Corps also began to retreat, but the counter
attacks of General Korotkevich, executed without proper
fire organization, had cost needless casualties.
General Korotkevich had the opportunity to ascertain
this fact personally, when he inspected the battlefield of
KubilIen (the central sector of the 40th Division). On the
21st August he writes as follows: "This had been the scene
of the infantry combat, numbers of the killed and seriously
wounded lay upon the battlefield. Some 15-20 Germans
were noticed, the remainder being Russian. The Germans
were lying in a trench, which, apparently, they had only
just begun to dig; the Russians were scattered over the
whole battlefield. Among the Germans lay a lieutenant of
the 129th Regiment, with drawn sword; seemingly he had
led his company in their forward bound, and, having failed
to find cover, had been killed."
General Korotkevich's statement, in his report timed
9 p.m. of the 20th was thus not entirely correct: "The bat
tle lasted more than 12 hours. The troops fought stoutly.
Thanks to the reservists, there were certain unsatisfactory
incidents, which will not take place in future battles, when
each man will fulfill his duty to the end." The "unsatis
factory incidents" which took place during the battle were
primarily due to the lack of system in the control of the
division.
As soon as it became apparent that the Germans were
retreating, the infantry of the 40th Division began to ad
vance. They captured a large number of wounded Ger
mans, and also arms, vehicles, and other materiel which
had been abandoned. More than a thousand German killed
remained on the battlefield.
The fourth regiment (the 160th Abhazia Infantry Regi
ment) , with one ba.ttery', on the 18th August was still
detached from the division upon a special task-that of
keeping in line with the advance through the Forest of
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Rominte and maintaining communication between the centEr
of the army and its. left flank, which was attacking to the
south of this forest. On the day of the battle of the 20th
August the 160th Abhazia Infantry Regiment, leaving the
Forest of Rominte in the morning, had moved on Walter
kehmen, intending to deliver a blow against the left flank
of the German XVII Corps, to assist their own division.
About noon the regiment had succeeded in reaching the
Gelleszuhnen-Kiauten front, but here it came into collision
with units of the German I Reserve Corps. Nevertheless
its batteries, by shelling in flank the Germans attacking
opposite the front of the 40th Infantry Division, inflicted
heavy losses upon ,them.
The total losses of the 40th Infantry Division on the
20th August were 31 officers and 2,022 other ranks.
The engagement on the 20th August between the
Russian III Corps and the German XVII was a typical
example of an encounter battle. Here, as in the battle of
Stalluponen, it was shown that for decisive success in frontal
operations a big preponderance in artillery is essential. The
following units were at the disposal of the German XVII
Corps: (a) 18 batteries of light guns and 6 batteries of light
howitzers, constituting the divisional artillery of the 35th
and 36th Infantry Divisions; (b) a 4-battery Howitzer
"Battalion" (the Ij17th) of heavy artillery, part of the
permanent establishment of the XVII Corps. On the Russian
side the artillery consisted of: (a) 18 batteries of light
guns (the 25th, 27th and 40th Artillery Brigades); (b) 4
batteries of light howitzers (the 3d and 40th Howitzer
Groups).
The following figures thus give the total of batteries
on each side:
Russian
German

22 batteries.
28 batteries.

The Germans had no such advantage in number of
batteries as to enable them to obtain the mastery in artillery
fire upon the whole battlefield.
The conclusion we have drawn above, with regard to
the necessity for a big preponderance in artillery in order
to obtain a decisive success in frontal operations, is all the
more instructive, inasmuch as no doubt can be entertained
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but that the infantry of the XVII Corps did the utmost pos
sible. It may be even stated with confidence that it would be
difficult to find an example of determination more heroically
displayed, or of operations executed with greater energy
on the part of all the officers in command, from General
Mackensen, the Corps Commander. downwards.
The German XVII Corps, writes Kurt Hesse, was one
of the best German Corps. It was composed of "Germans
from Eastern Prussia, Pomeranians, Germans from Western
Prussia, Hamburgians; a very few were Poles." And these
men, who, during the whole of the rest of the war displayed
exceptional bravery .... these same men reached the limit
of their endurance and lost their morale after a few hours'
experience in all, of a battle in which they could see no enemy
but only feel the effects of his fire upon them ("Der Feldherr
Psychologos" p. 48).
The infantry forces of the German XVII Corps
numbered 26,300 men, constituting 24 full.strength bat
talions. 20 Against these were operating, as. we know, 16
battalions of the 25th Infantry Division (12,800 men), 14
weak battalions of the 27th Infantry Division (7,800 men),
and 12 battalions of the 40th Infantry Division (9,600 men) ;
total 30,200 men. An alternative explanation of the failure
of the German attack might thus seem to be the advantage
in number of infantry possessed to a certain degree by the
Russians. But this hypothesis can be dismissed, when we
remember that the offensive of the Russian infantr;ct,
launched by unit after unit, following upon the retreat of
the German infantry, and even in places following on their
retirement in disorder, was stopped by the fire of the German
artillery, to suppress which the Russian batteries were of
course not sufficiently strong.
The strength of frontal resistance under modern condi
tions of fire produces other, and new, factors in the modern
battle. Even despite the fact that the 35th German Infantry
Division had at the outset succeeded in making a gap in the
front of the Russian 25th Division, yet this gap was quickly
confined, and fanned a fire trap for the Germans, from
which they extricated themselves with difficulty.
""'Karte zur Schlacht bei Tannenberg mit einem Vorwort des
General·feldmarschalls v. Hindenburg," Berlin, 1921.
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The 30th Infantry Division (the IV Corps) and the 5th
Rifle Brigade were attacking to the south of the Forest cf
Rominte. Having advanced beyond the rest of the front
of the First Army, they encountered units of the German I
Reserve Corps upon the front Kurnehmen-Wilkatschen
Wronken. General Gurka's 1st Cavalry Division had
remained in the Seesken area. The relation in strength
of the two sides was as follows:
The Russians: 1 % infantry divisions (22 battalions and 9
batteries) and 1 cavalry division (with 2 batteries).
The Germans: 2 infantry divisions (26 battalions and 16
batteries) .

Both sides operated cautiously with the object of
keeping inviolate the flanks of the army battle which was
being fought out to the north of the Forest of Rominte.
The results of the fighting were indecisive, but by evening
the enemy's advantage in strength had begun to show itself.
Late in the evening the German 3d Reserve Division (12
battalions and 7 batteries) had come up on the left flank of
the German I Reserve Corps. This created an almost
double advantage in strength upon the German side, and
thus placed the Russian First Army, with its right flank
broken and enveloped, in a dangerous position, with the
possibility of being caught in the German pincers on the
following day.
In appreciating the actual ::ltraLegical ::lituation which
had arisen on the Gumbinnen battlefield by the evening of
the 20th August, one cannot fail to see that, despite the
defeat inflicted upon the Germans in the center, all the
advantages lay upon their side. No decisive move of the
Russians in the center was to be expected, owing to the
threat from the German left flank (the I Corps), in a
position to march on the morrow against the rear not only
of the right flank of the Russian army, but also of its
center, thus cutting their most important lines of communi~
cation.
But, as military history shows, among battles of recent
years, many have been lost through an acknowledgement
of defeat on the part of the higher command of one of the
combatants. This was the case on the German side on the
20th August.
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About 5 p.m. General Prittwitz, commanding the
German Eighth Army called up General Fran~ois, the com
mander of the I Corps, on the telephone.
General
Prittwitz replied as follows to the latter's report with re
gard to the decisive defeat of his corps on the right flank of
the Russians.
"The XVII Army Corps is heavily engaged and cannot
advance, nor is there any good news from the XX Corps.
I may be obliged to retreat behind the Vistula."
The night before, the Staff of the Eighth Army had re
ceived information to the effect that the left flank of the Rus
sian "Army of the Narev" earlier supposed to have been at
Lamja, extended behind Ostrolenko. General Prittwitz
quite correctly attached no serious importance to this re
port, as a Russian offensive upon this front would have had
to be carried out over a difficult terrain devoid of railways.
But on the 20th August a report arrived that a reconnais
sance aeroplane had observed the inovement of long Rus
sian columns, extending along the roads from Warsaw and
Pultusk to Mlava,21 which meant that the crossing of the
frontier upon this line of operations could be expected to
take place upon the very next day. This information alter
ed the supposition of General Prittwitz, who had reckoned
that the left flank of the "Narev" army did not extend west
of Khorjele. The news received seemed all the more alarm
ing to General Prittwitz, inasmuch as in an hour's time
another report arrived, announcing the discovery of large
Russian forces still farther westward than Mlava."" Thus
the commander of the Eighth Army visualized a whole Rus
sian army, having as its axis the line of operations Mlava
Soldau-Deutsch Eylau.
In the preceding chapter, in discussing the three pos
sible lines of operations for a swift invasion by the Russian
armies at the beginning of the war, we pointed out that
simultaneous operations upon two lines (the Verjbolovo
and the Mlava) would require a huge preponderance in
strength on the part of the Russians. In consequence of
"As will be learned later, this was the Russian I Corps, detailed
by General JiUnsky to reinforce the Second Army.
""'Der grosse Krieg 1914-1918" herausgegeben von M. Schwarte,
pp. 289, 290.
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this fact the news received on the 20th August assumed a
very dark aspect in General Prittwitz's eyes.
To understand the attitude of the commander of the
Eighth Army and his staff, it must be remembered that the
failure of the XVII Corps had produced especial depression
after the boastful reports from General Frangois regarding
the battle of Stalluponen. It was quite natural that the
telephone report from the Commander of the German I
Corps, concerning the destruction of the Russian right flank
and the capture of 6,000 prisoners from them,n should not
be accepted with entire confidence. It did not appear likely
that the Russian troops could be defeated as easily as the
self-confident General Franc;ois asserted. The following
quotation will illustrate the estimate placed on the actual
fighting quality of the Russian troops at this time, after the
battle of Gumbinnen.
"Thus, on the 20th August, for the first time for more
than a century and a half, Prussians and Russians met in a
major battle," writes the German Colonel Rudolph Franz :24
"The Russians proved themselves foes to be taken into very
serious account. Good soldiers by nature, they were wel1~
disciplined, and had received good military training and were
well armed. They were brave and determined, and skilful
in making use of the ground, and were past masters in
concealing their artillery and machine-guns. They appear
ed to be especially skilled in field fortifications: row upon
row of trenches sprang up, as though at the wave of a
wizard's wand .... "
All these were habits inculcated in the Russian troops
by war experience upon the Manchurian battlefields. The
impression made upon the morale of the German army as a
result of the first important encounter with such troops must
have been very strong, the Germans having experienced no
fighting for a long period before this, and holding the Rus
sian army in little esteem, owing to the reverses it had
suffered in the Japanese war. Overestimation always fol
lows upon the underestimation of an enemy: this is a law of
psychology. After the painful experience of the defeat of
General Mackensen's Corps, this law must naturally have
"These figures were in fact exaggerated.
"OlDer Grosse Krieg 1914~1918" herausgegeben von M. Schwam,
p.28.
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affected General Prittwitz and Count Waldersee, his Chief
of Staff, in a peculiar degree. They imagined that on the
20th August the German Eighth Army had been dealing with
a part only of the "Nyemen" Army. Their supposition as
to a five-corps composition of the "Nyemen" army seemed
to have received confirmation. It was known to them from
secret information in their possession concerning the com
position of this army according to the War Plan. that the
Guards', I, III, and IV Corps were included in the establish
ment of General Rennenkampf's army. The presence of the
Guards' Cavalry, and of units of the III and IV Corps
had been definitely established by them from prisoners
captured in the fighting of the 17th, 19th, and 20th August
the presence of the 28th and 29th Infantry Divisions, Le. of
the XX Corps, had also been ascertained. In consequence
of their conviction that there were five corps in the "Nye
men" Army, the Germans supposed that strong fresh re
serves were still at the disposal of General Rennenkampf
at least one corps on the right flank and one corps to the
south of the Forest of Rominte. The first supposition re
ceived apparent confirmation from the report of the aviator
who had observed infantry in column of route, proceeding
towards Pilkallen from the south-east. 25
It never entered the heads of General Prittwitz and
General Count Waldersee, who had been educated in the
school of old Fieldmarshal Moltke, that the Russian First
Army had been sent into the first decisive battle at a total
strength of 6k Infantry Divisions, with weak artillery. The
case is comparable to that of a good chess-player com
mencing his first game with a bad player with whom he is
unacquainted. The good player may be disconcerted by
the first moves of his opponent, expecting them to be part of
some ingenious combination which he has not managed to
grasp. General Prittwitz, impressed by the considerations
above enumerated, decided that he would have no chance of
success in continuing the battle. Moreover his belief re
garding an offensive by the "Narev" Army upon Deutsch
"This was the 116th MaloYaroslavsky Infantry Regiment, which
had caught up with its division, the 29th Infantry, and had been sent
by General Rennenkampf to recapture Pillkallen.
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Eylau caused him to consider that the defense of Eastern
Prussia on the line of the River AIle and on the line of the
River Passargi had broken down; he believed that the only
thing left him to do was to retreat behind the River Vis
tula. 26 However, to carry out this movement it was es
sential that the Southern Group of General Scholtz (the XX
Corps with units attached) should continue to cover the
Deutsch Eylau line; this task required the immediate rein~
forcement of General Scholtz at the expense of the North
ern Group. This was the course decided on by the Com
mander of the German Eighth A rmy 27 and orders were issued
on the evening of the 20th August to give effect to this
decision. Their gist was as follows:
(1) On the night 20th-21st August the main body of
the army was to disengage itself from the battle and com
mence a speedy retreat westwards.
(a) The I Corps, General Brodriick's Division, and the 2d
Landwehr Brigade in the direction of Insterburg and Konigs
berg.
(b) The XVI! Corps-upon Allenburg.
(c) The I Reserve Corps-upon Nordl'Uburg.
(d) The 3d Reserve Division·-upon Angerburg"

(2) The 1st Cavalry Division was to cover the army in
its exit from the battle, also all the divisional cavalry regi
ments,"8 supported by Jaeger battalions and composite rear
guard detachments of infantry and artillery.
(3) The main body of the army was to have crossed
the line of the River Angerapp by noon of the 21st August;
the cavalry and the detachments covering the retirement
were to hold eastward of the River Angerapp as long as
possible, in order to enable the main body of the Eighth
Army to increase the distance between itself and General
Rennenkampf's Army.
(4) The I Corps was to entrain to the west of lnster
burg, to be transferred to the right flank of the XX Corps,
and the 3d Reserve Division was to entrain to the west ot
Angerburg to be taken to Allenstein and go in on the left
flank of the XX Corps.
"However, General Grunnert, Quartermaster-General of the Staff
of the Germi>n Eighth Army, and Lieutenant-Colonel Hoffman. Chief
of the Operation Department, maintained another opinon; they in·
sisted that it was essential to continue the battle against Rennen
kampf on the 21st August.
"'See Plate 10.
"About 8 regiments; thus making a total of 14 cavalry regi
ments.
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On the night of the 20th-21st August the troops of the
Eighth Army commenced the execution of the orders issued
to them by the Staff of the army.
On the morning of the 21st August the Staff of the
Army moved from Nordenburg to Bartenstein. A report
was received here from the Staff of the XX Corps, in which
it was stated that the "Narev" army was attacking on the
front Mlava-Friedrichshof/9 and that General Scholtz had
decided to concentrate his main body in the Gilgenhurg area.
Here he would await the arrival of the I Corps and
the 3d Reserve Division, counting on the eventuality that
the whole of the Russian "Army of the N arev" was in fact
attacking in the area lying to the east of Mlava, in which
case, after assembling his forces, he would deliver a blow
against its left flank and rear. These proposals of General
Scholtz were approved by General Prittwitz. From re
ports received by the Staff of the army up to the evening of
the same day, it became apparent that General Rennen
kampf's army was advancing with the greatest caution.
When General Prittwitz's decision to evacuate Eastern
Prussia and retire behind the Vistula was conveyed to the
German G.H.Q. at Coblentz it caused great excitement there.
General Moltke, Chief of Staff to the Kaiser, conferred with
General Prittwitz several times in the course of the 21st
August, and insisted upon his concentrating his forces at
once for a blow against the Russain "Army of the Narev."
In this connection General Moltke pointed out that, to at'
complish a complete concentration of forces, it was essential
to send the XVII and I Reserve Corps, which were covering
the line of the Masurian Lakes, in the general direction of
Allenstein. General Prittwitz agreed with Moltke's main
idea-for the assembled Eighth Army to attempt an attack
upon the Russian "Army of the Narev" before retreating
behind the Vistula, but considered that it would be risky
for the XVII and I Reserve Corps to move by the shortest
routes south-westwards; he supposed that yet another Rus
sian army was in existence, attacking along the central line
of operations against the front Arys-Johannisburg. Thus,
as he pictured it, the Russians were grouped as follows:
'"20 versts to the south-east of Ortelsburg.
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upon each of the three lines of operations (from Verjbolovo,
from Graevo and from Miava) a Russian army, 5 corps
strong, was attacking. Tn consequence of this he even per
mitted himself to affirm that the Russian forces invading
Eastern Prussia were five times as strong as the German
Eighth Army.
It is of interest to remark here that, even had this been
the case, there would not in fact have been a quintuple su
periority on the side of the Russians. At the commence
ment of the war the Russian corps on the north-western
front were on a two-division establishment and only a minor
ity of them had a rifle brigade in addition, so that these
fifteen corps consisted of some 30-31 divisions. Incidental
ly the German corps defending Eastern Prussia included in
their establishment several Landwehr or Ersatz brigades
each. Thus, for example, we already know that at the bat
tle of Gumbinnen the German I Corps consisted of 3! in
fantry divisions; in the south the XX Corps represented a
force of four infantry divisions. . . .. Consequently, we find
that the German forces which took an active part in the
operation against the Russian First and Second Armies,
without taking into account those brought up later from the
interior of the country or from France, amounted to 14 In
fantry divisions. Thus, the Russian superiority in number
of divisions, even in the eventuality pictured in the imagina
tion of Prittwitz, would only have been double, and one
must also remember that the fire strength of a Russian
infantry division on the average only reached 50% of that
of a German, and consequently, in the case hypothecated,
the Russians would not have had an advantage in fighting
strength of even 50% upon their side.
But there are complications of a phychological nature
affecting the solution of strategical, as also tactical, prob~
lems, the mental attitude having great influence upon the
faculty of judgment. Thus the first important encounter
with Russian troops at Gumbinnen had quite upset the men~
tal equilibrium of the Command of the German Eighth
Army, which began to see Russian Corps where none ex
isted, at the same time estimating each Russian corps at
far greater strength than was the actual case.
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One may gauge the force of the impression produced
by the first encounter with Russian troops, if only from
the lines written by General Ludendorff in his memoirs.
He had arrived at Marienburg on the 23d August, i.e., three
days after the battle of Gumbinnen. in order to take over
the duties of Chief of Staff of the Eighth Army: "The meet
ing (with members of the staff) was extremely cold. I
seemed to have got into another world. From Liege and
from the swift advance in the West, I had been transferred
into an atmosphere of alarm.
General Maltke had realized from his conferences on
the telephone line with General Prittwitz that the latter was
in a despondent frame of mind, which did not presage
success in the new operation planned by him. On the 21st
August he saw the Kaiser and insisted upon the dismissal of
General Prittwitz from his appointment as Commander of
the Eighth Army, and upon his relief by General Hinden
burg, with General Ludendorff as Chief of Staff. General
Moltke, however, could not help being influenced by the pes
simism which the battle of Gumbinnen had engendered in
the Staff of the Eighth Army. He became convinced that
it was essential to reinforce the Eighth Army immediately
by three corps, to be taken from the forces fighting in
France. As a matter of fact only two corps were taken
from France, but the words of General Dupont, one of Gen
eral Joffre's colleagues, demonstrate the strategical effects
of this decision upon operations in France. General Dupont
writes in his book ;30 " • • • •Two corps were taken from the
French front; the corps which duplicated the Guards, the
Guards Reserve Corps, was removed from the army of von
Bulow, and the XI Corps from the Army of von Hausen.
One cavalry division, the 8th, accompanied them . . . . These
measures, possibly, were our salvation. Suppose that the
Guards Reserve had been in its place on the 7th September
between Bulow and Kluck, and that the XI Corps with the
Saxon Cavalry Division had been in the army of von Hausen
at Fere Champenoise on the 9th September. What conse
quences might have ensued! The other Moltke, his unclfl,
""'The German Higher Command in H114."
hook was written by Marshal Joffre himself.

The preface to this
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must have turned in his grave at the blunder of General von
Moltke, Chief of the German General Staff in 1914."
In order to understand how this error, fatal for the
Germans, could have come about, it is necessary to venture
once more into the realms of psychology. War is before
all a drama, said J omini. This drama is played out not only
on the battlefield but also in the council-chambers whence it
is directed. Kaiser Wilhelm, whose military talents were
below the average, rapidly succumbed to the influence of
those political motives which are invariably to be found as
a factor in the decisions of higher strategy. Eastern Prus
sia was the cradle of the Prussian Monarchy, and thence
came the Prussian kings. There had been born, or had
lived, the majority of the leaders who had occupied a promi
nent place in Germany history, and this province in its own
way was a political fetish. When the panic outcry, which
is the invariable accompaniment of an enemy invasion, be
gan to reach the ears of Wilhelm, when numerous deputa
tions began to present themselves, beseeching him "not to
abandon to the foe the ancient lands of Prussia," the Kaiser
no longer held out. It is difficult to realize, writes Napoleon,
what strength of will one must have, in order to win a big
battle. Wilhelm had no such strength of will. The Prus
sian King in him got the better, not only of the Supreme
Commander-in-Chief, but also of the German Emperor.
Undoubtedly influenced by the Kaiser, the German G.H.Q.
also lost their mental equilibrium and committed an ele
mentary strategical blunder.
Such were the immense strategic consequences of the
battle of the 20th August at Gumbinnen. This rl:!sult was
attained primarily through the high qualities of the Rus
sian first-line troops, and thanks to the superlative military
training given by General Rennenkampf in peace time to
the troops placed under his command in the Vilna Military
District. It is, too, not without interest to emphasize here
the fact that the III Corps, which had played a heroic
part on the 20th August, had been commanded by General
Rennenkampf himself before his appointment to command
the troops of the Vilna Military District.
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On the night of the 21st August the main body of the
German Army slipped away from under the blows of the
Russian troops. How was it that General Rennenkampf
let them escape? This is a question very often posed in
works describing the operations which took place in Eastern
Prussia in 1914.
A feature of the modern fire-combat, in which a deci
sion may be won even at long ranges, is that the "break
away" from an enemy is a much easier matter. In 1914
war experience at once showed that conditions had become
easier in this respect, even in comparison with the Russo
Japanese war. A successful defender, who has defeated
his enemy by means of fire, cannot immediately discover a
withdrawal on the part of the enemy who has been attack
ing him. B:e cannot determine this to be the fact unless
he immediately assumes a resolute offensive himself, and
this implies a radical change in the point of view of the de
fender, a change with regard to which caution is very nat
ural. With the modern development of aviation the success
of the "break-away" is largely dependent upon the posses
sion of air supremacy. However, at the beginning of the
war, aviation, being in the embryonic stage, was not an
important factor.
An article headed "Problems of the Marne" by the
French General Cugnac appeared in the "Revue de Paris"
of the 15th September 1922. The following is a short ex
tract from the conclusions of this authoritative writer:
"Fate favored the allied armies between the 6th Sep
tember and the 12th September, presenting them with the
only opportunity which could have been exploited.... We
are now aware of the fact that during the decisive days of
the battle a gap formed itself in the army front of the Ger
mans, and that they had no reserves in its proximity, that
this gap was in existence from the 6th to the 12th Sep~
tember, and that in the course of the three days from the 8th
to the 10th September it was 50 kilometers wide, and, as is
now known, was undefended. To increase the irony of fate
it will be perceived that there chanced to be a cavalry corps
consisting of three French and one British cavalry divI
sions exactly opposite this breach ..... "
"It is vain to build up hypotheses," continues this Gen
eral, "as to what results might have accrued from a victory,
whether the allies would have been revenged for Sedan, or
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whether, as Bulov" feared, the 'annihilation of the First
Army'"' and then 'the envelopment of the German right
flank' would have followed. Even had there been no such
thunderbolt, which would have ended the war in the course
of three months, one may reckon at the very least that the
Germans could not have held out on the River Aisne, and
that the withdrawal of the Germans from French territory
would have been the smallest measure of success achieved by
the Allies."
We have quoted this example to demonstrate that the
difficulty of determining the existence of an unprotected gap
formed within the outer trace of the enemy's lines was an
experience common to all theaters of war, so that great
caution is necessary in delivering judgment upon the Com
mand of the Russian First Army.
One must bear in mind the conditions under which the
battle of Gumbinnen was fought on the 20th August. The
Russians themselves were not the attackers, but had been
attacked by the Germans, while their strength was only
two-thirds tha,t of the Germans. Their losses had been great,
and the general opinion among General Rennenkampf's staff
was that a retirement was essential. Noone could tell what
was happening behind the enemy's front, and so it was
quite logical to suppose that the Germans would deliver a
still more energetic attack on the following day.
The prospect in this case might well seem far from
bright, as there were no reserves at General Rennenkampf's
disposal unless one takes into account the 116th Maloyaro
slavsky Infantry Regiment, which had joined its division, the
29th, and had been dispatched to drive the German cavalry
out of Pillkallen. The 28th Infantry Division had to be con
sidered as put out of action for the next few days, and thus
a further development of the German flanking movement
on our right would have threatened the 29th Infantry Di
vision with envelopment and with the loss of the direct lines
of communication with the railhead stations of the only rail
way line. A more cautious commander might have issued
orders-and with every justification-for his army to retire
one march. But General Rennenkampf, with his character
istic energy, still determined to stay where he was and con
"'Von Kluck's army.
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tinue the battle. However ready to dare, it was only natural
that he should decide not to move the III Corps forward until
there should be some improvement in the situation on the
right flank of the army. Moreover, the III Corps had suffer
ed heavy casualties in the battle of the 20th August, and
might have been entirely shattered in the frontal attack.
which it would have had to execute.
Owing to these reasons the conduct of the battle by the
Russians on the 21st August assumed an unenterprising
character. On the right flank the 116th Maloyaroslavsky
Regiment, together with the right flank division, the 29th
Infantry, improved the situation, which had threatened dis
aster the day before. The three divisions of the III Corps
in the line confined themselves to fire combat with the enemy
units digging themselves in behind the line of the River
Rominte. On the left flank the 30th Infantry Division made
a cautious advance, drove the Germans in, and occupied the
front Gawaiten-Kleszowen. General Khan Nahichevan
sky's cavalry took no action, but the lst Cavalry Division,
supported by units of the 5th Rifle Brigade, by evening had
discovered the German withdrawal. General Gurko, com
manding the 1st Cavalry Division, reported on the 21st Au
gust as follows: "The withdrawal of the enemy upon Lotzen
both from the area occupied by me, and also along the rail
way Marggrabowa-Lotzen and Lyck-Lotzen, has been
confirmed by reconnaissance. On these roads are to be
seen signs of bivouacs, trenches, and abattis. A cavalry
patrol which reached the neighborhood of Widminnen even
at 1 p.m. today found no trace of the enemy,"
The German withdrawal had thus been ascertained by
the evening of the 21st August. Nevertheless orders for a
further offensive by the main body of the army were only
issued by General Rennenkampf on the morning of the 22d,
and the actual movement only commenced in the afternoon.
This passivity on the part of the First Army was a direct
consequence of the forced marches by which the troops had
advanced prior to the battle of Gumbinnen. After march
ing about 110 versts (reckoning as the crow flies) from
their place of concentration, and after fighting a number of
battles, through force of circumstances delays were unavoid
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able for the First Army. The reason was the disorganiza
tion of the lines of communication, which, however, was by
no means due to bad staff work, but was simply the normal
result of premature departure from the areas of concentra
tion. The organization of the supply trains allowed in
fantry divisions to operate away from the railway line, so
long as the circuit necessitated was kept within its proper
limit of two to three marches. When greater distances
were involved the supply system had to be augmented by the
corps82 and army transport, with which the First Army was
not yet fully provided. The existence of a supply system
which functions properly and constantly is the most im·
partant condition in fighting a modern fire battle, otherwise
an army is constantly forced to halt, and to let a defeated
enemy escape from its pursuit, and, what is still worse, to
break off a battle and retreat owing to lack of ammunition.
Although the First Army was but one and a half
marches in all from the frontier. the railhead stations whiCh
could be used as supply bases were at Verjbolovo and to the
east, on a railway line overburdened with traffic. For some
divisions this meant a distance of more than two to three
marches. The material element in the military struggle is
subject to immutable and mathematically exact laws, which
cannot be violated in processes of calculation. This ac
curately computable dependence of strategy upon questions
of supply inspired the greatest of commanders, Napoleon,
to say: "The secret of waging war lies in maintaining com
munications." We know that General Rennenkampf had
decided to halt the army on the 20th August, but instead of
a halt the troops had had to fight a big army battle. The
halt which, through force of circumstances, had not ma
terialized, had to be replaced by the halt upon the battlefield.
One of the chief mistakes of our staffs in making cal
culations with regard to operations was to base these cal
culations upon theoretical possibilities. This was a con
sequence of the academic teaching in our Staff College, and
of the bureaucratic nature of the directing branches of our
"'Vhen its corps transport was availahle a corps could operate
up to five marches away from railhead.
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General Staff. The fact was constantly overlooked that a
20 verst march for the army. measured direct from one point
to another on a 10- or 25-verst map might easily turn out
in reality to be a 30-verst march for the troops. The fact
was disregarded that the advance to the battlefield by
forced marches and the omission of halts immobilizes the
troops after the battle, and that even a short march, if there
is disorganization on the lines of communication, transforms
itself into a "forced" march.
Herein, in this basic error in the calculations of our
higher staffs with regard to operations. is also to be found
the reason for the "poor mobility" of the Russian armies.
At the moment of need the troops were already exhausted,
and the maneuver was interrupted just at the critical mo
ment.
By the evening of the 23d August the corps of the First
Army had reached the line Pelleningken-Darkehmen.aa
On this evening the front of the retiring German forces was
on the line of Lablauchen-Gerdauen. Thus the interval
between the main bodies of the two sides amounted to 20
versts on the northern flank and 35 versts on the southern.
By the evening of the 23d August the staff of the First
Army had ascertained that the enemy was retreating west~
wards towards the crossings of the River Alle.S4 Detach
ing roughly a division to Rastenburg, General Rennen
kampf therefore gave orders to continue the movement in
pursuit of the retreating enemy, to the front Damerau
Gerdauen, and to reconnoiter the line Labiau-Konigsberg
-Rastenburg-LOtzen.
The battle of Gumbinnen had opened the eyes of General
Jilinsky and his staff to the risk to which General Rennen
kampf's army had exposed itself in invading Eastern
Prussia with a total of 61/2 divisions. Influenced by this
belated re·estimate of conditions, the Commander-in-Chief
of the North_Western Army Group transferred the II Corps,
which had earlier belonged to the establishment of the
Second Army, and which had been in the Lyck area, to the
~'See Plate 10.
"'As stated above General P1"ittwitz was directing his retreating
army towards the crossings of the River All~ on the front: Wehlau
Friedland.
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First Army. General Rennenkampf dispatched this corps
to Angerburg.
On the evening of the 26th August the XX, III and IV
Corps reached the line specified for them, and the II Corps
reached Angerburg. Thus the front of the First Army
during these three days had been advanced by 50 versts.
which meant an average march of 75 versts for the infantry,
i.e. daily marches of 25 versts. Thus General Rennenkampf
had in fact been unable to "overtake" the main body of the
German Eighth Army.
Thanks to the facile pen of Ludendorff, diligent in the
magnification in his memoirs of his own services, the idea
of the criminal immobility of Rennenkampf's army hag
become firmly established, not only in enemy literature, but
also in that of the allies and even of the Russians. A
favorite expedient of all these critics, by way of final proof,
is to compare the march of General Rennenkampf's corps
with the march of the XVII and I Reserve Corps, but in
so doing they forget the forced march of these two corps
was executed rearwards, behind their own front and at
the same time in their own country, so that the march was
carried out under conditions approximating to those of
peace time. To compare such a march with the advance of
the First Army through a hostile country is to compare
unequal quantities. Later, in studying the battle of the
Masurian Lakes. it will be seen that one of the corps of
General Rennenkampf's army, namely the XX, on being
transferred from the right flank of the army to the left,
showed the same ability in marching as the two German
corps above mentioned. The table given below shows the
movement of the army fronts between the 20th and the
26th August.
G,.,.."",,, Eigh1Ji Armv

DaVB of
MareMng

2bt AUgU1lL ______ .
22d August.........._..
23d Auguot. _______ ..

North .... Flank

Srrnth",,, Flank"

..--..
······1

40 verst.s

60 v",st.s

24th August...._.............. }
25th AugusL .. _. __________
26th August ..._................

85 ver8ts

80-100 vents

75 'l'erslS

140-160 veret.s

R"",.um Fir8/
Arm,
0

25 vereb

TOT41.. ___ •.•..•.•..•..

•The

.
XVII and I Reserve Corps.

50 verst..

75 verst.s
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We would direct the reader's attention to the fact that
the figures shown in this table do not represent the actual
extent of the marches performed by the infantry units of
the two sides. These figures only represent the distance,
measured in a straight line, through which the fronts of the
main bodies were moved during the particular period under
consideration. Thus they represent the extent of "army
marches" over periods of 2 or 3 days. The actual extent
of the marches of the units of the armies was of course
greater, usually exceeding the distance of the "army march"
by 10-25%. This lengthening of the route is due not only
to curves in the roads and their deviation from the direct
line, but also to the necessity for additional marching on
reconnaissance and outpost duty, in taking up quarters for
the night, and for requisitioning supplies from local
resources. When moving in one's own country, when the
supply system is organized, and when retreating, the
difference between "army marches" and "unit marches" i~
nearer 10%; in the offensive, when moving in a hostilely
disposed country, and when the lines of communication are
disorganized, this difference attains its maximum. In com~
paring the marches of the Russian First Army and the
German Eighth it is necessary to bear this circumstance
constantly in mind. It will be seen from the table given
above that the distance gained by the Germans on the
southern flank (the XVII and I Reserve Corps) had reached
65-85 versts by the 26th August.
The circumstances which forced General Rennenkampf
to lose the 21st August have already been examined in detail.
Here we will only state the fact that the XVII and I Reserve
Corps by the evening of the 22d August had already broken
completely away from the enemy, and their further march
was carried out under peace time conditions. On the 23d
August they halted in the Gerdauen-Insterburg area, upon
a main railway line of great carrying capacity, and there
refilled with supplies.
The conditions for General Rennenkampf's army were
very different. As the Russian divisions marched farther
westward, their communications with the rear broke down,
and many of them never saw their divisional trains during
the whore of the advance.
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From the table given above it will be seen that the
average extent of the daily marches of the army amounted
to:
A.

B.

The German army (6 days' marching) :
Northern Flank
12% versts.
Southern Flank
(XVII and I Reserve Corps)
23-27 versts.
The Russian Army (5 days' marching) __
15 versts.

As already remarked, one cannot compare the speed
of the advance of the whole of General Rennenkampf's army
with that of the march of the German XVII and I Reserve
Corps alone, but one can suggest another comparison-one
between the speeds of the advance of General Rennenkampf's
army and of Napoleon's "Grande Armee," which latter
provided the classical example of mobility. From a survey
of the campaigns of 1805, 1806, 1809 and 1812 it will be
found that the average extent of the day's march of the
army was from 15 to 20 versts. This comparison possesses
the greater interest, in that General Rennenkampf's army,
like the Grande Armee, was carrying out offensive opera
tions, and without being in a position to make proper use
of a railway. The advance of the Russian First Army had
commenced on the Nyeman 36 on the 14th August. In 13
days General Rennenkampf's army had covered a distance
of 185 versts. Excluding from these 13 the two days of
fighting at Stallup6nen (the 17th August) and at Gumbinnen
(the 20th August), we obtain an average rate of 17 versts
for the army march. Thus the mobility of the Russian First
Army differed little from that of Napoleon's army.
The following statement by one of the officers of the
General Staff31 testifies to the extent of the efforts demanded
of the infantry of the Russian First Army in the advanc€
after Gumbinnen: "As having taken part in this operation,
I can testify to the fact that both the First Army Com
mander and the Corps Commanders (I was an eyewitnesl'l
of the conditions in General Khan Aliev's IV Corps) got
out of the infantry units every last effort that they could
possibly have made under the conditions ruling the First
Army advance. Further, as regards speed, it was impossible
""The III and IV Corps and the 28th infantry Division of the
XX Corps.
"'Letter from Colonel Filippov of the General Staff, in the posses·
sion of the author.
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to do more without reaching the point where an anny begins
to break up to a serious degree through losses in stragglers.
The orders issued by the Army Commander and the Com~
mander of this Corps during those memorable days-"The
more sweat the less blood" and "Victory for the Army
depends on your legs"_speak for themselves."
There is an accusation of another kind directed again"lt
General Rennenkampf and his staff, one which has been
widely circulated. In this accusation the failure of our
first operation in Eastern Prussia is attributed to a wrong
choice of the line of operations; in that General Rennen
kampf led his army due west, instead of marching SQuth·
westward. It is essential to enter into this question in detail,
in order to disperse the fog wreathing the statements which
have been disseminated concerning the operations of the
Russian First and Second Armies in Eastern Prussia.
Up to the 25th August the corps of the Russian First
Army followed literally in the tracks of the German Eighth
Army, and therefore all the intelligence received by the staff
of the army up to the evening of this day went to confirm
the fact that the main forces of the German Eighth Army
were hastily retreating westwards to the River AIle. Ag
we know, General Prittwitz's orders had actually been to
this effect; he had sent General Brodriick's Division to
Konigsberg, the XVII Corps to Allenburg and the I Reserve
Corps to Nordenburg. The change in direction of the retreat
of the XVII and I Reserve Corps commenced when they
were west of the line Norkitten-Nordenburg (the front
of the Russian First Army on the 25th August). At the
same time a directive (given in full in Appendix No.6)
had been received by General Rennenkampf from the Com~
mander of the North~:Western Army Group, setting before
General Rennenkampf a quite definite task as regards
operations, viz: ...... after crossing the Angerapp the First
Army should turn the enemy's left flank, developing the
movement to the greatest possible depth, in order to cut
him off from Konigsberg." All the information which the
staff of the Russian First Army had been able to obtain
up to the evening of the 25th could only indicate that the
main forces of the German Eighth Army were retreating
direct to the west to the crossings over the River AIle. Con
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sequently the direction given by General Rennenkampf for
the advance of his corps was in complete accord with ideas
of the Army Group Commander.
On the 26th August General Rennenkampf's decision
was fully confirmed by a telegram from the Chief of Staff
of the Army Group, General Oranovsky. This tele
gram stated: "By the Army Group Commander's orders the
object of the further operations of the First Army is to be:
(1) The investment of Konigsberg with a part of its forces,
say two corps, until their relief by reserve divisions; (2)
The pursuit by the remainder of its fOTces of such part of
the enemy's troops as may have commenced to retreat
towards the Vistula, without taking shelter in Konigsberg.
The object of the joint operations of the First and Second
Armies should be to force the Germans, retreating to the
Vistula, toward the sea, and to prevent them from reaching
the Vistul9....
On the next day, the 27th August, General Rennenkampf
in execution of these orders advanced his army to the
Rivers Deime and AIle, and directed the II Corps, corning
up from the south, on Nordenburg. 38 But a telegram
(No. 3020) from the Chief of the Staff of the Army Group
reached the staff of the army late in the evening of the
27th August: "The units retreating before you have been
transferred on to the front of the Second Army and are
delivering a determined attack at Bischofsburg, Gilgenburg
and Soldau. Allenstein has been occupied by us. Co~operate
with the Second Army by moving your left flank forward
as far as possible toward Bartenstein, and by sending out
your cavalry in the direction of Bischofsburg. The VI
Corps has been ordered to move from Sczepanken to Passen
heim."
On the 27th August the Second Army had actually
fought a battle on the front Hohenstein-Soldau. The right
flank of this battle, in the area of Hohenstein, was distant
"'The cavalry was divided into three groups: (1) the 2d Guards'
Cavalry Division, to reconnoiter the front on the River Deime and to
protect the right flank of the army; (2) Gen{'ral Khan Nahiche
vansky's Cavalry Corps (the 1st Guards' and the 2d and 3d Cavalry
Divisions), to reconnoiter in advance of the army fl'ont between the
River Pregel and the line: Darkehmen-Bartenstein; (3) General
Gurko (1st Cavalry Division), to reconnoiter southward of this line,
and to protect the left flank of the army.
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95 versts as the crow flies from General Rennenkampf's
nearest corps, representing a march for infantry of not
less than 115-120 versts by road. General Rennmkampf
immediately dispatched both the right flank corps-the IV to
the front Preussisch Eylau-Bartenstein, and the II to the
front Bartenstein-Bischofstein, in order to bring them
out in flank and rear of the enemy battle positions. But
on the 28th August, the day on which the corps of the First
Army began the move in the new directions ordered them,
the last stage of the battle of General Samsonov's army was
fought Qut at Hohenstein, and during the second half of
the day orders were issued by the Commander of the Second
Army for a general retreat.
Thus, there was no conceivable possibility of General
Rennenkampf's Corps arriving in time to take part in the
battle fought by General Samsonov's army. Moreover any
further movement of its corps south-westwards would have
placed the whole of the First Army in an extremelr
.dangerous situation, and would have exposed it to the fate
of the central corps of General Samsonov's army.
On the 29th the Staff of the First Army received two
telegrams from the Staff of the Army Group.
No. 3040, received at 7 a.m., read: "In view of the
heavy fighting in which the Second Army is engaged, the
Army Group Commander has given orders for you to move
two corps to their support, and to dispatch the cavalry in
the general direction of Allenstein."
The second telegram, which arrived at 11 a.m., read:
"The Second Army having retreated, the Army Group Com
mander has given orders to stop the further advance of the
two corps pushed forward by you."
General Rennenkampf halted the IV and II Corps on
their new lines, but the cavalry continued to advance towards
Samsonov's army. One of the cavalry divisions (the 1st,
under the energetic command of General Gurko) reached
Allenstein on the 31st August. But the tragedy of General
Samsonov's army was already over in its entirety. On the
night of the 29th-30th August General Samsonov had shot
himself, and on the 30th and 31st August, 36 versts to the
south of Allenstein, in the Forest of Napivod, lying between
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Neidenburg and WiIlenberg, the remnants of his center
corps had laid down their arms.
From all that has been stated above it will be seen that
the reason for the failure which overtook our first operations
in Eastern Prussia is not to be found in the actions of the
First Army. Both the troops and the Army Commander
had striven their utmost to fulfil all the demands of the
Commander of the North~Western Army Group.

CHAPTER VII

Operations of the Second Army
(Plates 3, 4, 6, 11, 12)'

THE INITIAL OPERATION ORDERS, THE ADVANCE
AND APPROACH OF THE ARMY TO THE
BATTLEFIELD
In the preceding chapters we have seen how seriously
"precipitancy" in the invasion of Eastern Prussia had af
fected the operations of the First Army, but this "precipi
tancy" had yet more harmful results with regard to the
Second Army. It must here be stated tbat even the very
persons responsible for the War Plan had begun to recog·
nize the difficulty of fulfilling the obligations therein under
taken for the first days of the war. In his memoirs Paleo
logue, the French Ambassador, states in bis diary for the
26th August that it had reached the ears of Sazonov, our
Minister for Foreign Affairs, that General Yanushkevich,
Chief of Staff to the Supreme Commander-in-Chief, and
General Jilinsky, Commartder of the North~Western Army
Group, who had both been Chiefs of the General Staff
under Sukhomlinov, were of opinion that a hasty offensive
into Eastern Prussia must inevitably break down "as our
troops were still too much dispersed and the transport prob~
lem involved many difficulties" (considerent "qu'une of~
fensive dans la Prusse Orientale est vouee a un echec certain
parce que nos troupes sont encore trop dispersees et que les
transports recontrent d'obstacles"). "But," added our
Minister for Foreign Affairs in this conversation, "as we
have no right to leave our ally in peril, despite the undeni
able risk in the operation which has been undertaken, it is
'The reader wishing to make a thorough study of the operations
described if< advised to obtain the German 1/200,000 map, published
in four colors. The necessary sheets of this map are as fellows:
No. 50-0strode, No. 51-Allenstein, No. 67-So1dau, No. 68--Nei~
denburg. These maps can be ordered from Eisenschmidt, Dorotheen
Strasse 60, Berlin, N.W. 7.
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our duty to attack immediately, even as the Grand Duke has
ordered ....." ("que nous n'avons pas Ie droit de laisser
notre allie en peril et que malgre les risques incontestables
de I'entreprise nous avons Ie devoir d'attaquer immediate
ment. C'est ce que Ie Grand Duc Nicolas vient d'ordon
nero ... ").
This was the answer to the words of M. PaIeologue:
"Remember what a critical time this is for France" ("Son
gez, comme l'heure est grave pour la France").
The work of the Russian G.H.Q. was carried on under
the influence of this idea-the urgent necessity for coming
to the rescue of France at the earliest possible moment.
On the 20th August, the day of the battle of Gumbinnen, a
telegram had been received from our Military Attache in
Paris stating that the French War Minister "believed in all
seriousness that it was possible for us to invade Germany
and march upon Berlin from the direction of Warsaw."
Such an idea could only have arisen from a loss of mental
equilibrium in this crisis. It was evident from the expres
sion of this desire that even the expedient of accelerating
our offensive into Eastern Prussia was considered inade~
quate. In the memoirs of Paleologue, the French Ambassa
dor in Petrograd, under the date of 21st August it is noted:
"On the Belgian front our operations have taken a bad turn.
I have received orders to urge the Imperial Government to
hasten as far as possible the commencement of the offensive
of the Russian armies." ("Sur Ie front de Belgique nos
operations prennent une mauvaise tournure. Je r~ois
I'ordre d'intervenir aupres du Gouvernement Imperial, afin
d'acceIerer autant que possible l'offensive des armees Rus
ses." p. 9.)
Finally, on the 26th August, M. PaIeologue r-eceived a
telegram from Paris, in which it was stated: "We have re
ceived information from a most reliable source that two
army corps, at first facing the Russian army, are in course
of transfer to the French frontier, being relieved on the
Eastern frontier of Germany by Landwehr units. The war
plans of the German Great General Staff are too clear for
it to be necessary to insist on the need for a determined
offensive on the part of the Russian armies advancing on
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Berlin. Convey an urgent warning to the Russian Govern
ment and insist upon this." ("Des renseignements da Ia
source Ia plus sure nOllS font connaitre que deux corps actifs,
opposes d'abord it. l'armee Russe, sont transportes actuelle
ment sur la frontiere Fran~ises et remplaces a la frontiere
d'Allemagne par des formations de Landwehr. Le plan de
guerre du grand etat major Allemand est trap clair pour
qu'il y ait besoin d'insister sur la llecessite d'one offensive a
Qutrance des armees Russes se dirigeant sur Berlin. Pre
venez d'urgence Ie Gouvernement Russe et insistez... )
It should be noted that this telegram is printed in

italics by M. Paleologue in his book, showing the great im
portance attached thereto by the French Ambassador.
Incidentally, as already stated, owing to the effect of
the battle of Gumbinnen, what had actually taken place was
the exact opposite: two army corps were being moved from
France. We quote this fact here to show the extent to
which "nerves" influenced the demands of our allies upon
us. This appeal could not fail to give the Emperor and our
Supreme Commander-in-Chief the idea that France was at
her last gasp. During these days the role of Commander-in
Chief, not of the Russian army alone, but of all the allied
armies, was imposed upon the Grand Duke Nikolai Nikolaie
vich, and therefore his decisions were dictated not by the
interests of Russia alone, but by those of the allies as a
whole. This point of view must always be borne in mind
in studying the campaign of 1914.
On the 12th August, i.e., on the 13th day of mobilization,
in his telegram No. 513 the Commander of the North
Western Group of Armies informed the Chief of Staff to
the Supreme Commander-in-Chief that "although the orders
(issued to the Second Army) to assume the offensive refer
to their execution with the utmost speed, and although the
units of the army have been moved to their starting points
for crossing the frontier, this crossing can hardly be ex~
pected to be carried out by the cavalry, supported by in
fantry, earlier than the 16th day (15th August), and by the
main forces of the army earlier than the 19th-20th day
(18th-19th August)." It should be recalled in this connec
tion that General Yanushkevich's letter (No. 345) had order
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ed the offensive to commence on the 14th day (13th August).
i.e., 4 or 5 days earlier.
The haste with which the Second Army was concen
trated had dire effects upon it. The army consisted of three
corps of its "own" military district, the Warsaw, together
with one corps (the II) of the Vilno Military District, and
one corps (the XIII) of the Moscow Military District. Un~
questionably this of itself was an obstacle to the "Speedinp:
up" of the commencement of the offensive. The result proved
to be still more unfortunate than in the case of the First
Army.
General Samsonov's army, like that of General Rennen
kampf, took the field with its rear not properly organized,
but the degree of this disorganization in General SaffiSonov's
army amounted to absolute confusion. Not only was it the
case that the army had not reached its proper establishment
in field bakeries and corps and army transport, but there
were divisions, for example the 2d Infantry (belonging to
the XXIII Corps), even without their divisional trains: the
Howitzer Group of the same corps had no transport park,
and the quota of shells was loaded on country carts, the in~
genious gunners wrapping the shells in plaited straw. Con
sequently the XXIII Corps units were a heavy burden to the
neighboring corps, which for the time being became respon
sible for their supply, and were thus upset in their own
calculations. Some of the corps were not up to the proper
establishment in corps transport. 2 As might be expected, the
supply situation was eased to a certain extent by the cir~
cumstance that the corps of Samsonov's army, as was also
the case in General Rennenkampf's army, took the field
short of their establishment of infantry units: for example,
instead of the 32 battalions laid down, the VI Corps had a
total of 24! ; the XV Corps had 28 and the XIII 31.'
In the descriptions which individuals who had actually
been present gave at the inquiry into the reasons for the
catastrophe to Samsonov's army, one reads again and again
how the commanders of fighting units begged for an llun_
'e.g., the XIII Corps; see article "Reasons for the failures of
General Samsonov's Second Army in East Prussia in August 1914
(notes by General Klyuev)," "Voenny Sbornik" No.4, p. 156.
'See Appendix No. 10.
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hurried offensive," and how that the divisions of the XIII
Corps on the march were not like fighting units at all, but
reminded one more of a "pilgrimage." This latter fact was
a direct consequence of the circumstance that the XIII
Corps did not maintain an extra strong peace time cadre, as
was the case with certain of the frontier corps, and therefore
the units of this Corps required a certain period for the
"digestion" of reservists reporting upon mobilization.
It is stated in General Klyuev's4 notes that upon his ar
rival in Bielostok to assume command of the XIII Corps, he
was suddenly faced with the picture of the total unreadiness
for immediate action of units 60% of which consisted of new
ly reported reservists. As we had no territorial sYstem of
bringing units up to strength, these two-thirds of the rank
and file were complete strangers to their officers. In this
state units were straightway entrained, transported to Bie
lostok and embarked upon a forced campaign. "The lower
ranks had honest Russian faces, but they were only peasants
in disguise, whom it was necessary to train."5 Having
formed this opinion of the corps placed under his orders,
Genera! Klyuev visited the Second Army Commander to
acquaint him personally with it, and to report that the only
way to make these units militarily efficient was to exercise
deliberation with regard to the offensive, which would at the
same time permit of the proper organization of the supply
system.
The incomplete organization of the rear had its effect
even upon a service so purely concerned with operations as
the Signal Service. The XXIII Corps had not yet received
all the technical signals materiel laid down by schedule.
Even in the corps where this materiel was complete, it was
insufficient to establish the communications necessary under
the conditions of the maneuver to be executed. The opera
tions undertaken had to be carried out with speed, and at
the same time the enemy to be dealt with was one who
would unquestionably turn these operations into the nature
of encounter battles. The front upon which the Second
Army was deploying was a wide one. Each of these three
'The Commander of the XIII Corps.
"'Voenn:v Sbornik." No.6, p. 156.
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circumstances increased the demand upon apparatus, wire,
and signals personnel, requiring extensive and energetic
work on the part of the Army Signals Service. Incidentally,
the army and rear organizations suffered most of all from
the effects of the hasty concentration. The following ex
ample will serve to show how real was the lack of organiza
tion of the Signal Service of the army. Just at the com
mencement of the operations of the Second Army an officer'"
in charge of the Signal Service of the Ninth Army, newly
formed at Warsaw, visited the central telegraph station at
Warsaw on business concerned with the equipment of the
Ninth Army Signals. To his horror he saw that a whole
stack of telegrams addressed to the Staff of the Second
Army was lying untouched in the central telegraph office of
the town. These telegrams had not been sent on owing to
the fact that direct telegraph communication had not been
established with the Second Army, and that the subsidiary
lines were completely blocked. This officer carried off the
whole pack of telegrams and at once took them personally
by car to the Staff of the Second Army. This disorganiza
tion resulted from the fact that neither essential personnel,
apparatus and cable stores, nor the necessary number of
labor columns were as yet at the disposal of the Second
Army.
What must the situation have become when the Second
Army entered the territory of Eastern Prussia, where the
whole population was in arms, and where telegraph com
munications were cut upon our invasion, the apparatus
being destroyed and the personnel taking to flight! The
immediate consequence was that corps, having exhausted
all their signals resources to get into communication with
their divisions, were unable to extend their lines to Army
Headquarters and to their neighbors, and Army could
not aid them: with its own resources. A further result
was that even by the 23d August line communication had
not been established between certain of the corps and the
staff of the army was forced to have recourse to wireless
telegraphy as a means of transmitting messages. But here
in the employment of this new device of science the dis
·Captain Pekhlivanov of the General Staff.
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organization resulting from the haste with which the army
had taken the field was especially in evidence. For instance
it was discovered that the XIII Corps was not in posses
sion of the key for deciphering telegrams sent Qut by sta
tions of the VI Corps. For this reason or for some other
reason equally due to the disorganization of the Army Signal
Service, Army Headquarters sent important operations
orders en elair. Our Brest~Litovsk wireless telegraph sta
tion intercepted a number of such telegrams, as for example
No. 6318 of the 23d August from the Chief of Staff of the
Second Army to the Commander of the XIII Corps, con
cerning the objectives of this corps; No. 648 of the 24th
August from the Chief of Staff of the Second Army to the
G.O.C. the 2d Infantry Division (of the XXIII Corps) con
cerning the objective of this division, and giving the where
abouts of the VI and XV Corps and the 6th and 15th Cavalry
Divisions; No. 6346 of the 25th August from the Command
er of the Second Army concerning Army Orders dated 25th
August. The dispatch of messages in this way must of
course also have been due to complete lack of training of the
staff itself, but this very unpreparedness still further em
phasizes the impossibility of an efficient accomplishment of
that speeding up of the commencement of operations which
was demanded of the army.
The confusion in the staff work of the army had its
effect upon aU the lower staffs. Most of the Corps Com
manders complained that Army Headquarters had not ac
quainted them with the objectives given to corps for their
operations. A perusal of the so-called "directives" for the
army (Nos. 1, 2, and 4 are quoted in full in Appendices Nos.
13, 14, and 15) is sufficient to determine the justice of this
accusation. These documents in no way differ from com
monplace orders and correspond little with what should be
understood by the word "directive." The Staff of the Army
likewise kept corps but poorly informed of the situation.
The notes of General Klyuev (the Commander of the XIII
Corps) mention the following striking incident. On the
25th August an officer had been sent from the Staff of the
XIII Corps to Army Headquarters, to acquaint himself with
the intelligence concerning the enemy. This was refused
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the officer under the pretext of the urgency of his carrying
an order to Corps Headquarters.1 The confusion in the
staff work of the army seriously affected the troops. "The
corps staff used to receive orders only late at night," testi
fies General Klyuev in the same notes. "This became such
a custom that the staff officer on duty was ordered to dis
patch at 1 a.m. the following telegram: 'Orders for tomor
row not received: am waiting.' Sometimes also at the mo
ment a march was commencing orders would be received
from the staff of the army changing the direction of the
march. The units bad then to be halted, new advance
guards sent forward and those already put out withdrawn,
the troops generally shifted about, and the march order de
stroyed."s
The unpreparedness of our higher staffs was felt more
acutely in the staff of the Second Army than in that of the
First. The latter was formed entirely from the staff of
the Vilno Military District, but the staff of the Second
Army was formed from the staff of the Warsaw Military
District, which had also to provide the staff of the North
Western Group of Armies. This latter, with the Chief of
Staff of the Warsaw Military District at its head, had taken
all the best officers. The staff of the Second Army filled up
its General Staff personnel from other districts and there
fore was essentially a composite of great and little. Owing
to the lack of thought given to our mobilization, the army
staffs had not assembled in peace time, for their members
to become acquainted with one another at war games and
staff ride-s specially prepared for these staffs, as was the
case in Germany and France. Moreover, his very appoint
ment: was kept secret from an officer, thus making it im
possible for him to prepare himself for his allotted rOle.
The chaos which reigned in many of the higher staffs at the
commencement of the war was the natural result of this
state of affairs.
To complete the tale of the infirmities of the Second
Army enumerated above yet one more must be added-one
'''Reasons for the failures of General Samsonov's Second Army
in East Prussia in August 1914 (notes by General Klyuevl." "Voenny
Sbornik," No.4 (Belgrade), p. 158.
.
"Idem.
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of which General Rennenkampf's army was also the victim.
Army corps found themselves deprived of divisional cav
alry, properly so called. As we already know, in most corps
second- and third-grade Cossack units, untrained at the
commencement of the war, had been detailed to fulfill this
role. Owing to delay in their arrival, measures were taken
in the Second Army for the temporary attachment of units
in their place. But what happened in actual fact? General
Martos, commanding the XV Corps, requested that one of
the regiments of the cavalry divisions which in peace time
were part of thf: establishment of the XV Corps should be
left temporarily in that corps in the role of corps cavalry,
"as had been arranged," writes General Martos 9 "in the
provisional tables for the employment of units in case of
war, the 6th Glukhovsky Dragoon Regiment being detailed
therein for the XV Corps. Incidentally, this was changed
and I was given the Orenburg Cossack Regiment from the
13th Cavalry Division. 1 attached great importance to
this question. Corps Cavalry should know the corps they
are serving, and the corps commander should train them
and have confidence in them, but instead I knew that the
Orenburg Regiment was only accustomed to police service
in Warsaw, and knew nothing of service in the field." But
this request of General Martos was "categorically" refused.
"As a result," continues General Martos, "the corps was left
without cavalry reconnaissance on the march and in action.
The Cossacks also turned out to be untrained and to be
chary of running into danger. The very day I pointed this
out to the regimental commander, Colonel C., I received a
report from him: 'I have been fired on by infantry (7) and
my horse was hit under me ... .' I can safely state, that
if one of the regiments of my XV Corps had been corps
cavalry, then things would have turned out very differently,
and I should not have been captured."
The situation in the XIII Corps was no better. "The
cavalry reconnaissance," writes General Klyuev, the com
mander of this corps, "was carried out by four sotnias of
"'Outline of the operations of the XV Army Corps in Eastern
Prussia in 1914" by General Martos. Manuscript in the possession
of the author.
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the Frontier Guard, attached to the corps. In peace time
the Frolltier Guard, while executing its arduous duties, re
ceived its cavalry training in units no larger than a troop,
or, rarely, a sotnia. It was therefore completely untrained
for carrying out distant reconnaissance. but it fulfilled its
duties ;n near reconnaissance just as any N.C.O. of the
Transport could have done."lo

The situation created in the French theater by the
criminally thoughtless War Plan had a serious influence
upon the strategy of the Russian theater. In Chapter IV
above we have learned also of the influence of the general
politico-strateglCal situation, which is evidenced in G.H.Q.
orders dated 8th August for the concentration of the
Guards' and the I Corps in Warsaw. The idea of im
mediate pressure upon Germany by the shortest line of
operations upon Berlin is still more forcibly expressed in
the memorandum dated the 26th August, drawn up by the
Operations Branch of G.H.Q. under the direct influence of
the impression of General Rennenkampf's victory at Gum
binnen and of the alarming news received from France.
According to this memorandum it was proposed to "expe
dite the occupation of the Lower Vistula," and with this ob
ject to develop an offensive from Warsaw along the left bank
of the Vistula; "to expedite the clearance of enemy forces
from Eastern Prussia," and with this object to transfer
General Rennenkampf's army, to the strength of 4-5 corps,
by rail to the left bank of the Vistula. General Sarnsonov's
army was to be left on the right bank of the Vistula. Of
this force one first line corps and 2-3 second line divisions
would guard Konigsberg; 1-2 first line corps with 2-4 second
line divisions in strongly fortified positions in the area
Preussisch Holland-Saalfeld-Deutsch Eylau and two
first line corps echeloned in rear at Soldan would guard the
front Marienburg-Graudenz. On the left bank of the
Vistula the Ninth. First, and Tenth Armies, to a strength
of, say, 15 corps, would be deployed in order to develop
'"From General Klyuev's notes in "Voenny Sbornik," p. 157.
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operations into the interior of Germany. In case of the
evacuation of the Lower Vistula by the Germans, General
Samsonov's army also would be transferred to the left bank
of the river, on the right flank; the armies would then be de
ployed in the following order-the Second. Ninth, First, and
Tenth.
The actual course of operations necessitated the ex
penditure of corps "under orders for the offensive into the
interior of Germany" to reinforce the North-Western Army
Group (the I Corps) and the South-Western Army Group
(the Guards' Corps). Moreover, the hasty strategy of
concentrating troops to carry out operations directed against
Poznan led to the violation of one of the basic principles of
military science-the concentration of force in the decisive
place at the decisive time. The present Second Army opera
tions were now to decide the fate of our first maneuvers
against Germany, and the battle impending before the army
was the decisive moment. One is reminded perforce of the
words of the great Suvorov: "Go into battle, assemble your
troops, drain the lines of communications ...."
In consequence of this desire of General Jilinsky, the
Commander-in-Chief of the North-Western Army Group, to
use the corps which had been concentrated in the Warsaw
area to aid in the operations of the Second Army, was entire
ly justifiable. He included the Guards' and the I Corps in
the establishment of General Samsonov's army.
But on the 19th August General Yanushkevich, Chief
of Staff to the Supreme Commander-in-Chief, warned Gen
eral Jilinsky by telegram that one of these corps-the
Guards' or the I-was to serve as an "active-operations
reserve" (?) in the hands of the Supreme Commander-in
Chief, and, in view of the move by General Jilinsky of the I
Corps to Plonsk, "under no circumstances was the Guards'
Corps to be moved out of the Warsaw and Novogeorgievsk
area,"
The epithet "active-operations-reserve" could not alter
the hard facts of the case: as events turned out during the
days that were critical for Samsonov the Guards' Corps was
astray in the area of the left bank of the Vistula.
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On the 21st August General Jilinsky inquired of G.H.Q.:
"Can the I Corps take part at Soldau 1" The reply was re
turned, under the signature of General Yanushkevich, that
"the chief role of the I Corps is to secure the offensive
operations of the Second Army on the Thorn flank. If it
is certain that there is no danger to the left flank of the
Second Army from the direction of Thorn, it is permis
sible for the I Corps to take part in the fighting on the army
front." The evasive tone of this reply limited the coopera
tion of the I Corps in the Second Army operations to the
Soldau area.
In the preceding chapter we mentioned that the battle
of Gumbinnen had caused General Jilinsky to ponder upon
the risks involved in the task which had been imposed on
General Rennenkampf's army. By his orders of the 22d
August he had taken the II Corps off the establishment of
the Second Army and had transferred it to Rennenkampf's
army. Thus General Samsonov's army was weakened by
yet another corps, and the II Corps, which had taken no part
in thA battle of Gumbinnlm, was now left out of the Second
Army battle-yet another corps gone "astray." Finally,
the departure of the II Corps from the Grodno area forced
General Jilinsky to leave the 3d Guards' Infantry Division
(of the XXIII Corps) in this area.
In the final analysis, instead of seven corps (the
Guards', the I, II, VI, XIII, XV, and XXIII), with a strength
of 15 infantry divisions, being placed at the one time at Gen
eral Samsonov's disposal, he was given only 9 infantry divi
sions (the I, VI, XIII, and XV Corps and half the XXIII).
Moreover, of these 9 divisions, two (the I Corps) by the in
structions given above were fettered to a specified area
(Mlava-Soldau). It should be remembered here that the
fire strength of 9 Russian infantry divisions was less than
that of 6 German.
We will now examine in detail the operations task im
posed upon General Samsonov's army, weak as it was.
The original proposals of General Jilinsky for the
operations of the Second Army are set forth in his telegram
to G.H.Q. dated the 10th August. It was stated therein
that General Samsonov's army would attack with two
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corps (the II and VI) on the front Lyck-Johannisburg, and
with the two other corps (the XIII and XV) on the front
Rudschanny-Ortelsburg, and later on the front Rastenburg
-Rothfiiess. Thus the Commander-in-Chief of the North
Western Army Group left General Samsonov's army upon
the center line of operations, the line leading from the
Grajewo "rail approach" to Eastern Prussia. It was also in
accord with the War Plan that the Second Army should be
deployed upon this line. But when the directive (letter No.
345) of the same date, the 10th August, arrived from G.H.
Q., the Commander-in-Chief of the North-Western Army
Group altered his original proposals.
Letter No. 345, as we have seen in Chapter IV, demand
ed the speedier exertion of pressure upon Germany. with
which object it was proposed to extend the objectives of the
Commander-in-Chief of the North-Western Army Group,
the actual suggestion being that the Second Army should
attack "turning the line of the Masurian Lakes from the
west with the object of shattering the German Corps which
had deployed between the Vistula and the Masurian Lakes,
and thereby preventing a German withdrawal behind the
Vistula."
The operation about to be carried out by a part of the
corps of the Second Army, to turn the Masurian Lakes from
the south, was not sufficient to fulfill this task, and General
Jilinsky decided to alter the line of operations of the Second
Army to one to the west of the Masurian Lakes, leaving one
corps (the II) covering the Lyck flank. He reported this
decision to G.H.Q. on the 12th August, and sent General
Samsonov Directive No.2, dated 13th August.l l According
to this directive the main forces of the Second Army were
to be deployed upon the frontier between Mishinets and
Khorjele. to attack the front Rudschanny-Passenheim, and
subsequently to attack northward in flank and rear of the
line of the Lakes. 12
The Army Commander, having received this directive
from the Commander of the North-Western Army Group, on
the 14th August issued Army Orders No. 1'3 for the de
l1S ee Appendix No. 11.
"See Plate 11.
"See Appendix No. 12.
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ployment of the army before crossing the frontier, and
on the 16th August sent out to Corps Commanders his
Directive No. 1,14 It will be seen from these cperation
orders that General Samsonov had shifted the line of de
ployment of his army still farther to the left, linking the left
flank of the XV Corps to the I Corps right flank, which was
operating on the Mlava-Soldau line. In his telegram No.
1012 dated the 17th August General Jilinsky objected to
this change of the front of deployment (of the XV, XIII, and
VI Corps) still farther westwards. In this telegram he
said: "On the basis of my proposals, approved by the Grand
Duke and set forth in Directive No.2, the front specified
for the attack of the Second Army to the west of the Masur
ian Lakes was from the line Mishinets-Khorjele to Rud
schanny-Passenheim. You have extended your left flank
to Jaboklik, and consequently the front of the three corps of
the Second Army during the march to the frontier will cover
60 versts, which I consider excessive. In view of the fact
that the I Corps, being part of the reserve of the Supreme
Commander-in-Chief, has been placed at your disposal to
support your forces, I consider it better to put the 2d In
fantry Division into the front line."
General Samsonov's army had in fact been "pulled"
westwards. We use the word "pull" with intent. Factors
relating to the basing of armies have acquired far greater
importance in modern warfare than was the case in earlier
periods. A modern army cannot fight a battle unless con
tinuously served by transport of all sorts. We have al
ready had occasion to mention this in speaking of the opera
tions of the First Army, and we then saw how the failure to
fulfill this condition fettered the operations of General
Rennenkampf. The position of General Samsonov's army
as regards the preparation of the L, of C. was yet worse than
in the case of General Rennenkampf's army. The Second
Army, which had commenced its offensive before the forma
tion and organization of its lines-ai-communication and sub
sidiary services had been completed, was fatally bound to the
Russian railway lines. We emphasize the word "Russian,"
as technical work on a large scale would be required before
"Soo Appendix No. 18.
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the German railway lines could have been used, owing to the
difference in gauge. At the commencement of the invasion
by the Second Army this work was still more incomplete
than in the case of the First Army. The railway line
Novogeorgievsk-Mlava naturally acted as a powerful mag
net.
Modern strategy does not complete its task in the thea
ter of war merely by concentrating large forces on the field
of battle; it is confronted by another problem of equal im
portance-that of organizing the lines of communication of
the fighting troops. This aspect of command in the field
was completely overlooked in planning the first operations
on the north-western front, just as was the case at the Kiev
war game conducted in April 1914 by General Sukhomlinov
for members of the higher command. The very first con
tact with the realitieB of the situation caused the plan, by
which the Second Army was to circumambulate the Masur
ian Lakes to a distance of more than a hundred versts, to
burst and dissappear like a pricked bubble.
A careful study of the East Prussian network of rail
ways will show us how "fantastic" in another regard also
were the projected operations of the Second Army: the front
of the River AIle, continued by the belt of lakes extending
between Allenstein, Gilgenburg, and Lautenburg, had been
so well equipped by the Germans with railway communica
tions. that 12 lines served it from the west, of which 3 were
double. It would be difficult to admit the supposition that
the Germans, should they decide to defend Eastern Prus
sia, would permit General Samsonov's army to march peace
fully northwa.rds between the chain of the principal Masu
rian Lakes and the River AIle. In this case a German flank
attack from the front Allenstein-Lautenburg, which was
served from the west by 7 lines of railway, would unques
tionably have ensued, and under these conditions it would
follow that the farther General Samsonov's army proceeded,
the more dangerous its situation would become; it would
literally fall into a strategical trap.
In "A brief strategic outline of the war of 1914-1918,"
published by "Voennoe Delo" appears the statement that
General Samsonov on the 11th August addressed a memoran
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dum to the Chief of Staff of the N orth-Western Army Group,
in which he insisted on the necessity for disposing his army
farther to the west. In order to obtain an explanation of
General Samsonov's point of view, which did not coincide
with that of the Commander of the North-Western Army
Group, we requested General Postavsky, the late Chief of
Staff of the Second Army, to enlighten us upon this his
torically important question. Its great interest induces
us to reproduce in full the reply received.15
"In 1911 or 1912, I c:mnot recall which, the Staff of the
Warsaw Military District succeeded in obtaining through
agents an account of the war game of the German General
Staff, the subject of which was a similar offensive. tO One of
the srmies on the Russian side was attacking on the line
upon which General Samsonov's army subsequently came
to attack, and the German forces ordered to operate against
it were concentrated in the western part of Eastern Prus
sia, in the area of Deutsch Eylau and Osterode. Having
turned the left flank and rear of the Russian army, which
had penetrated far into Eastern Prussia to the west of the
Masurian Lakes, they annihilated it."
"This German plan of operations at the war game an
swered exactly the peculiar conditions of the East Prussian
theater. In fact, the offensive of an army from the War
saw district northwards, as it developed, enabled the Ger
mans----€qually those concentrated in the western part of
Eastern Prussia. and those arriving by rail from the more
central districts of Germany-to take the attacker in flank
and rear by means of a simple frontal movement.
"Those responsible for working out the plans for the
offensive therefore considered it essential to take as axis
the railway line Novogeorgievsk-Mlava, but strictly on
condition that part of the army be disposed westward of
this line, and moreover that the flank of the offensive be
made secure by marching the left flank units of the army in
echelon. It was essential to leave the railway line Novogeor
gievsk-Mlava covered by the flank of the army, because this
was the sole line of supply in a country full of swamps and
quicksands, where transport traffic was a matter of great
difficulty.
""'The offensive of General Samsonov's army in Eastern Prussia"
by General Postovsky; manuscript in the possession of ihe author.
General Postovsky was at this time Quartermaster-General on the
Staff of the Warsaw Military District.
,oAn invasion by a Russian army, similar to the offensive of
General Samsonov's army. (Author's note.)
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"If the attacking army was not strong enough to occupy
the whole front from the Masurian Lakes to Mlava and con
siderably further westward, it appeared better to remove it
from the belt of lakes and lead it westward thereof. Com
munication between the First and Second Armies was in any
case impracticable of attainment. Therefore it was better
not tC' attempt it, and to operate against the area Deutsch
Eylau-Osterode.
"The considerations were conveyed to General Sam
sonoy after his arrival in Warsaw on the third day of mobili
zation, and were approved by him. Unfortunately, when
the decision was taken to embark on an immediate offensive
of the army into Eastern Prussia, General Samsonov was
not given any sort of choice as to the means by which the
task imposed upon his army was to be carried out. The
offensive was regulated by the directives of the Commander
of the Army Group, and these laid down with exactitude
the trace of the army front and even the lines of advance.
Therefore, to keep within the limits of the directives which
he had received, it only remained to General Samsonov
to try to extend his front westward as far as possible,
and to have strong echelons in rear of his left flank
The first of these echelons was the I Corps, and the second,
the Guards; which up to the commencement of operations
had been included in the establishment of the army. The
Commander of the Second Army attached special importance
to the tasks 2110tted to this corps. To General Samsonov's
extngne chagrin, at the time ordered for the commence~
ment of the march of this corps, the commander of the
Guards received from the staff of the Group of Armies di
reet orders for the removal of the corps from the establish
ment of the Second Army. He did not immediately report
the orders he had received, so that only after the lapse of
twenty-four hours, when the offensive had already been de
veloped, did General Samsonov learn of the removal from the
Second Army of the more important of the corps in echelon."
Subsequently the Commander of the Group of Armies also
limited the rights of the Second Army to issue orders affect
ing the I Corps."
On the 19th August the Commander of the North
Western Group of Armies dispatched the following tele
gram to General Samsonov: "The delay in the Second Army
offensive is placing the First Army, which has already been
fighting for two days at Stallup5nen, in a difficult position.
"It may be ascertained from Direetive No.2, quoted in Appendix
No. 14, that on the 20th August General Samsonov still considered the
Guards' Corps as part of the establishment of the army. (Author's
note.)
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Therefore expedite the offensive of the Second Army and
develop operations as energetically as possible, bringing
the I Corps into action if necessary for this purpose."
Such efforts were indeed necessary, owing to the strate
gic situation created by the hurried advance into Prussia of
General Rennenkampf's weakened army, but they were be
yond the demands that could practicably be made upon the
troops of the Second Army. The strategic conception of the
operations planned for this front was based upon an over
estimate of the capacity even of the best troops in the world.
General Samsonov could only reply: "The army has been ad
vancing without a pause since the receipt of your orders, tra
versing daily more than 20 versts of sands, and consequent~
Iy further acceleration is impossible:'
An eyewitness thus describes the march of the Second
Army: "The surface of most of the roads was soft and
sandy. which made transport movement extremely difficult.
I myself saw a convoy being moved forward thus: from one
half of the vehicles the horses would be removed and har
nessed to the remainder, which would then be moved for
ward a verst; then all the horses would be taken back to the
vehicles left behind, and so on throughout the entire march.
The troops never saw their supply trains. A day's halt
was never given. In this way the XIII Corps, having com
pleted nine marches without its transport and without
bread, became especially disorganized. The reservists un
used to marching were worn out."
Thus exerting themselves to the limit of their strength,
the corps of the Second Army on the 21st August had reach
ed the line Friedrichsfelde-Mlava ;l8 in advance of the right
flank of the army marched the 4th Cavalry Division, in ad
vance of the center, the 15th,l9 and in advance of the left
flank, the 6th; the 5th Cavalry Division remained on the left
bank of the Vistula.
Information obtained from reconnaissance gave it to be
supposed that Divisions of the German XX Corps, reinforced
by Landwehr units from the garrison of the Vistula forts,
"See Plate 12.
"When the fronts neared one another the 15th Cavalry Division
was transferred to the left ftank.
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were opposite the Second Army. This was the case. The fol.
lowing were the German forces opposite the Second Army :~Q

The xx Corps eonsl.ting 01 the 37th and 41st
Infantry DivilliotllL_

The 70th La>ldwehr lIrigade

.

__ .

BalUTiea

25
.

6

",

12

,

._ •.• _•..•.••.• _...•.••.•..•.••.•..•.••_...

43

._.

Gelleral UngeT. Division (the 20th Landwehr Brigade
and General Zemmern'. Brigade) __
TOTAL.. •••• _._. __ ._.

Ballalio...

SqlladNm..

,
•
•

During the 20th August reports were received that
the enemy was hastily retreating before our troops, and an
air scout stated that he had seen two long columns leaving
Mlava for the North. But at the same time cavalry patrols
reported that they had come across numerous barbed-wire
entanglements, sited in good defensive positions, in sectors
of the frontier belt at Ortelsburg, Neidenburg, and to the
west of the latter. The outskirts of villages and the ditches
draining the swamps were everywhere heavily wired. Up
on the declaration of mobilization trenches had been dug
behind this wire, and the outskirts of most villages had been
turned into strong points.21
This caused General Samsonov to decide on a cautious
approach to those areas which would probably be fortified,
and on the endeavor to capture them by the use of enveloping
and flanking tactics. His Directive No.3, issued by him on
the 21st August and containing operations orders for the
22d August, was based on this idea. This directive provided
for the staging by the VI Corps of an operation to obtain
possession of the Ortelsburg area, and of one by the I and
XV Corps, to obtain possession of the line Neidenberg-Sol
dau; the XIII Corps was to remain in the Kuzburg-Kann
wiesen area, and to be ready to turn the Ortelsburg or Nei
denburg position; the 2d Division was to march on Mlava.
General Samsonov's superiority in strength was not
sufficient to enable him, in planning his operations, to calcu
late on taking the German positions at one blow, even taking
"'See Appendix No.3 and the Eighth (Gennan) Army Orders
dated the 14th August (Appendix No.7).
"'''Brief outline of the operations of General Samsonov's Anny
of the Narev in Eastern Prussia in August 1914," article by Fuchs
in No.4 of "Voenny Sbornik," p. 122.
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into account the exaggerated intelligence concerning the
"German defeat at Gumbinnen" which had been communi~
cated to Samsonov by the Staff of the North-Western Army
Group.
General Jilinsky remained extremely dissatisfied with
General Samsonov's Directive No.3. On the 22d August
he telegraphed (in his No. 1145) as follows: "
I con~
sider the dispositions for the 22d show a great lack of resolu
tion and I demand immediate and resolute operations." In
his telegram No. 6295 in reply General Samsonov pointed
out the extreme exhaustion of the trooIJs, the impossibility
of bringing UIJ the 2d Division, which had been left behind,
the disorganization of the lines of communication, and the
fact that units, especially in the XXIII Corps, were not at
full establishment.
Ortelsburg, Neidenburg and Soldau were occupied by
our troops on the evening of the 22d August. At the same
time it was discovered that the Germans were closing in
westward in the Gilgenburg area.
In an "Outline of the operations of the XV Army Corps
in Eastern Prussia in 1914,""" General Martos, the Com
mander of the XV Corps, gives the following descriIJtion of
the capture of Neidenburg. In view of the sIJecial interest
attaching to this manuscript, we have extended the limits of
the extract quoted sufficiently to give a IJicture of the whole
of the corps march from its starting IJoint to Neidenburg.
The corIJS was moved from the Zambrov area through
Ostrov, Rojany and Yanov to Neidenburg. "1 led the corIJs
by several roads (by brigades each with an artillery grouIJ)
on a front of 10-12 versts. Precautionary measures were
taken on crossing the river at Rojan. Here the corps had
to cross the river by a single bridge, and by that time ene
my squadrons, sUIJPorted by a few infantry units carried
in local carts, had apIJeared between Yanov and Rojany.
"During the move of the corps to Yanov and Neiden
burg there were no collisions with the enemy, as the German
cavalry and infantry gradually retreated, only exchanging
occasional shots with our scouts.
"Manuscript in the possession of the author.
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"The town of Yanov had been looted by the Germans.
and the principal public buildings burned. 23
"From Yanov to Neidenburg all the villages and iso
lated estates had been abandoned by the inhabitants; traces
of hurried flight were apparent, and often the cattle and
poultry had been abandoned.
"The first German aviators had appeared when the
corps was still in night quarters in the Ostrav area. At
dawn a bomb had been dropped from a German aeroplane
on to a great flock of geese at the barracks of the Slatykov
Headquarters. 24 Thereafter every morning the German
aviators would appear over our bivouacs or columns on the
march. Our aviators could not fight them. I forbade aim
less infantry fire at aeroplanes, as it only produced disorder.
The fire which was occasionally opened by field artillery
was also unavailing, and 80 the enemy aviators observed us
with impunity. Zeppelins made an appearance not far from
Neidenburg.
"The first distant reconnaissance by the Orenburg Cos
sack Regiment produced no information, as it simply was not
carried out. Army Headquarters did not keep us informed
of the situation. The army cavalry was far off, on the
flanks of the army. I did not send our aeroplanes out,
keeping them for a more important moment, otherwise I
should have lost them all. The neighboring corps, with
which I ,,,as maintaining touch, were in the same position
as myself. that is, they knew nothing of the enemy, and
therefore I approached Neidenburg blindfold.
"At noon of the 22d August some 6-7 versts away ap
peared beyond a hill a small but pretty town with fine build
ings, many of which had been marked with Red Cross flags.
"All who were with General Samsonov's army witness to the
barbarity of the German troops who invaded our territory at the
commencement of the war. One such witness, then in the ranks of
the XV Corps column which entered Yanov, writes as follows: "We
were entering the strip of country, which the German patrols had
already invaded. I recollect that a group of Polish peasants ap
proached our column from a village situated some two versts from
the road. They complained that the previous Sunday a German
officer accompanied by a patrol had ridden into the Church during
the service and h£d carried off the priest, accusing him of having
buried, without informing the Germans, three German soldiers who
had been killed in a skirmish with our cavalry. It appeared from
the words of the p{'asants, who gladly welcom.>d us, that the Germans
had accused the priest of burying wounded while still alive. When
the column had proceeded another few versts we came across an old
greybeard. He was walking hatless and every now and again would
halt and bew, presumably whenever he Bup-posed himself opposite
anyone in authority, but his eyes were :running with tears, and his

"Near Ostrov: the depot of the 23d and 24th Infantry Regiments.
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"1 received information from scouts that the houses on
the outskirts of the town had been put into a state of de
fense, and the entrances to its streets closed by barricades,
and that the town was defended by infantry and artillery.
Cavalry and infantry scouts had been fired on, and several
men wounded. I halted the corps, and, not wishing to in
cur needless casualties, ordered artillery fire to be opened to
destroy the barricades and fortified buildings, and also to
bombard the railway trains which were being hurriedly
dispatched westwards out of the town.
"The artillery fire was not returned, and fires started
in the town owing to our shells. The German infantry
quitted the barricades and embrasures made in the windows
of houses, and ceased fire. 1 then gave orders to the two in~
fantry brigades in the center to enter the town, and sent
the flank brigades round either side of the town, assigning
them halting points, which also delimited the corps front.
The Orenburg Cossack Regiment was sent to pursue the
enemy units which had retired.
"Despite strict orders given to the Commander of the
Orenburg Regiment, the Cossacks lost touch with the Ger
mans, who retreated from the town to a position on the line
of the villages Orlau-Frankenau, where, as was then dis
covered, enemy troops were concentrating to resist my corps
in its further advance on Hohenstein.
"Accompanied by my staff I entered the town with the
leading units; the houses on the outskirts of the town were
face seemed piteously wrinkled. Many asked him whence he came
and what was the matter with him. 'From Yanov, may it please
you, sir,' he would reply, pointing somewhere to the flank with
a hand in which was a torn cap. 'They have burned everything,
those damned Germans,' he added, and related a sad story of
how the Germans had come, and collected and driven away the
entire maie population between the age of 18 and 45, how the
soldiel's had violated the women, beaten the old men, and, finally how
the Germans had fled, after first setting fire to more than half of
the settlem~nt, upon the approach of the Orenburgian Cossacks to
Yanov. The soldiers listened gloomily. Other similar stories of
German barbarities passcd down the column from mouth to mouth
. . . . " "The Gennans had also becn in the village of Senna. The
cottag'{J of an elderly peasant had been assigned to the officers of our
battery: he greeted us of course gladl)', but seemed to be oppressed
by something. His wife vnd grown up daughter were busy at the
stove, preparing salted potatoes for us, despite our entreaties for
them not to trouble. The two women also were sad, especially the
daughter, who hid her face from us, the picture of shame. Later
the father, cautiously looking around, infonneu us in a whisper that
the Germans had violated his daughter, and that she could not re
cover from the shame of it. Anew poured out complaints and endless
stories of German brutalities . . . . "
(From the reccllections of Colonel Jelondovsky, in the possession of
the A~thor.)
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burning, and I took up my quarters in the house of the local
justice.
"A town commandant was appointed by me a,nd mea
sures were taken to establish order. The Germans, especial
ly the inhabitants of the neighboring villages, had com
menced looting. Our wounded were taken into the finely
appointed town hospital, already occupied by some wounded
German soldiers; the doctors and the administration were
placed under our control. Flour was obtained from the
town store, and then bread was baked for the corps units.
"The local j llstice and all the government officials had
fled the town, leaving all their property. In the evening I
and my staff ate the dinner prepared for the justice, in his
comfortable and well appointed house, his maid serving at
the table and in the house. According to the statement of
this maid about 30 German peasants had been arrested in
the cellars of this house, where they had been awaiting a
favorable opportunity to commence looting. During the
further advance to Hohenstein were seen rich manorial
estates which had been looted by the peasants, and valuable,
but heavy, appointments (such as mirrors, sideboards, wall
tablets in marble inscribed with genealogies, etc.) had been
smashed or spoiled. I am setting down these facts, as at
thst time the German press attributed all this to the Rus
sian soldiers. I can give absolute assurance that the troops
of the XV Corps took no part in any looting. Thanks to the
activity of the military police, order was quickly established
in the town and was maintained the whole time till the de
parture of our troops."
On the evening of the 22d August, when reporting the
occupation of Ortelsburg, Neidenburg, and Soldan to Army
Group Headquarters,.General Samsonov considered it neces
sary to remind them of the complete disorganization of the
lines of communication. "It is essential to organize the
lines of communication, which has not yet been done," he
stated in his telegram. "The country is devastated. The
horses have long been without oats. There is tio bread.
Transport from Ostrolenko is impossible."
On the 23d General Samsonov issued the following or
del's: the VI Corps to remain in the Ortelsburg area, the
XIII to move forward into the Jedwabno-Omulefofen area,
the XV to advance on Lykusen and Seelesen, the I to re
main at Soldan, and the 2d Infantry Division (of the XXIII
Corps) to move to Klein Koslau.z 5
"See Plate 12.
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On the 23d August the prognostications of General
Samsonov were justified. The XV Corps encountered de
termined German resistance in the fortified position of Or
lau-Frankenau. This is how General Marlos, the Com·
mander of the XV Corps, describes this battle. 26
"On the 23d August the corps marched out of the
Neidenburg area in four columns of a b:rigade each . . . .
After proceeding some few versts from Neidenburg (the
staff was following behind the 2d Brigade of the 8th In
fantry Division), I heard artillery fire, and at first supposed
that small German rearguards were delaying our advance.
However, the cannonade quickly increased, and it then be
came apparent from reports arriving from units and from
staff officers sent out by me, that the Germans were occupy
ing in considerable force a position, previously fortified in
peace time, on the line of the villages Orlau-Frankenau, and
that the Chernigov21 Infantry Regiment, which had been
marching at the head of the right-hand column, after oc
cupying a village (the name of which I cannot quite recall)
without serious opposition had got into a very difficult posi
tion: the village lay low and was swept by frontal and flank
ing fire. It was stated in the report that Colonel Alexeyev,
the regimental commander, had been killed. At the same
time it became apparent that the left-hand column of the
corps (Colonel Novitsky's 1st Brigade of the 6th Infantry
Division) was opposed by insignificant enemy units. The
Orenburg Cossack Regiment, which had been moving in ad
vance of the corps, having stumbled upon the position, had
withdrawn behind the infantry and the whole unit was in
reserve. I decided to attack the enemy, in order to clear
a road to Hohenstein for the corps, but previous to the
orders for the attack I issued the following instructions:
(1) to Colonel Novitsky, to remain where he was and hold
his brigade in hand; I intended to use this brigade to take
the right flank of the position: (2) to the inspector of corps
artillery, to select positions for the howitzer group, and to
coordinate artillery action in preparation for the attack:
to the Orenburg Cossack Regiment, to advance to the left
flank of the position, threatening its rear, in order to
ease the situation of the Poltava Infantry RegimenUB I
knew that the Commander of the Orenburg Cossack Regi
"""Outline of the operations of the XV Army Corps in Eastern
Prussia in 1914," by General Martos, p. 8.
"The 29th Chernigov Infantry Regiment. in the 1st Brigade of
the 8th Infantry Division.
"'The 30th Poltava Infantry Regiment, in the 1st Brigade of the
8th Infantry Division.
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ment would undertake no decisive action, but considered
that the appearance of the Cossacks on the flank and in rear
of the position would produce an impression upon the Ger
mans."
The position Orlau-Frankenau had been occupied by
the German 37th Division. Westward of Frankenau to
Thuran (along both shores of Lake Kownatken), was the
70th Landwehr Brigade; from Thurau to Gilgenburg was
the 41st Infantry Division, and westward of Gilgenburg was
Unger's Division. 20 Thus there were 14 battalions, with
12 batteries, against the XV Corps on the front Orlau
Frankenau-Januschkau. By a powerful artillery fire the
Germans prevented the 14 batteries of the XV Corps from
taking up a position, and its infantry from approaching.
The Commander of the XV Corps then decided to get as
close as possible to the enemy position during the 23d
August, with the object of attacking at dawn on the 24th.
"When dusk was approaching," writes General Martos,
"a message was brought me from the corps wireless station;
a pretty badly composed report stated that General Mingin's
detachment so had become panic stricken and had fled towards
the Russian frontier. Upon inquiry it turned out that no
one of our stations had transmitted this dispatch. It had
evidently been fabricated by the Germans. The liaison
officer with General Mingin then reported to me that all was
well with the 2d Division, which had bivouacked for the
night at the point specified in army orders. I concluded
from this that the Germans were either awaiting the arrival
of reinforcements, or wished to retreat with impunity, and
so desired to delay my attack with a scare about a panic in
General Mingin's column.
_
"I therefore issued orders to the corps to attack the
enemy at dawn on the 24th August (I cannot recall the
hour), without awaiting artillery preparation for the attack.
"I then asked General Klyuev to deal a blow against
the German left flank with part of his troops, and specified
the time and direction. I also dispatched a copy of this
request to the Army Commander, asking him to afford me
support in this operation."
On the evening of the 23d August it was learned that
one of the regiments of the 8th Infantry Division (the 30th
Poltava Regiment) was retiring. The Corps Commander
'"This was proved by the statements of prisoners and examina
tion of the killed.
"General Mingin was the G.O.C. 2d Infanhy Division. (Author's
note.)
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himself rode forward and re-established order in the regi
ment, but in view of this disorganization General Martos
considered it essential to secure the position of the corps
by forming a reserve. To create this he had to withdraw
Colonel Novitsky's Brigade, which, according to the original
idea of the Corps Commander, had been intended to deal a
blow against the right flank of the German position. The
desire of the Corps Commander for his cavalry to turn the
left flank of the German position was likewise unfulfilled.
"The Orenburg Cossack Regiment," writes General Martos,
"was roaming for much of the night in rear of the battle
position of the corps, but nevertheless made no sally against
the enemy's flank."
The remaining troops, in fulfilment of corps orders,
in the dark got up into close contact with the fortified
position of the enemy, and at dawn made a simultaneous
and violent attack against it.
"The Germans apparently were not expecting an attack,
and after stubborn resistance at strong points, began to
retreat from them in disorder, abandoning their wounded.
The whole of the battlefield was covered with corpses and
dead horses, articles of equipment, rifles and abandoned
vehicles, amongst which were several damaged motors. Two
guns and several machine-guns were captured by the 2d
Brigade of the 6th Division. In addition, several officers
and about a hundred men were captured. The German
officers, in accordance with warnings received from above,
expected to be straightway shot, and were overjoyed to
learn that their lives were not in danger.
"The enemy position turned out to be very strongly
fortified, and was defended by several infantry regiments,
with field and heavy artillery.
"The retirement of the Germans was so rapid that the
troops of the corps, being at the point of exhaustion, could
not pursue them far.
"Unfortunately the infantry regiments of the corps
had suffered heavy losses: three regimental commanders
had been killed, the best battalion commanders had become
casualties, killed or wounded, as also many officers and
3,000 lower ranks."
Unquestionably the threat of having their left flank
turned by the XIII Corps was a factor contributing to the
hasty evacuation of their positions by the Germans. General
Klyuev, the Commander of this corps, during the night
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preceding the 24th August had sent one infantry division
(the 1st) to the front Orlau-Lindenwalde (5 km north of
Orlao) to co-operate with his neighbor in the turning move
ment. The enemy after close observation of this area from
the air, swiftly retreated north-westwards. There was only
one engagement, the 2d Infantry Regiment being in action
at Persing (to the south of Kurken).
The same day that the guns of the whole corps were
speaking at Orlao and Frankenau, a lively exchange cf
telegrams was proceeding between the Second Army HeadM
quarters and Army Group Headquarters. By this date,
Le. the 23d August, Second Army Headquarters had
received the following information concerning the enemy:
he was retreating upon the whole front, but was resisting
with most determination to the west of the Forest of
Napivoda;sl documents found in the€xaminationofthekilled
and wounded had established the presence of the XX Corps,
reinforced by Landwehr units. The collation of all the data
collected by the troops concerning the grouping of the
enemy's forces enabled the staff of the army to present
the Army Commander with a picture sufficiently close to
actuality. These data revealed the fact that up to about the
20th August there had been roughly two infantry divisiont=!
in the Ortelsburg and Jedwabno area (actually there had
been the 37th Infantry Division at Ortelsburg and the Hat
Infantry Division to the south of Jedwabno-i.e. both the
divisions of the XX Corps). A German report dated the
21st August, intercepted by our cavalry, provided the certain
identification, that upon this date the 37th Infantry Division
had been at Kurken, and the 41st Infantry Division at
Jedwabno. Consequently it appeared certain that the Ger
mans were withdrawing upon their right flank, but there
was no reason to infer from this that they were retreating
to Osterorle, as this enemy withdrawal might also have been
executed with the object of concentrating on the line of
the lakes, between Hohenstein and Lautenburg. This would
provide for the defense of the Deutsch Eylau line of opera
tions, and was in fact the actual course adopted.
"The Forest of Napivoda lies between Willenberg and Neiden
burg.
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The extract quoted above from the memorandum of
the Chief of Staff of the Second Army, in which it is asserted
that General Samsonov and his staff fully realized that the
axis of the Second Army offensive ought to have been the
line of operations upon Deutsch Eylau, when compared with
the telegram sent by the Second Army Commander on the
afternoon of the 23d to Army Group Headquarters, must
cause some astonishment on the part of the student. In
this telegram General Samsonov asked for the sanction of
the Commander of the North-Western Army Group to
change the directive as regards the demand made for an
attack on the front Rastenburg-Seeburg, altering the
objective of the further offensive of the Second Army and
making it the front Allenstein-Osterode. 82 Moreover, as
proof of the necessity for this alteration, the following
considerations were brought forward in this telegram: (a)
the Second Army would be better fulfilling the basic object
of the offensive by operating across the line of retreat of
the enemy withdrawing before the First Army; (b) the
railway line Mlava-Soldau would provide a better base
for the Second Army; (c) the subsequent offensive into the
heart of Germany would be easier from the line Allenstein
Osterode than from the line Rastenburg-Seeburg.
It is evident from this telegram that General Samsonov,
renouncing his original idea, was suggesting a compromise
between it and the demands of General Jilinsky. But in
fact an offensive against the front Allenstein-Osterode,
although less disastrous than advancing due north, as it
would still be possible in some degree for the army to wheel
westward in case of an enemy offensive from the front
Gilgenburg-Lautenburg, nevertheless did not preclude the
danger of a blow in flank. This danger could only be
averted by an immediate offensive by the whole of General
Samsonov's army against this front, i.e., due west, and not
north-westward, as proposed by General Samsonov in his
telegram. It is difficult to suppose that General Samsonov
lacked the courage to express definitely to the Commander of
the Group of Armies his own point of view regarding the op
erations, and 80 one mll~t seek a l'Iolution in the inefficieney
of the Second Army Staff. With the disorganization which
"See Plate 11.
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was supreme among this staff, we should not be surprised to
learn that Army Headquarters had as yet taken no measures
to obtain the information necessary to enable the Army
Commander to reach a decision. In actual fact no instruc
tions for the intelligence service had been issued to corps
and to cavalry divisions. Similarly we should in no wise
be surprised to learn that the reports of the XV and I Corps,
which were of great importance from the point of view of
strategy, had become submerged under the torrent of
unimportant reports and telegrams to which the Army Com
mander had to give his attention. The object of the work
of the General Staff, if properly regulated, is not to in
fluence the "volition" of the executive commander, but to
afford co-operation, by carefully preparing the data neces
sary for its development, to enable this volition to take
concrete form. This preparation should be based upon
the real facts of the situation, sifted out from all the material
reaching the staff. Further, the staff has no right to be
contented even with this very eh-tensive material: it ought
to "hunt" information, sending its officers forward to get
into direct touch with unit commanders to the end that these
factors of the situation which it is in human nature for
subordinates to dislike to commit to paper, or to delay in
so doing, may be quickly elucidated by personal contact.
Commencing the operations of the army with strate~
gical conceptions so sound as those expounded in General
Postovsky's memorandum, but with conceptions radicall;y
incompatible with the ideas of the Commander of the
Army Group regarding the operations, it would seem
that the staff of the Second Army should have displayed
special energy in the search for information respecting the
enemy. As an elementary measure to this end, it seems
obvious that officers of the army staff should have been
detailed to Headquarters of the I and XV Corps during the
first days of the march into Eastern Prussia, to enable th~
"eyes" of the Army Commander to distinguish at once the
first signs of the danger into which he was running-more
over, according to General Postavsky's statement, a danger
which was anticipated. This was not done.
The reports of the staff, apparently, were framed in
the form of abstract statements and presentiments, but gave
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no assistance, by means of clear and concrete estimates,
toward a.rriving at the proper decision. Under such con
ditions the resolution and "volition" of an executive com
mander becomes considerably weakened and influenced in
the direction of compromise.
Nevertheless General Samsonov's telegram caused con
siderable dissatisfaction on the part of General Jilinsky.
The Commander of the Second Army was censored for
failing to fulfil the Army Group directive, and subsequentl)'
telegram No. 3004, the contents of which were as follows,
was dispatched to him: "The German troops, after heavy
fighting culminating in the victory of General Rennenkampf,
are hastily retreating, blowing up the bridges behind them.
The enemy has apparently left only insignificant forces
facing you. Therefore, leaving one corps at Soldau, and
securing the safety of your left flank by echeloning it back
as necessary, you are to execute a most energetic offensive
against the front Sensburg-Allenstein, which I order to
be captured not later than the 25th August. The object of
your maneuver is to attack and intercept the enemy retiring
before General Rennenkampf's army, in order to cut off
the retreat of the Germans to the Vistula."
What strikes one above all on reading this telegram,
is that even the simple operation of drawing circles on the
map would have shown that the suggestion with regard to
intercepting the enemy retreating before the First Army,
by sending the Second Army due north, was completely
fantastic. No less fantastic was the whole plan of straying
across Eastern Prussia, with its numerous railway lines,
which permitted the Germans in the course of a few days
to create in whatever area they wished a concentration of
troops of sufficient strength to cut off General Samsonov's
army. The fact that General Jilinsky and his staff built
these castles in the air not only with regard to their own
troops, but also with regard to the enemy, also calls for
remark. "The enemy has apparently left only insignificant
forces facing you ... " writes General Jilinsky, though inci
dentally he and his staff had absolutely no data upon which
to found such an assertion. The actual case was the very
reverse. Firstly, from the very first, forces equal to four in
fantry divisions were opposite the Second Army. Secondly,
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on the 23d August the 3d Reserve Division had already
reached the XX Corps, General Miihlmann's Brigade was
coming up, and the leading echelons of the German I
Corps had commenced to move up. One would suppose that,
the higher the commander, the greater the necessity for
him to avoid the expression of baseless conclusions: other
wise he can only mislead his subordinates.
But it also appears to be one of the intrinsic peculiarities
of "strategic romanticism" that it closes the ears of com
manders to the demands of the situation. Their obstinac~T
in acting without regard to circumstances they erroneously
hold to be a display of will-power, but consider the reports
of subordinates in direct contact with the realities of the
situation to be branded by irresolution. So it was in the
case under our consideration. Army Group Headquarters
did not believe the information concerning the enemy which
had been collected by the staff of the Second Army; they
considered it exaggerated. It was this sort of attitude
which necessitated the continual repetition by General Sam
sonov of reports regarding the exhaustion of the troops and
the disorganization of the lines of communication. This
also was considered as a display of "weakness" on the part
of General Samsonov, and consequently, when forwarding
to General Danilov, the Quartermaster-General at G.H.Q.,
in telegram No. 3005, confirmation of the order issued by
General Jilinsky to General Samsonov, to continue the offen
sive northward, the Chief of the Staff of the Army Group
commenced his report with the words: "The Army Group
Commander has pointed out to General Samsonov the irres
olute nature of his actions .... "
At 7 :30 p.m. on the 23d the staff of the Second Army
issued Directive No.4 (given in full in Appendix No. 15).
This directive exactly fulfilled the requirements with regard
to operations expressed in telegram No. 3004 of the Army
Group Commander. But the interesting point is that the
following statement is included in the first lines of the
directive: "The enemy, defeated by our First Army, is
hastily retreating from the line of the Ri~er Angerapp,
covered, apparently, on the flank of our army by units- of
the XX Corps in the Allenstein area." These lines were
written at a time when numerous enemy guns had been
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thundering at Orlau and Frankenau since 4 o'clock in thE'
afternoon, and when a whole Russian corps was unable to
overcome the resistance opposed to it 35 versts to the south
of Allenstein. To this must be added the fact that it was
known in the I Corps on the afternoon of the 23d that an
airman had seen two encampments of a division each at
Gilgenburg. 33 Such behaviour on the part of the staff of
the Second Army can only be explained by the supposition
that, being in a state of chaos, they did not dare to believe
their own information, and preferred to see the situation
through the eyes of their stern superiors.
On the 24th August, having learned of the withdrawal
of the Germans from the Orlau-Frankenau position,
General Samsonov again telegraphed to the Staff of the
Army Group, requesting a change of the lines of operations
for the army. But again an offensive westward was not
in question, but only the compromise by which the army
was. to be directed against the front Allenstein-Osterode.
This time General Jilinsky agreed, and General Oranovsky,
his Chief of Staff, telegraphed:
"If it is certain that the enemy is retiring upon
Osterode, and in view of the fact that it will not be
practicable to cut the enemy's line of retreat on Konigsberg,
the Army Group Commander agrees that the Second Army
objective be changed to Osterode-Allenstein, but on condi
tion that the exit between the lakes and Allenstein be cover·
ed by one corps, with cavalry, which could most advantage
ously be moved to Sensburg, and which should execute ex
tensive reconnaissance: similarly air reconnaissance should
be carried out in this direction."
The reason for this consent can be found in the summary
of Intelligence concerning the enemy issued by the Staff of
the Army Group on the 24th August (No. 3401), in which
it was stated: "Contact has been lost with the enemy on
the First Army front. According to the statements of local
inhabitants he is retreating on Konigsberg, and in part on
Rastenburg.... " Evidently General Jilinsky and his staff
had begun to divine that it was impossible for the Second
Army to cut the line of retreat of the German Eighth Army
on Konigsberg. The basic idea of the plan of operations
""Brief strategic outline of the war of 1914·1918, Vol. I, pub
lished by the editorial office of "Voennoe Delo," Moscow, 1918. (p. 95.)
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remained the same: the compromise suggested by General
Samsonov was in accord. The information to the effect
that part of the enemy forces were retreating on Rastenburg
was the cause of a further compromise on the part of the
staff of the Army Group, namely, the detachment of a whole
corps (the VI) to cover the former line of operations of
the army.
The staff of the Army Gronp could see from a study
of the map, that the area in which the operations of the
Second Army must be developed was split up into two parts
by the expanse of forest and lake lying between Ortelsburg
-Allenstein and Neidenburg; (a) the Eastern part, with
road junctions at Bischofsburg, Wartenburg and Pas8en~
heim; (b) the Western, with a very elaborate network of
roads right to Osterode, Deutsch Eylau and Strasburg, The
region of forest and lake which formed the central part
of the area was traversed by but a single road, leading from
Passenheim to Jedwabno-Neidenburg,3'
With the intention of securing the right flank of the
offensive of the Second Army against the front Allenstein
Osterode, no decision was possible. save that of strengthening
the right flank itself at Allenstein. At Passenheim, where
the chain of lakes greatly facilitated the task of covering
the rear, an infantry brigade might have been left, to sup
port the cavalry sent forward to Bischofsburg, Under the
existing conditions it was nonsense, strategically, to send a
whole corps to cover the exit between Allenstein and the
principal Masurian Lakes. The matter stood thus: if enemy
forces were expected to attack in this direction· in strength
not exceeding a corps, it would appear criminal to expend
two divisions out of the Second Army, already weak, upon
this secondary and passive task; but if larger enemy forces
were to attack in this direction, then the corps torn from
the main body of the Second Army would run a serious risk
of separate defeat, This desire of General Jilinsky to insure
against every kind of failure was weakening the forces of
the very commander of whom he demanded superhuman
"resolution," The Staff of the Army Group was now ampu
tating another two infantry divisions (the VI Corps) from
the main body of the Second Army, as a "cover" for the area
"See Plates 6 and 12.
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between Allenstein and the principal lakes. What then was
left to General Samsonov wherewith to execute the "reso
lute" offensive into the heart of Eastern Prussia, now
directed against the front Allenstein-Osterode? Five
infantry divisions and 36 batteries. As we know, the forceg
at the disposal of General Scholtz, without taking into
account the reinforcements arriving for him, from the very
beginning amounted to 3t infantry divisions and 37 bat
teries!
Recalling examples from military history, one cannot
help remarking that the exercise of I'strategical resolution"
on the part of a commander has displayed itself above all
in a form such as that expressed in the words of Suvorov:
"Go into battle, assemble your troops, drain the lines of
communications .... " or in that which Napoleon under
stood by the words "the principle of economy of forces,"
Thus, on consideration of the way in which his forces were
grouped, one immediately perceives the striking strategical
irresolution and timidity displayed by the Commander of
the North-Western Army Group himself.
It should here be remarked that the transfer of the
units of the 3d Guards' Infantry Division (one of the
Divisions of the XXIII Corps) from Grodno to MIava had
commenced on the 23d or 24th August; at the same time
sanction had been accorded to General Samsonov to attach
to the XXIII Corps, in addition, the 1st Rifle Brigade from
Warsaw. 35 But in view of the speed with which the Second
Army was required to operate, this was a belated increase,
as the reinforcements could not possibly catch up with the
main body of the army.
The very way in which the orders of the Army Group
Commander were framed_" .... but on condition that the
exit between the Lakes and Allenstein be covered by one
corps, with cavalry, which could most advantageously be
moved to Sensburg, . , ." could but confuse the staff of the
Second Army, already uncertain enough in their strategic
conceptions, and indeed this staff left the VI Corps in an ad
vanced position at Bischofsburg, at a distance of 50 versts
from the flank of the army. Consequently the Second Army,
"The move of this brigade from Novogeorgievsk to Mtava had
commenced on the 25th August,
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with a strength of nine infantry divisions, was spread out by
evening upon the line Bischofsburg (the VI Corps) -Allen
stein (the XIII Corps)-Osterode (the XV Corps and half
the XXIII Carpal-Soldan (the I Corps) : i.e., on a front of
120 versts.
The instructions from Army Headquarters altering
Directive No.4, were only received by corps on the morning
of the 25th August. The XIII Corps, not knowing of this,
had sent back the 1st Infantry Division during the early part
of the 24th August to the place where it had previously
bivouacked, in the Omulefofen area. General Klyuev sup
posed that for the 25th August, in accordance with Directive
No.4, a march in the direction of Wartenburg lay before
him. But, as it turned out, he had now to march on Allen
stein. Thus, owing to the lack of organization on the part
of the staff of the army, the already exhausted infantry had
to execute unnecessary marches backwards and forwards.
On the evening of the 25th August the units of the Second
Army were disposed as follows:
The
Division
The
The
The

VI Corps in the Bischofsburg area, with the 4th Cavalry
at Sensburg.
XIII Corps in the Kurken area.
XV Corps delayed in the area: Orlau-Frankcnau.
XXIII Corps:
Th~ 2d Infantry Division at Lippau.
Th._, Units cf the 3d Guards' Infantry Division and the
1st !tiile Brigade--en route.
The I Corps: in the position: Usdau-Meischlitz-Koschlau
-GraBau, with one brigade of the 6th Cavalry Division on its
right flank in the area: Usdau-Gardienen and one brigade of
this division at Lensk.
The 15th Cavalry Division in the Zielun area.

On the 25th August the staff of the Second Army
received definite information of an enemy concentration in
the area Gr. Gardienen-Strasburg, opposite the left flank
of the army; on the other hand they received from the
Commander of the 4th Cavalry Division information that
considerable German forces had passed through Rastenburg
on the 24th August. sa
One would suppose that the Commander of the Second
Army could no longer have had any doubts as to the imme
diate necessity for wheeling the front of his army westward,
to meet the enemy attack threatening the left flank of the
""Strategic outline of the war of 1914-1918," Part I, by Tsikovich,
Moscow, 1922, p. 87.
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anny. There are many indications that on this day, the
25th, General Samsonov was seriously perturbed. From
the Commanders of the XIII and XV Corps General Sam
sonov could only obtain confirmation of his misgivings. The
unauthorized halt of the XV Corps at Orlau-Frankenau,
although justified by the necessity for organizing the supply
service of the corps, yet at the same time was doubtless due
to the desire of the Commander of the XV Corps to facilitate
the inevitable westward wheel of the Second Anny. A
similar attitude was also adopted by the other (the XIII)
Corps Commander. When, at dawn on the 26th, General
Klyuev received the Second Army Operations Orders,
ordering the continuation of the corps march to Allenstein,
he decided to defer the march of the corps until noon, and
sent an officer of the General Staff to report to the Army
Headquarters.
"Being well acquainted with the East Prussian theater,
and with the war games of the senior commanders of the
Gennan Great General Staff, and discounting the retreat
of the Germans north-westward, General Klyuev was all
the time of opinion that the main blow of the Germans
should be expected from the west, say against N eidenbnrg;
the more so as the whole position which had arisen strongly
reminded General Klyuev of the situation at the last war
game of the German General Staff.
"The Corps Commander set forth all these misgivings
in a letter to the Army Commander, in which he insisted on
the impossibility of advancing with such haste, as the rear
could not keep up, and shells would be exhausted in one good
battle; on the difficulty of organizing Signals and Intelli
gence, and on the urgent necessity for protecting the left
flank, remembering the last war game of the German Gen
eral Staff."3'
General Samsonov had no such assistance from his
own staff. In reply to his misgivings he was given reports
proving that the course of action mooted-to attack the
enemy assembling in the Gilgenburg-Lautenburg area, the
main blow to be dealt by the left flank of the Second Army
"would mean the retirement of the majority of the corps of
the army, which would by no means accord with the main
idea of the operations to force the Germans, by a swift
''''Brief outline of the operatiorul of General Samsonov's Army
of the Narev in Eastern Prussia in August 1914," by Fuchs, an officer
of the General Stall' of the XIII Corps. "Voenny Sbornik" No.4
(p. 131).
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adv~nce into their territory, to transfer eastward units
from their forces on the Western front." Further force was
given to these considerations by the assertion that a decision
on the part of the Army Commander to wheel westward
would mean "the entire re-grouping of the army, involving
the intersection of lines of communication." That such con
siderations lacked any foundation in fact may be seen from
the circumstance that, even on the 25th August, the Second
Army could have swiftly executed the necessary re-grouping,
with its front facing west, without any confusion on the
lines of communication, and without "the retirement of the
majority of the corps of the Army." To do so, it would
have been necessary for the XV Corps to march as far as
the line Skottau-Wirsbau on the 26th August; the XIII
Corps should have been given, in the Kurken area, the day's
halt so essential to them, preliminary to moving them on the
27th into the Waplitz-Michalken area; the 2d Infantry
Division38 should' have been left halted for the 26th and in
view of the fact that the belated units of the XXIII Corps
(i.e. the 3d Guards' Infantry Division and the 1st Rifle
Brigade) had got up to Mlava by rail, a favorable oppor
tunity presented itself for the assembly of the whole of the
XXIII Corps on the left of the I, with which object the 2d
Infantry Division during the following days should have
executed a mar~h to Soldau'from the area in which they were
halted. With the whole army thus wheeled facing west, the
presence of the VI Corps at Bischofsburg, which was already
unnecessary and dangerous, would have become positively
absurd. This corps might have been brought from Bischofs
burg to Passenheim, which move, in view of the reports
received from the 4th Cavalry Division concerning the march
through Rastenburg on the 24th August of large German
forces, ought to have been carried out by night.
The difficulties advanced with regard to the adoption
of such a course of action by General Samsonov thus had
no existence in the realities of the situation which had
arisen, and a staff so badly informed as to see obstacles
where none existed could not have been of any assistance
to the Commander of the Second Army,

"Of the XXIII Corps.
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In defense of General Samsonov's staff it must be said
that its work was greatly complicated by the chaos supreme
upon the lines of communication. This is well seen from
the report rendered by General Postovsky, the Chief of
Staff of the Army, to the Chief of Staff of the Group
of Armies, by direct wire on the 25th August, i.e. on
the very day upon which his every thought should have
been directed towards helping the Army Commander to find
a solution of the difficult problem regarding the operations
of the army. This report ran as folloW's:
"Though fully recognizing the necessity for advancing
unceasingly and energetically upon Allenstein-Osterode,
and beyond, following up the enemy, the Army Commander
has been forced to make a halt. The army has made a con
tinuous advance of 8 days from its starting position, and,
in consequence of the delay in arrival of certain field
bakeries and corps transport-the latter, moreover. being
lower than normal in carrying capacity, as single-horsed
carts were received instead of two-horsed-and in view also
of the army transport having arrived with a deficiency of
40% in vehicles, the army has had to be fed entirely with
bread brought up from the rear from augmented or private
bakeries. With these bakeries a considerable distance away
from troops ever advancing away from them, with wretched
sandy roads, and with the insufficiency of local fodder,
there has been inevitable delay in transport, preventing the
punctual supply of the troops with bread, for which reason
the troops have consumed some two-thirds of their iron
rations, although bread for them was on the way.
"Apart from this, there was no transport to the Tsyek
hanov issue depot, which, according to the instructions of
the Commissary of the Armies of the Group, was to be drawn
upon for the formation and refilling of supply dumps. It
has turned out to be hopeless to depend upon local resources
for the maintenance of supplies, as, on the one hand, the
stocks in the country are insignificant, and, on the other,
some of the regimental commissaries turn out to be quite
untrained.
"While recognizing a halt to be absolutely essential for
the army, the Army Commander will of course order units
to advance at any cost, should the Commander-in-Chief, in
view of the general situation, nevertheless consider such an
advance necessary.
"The Army Commander begs to convey to the Army
Group Commander this report regarding the necessity for a
halt, which he personally communicates by telephone, and
would add that all his corps commanders urgently request
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to be granted, in particular Martos (XV Corps) and Klyuev
(XIII Corps) 0"
Between the 17th and the 25th August the corps of the
Second Army had marched the following distances:
VI Corps-about 200 versts (22 verst.s per day).
XIII Corps-about 130 versts (16-18 versts per day).
XV Corp!l-8.bout 120 versts (with a battle on the 23d and
24th August).
XXIII Corps--about 190 versts (21 versts per day).

The corps had been marching through a terrain which
was difficult to traverse, in intense heat, driving before
them the enemy units which had been covering the frontier.
Prior to the 17th August the corps had covered great dis
tances without a halt, in order to reach their starting posi
tions.
The reply of the Staff of the Army Group to General
Postavsky's report was as follows: "With regard to a halt,
the Army Group Commander states that the Second Army
offensive has progressed considerably more slowly than he
expected. The enemy had already left Insterburg on the
23d August, and is therefore at least two marches away
from that town. In view of this, the Army Group Command
er finds it impossible to sanction a halt until the line Allen
stein-Osterode has been reached, as only then will it become
possible to threaten the enemy's line of retreat to the Lower
Vistula."
Army Headquarters was also making efforts to obtain
the sanction of the Commander of the Group of Armies to a
westward wheel of the army. A member of the staff relates
the following incident, which to some extent throws light on
the psychological conditions under which General Samsonov
had to carry out his difficult work. General Filimonov, the
Quartermaster-General of the Staff of the Army, had been
dispatched to the Staff of the Army Group, to render a per
sonal report to the Army Group Commander regarding the
danger threatening General Samsonov's left flank and rear.
General Jilinsky entirely disagreed with the considerations
laid before him, and demanded an immediate continuation
of the offensive into the heart of Eastern Prussia. More
over, he concluded his remarks, which were couched in the
sharpest of tones, by saying: "To see an enemy where he
does not exist is cowardice, but I will not pennit General
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Samsonov to play the coward, and demand of him the con~
tinuation of the offensive." Those who know the gallant
bearing of the late General Samsonov will understand how
this must have affected him in his further actions.
As a result, an operations order was issued by the Staff
of the Second Army on the 26th August. As intelligence
concerning the enemy, the following communication was
made in this order: uNo change before the front of the XV
and XIII Corps. At Allenstein there is more than a division
of the enemy'" On the 26th August the XIII, XV and XXIII
Corps were ordered to advance to the following lines: the
XIII to the line Kellaren-Darethen, the XV to the line
Schonfelde-Gusenofen, the XXIII to the main road Hohen
stein-Reichenau. The I Corps was ordered to remain in the
area it was occupying, between Gilgenburg and Soldau; to
safeguard the lines of communication of the army from at·
tack from the direction of Deutsch Eylau. The VI Corps,
with the 4th Cavalry Division, was to remain at Bischofs
burg, safeguarding the right flank of the army from attack
from the direction of Rastenburg. The 6th and 15th Cavalry
Divisions were to carry out Directive No.4. The Staff of
the Army was to be transferred to Neidenburg.89
The operations order of the 26th August is a direct
proof that the Army command had renounced the ideas by
which they had been guided, according to General Postov
sky's statement, at the commencement of operations. This
order of the 26th dispatched the XIII and XV Corps to
take Allenstein. It inclined the line of operations of the
army farther east, even in comparison to the line on Allen
stein-Osterode, sanctioned by Generaly Jilinsky after such
hard bargaining. Such a decision appears the more strange,
in view of the fact that the Staff of the Army had been
able to ascertain definitely, from reports received by it,
the existence of a concentration of large German forces
on the front Gilgenburg-Lautenburg. On the 25th August
a report had already been received from the Commander of
the I Corps concerning an enemy offensive from the direction
of Lautenburg and the Damerau Lakes. 40 Though in
lIThe contents of this order are given in Vatsetis' Book "Opera
tions in Eastern Prussia in July, August, and the beginning of
September, 1914." (Moscow, 1923, p. 72.)
""Strategic outline of the war of 1914-1918" Part 1. By Tsikho
vich, Moscow, 1922 (p. 88).
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possession of all the data necessary to elucidate the situa
tion, the Staff of the Second Army were unable to do so,
and communicated entirely groundless intelligence to the
troops; alleging the presence of "more than a division at
Allenstein" and dismissing other areas with a formula-"No
change before the front of the XIII and XV Corps." Finally.
by a similar use of formulae the Staff of the Army thought
to get rid of the danger threatening the left flank of the
army. A careful perusal of the orders herein given to the
I Corps is sufficient to convince one of this. The corps,
remaining in the area between Gilgenburg and Soldan, was
to safeguard the lines of communication of the army from
attack from the direction of Deutsch Eylau. On the 25th
August the I Corps, with a strength of two infantry divisions
and 14 batteries, having already extended its right flank
to Usdau, and covering a front of 20 versts, had to deploy
covering another 25 versts northward, following up the
2d Infantry Division which had moved away from it.
On the morning of the 26th August, impressed by the
report dated the 25th from the I Corps Commander, con
cerning an enemy offensive from the direction Lautenburg
and the Damerau Lakes, General Samsonov decided to post
pone the move of the XIII and XV Corps, but la.ter,
influenced by a conference of the members of the staff, gave
up this intention. His staff insisted on the continuation of
the march of these two corps, at the same time reinforcing
the I Corps with the 3d Guards' Infantry Division, the 1st
Rifle Brigade and a heavy artillery division, and placing the
6th and 15th Cavalry Divisions under the orders of the
Commander of the I Corps!l
To "raise the moral" of the Commander of the I Corps
and his troops, the following telegram was sent by the Staff
of the Army to General Artamonov: "Your task-to safe
guard the lines of communication of the army from attack
on the left flank-must be fulfilled whatever the cost. The
Army Commander is confident that even greatly superior
enemy forces will not be able to break down the resistance
of the glorious troops of the I Corps, upon whose action
depends the success of the operations in the advance to
Allenstein and beyond."
"Ibid p. 88.
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This concluded the work of the higher staffs in getting
the Second Army on to the battlefield. One must regretfully
state the fact that everything possible had been done to
insure the defeat of our troops in their impending collision
with the German Eighth Army. This conflict began on the
very next day; the army being engaged in battle on the
front Hohenstein-Soldau, and the VI Corps fighting an
engagement at Bischofsburg.

We must now make a digression, and describe what
had been happening on the enemy's side during these days,
in order to reveal in its entirety the terrible strategic
situation which had been created for the Second Army.
The battle of Gumbinnen had undermined the morale
of General Prittwitz, commanding the Eighth Army. He
and his Chief of Staff were relieved, and Hindenburg and
Ludendorff appointed in their place. The latter was sum
moned to the German G.H.Q., where he was interviewed,
after 6 p.m. on the 22d August, by General von Moltke, Chief
of Staff to the Emperor. General Ludendorff does not make
the nature of these negotiations public in his memoirs, but
it is a very reasonable supposition that General Moltke'f,
fundamental requirement was that Ludendorff should con
tinue the active defense of Eastern Prussia at any cost.
Thus Ludendorff, when with Moltke's staff, was not
forced to undertake any heroic enterprise. He occupied
himself only in issuing the instructions necessitated by the
task imposed upon the Eighth Army by the German Supreme
Command (General Milhlmann's 5th Landwehr Brigade
and a battalion of heavy howitzers were ordered to join the
XX Corps from the fortress of Thorn).
On p. 35 of his memoirs General Ludendorfi' asserts
that orders were also included in these instructions for the
I Corps to be detrained in the proximity of the right flank
of the XX Corps. This assertion, like many others in Luden
dorff's memoirs, traverses the facts, as can readily be
ascertained by comparing with it pp. 195, 198 and map
No. 11 of the memoirs of General Fran~ois, the commander
of the German I Corps ("Marneschlacht und Tannenberg").
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In his memoirs Hindenburg does not attempt to conceal
the fact that the fundamental idea of the operations against
the Russian Army of the Narev had already been settled
before he assumed command of the Eighth Army. The
following is his own description of his first meeting with
his Chief of Staff, which took place at 3 a.m. on the 23d
August in the special train which was to take the new
Commander of the Eighth Army to East Prussia, and which
was already occupied by General Ludendorff, who had come
from the German G.H.Q.
"In a few moments I had reached an agreement with
my Chief of Staff as to the view to be taken of the situation
which had arisen. In Coblentz General Ludendorff had
already issued the first instructions, which could not be
delayed if the struggle was to be continued to the East of
the Vistula. Above all, it was necessary not to remove the
point of detrainment of the I Corps far back to the East,
but to fix it in the Deutsch Eylau area, nearer to the enemy
and behind the right flank of the XX Corps. No further
decisions could be taken prior to arrival at Army Head
quarters, at Marienburg. Our conversation hardly lasted
half an hour . . . . We went to bed and I used the whole of
the time remaining at my disposal to rest."
On the afternoon of the 23d Hindenburg and Luden
dorff arrived at Eighth Army Headquarters at Marienburg.
At this time the Russian XV Corps had already come into
collision with the left flank of the XX Corps, which was
disposed in the fortified position Orlau-Frankenau.
The units sent to reinforce the XX Corps had com
menced to arrive:
The 3d Reserve Division was detraining at Allenste-in.
The I Corps had commenced its detrainment in the Deutsch
Eylau area.
General Muhlmann's Brigade was at Strasburg, under or
ders to proceed to Lautenburg.
Lastly, the detrainment of General von der Goltz' 1st Landw
wehr Divi3ion was to commence in three days' time in the
Osterode--Allenstein area.

Knowing what was the fighting strength of General
Samsonov's attacking army. we can definitely state that the
situation of the Germans could not be called critical. It is
true that the left flank of the XX Corps at Orlau-Frankenau
was threatened by concentrated Russian forces. But the
commander of this corps, holding on to the position at
Orlau-Frankenau with a part of his forces, was intent only
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on gaining time, to enable the remainder of the units placed
under his command to complete their march from the
Jedwabno-Ortelsburg area to the Gilgenburg area. This
maneuver, already decided on, as we know, on the 21st
August, and confirmed by General Prittwitz, had of course
also been approved by General Hindenburg, and thanks to
it the southern group of the Eighth Army was assembling
for a blow against the left flank and rear of the Russian
Army of the Narev.
Upon the arrival of all the units above enumerated the
Germans would be able to deploy 8! infantry divisions,
with 90 batteries, facing the Hohenstein-Soldan front.
There were only 9 infantry divisions, with 67 batteries,
dispersed between Ortelsburg and Soldau, in the whole of
General Samsonov's army.
In the preceding chapter we remarked on the fact that
as early as the 21st August, General Moltke had pointed out
to General Prittwitz the necessity for bringing up the XVII
and I Reserve Corps to reinforce the XX, with which object
he suggested taking these corps by the shortest routes in
the general direction of Allenstein. We also remarked at
the same time, that General Prittwitz considered this move
extremely risky, supposing a third Russian Army to be
advancing along the center line of operations from Graevo.
By the 23d August one of the Russian army directives had
fallen into the hands of the German staff (apparently
General Jilinsky's Directive No.1 dated the 13th August42 ) .
This directive had been found in the wallet of a dead Russian
officer. It provided quite definite confirmation of the fact
that only two Russian armies were operating against
Eastern Prussia, and that General Rennenkampf's army had
been ordered to operate to the north of the line of the
principal Masurian Lakes, while General Samsonov's ar~'
had been directed against the front Lotzen-Q.:rtelsburg.
All General Prittwitz' fears being thus proved baseless,
Eighth Army Headquarters sent orders to the XVII and
I Reserve Corps, changing the direction of their march: the
first was wheeled towards Bischofstein, the second, towards
Seeburg. In the execution of these movements, the above
named corps changed their bases to bridgeheads on the
"See Appendix No.6.
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River AIle, the first to that of the railway junction of
Heilsberg; the second to that at the railway junction of

Guttstadt.
The distance gained during the "break away" from
Rennenkampf's army, amounting to two marches of the
army, also insured the safety of the I Reserve and XVII
Corps from attack from the west in the course of their
march sQuth-westward, the more so as the bases of these
corps could gradually be transferred to bridgeheads on the
River AIle, in the Guttstadt area and south thereof.
Not being yet sure of the "distance gained," the Staff
of the Eighth Army quite rightly took measures to guard
against any attack on the part of the Russian First Army.
Two brigades of the 1st Cavalry Division were ordered to
cover the march of the XVII and I Reserve Corps from
Rennenkampf's army. Numerous Landsturm 4S commands
and detachments were available to co-operate with this
cavalry screen, which was also reinforced by four regiments
of the divisional cavalry of the XVII and I Reserve Corps.
In addition, to allow of timely support for the covering
screen by strong infantry units, the 6th Landwehr Infantry
Brigade, taken from the troops defending the neck of land
lying between the principal Masurian Lakes in the L6tzen-·
Nikolaiken area, was dispatched to Rastenburg. With the
same object the Commander of the XVII Corps ordered one
of his infantry divisions to be echeloned to the south of
Schippenbeil.
It pleased fate still further to lighten the task of the
Eighth Army Command. On the morning of the 24th
August, while Hindenburg and Ludendorff were on their
way from Army Headquarters (Marienburg) to XX Corps
Headquarters, some intercepted Russian wireless messages
were handed to them. These were the radio telegrams
whiCh we have already mentioned, from which it was
possible to ascertain with exactitude the strengths and
grouping of General Samsonov's VI, XIII and XV Corps.
By comparing these telegrams with the directive earlier
captured, it was possible to determine that the intercepted
... A report from General Gurka, Commanding the 1st Cavalry
Division, dated Santopen, the 29th August, refers to Landsturm taking
part in the fighting "in eivilian clothes."
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telegrams were no enemy ruse, but genuine operations in·
structions.
The revelations provided by these documents presented
to General Hindenburg and his staff a complete picture of
the offensive by the Russian Army of the Narev. The right
flank corps (the VI) of this army was marching from Ortels
burg to Bischofsburg, thus laying itself open to a blow from
the German corps converging from the north. All anxiety
on the part of the Command of the Eighth Army regarding
the further march south-westward of these corps must now
have disappeared.
The intelligence as to the Russian operations, which
had been obtained thanks to the disorganization of ollr
higher staffs, not only facilitated the task of Hindenburg
and his staff as regards the course to be adopted in the
Bischofsburg area: it also enabled them, with a knowledge
of "enemy intentions" unprecedented in the whole of mili
tary history, to prepare a blow against the left flank and
lines of communications of the main body of the Army of the
Narev, dispatching 8% infantry divisions for this purpose.
With what forces could General Samsonov's anny
oppose this blow? Seven infantry divisions and considerably
weaker artillery.
Nevertheless, on the evening of the same day, i.e. the
24th August, a telegram signed by Hindenburg was sent b~'
the staff of the Eighth Army to German G.H.Q. the contents
being as follows:
"It has been decided to hold the XX Corps position, as
retirement therefrom would be equivalent to defeat. The
junction with the I Corps has been delayed. The XVII and
I Reserve Corps are being brought up on the left flank.
Morale is high, although the possibility of an adverse result
cannot be dismissed."
This lack of confidence on the part of the Command of
the German Eighth Army was due to two reasons:
1. The left flank of the XX Corps had been pinched out
and annihilated at Frankenau-Orlau. The valiant exploitfl
of the Russian troops seemed to confirm the pessimism of
General Prittwitz.
2. On the 23d August strong Russian cavalry units
had occupied the village of Gorzno (12 versts south-west of
Lautenburg) . This intelligence anew caused the staff of
the Eighth Army to be apprehensive of an offensive by the
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left flank of General Samsonov's army in the area west of
Miava. An offensive by large Russian forces against
Lautenburg would have endangered the German I Corps,
coming up on the right flank of the XX.
The intercepted Russian directive did not enumerate
the forces included in the establishment of the army, and.
the intercepted radio telegrams were instructions issued
to individual corps. The Staff of the Eighth Army had
every right to suppose that there were other corps in the
strength of the Russian Army of the Narev, the more so, as
the air reconnaissance of preceding days had confirmed the
existence of a strong concentration in the Warsaw and
Novogeorgievsk areas. Hindenburg and his General Staff,
like Prittwitz on the day of the battle of Gumbinnen, could
not manage to credit the gross blunders of Russian strategy,
which were being depicted before them in sober reality.
Let us suppose that General Samsonov had carried out
the demands of General Jilinsky, and that the main forces
of the Second Army had continued the offensive against the
Seeburg-Rastenburg front. The main body would have
reached this line not earlier than the 27th August. Here
they would next have had to encounter the German XVII
and I Reserve Corps and the 6th Landwehr brigade-a total
of 41h divisions, with 48 batteries-on the line Bischof~
stein-Seeburg. But up to this time the maximum strength
of the main body of General Samsonov's army could not
have exceeded six infantry divisions (the VI, XIII and XV
Corps) as the I Corps, in accordance with G.H.Q. instruc
tions, was to remain in the Soldan area, and, furthermore.
General Samsonov would have been obliged to leave at least
one infantry division (the XXIII Corps) in the Hohenstein
Allenstein area to guard his left flank and lines of commu
nications. Thus, in a battle on the Bischofstein-Seeburg
front General Samsonov would have deployed forces very
little superior to the German, for his six divisions would
have had a total of about 50 batteries. Consequently, the
battle would in any case have been of a very protracted
nature, and moreover, even in case of a Russian success,
the German corps could have withdrawn along their lines
of communications: the XVII to Heilsberg, and the I Reserve
to Guttstadt. It is true that by the evening of the 29th
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August 4% divisions of General Rennenkampf's army (the
IV and II Corps) would have reached the line Bischofstein
Preussisch Eylau, threatening the lines of communication
of the XVII Corps on the left flank, and the XVII and I
Reserve Corps would have been obliged to withdraw their
front still farther with the left flank moved back, say to
Wormditt. This would have protracted the Russian
maneuver another few days. The Guards' Reserve and
XI Corps, transferred from France, would have completed
their detrainment and have been on the line of the River
Passarga by the 3d September, and their arrival would
have made a considerable difference in the relative strengths,
as the Germans with 8 1/2 divisions would have had no less
than 104 batteries against the 10 112 divisions of the combined
forces of Generals Samsonov and Rennenkampf, which
would have had a total of 80 batteries available. It is true
that General Rennenkampf at some risk could have also
brought up on the right flank the divisions of the III Corps,
which were fighting to the West of the River AIle: this
would have brought the total of divisions up to 12¥2' but
the number of batteries would only have been increased to
95. Thus the battle would still have dragged on, but by now
catastrophe would already have ensued in rear of General
Samsonov's army. During the 26th and 27th August, the
right flank of the Southern group of the German Eighth
Army would have defeated the Russian I Corps at Soldau
and have thrown it back to Mlava. 44 Not later than the
29th August the main body of the Southern Group would
have reached the Jedwabno--Allenstein line. Thus, on the
same day that the left flank of the German XVII Corps
would have been threatened by Rennenkampf's divisions,
the Southern group of the Eighth Army would have been
menacing the whole of the communications of General Sam
sonov's army. The further advance of this group, with the
main railway line Allenstein-Korschen as its axis, could
not have been prevented by General Samsonov. Even if the
Russian Guards' Corps had reinforced the I Corps, the
safety of the operations of the Southern group of the German
Eighth Army would have been securely guaranteed by the
troops of General Unger (four brigades) and General Miihl·
"As happened in actual fact.
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mann (1 brigade), for whom the division of General von
der Goltz could have served as an immediate reserve. The
I and XX Corps, reinforced by the 3d Reserve Division,
i.e. five infantry divisions with 67 batteries, would have
been dispatched to strike a blow against the communica
tions of General Samsonov's army. There can be no doubt
as to the fate of General Samsonov's army: it would have
been another such disaster as overtook its center in the
Forest of Napivod. But what would have been still more
tragic is the fact that the divisions of General Rennen
kampf's army, far to the west of the River Aile, would have
shared this fate.
During the 24th and 25th August the situation became
still more clear to the Staff of the Eighth Army. An offen
sive of the VI Corps against Bischofsburg was quite defi
nitely indicated. The Russian 4th Cavalry Division was
identified to the east of this corps at Sensburg. The Russian
XIII Corps had reached the neck of land between Lakes
Lansker and Grosse Plautziger. Farther left, it was
established that forces were advancing echeloned on the
right flank of the XV and XXIII Corps. Finally, it was
ascertained for certain that only Russian cavalry were
operating in the direction of Lautenburg and west thereof,
and that only one Russian Corps, the I, was attacking from
Soldau.
"The temptation was very strong" writes General
Ludendorff in his memoirs, "to make a detour south of
Soldau, in order to turn the flank of the Russian I Corp;~
also. The shock of such a blow to the N arev Army, com
bined with the advance of the XVII and I Reserve Corps,
might have led to the complete destruction of the enemy.
But our strength was not sufficient for this. Therefore I
proposed to General Hindenburg that the I Corps should at
tack from Eylau and Montowo, together with the right flank
of the reinforced XX Corps from Gilgenburg. both towards
Usdau, with the object of driving the Russian I Corps south
from Soldau; thereafter our I Corps was to be sent to
Neidenburg, to surround, together with the XVII and I
Reserve Corps, at least the main body of the Army of the
Narev. One must learn to limit one's obiectives in order to
attain success."4r;
"Ludendorff, "Meine Kriegserinnerungen" p. 39.
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Upon studying the map, one can at once perceive that
the main blow of the Southern group of the Eighth Army
would lead to the seizure of all the Russian Second Army
lines of communication which passed west of the region of
forest and lake between Neidenburg and WilIenberg.
The dispositions of the German troops assembling be
tween Lake -Mtihlen and Lautenburg were as follows on the
evening of the 25th August:
The reinforced XX Corps (General Scholtz) had deployed
its two first line divisions facing south-east ,between Lakes
Miihlen and Grosse Damerau; General Unger's Division was at
Gilgenburg.
The 3d Reserve Dh'ision was assembled echeloned to the rear
of the left flank of the XX Corps, behind the River Drewenz.
The I Corps was assembled to the south-west of Lake Grosse
Damerau, behind the line of lakes stretching from Gilgenburg
to Lautenburg.
Lauter:.burg was occupied by General Miihlmann's Brigade.

For the speedier execution of the plan conceived it
appeared essential to expedite the concentration of the
I Corps. With this object orders were issued to advance
the points of detrainment of its divisions; on the 23d and
24th August the detrainment of troops of the 1st Division
had been taking place at Deutsch Eylau, and of the 2d at
Bischofswerder; now, with Miihlmann's brigade advanced
to Lautenburg, and under cover of units of the I Corps
which had already arrived and had marched ahead, these
points of detrainment could be changed, to Zajonskowo for
the 1st Division, and to Neumark for the 2d. " . . . Day and
night, train after train, at intervals of half an hour, the
I Corps rolled on towards its detraining stations southward
of Deutsch Eylau," writes an officer of the General Staff of
the Eighth Army;46 "instead of the one to two hours laid
down in peace time for unloading, echelons were allowed
25 minutes or less. The railway employes worked to the
last ounce of their strength. Neglecting alI railway regula
tions, without paying any attention to signals, the trains
were driven one behind another on every free sector, in
order to reach the platform ordered without losing a moment
of the time given for unloading. This demanded continued
and intense exertion on the part of all the railway employes,
despite their complete exhaustion. Such a decision was
""Mit Hindenbur&' bei Tannenberg," N. von Stephani, p. 25.
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extremely daring. The failure of one single brake might
have resulted not merely in loss of life, but in the stoppage of
traffic upon a whole section of the railway. But he who
takes no risks will win no battles. Everything possible had
to be done to expedite the arrival of the I Corps on the
battlefield. On the evening of the 26th August General
Hindenburg thanked the officer in charge of railway trans
port, in the following words: 'If we attain great results
today, it will in large measure be thanks to you.' "
Despite all these expedients, on the morning of the
26th the Commander of the I Corps only had 20 batteries
out of 30 at his disposal:
In view of the fact that the 26th August had been fixed
for the commencement of the Eighth Army offensive,
General Frani;ois asked General Hindenburg to postpone
this commencement by one day. General Ludendorff, who
was present during this conversation, insisted that it was
impossible to defer the day of attack. General Franc;ois
writes as follows in his memoirs: "If the order is given,"
I replied, "of course the troops will attack; only they will be
obliged to fight with the bayonet. Hindenburg remained
silent," he adds.
At 8 :30 p.m. on the 25th August General Hindenburg
issued Army Orders for the 26th. For this day a combined
offensive by the I Corps and the right flank of the XX
against the right flank of the Russian I Corps, in position
at Usdau and to the north thereof, was ordered, with the
object of opening the way for the farther advance on N eiden
burg. The offensive of the German I Corps was directed
upon UOOau, and that of the right flank of the XX Corps
upon J ankowitz. Prior to carrying out this main idea, the
German I Corps had to debouch from the line of the lakes
lying between Gilgenburg and Lautenburg. This was the
first task, and the German I Corps was ordered to execute
it by obtaining possession of the high ground at Seeben by
4 a.m., while the right flank of the XX Corps was to co
operate in this debouchment by attacking in the direction of
Grieben, against units of the Russian I Corps which had
been pushed out ahead, and had entrenched in the Bergling
Grieben area.U
"For a full translation of this order see Appendix No. 16.
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During the 25th August orders had been sent to
General Belov, commanding the I Reserve Corps, for his
corps, in co-operation with the XVII Corps and the 6th
Landwehr Brigade, to attack the Russian Corps isolated at
Bischofsburg, and to try to drive it back to Ortelsburg.
Thus the detachment of the Russian VI Corps to Bis
chofsburg not only exposed it to attack by enemy forces
several times larger, but further served as the strategical
bait which tempted the Germans to send their I Reserve
and XVII Corps round in rear of our right flank.
Recalling the information given above as to the
remaining Russian corps, it will be seen that on the 26th
the XIII Corps was advancing into the empty air; the
extreme right flank of the XV Corps at Mtihlen must collide
with General Unger's left flank division, and in addition,
the corps in its further advance in the direction ordered
would expose its flank to a blow from the German 3d Re
serve Division, assembled at Reichenau in full readiness for
an offensive. The Commander of the XV Corps would have
to be very skillful to avoid falling into a trap. The one
division of the XXIII Corps (the 2d) was marching in an
oblique direction towards the front of the main body of the
German XX Corps, thus exposing its left flank and rear to
lit. The Russian I Corps, fettered to the Soldan area,
remained with its right flank in the air at Usdau. The
farther north the 2d Division marched, the wider were we
opening by our own action the right half of the gates which
had closed the way to N eidenburg from the Germans.
On comparing the strategy of the two sides it is not
difficult to foresee the result, which might be likened to
that which must ensue were two opponents at checkers to
move their men, one playing the ordinary game, and the
other the "losing game."18
""Poddavki"-a Russian form of checkers, the object being to
lose all one's men. (Translator's note.)

CHAPTER VIII

The Battles of General Samsonov's
Army on the 26th, 27th,
and 28th August
tPlates 4, 6, 13, 14, and 15)

It was impossible to concentrate General Samsonov's
army, spread out fanwise as it was, in time for the decisive
days of the battle. The army battle resolved itl:lelf into a
number of entirely independent corps engagements, and
therefore the operations of the 26th and 27th August, the
days which decided the fate of the Second Army. must be
discussed separately for each corps. For the sake of con
venience we will commence with an account of the engage
ments fought on the front Hohenstein-Soldau.

Up to 1 p.m. on the 26th August General Klyuev. the
Commander of the XIII Corps, expecting the cancellation of
the Army Orders, had not commenced the northward march
ordered therein. The order to march on Allenstein was
confirmed at 1 p.m., and the corps advanced towards Allen
stein in two columns. By evening, without encountering
any resistance, the corps had debouched from the defile
formed by Lakes Lansker and Gross Plautziger, leading to
the line specified in Army Orders (Darethen-Kellaren).
A heavy bombardment in the Hohenstein area was heard
during the march, but Lake Plautziger rendered it impossi
ble to afford any immediate co-operation to the XV Corps.
General Klyuev considered that General Samsonov had con
finned the order to advance on Allenstein; he did not venture
to wheel his corps through nearly 180 degrees on his own
initiative. He therefore telegraphed to the Staff of the
Army on the evening of the 26th, as follows: "I propose to
march to the assistance of the XV Corps." However,
shortly after the dispatch of this telegram Operation Orders
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for the 27th arrived from the Staff of the Army. The fol
lowing were the orders issued to corps:
"The VI Corps, leaving a screening force at Bischofs
burg, is to march on Allenstein, to co-operate with the XIII
and XV Corps in striking a blow against the left flank of
the enemy; the XIII and XV Corps are to continue their
offensive, aiming at the occupation of the line Allenstein
Osterode; the I Corps is to continue in the execution of its
present task of safeguarding the left flank of the army."l
By this time communication between the XIII Corps
and the Staff of the Army had been temporarily interrupted,
as the local inhabitants were tearing down the telegraph
lines wholesale. There was also a breakdown in communi
cation with the VI Corps. A liaison officer who arrived on
the 25th August from the Staff of the VI Corps could onl)'
report that the corps had marched north towards Bischofs
burg in accordance with the instructions of the Staff of the
Army. There were no reports from the frontier guard
patrols which had been sent out in this direction. None of
the attempts made by the wireless station to call up the
VI Corps during the night 25th-26th led to any result, for
the powerful station of the Fortress of Novogeorgievsk was
working the whole night, transmitting reports and returns
to G.H.Q., and the weaker field stations could not get through
with their calls. Just before dawn success was acheived,
and information demanded with regard to the situation,
but the reply received could not be deciphered, and the VI
Corps made no reply to subsequent calls. Communication
with the VI Corps could not be re-established throughout the
whole of the 26th.
Corps reconnaissance reports stated that Allenstein
had been evacuated by the Germans. The presumption was
that the Germans, not wishing to subject the town to a
bombardment, had retired to the north. Also, according to
the information communicated by the Staff of the Army,
there were two German corps in the area Guttstadt-Allen
stein-Osterode. Under such conditions General Klyuev
feared to take the initiative and thereby fail to comply with
Army Orders, lest he should place the VI Corps, which had
been sent to Allenstein, in a difficult position. There were
"'Operations in Eastern Prussia in July, August, and the
ginning of September 1914," Vatsetis, Moscow, 1923, p. 83.
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other reasons, connected with the maintenance of supplies.
arguing for the immediate occupation of Allenstein. The
corps had now been for several days without bread, and the
supply of biscuits was also exhausted. The XIII Corps was
now seven marches away from its base at Ostrolenko, and,
as there was not even corps transport. as soon as the frontier
was crossed it had become impossible to bring up supplies.
General Klyuev intended to feed his hungry troops by
requisitioning the bakeries of some center of population.
As no reply had been received from the Staff of the
Army in the course of the night 26th-27th, General Klyuev
was forced to ask the Commander of the XV Corps whether
the assistance of the XIII Corps would be required by him
on the 27th. On the morning of the 27th, when the Corps
column had commenced to march off, a telegram was
received from the Commander of the XV Corps, asking for
co-operation. General Klyuev decided to move the nearest
division (the 1st) to Hohenstein immediately, and to con
centrate the other (the 36th) in the Stabigotten area, to
enable him, as soon as the situation should become clear,
either to move this division also to Hohenstein, or else, in
case of need, to march it to Allenstein to assist the VI Corps.
However, before the Staff of the Corps had had time to
issue the necessary orders, a second telegram was received
from the Commander of the XV Corps: "By orders of the
Army Commander please send a brigade to report here for
orders." General Klyuev took this telegram as the answer
not only of the Commander of the XV Corps, but of the
Army Commander also. The 2d Brigade of the 1st Divi
sion, together with a group of artillery, was immediately
sent to afford assistance, but the remaining units of the
Corps were marched to Allenstein, which was occupied with
out fighting during the latter half of the 27th A'.1gust.
Shortly after the arrival of these units in Allenstein,
two aviators landed there. One of them rendered a report
of the dispositions of the XV Corps. The other stated that
when flying over Wartenburg he had seen two columns, say
a division each in strength, marching towards that town
from the south-east; he could not say whether they were our
own or the enemy's.
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An officer of the General Staff of the XUI Corps had
occupied the observer's seat in the first machine, in order
to ascertain with greater accuracy the trace of the XV Corps
front. Concerning the columns which had been observed
approaching Wartenburg the Corps Staff was convinced
beyond doubt that this must be the VI Corps on the march;
as regards both time and direction thE" information given
by the aviator fully justified this conviction. This aviator
was entrusted with a dispatch containing a statement of the
situation, and was ordered to land beside one of the columns
he had seen, and to transmit the dispatch to General Blago
veshchensky, the Commander of the VI Corps. Inter alia,
in this situation General Klyuev declared it to be his inten
tion, failing the receipt of instructions from the Staff of the
Army by the morning of the 28th August, to march the XIII
Corps at dawn, either to Hohenstein, or, if the situation so
required, to Osterode, to co-operate with the XV Corps. A
mounted reconnaissance party under an officer was dis
patched by the Corps Staff to Wartenburg, to verify the
aviator's information.
The aviator flew off, but had not returned by nightfall.
In view of the poor condition of the machines, this circum
stance caused no special anxiety.
The conviction that the VI Corps was approaching was
so strong that when one of the scouts who had been sent out
in the afternoon by General Prejentsov, the Commander
of the 36th Division, galloped up to him that evening and
reported that he had seen a column marching towards
Wartenburg, and that when he had approached this column
they had fired on him, General Prejentsov attached no
particular importance to this, as cases had previously
occurred of our own troops firing on our scouts, and even
on members of the staff carrying orders.
On the evening of the 27th August the followinJ_~
message was received by the Staff of the XIII Corps from
the Commander of the nearer division of the XV Corps:
"By order of the Army Commander the XIII Corps is placed
under the ordere of the Commander of the XV Corps. The
Commander of the XV Corps orders an immediate march
to co-operate with the XV Corps by directing a blow against
the left flank of the enemy." By this time the officer of
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the General Staff who had been flying over the XV Corps
positions had returned to the Staff of the XIII Corps and
had reported in detail on what he had seen, It was however
quite impracticable to turn Qut the corps immediately for
a night march, as the troops had already marched ten days
without a rest and were utterly exhausted. The march
could only be ordered to commence at dawn on the 28th
August. In view of the fact that the XIII Corps would have
to complete a march of more than 30 versts in the cour~e
of the 28th, General Klyuev considered that on the evening
of the 28th the corps would only have time to deploy and
that his forces as a whole would not be able to join battle
to the sQuth-west of Hohenstein before the 29th August.
Therefore, fearing a German blow against Neidenburg from
the west, General Klyuev sent a message to the Commander
of the XV Corps, stating that the moyement which he had
been ordered to carry out would only be of use, should the
XV Corps be in a position to hold its ground up to the
morning of the 29th; he therefore asked for an officer of
the General Staff, with a full estimate of the situation
up to date, to be sent to meet him before the XIII Corps
reached the battlefield. Z
This completes the sum total of the part played by the
XIII Corps during the decisive days of the fighting between
the Second Army and the Germans. Thus, out of the five
infantry divisions left in General Samsono\"'s hands for the
decisive operations, by sending the XIII Corps in the wrong
direction, he had deprived himself of the use of one and a
half infantry divisions in the battle, Le. a third of his
strength,low as it was already.
The crucial strain in these operations fell entirely upon
the two divisions of the XV Corps.
On the morning of the 26th August the XV Corps
marched off in three columns in the direction specified for
it in Army Orders. By 1 p.m. it had reached the line
Schwedrich-Nadrau-Waplitz and had then entered thE'
battle area. The town of Hohenstein itself was occupied by
a brigade of the 8th Infantry Division (the central column)
without fighting. However, the 6th Infantry Division (the
""Brief outline of the operations of the Army of the Narev," by
V. Fuchs, of the General Staff of the XIII Corps; "Voenny Sbornik,"
No.4, pp. 134, 135, 136 (Belgrade).
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left-hand column), had encountered stubborn resistance
on the part of the enemy, especially in the MUhlen area,
where it became involved in a hot fight. By evening the
6th Division had deployed, with its left flank facing Mlihlen,
and its center and right flank on the line Lichtenen-K5
nigsgut; the 8th Infantry Division was occupying the line
Grieslienen-Hohenstein.
It had become clear, from reports from the troops and
from the results of reconnaissance, that the main line of
resistance of the enemy was on the western bank of the
River Drewenz. At the same time air information had been
received, to the effect that there was a strongly fortified
position extending between Lakes MHhlen and Damerau,
and that a large number of batteries were in that locality.
This latter information was immediately communicated to
the Staff of the Army and the 2d Infantry Division, which
was attacking upon this front.
The Commander of the XV Corps estimated the situa
tion quite correctly, and decided, before continuing the
march forward in accordance with Army Orders, to defeat
the enemy in his position on the bank of the River Drewenz.
For this purpose, however, it was necessary to wheel the
corps, during the night 26th-27th August, through an angle
of more than 45 degrees. This decision was communicated
to the Staff of the Army.
"On the morning of the 27th August" writes General
Martos: 3 "I sent Colonel Panash (in whom I had the utmost
confidence) to the General Staff telephone, to inform Genera!
Postovsky4 of my firm belief that it was essential to the
success of the whole operation that General Klyuev's corps
should combine with me, instead of marching on Allenstein.
The two corps together could then inflict another defeat
upon the Germans, whose strength, from the number of
their heavy guns, I estimated to be not greater than one
corps. General Postavsky replied that the Army Commander
did not wish to confine General Klyuev's initiative, but that
one brigade of the XIII Corps would be placed at my disposal
for the occupation of Hohenstein and for a blow against
the Germans from that town. I was greatly surprised at
this reply, as it was not upon his own initiative that Klyuev
'''Outline of the operations of the XV Corps in Eastern Pru:;sia
in 1914," by General Martos, p. 13. Manuscript in the possession of
the author.
'Chief of Staff of the Second Army.
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was marching upon Allenstein, but only in fulfilment of
Army Orders. . . ."
It may be concluded from the further description of
this incident given by General Mams, that the report of
the XV Corps Commander, which was of the greatest
importance from the point of view of strategy and which
had been conveyed by Colonel Panash to the Chief of Staff
of the Army, was not transmitted by the latter to General
Samsonov.
"Thus, on the morning of the 27th August," General
Martos goes on to say, "when I delivered an attack with
the whole corps against the enemy position, the XIII Corps
was being marched to Allenstein. in the opposite direction."
The battle raged from the morning of the 27th August.
The XV Corps was now fi,ghting on a front between Drobnitz
and Miihlen, facing west. The enemy's resistance was stub
born, and the Brigade of the XIII Corps, which arrived from
Stabigotten in the afternoon, was sent from Hohenstein to
Drobnitz, to outflank the enemy's left from the north.
About 4 p.m. the Corps Commander issued orders for a
general attack. The units of the XV Corps despite heavy
losses, commenced an energetic offensive upon the whole
front. About 7 p.m. the Russians succeeded in obtaining
temporary possession of Miihlen, which was strongly
fortified. Nevertheless at nightfall the Germans were still
holding their positions on the bank of the River Drewenz.
The Brigade of the XIII Corps had not fulfilled its task, and
the German left flank still extended behind the River
Drewenz to the north of Dr6bnitz. At nightfall this brigade
was entangled in the forests to the south of the colony of
Platteinen. Worn out by ceaseless marches, and by the
forced march again executed on the 27th, it fell a victim to
panic and retreated in disorder to Hohenstein.
"About 5 p.m., with a continuous bombardment in
progress along the whole corps front, and with the rifle and
machine-gun fire increasing from moment to moment,"
writes General Martos, "I was called to the telephone by
General Postavsky . . . ."
" . . . . General Postoysky transmitted to me the
follo"\,.. ing orders from the Anny Commander: on the
morning of the 28th August the XV Corps was to march
on Allenstein to co-operate with the XIII and VI Corps.
He added that a strong concentration would thus be formed
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for a blow against the Germans. I replied that it was
impossible to carry out these instructions, as all the units
of the corps were engaged in fierce fighting, and the enemy
was receiving continual reinforcements, and that an aviator
who had returned a short time previously reported a con
tinuous movement of German troops towards the east. When
Postovsky neverthdess began to insist on the execution of
these orders, I declared to him finally that the Army Com
mander could appoint a General to take over the corps, and
relieve me of my command. 'I will report our conversation
to the Army Commander,' replied Postavsky, 'and in an
hour's time I will call you up on the telephone: However
he did not again call me to the telephone . . . ."
The 2d Infantry Division (the XXIII Corps) was to
have marched to the south of the XV Corps, echeloned in
rear of its left flank. It passed the night preceding the 26th
August at Skottau and Lippau. By the evening of the
26th it was to have reached the line of the main road
Hohenstein-Reichenau. The division marched off in two
columns; the left (the 2d Brigade) marched westward of
Lake Kownatken to Gross Gardienen-Thurau; the right
(the lst Brigade) marched eastward of Lake Kownatken to
Seythen-Miihlen. On the line Gross Gardienen-Thurau
Seythen both brigades came under a cruel fire from an
artillery many times stronger than theirs. Nevertheless the
2d Infantry Division, which had become extended over a
front of 10 versts, continued to advance with determination.
In the end, after suffering very heavy casualties, both bri
gades retreated; the 2d Brigade to Lippau, the 1st to
Janishkau.
Lest the reader should unjustly condemn these troops,
we will give here a few details of the operations of one of
the brigades which suffered most on this day, namely the 2d.
An account of the attack by the 7th Reval Infantry Regi
ment shows that before attacking Thurau the regiment had
had to conduct an advance under the flanking fire of the
enemy. Nevertheless the regiment advanced cheerfully, in
spired by the gallant example of its commander and officers.
The first line of German trenches was captured, but when
the regiment executed a further advance, it came under
the fire of heavy artillery, to which our field guns could
not even reply, as they were outranged. Considerable enemy
forces then charged the left flank of the regiment. The
M
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details of the fighting afford many examples of striking
heroism. The handfuls of men remaining Qut of the reg';·
ment, which had melted away owing to its losses, executed
several counterattacks in which they got to grips with the
bayonet. With one of these groups was the regimental
commander, who had been severely wounded. But no
amount of heroism could re-establish the situation. The
remnants of the regiment fell back, with difficulty getting
their standard away. The Reval Regiment, which had 131j2
companies in this engagement, lost in killed and wounded
51 officers and 2,800 other ranks, i.e., more than 75%. For
all practicable purposes the regiment had ceased to exist.
On the following day, the 27th August, under heavy
enemy pressure the 1st Brigade retreated to Frankenau,
but the remnants of the 2d Brigade retreated to Neidenburg
in complete disorder. The men were absolutely worn out,
there was no small-arms ammunition. and for three days
now no bread or biscuits had been issued.
As a result the road from Gilgenburg to Neidenburg
was completely open to the Germans. These roads led direct
to the rear of the XV and XIII Corps.
On the morning of the 26th August the I Corps, under
the command of General Artamonov, Was disposed as
follows: the 24th Infantry Division was deployed on the
front Usdau-Grallau, thus threatening to turn the right
flank of the German XX Corps, which was to the south
of Lake Damerau. Advanced units of the same division
had been pushed forward to the line Bergling-Seeben
Murawken; on the right flank of this division was the 1st
Brigade of the 6th Cavalry Division (General Stempel).
On the left flank a brigade of the 22d Division had been
pushed forward in the direction of Heinrichsdorf. The
other brigade of this division was in corps reserve at Soldau.
The 2d Brigade of the 6th Cavalry Division was operating
in the Lensk area. Finally, the 15th Cavalry Division was
operating still farther to the left, in the direction of Lauten
burg and to the south of it.
During the second half of the 25th August the 15th
Cavalry Division was hotly engaged at Lautenburg, which
they occupied for a period. Here they had to deal with
General Muhlmann's Brigade, which had advanced from
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Strasburg. After street fighting the town of Lautenburg
was again captured by the Germans.
As already stated, on the 25th August General Arta
monov reported to the Staff of the Army that the Germans
had commenced an offensive from the direction of Lauten
burg and Lake Damerau, and that General Samsonov had
placed the 1st Rifle Brigade and 3d Guards' Infantry
Division, which had arrived at Mlava, under the orders of
the Commander of the I Corps.
A German offensive upon the whole front commenced
from the early morning of the 26th August.
The advanced units of the 24th Infantry Division were
holding out stubbornly in the area Seeben-Gross Koschlau.
In view of the strength of the attack being developed by the
Germans against the right flank of the Russian I Corps,
General Artamonov transferred his corps reserve to Frodau.
By evening the right flank and center of the I Corps had
fallen back to the line Wilhelmshof (one verst to the north
of Usdau)-Gross Tauersee. The enemy was now occupying
the front Gross Grieben-Meischlitz-Heinrichsdorf.
General Artamonov's reports to the Staff of the Army
regarding the fighting of this day were optimistic and might
even be characterized as boastful. At night the 1st Rifle
Brigade arrived at Soldau from Mlava, but nevertheless
the I Corps was in an extremely dangerous situation. Owing
to the defeat inflicted on the 2d Infantry Division by the
Germans on the 26th August, the right flank of the I Corps
at Usdau was hanging in the air. The brigade of the 6th
Cavalry Division without artillery was no safeguard, and
could only screen the empty expanse which had been formed.
Moreover the remnants of the 2d Brigade of the 2d Infantry
Division, which had assembled at Lippau on the 27th August
were quite useless for fighting. According to the testimony
of the Chief of Staff of the Second Army, ~ General Samsonov
all the while feared for the safety of the I Corps, and even
dispatched Colonel Krymov to the Staff of this Corps, to
remain with General Artamonov expressly for the purpose
of keeping him fully informed of all that wa.~ happ=ing
in that quarter. All the greater must be the astonishment
'''The offensive of General Samsonov's army in Eastern Prussia,"
by General Postovsky, p. 8. (Manuscript in the possession of the
author.)
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aroused by the idea of concentrating the XIII, XV and VI
Corps on Allenstein, which, by the evidence of General
Martos, was the plan of the Second Army Staff.
At 4 a.m. on the 27th a very strong German artillery
opened concentrated fire on the positions of the 24th Infantry
Division. The overwhelming superiority of the enemy in ar
tillery soon enabled him to obtain the supremacy in artillery
fire. Our artillery fire was kept down by the enemy. and our
infantry suffered heavy losses, a particularly serious moral
effect being produced upon it by the numerous heavy guns
of the enemy. Nevertheless, the infantry of the 24th Divi
sion held on to their position heroically, and the divisional
artillery at the least opportunity did its utmost to afford
the infantry assistance. When it became clear that the
Germans were outflanking our right the brigade of the 22d
Infantry Division which had been in corps reserve at FrCidau
was put into the fighting line. But the German flanking
movement nevertheless continued to develop; their artillery
commenced to batter the Russian positions with flanking
fire. About 11 a.m. our infantry could no longer hold out
and commenced to retreat on Soldau.
A German offensive from the direction of Heinrichs
dorf had also commenced from the early morning, but the
2d Brigade of the 22d Infantry Division, which was facing
them, was joined by the 1st Rifle Brigade which had arrived
by rail from Novogeorgievsk. The riflemen, together with
the men of the Petrovsky and Neishlotsky Regiments
executed an energetic counteroffensive, and the German
infantry began a hasty retreat. The riflemen, following
them up, even captured Heinrichsdorf, but it then became
difficult for our infantry to advance farther, the Germans
covering the retreat of their infantry with artillery fire.
The Russians had not the superiority in number of batteries
necessary fu neutralize this fire. The battle assumed a static
character, but just after noon it was learned that the right
flank of the 24th Infantry Division had been defeated at
Usdau. The left flank of this division, whi~h had been
rrgfiti~--G~ Tauel'~, alsu commenced to retreat on
Soldau, following up on the right flank. The Germans,
advancing on the tracks of the 24th Infantry Division, began
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to threaten the right flank of our troops fighting at Hein
richsdorf, and therefore a retirement commenced here also.
By the evening of the 27th General Artamonov's corps
had assembled to the south of Soldau, with only a composite
rearguard of five regiments of infantry and six batteries to
the north of the River Ncide. By the evening of the 27th
the roads from Usdau to Neidenburg were thus completely
open to the Germans. On these roads was left only General
Stempel's Cavalry Brigade, which on this day had had to
extend farther to the north in order also to guard the roads
from Gilgenburg to Neidenburg.
The operations of the I Corps on the 27th gave rise to
grave charges on the part of the Higher Staffs against this
corps, in that it had brought disaster upon the whole of
General Samsonov's army by a premature retirement. ThB
majority of Russian military writers hold a similar opinion
and adopt a severe attitude towards this corps. We would,
however, ask the reader to defer his judgment until we have
explained rather more fully what had taken place on the
German side. In the present instance the historian must
exercise great caution with regard to the opinion of the Staff
of the Second Army and the Staff of the Army Group, where
there were too many people interested in finding a scapegoat
to bear the blame for the gross strategic blunders which had
been committed. Such "scapegoats" are always the troops
and their immediate commanders in the field. This may be
said to be a kind of phychologicallaw, and has been skilfully
portrayed by Count Tolstoy in the pages of "War and Peace"
("Voina i Mir").
It must be remarked here that there was another reason
for the Higher Staffs to adopt a hostile attitude with regard
to the operations of the I Corps. The complete lack of
training in the administration and command of a corps on
the part of the corps commander and his staff was suddenly
revealed to them. General Artamonov had done his best to
"command" his corps by applying the methods of an epoch
long gone by. This had led him to interfere in the affairs
of subordinate commanders, which, in its turn, could not
but breed confusion. Wishing to encourage the troops by
his personal example, he was motored around the positions
occupied by his troops, which led to the neglect of the
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"control" of the corps. General Artamonov himself com
pletely failed to grasp the essential idea of the battle upon
the whole front. Only this can explain the fact that, just
an hour before his troops were in full retreat from Usdau,
General Artamouov wrote in his report to the Commander
of the Second Army that the corps remained "firm as arock."
One can only be amazed at the stubborn way in which the
troops continued to fight, despite the confusion in control.
But when the situation had really become serious the results
of this absence of control became evident; the retreat when
commenced could not be regulated. The state of chaos in
the central organ of control-the Staff of the Corps-is
demonstrated by the following example. When Colonel
Krymov wished to inform the Commander of the Second
Army direct that the retirement of the I Corps had com
menced, he could not do so; the telephone, the telegraph,
and even the wireless station had been evacuated.
'Whilst the engagements described above were being
fought out on the front Hohenstein-Soldau, a VI Corps
battle took place at Bischofsburg on the 26th August.
It will be recalled that by Directive No. 4 6 of the 23d
August this corps, together with the main body of the army,
in accordance with the orders of the Army Group Command
er, were to have marched to the Bischofsburg-Sorquitten
front. To their right marched the 4th Cavalry Division,
upon which the same directive had imposed the following
task: "to advance on Sensburg and to reconnoiter the stretch
of country bounded on the right by the line Rastenburg
Gerdauen-Allenburg, and on the left by the line Rossel
Schippenbeil-Domnau, observing towards Lotzen."
The VI Corps and the 4th Cavalry Division marched in
the directions ordered; the latter sent out a strong chain
of reconnaissance parties to clear up the situation in the
stretch of country specified.
On the 25th August the VI Corps and the 4th Cavalry
Division received amendments to the directive. These had
been necessitated by the Army Group Commander's sanction
to attack, not the front Sensburg-Allenstein, but the front
Allenstein-Osterode, with the main body. According to
these amendments the VI Corps was to remain at Bischofs
'See Appendix No. 15.
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burg, and was given the task of guarding the right flank
of the army from attack from the direction of Rastenburg.
The area to be reconnoitered by the 4th Cavalry Division
was also changed; this stretch of country was now bounded
on the right by the line Rastenburg-Bartenstein, on the left
by the line Seeburg-Heilsberg.
By the evening of the 26th August the VI Corps was
disposed as follows: the 16th Infantry Division at Bischofs.
burg with an advance guard at Adamshof; the 4th Infantry
Division at Rothfliess with an advance guard at Kleisack.
The outpost line was Allmoyen-Striewo-Teistimmen,
facing north~eastwards. Hence it will be seen that the
corps was disposed for the night with Rastenburg taken
as the direction of danger, which was in accord with the
instructions given by the Staff of the Army.
The VI Corps, like the other corps of General Sam
sonov's army, was not at full establishment, but in the VI
Corps the shortage reached extreme bounds; the 16th In
fantry Division was without the 61st Vladimir Regiment,
and the 4th Infantry Division was short of 14 companies
and one battery. There were 6 sotnias at the disposal of
the Commander of the VI Corps to fulfil the role of Divi
sional Cavalry. Incidentally, the strategic task of guarding
the right flank of the army in the area between Allenstein
and the principal Masurian Lakes made it essential for the
Commander of the VI Corps to have large numbers of
cavalry at his disposal. It is true that the 4th Cavalry Divi~
sian which in peace time belonged to the establishment of
the VI Corps, was next to that Corps at Sensburg, but the
Corps Commander was not now free to issue orders to it,
as it was army cavalry, and moreover its disposition at
Sensburg had been settled beforehand by the Commander of
the Group of Armies. As the result the VI Corps had to
content itself with close reconnaissance alone by its weak
cavalry.
The Army Commander's orders, which had been for
warded to the 4th Cavalry Division, altered the direction of
their distant reconnaissance. This division had to send out
a new series of reconnaissance squadrons and patrols, for
the new stretch of country to be explored only overlapped
the old in a small sector between Rastenburg and ROssel.
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The 4th Division was only at a three-regiment establishment
(the 4th Novotroitsky-Ekaterinoslavsky Dragoon Regi
ment was in rear and joined the division on the 27th
August). This doubtless must have had its effect upon the
speed with which the change of front of the reconnaissance
could be carried Qut. At the same time the results of the
distant reconnaissance could only reach the Staff of the VI
Corps after great delay; before reaching the area Bischof
stein-Lautern--Seeburg the reconnaissance units of the
4th Cavalry Division had had to cover a distance of more
than 20 versts along the VI Corps front; thereafter the re
ports of these units had to be got back along the same road
to the Staff of the 4th Cavalry Division, whence they were
communicated to the Staff of the Corps. Nevertheless, dur
ing the night 25th-26th August General Blagoveshchensky
received information of the presence of large enemy forces
at Lautern and Seeburg. The Commander of the VI Corps,
considered that in order to fulfil the task imposed upon him
he ought to cover the right flank of the army in the direction
of the forces which had been discovered at Seeburg, moved
the 16th Infantry Division closer to Allenstein. The idea be
hind this decision was correct. but to carry out this idea the
4th Infantry Division should have been given the necessary
warning against becoming involved in serious fighting with
superior forces of the enemy, and told to retreat in such a
case to Passenheim. With our commanders' complete lack
of training, the execution of maneuvers of this type required
the issue by the Corps Commander of specially detailed in
structions to his subordinates, but nothing of the sort was
done.
On the morning of the 26th August the 16th Infantry
Division was dispatched to Bartelsdorf. By that time
fighting had commenced on the outpost line of the 4th
Infantry Division. The enemy began his offensive from
Lautern, and in ever increasing strength continued to extend
his front westward, until by 11 a.m. a furious battle was
raging on the line Teistimmen-Gross Bossau-Kunzkeim.
An artillery many times our superior had been brought into
action on the enemy's side. On our side the whole of the
4th Infantry Division had been drawn into the battle and
had quickly exhausted their reserves. Our artillery, incon
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aiderable in comparison with the enemy's, had been forced
to give up the struggle with the enemy's batteries, and to
fire only on those units of the enemy which were placing
us in the greatest danger. The Russian regiments resisted
gallantly, suffering enormous losses from the hostile artillery
fire. Owing to the weakness of our artillery the German
infantry got to grips so quickly that it was now impossible
to break off the battle before evening. Fearing that the
4th Infantry Division was in no state to hold out till the eve
ning, at 10 a.m. the Commander of the VI Corps sent orders
to the 16th Division to return to Bischofsburg. About 5 p.m.
the Commander of the 16th Infantry Division, while the
Division was still more than 7 versts from Bischofsburg,
received new orders from the Corps Commander to send one
regiment to Bischofsburg as corps reserve and to march
the remainder of his forces westward of Lake Dadey to
Ramsau, for a further advance on Sauerbaum. General
Blagoveshchensky expected that this blow at the flank of
the enemy units attacking the 4th Infantry Division to the
east of Lake Darley 'WOuld assist the latter to break off the
battle. But this idea, though correct in itself, was not
founded on considerations of time and space. The only result
was the trouble which ensued for the 16th Infantry Division.
While the 16th Infantry Division was completing its march,
the 4th Infantry Division, surrounded on three sides, yielded
ground and commenced a retirement which quickly assumed
the character of a sauve qui peut, back to Ortelsburg. The
retreating troops became intermingled with the transport,
and the whole rearward movement became disorderly. In
the battle of Bischofsburg the 4th Infantry Division, with
an' establishment of 12:1h battalions, 5 field and 2 howitzer
batteries, lost 73 officers, 5283 other ranks, 2 batteries and
18 machine guns. Infantry casualties thus reached 50%.
The 16th Infantry Division and units of the 4th Cavalry
Division covered this disorderly retreat. At dawn on the
27th August the 16th Infantry Division began to retire from
Bischofsburg towards Mensguth, where its rearguard at
about 4 p.m. became involved in action with the enemy's
advance guard, which had overtaken it to the north of Mens
guth.
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The main body of the 16th Infantry Division was also
gradually deployed and put into the battle. "The enemy
attacks were feeble, and at dusk the fighting died down,"
"WTites an officer of the General Staff of the 16th Infantry
Division,? "the division moved on to Orlelsburg by a night
march, reaching that town on the 28th August. According
to orders the Staff of the Corps should have been at Mens
guth, but it had not turned up there and touch with it was
lost. In the same way touch had been lost with the 4th
Infantry Division during its hasty retreat. The 16th
Infantry Division passed by Onelsburg, which was in flames,
and took up positions a little to the east of it." The author
of this article gives a clear picture of the effects upon the
16th Division of all General Blagoveschensky's blunders in
the direction of the VI Corps. He was, of course, to blame
for these blunders, but unfortunately they were due to the
general lack of training of our commanders and General
Staff in operations with large bodies of troops. In this
regard the command of the 16th Infantry Division also
provided a bad example. In fact, according to the assertion
of the author just quoted, touch had been lost with the Corps
Commander, and this had occurred even before the division
passed through Mensguth. Thus it had become the duty
of the Division Commander and his staff on their own initia
tive to come to a decision in accord with the strategic situa
tion which had developed. The Commander of the 16th
Infantry Division and his staff could not be ignorant of the
fact that the remaining corps of General Samsonov's army
were at Allenstein and to the west thereof. Under these con
ditions there was only one route for the 16th Infantry Divi~
sion-the road to Passenheim, where they would be able to
defend the defile existing between the lakes, and to prevent
the enemy corps from debouching in rear of the main body
of General Samsonov's army. The command of the 16th
Infantry Division, however, preferred to confine itself to a
passive rOle, and, instead of taking this course, trundled
along after the 4th Infantry Division and the Corps Com
mand, which had departed southward.
'''The operations of the VI Corps and the main reasons for the
failure of the Second Army in Eastern Prussia," p. 168, "Voenny
Sbornik" No.4 (Belgrade).
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By the morning of the 28th August the VI Corps found
itself in the area Olschienen-Wallen. The 4th Cavalry
Division had been sent out in the direction of Grammen, in
order to block the path of the enemy cavalry from Passen~
heim. Nevertheless, one cannot but consider the withdrawal
southward of the 16th Infantry Division, a unit fully capable
of fighting, to have been a gross strategical blunder on the
part of the Corps Commander and the Divisional Com.
mander, and one which led to disastrous results for the
central corps of the Second Army.
What had happened within the Staff of th(~ Second
Army during these decisive days (26th and 27th Au
gust)? To what an extent the command of the Second
Army had misjudged the situation may be seen from the
above-quoted orders for the 27th August, and in particular
from the conversation which took place, according to the
testimony of the Commander of the XV Corps, between him
and the Chief of Staff of the Second Army on the 27th
August. Apparently General Jilinsky's obstinacy in pushing
the Second Army northwards had transmitted itself to his
subordinates in the chain of command, and the Staff of the
Second Army, despite the situation and opposed to all reason.
was pushing the main body of the army to Allenstein. The
circumstance that this new "strategical" attitude on the part
of the command of the Second Army followed immediately
upon General Jilinsky's concessions, is extremely interesting
as a psychological sidelight.
By the evening of the 27th the disastrous situation of
the Second Army must have been quite clear to the command
of the Second Army. General Samsonov's report to the staff
of the Northwest Group of Armies, timed 11:30 p.m. of the
27th August, is proof of this.
"To-day is the second day upon which the army has
been fighting upon the whole front. It appears from the
interrogation of prisoners that the I, XVII, XX and I Land
wehr 8 Corps are taking part in the battle. On the left flank
our I Corps held on to its position up to 15.00 hra. The corps
was then withdrawn without sufficient reason (?!) to the
Soldau area. Owing to this I have dismissed General Arta
monov from the command of the corps, which has been taken
"This is apparently an error for the I Reserve Corps. (Author's

Dote.)
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over by General Dushkevich. In the center the 2d Infantry
Division has suffered heavy losses, but the gallant Lehau
Regiment has maintained its position at Frankenau. The
Revsl Regiment has been almost annihilated: the standard
and ODe platoon have survived. The Estlandsky Regiment
has withdrawn in great disorder to Neidenburg, where it has
been reorganized in accordance with my instructions. At
11 a.m. the XV Corps by my orders took the offensive against
Hohenstein (1) and Mlihlen, whither a 1)rigade of the XIII
Corps had been dispatched. This attack has been crowned
with success: Mtihlen was captured at 19.00 hra. A Ger
man withdrawal towards the sQuth-west has been observed.
The remaining units of the XIII Corps have captured (7)
Allenstein. The latest information with regard to the VI
Corps was received at 14.00 hrs., to the effect that at 13.00
hrs. (?) it was at Sczepanken, after experiencing heavy
fighting on the 25th (?)-26th at Bischofsburg. 6875.
Samsonov."g
As we have seen above, the German Eighth Army had
been concentrated on the battlefield in two groups: the
southern, with a strength of 6%, divisions (the 1st, 2d, 37th
and 41st Division, the 5th Landwehr Brigade and the 5
regiments in Unger's Division91- 2 had been dispatched to
strike a blow at the left flank and rear of Samsonov's army;
the northern (4% Infantry Divisions), to Bischofsburg, to
inflict a separate defeat upon the isolated Russian VI Corps.
We have also seen how fortune favored Hindenburg, reveal
ing to him all the secrets of the situation, including even
the intentions of the enemy. These conditions could not fail
to facilitate the framing of his plans and the methodical
conduct of operations.
In contrast to the sta~e of affairs we have seen on the
Russian side, where each corps was fighting "its own
separate battle," in studying the German side we find an
army battle on the front Soldan-Hohenstein strategically
directed from above. Therefore, in studying the German
operations of the 26th and 27th, we shall apply a method
differing somewhat from that used in our account of the
operations on the Russian side, considering the fighting on
the line Soldau-Hohenstein as one integral army battle, and
"This telegram is quoted by Vatsetis on p. 87 of his work "Op
erations of the First and Second Russian Armies and the Eighth
German Army." The marks of interrogation are the author's •
• MIf we include the division of Von der Goltz from 28th August
it would be 7% divisions.
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not as separate corps engagements. To commence with the
26th August.
The offensive of the German I Corps, with Miihlmann's
Brigade attached to it, commenced at dawn. The units of
the corps had not yet all had time to arrive, and in the morn
ing the corps was short of about 2 regiments of infantry,
16 field and 4 heavy batteries. The energetic way in which
the railway was exploited, to expedite the completion of the
assembly of the corps on the battlefield, may be seen from
the following extract from the recollections of the officer of
the General Staff of the Eighth Army who was in charge of
detrainment. 1o
"When the main body of the 1st Division was already
in action, the 1st Battalion of the 3d Grenadiers Regiment
arrived at Montowo. After the hasty off-loading of the
transport and horses at this station, the train with officel's
and other ranks was sent on in the direetion of Tautschken.
Owing to this measure the appea:rance of the battalion on
the battlefield was hastened by half an hour. What a
different picture, compared to the previous day, presented
itself to one's gaze. Peace and quiet had then reigned over
the forest and vale of Tautschken. Now the gum'! were
thundering. Rubble thrown up by the Russian shells was
rattling right and left of the train. The driver tranquil1;r
ran the engine, paying no attention to any of this, as though
he had spent his whole life in the midst of whistling bullets
and bursting shells. I ordered him to stop before reaching
the bridge. The battalion detrained and immediately went
into action."
The 1st Infantry Division was sent to the heights to the
north~west of Seeben and Usdau; the 2d Infantry Division
to Gross Tauersee via Gross Koschlau; Miihlmann's Brigade
to Heinrichsdorf and on to Borchersdorf. Although, as we
know, only advanced units of the Russian 24th Infantry
Division were on the line Seeben-Gross Koschlau, neverthe
less the German infantry progressed with difficulty, as their
"artillery fire was weak," as a German historian writes. l l
The advance went very slowly: General Frant;ois, the Com·
mander of the German I Corps, considering that "to conduct
an attack without the active co~operation of the artillery
would be follY,"12 telephoned to the staff of the army,
"'''Mit Hindenburg bei Tannenberg," W. von Stephani, p. 20.
"Schwarte, "Der Grosse Krieg 1914~1918," p. 298.
"General Frano;ois, "Marneschlacht und Tannenberg," p. 206.
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requesting them to leave it to him to fix the time for the
commencement of the further offensive against Usdau. It
will 'be recalled that the Eighth Anny orders for the 26th
August had given a time-limit, namely, that the general
offensive against Usdau was to be commenced by the I Corps
from Seeben by 10 a.mY At 9 a.m. the following telephone
message was transmitted from the staff of the army: "The
Army Commander cannot delegate to the Commander of the
I Corps the right to settle the time of attack, as the decision
regarding this question does not depend alone upon the
operations of the I Corps. It is proposed to fix 12 noon as
the time for the commencement of the offensive. The I Corps
should report all arrivals of artillery units." At 10:30 a.m.
the following order was transmitted from the staff of the
army: "The I Corps will commence the offensive previously
ordered at 12 noon."
But the Russian advanced position at Seeben and Gross.
Koschlau was captured by the divisions of the German I
Corps only at 3 p.m. Thus Hindenburg's orders to commence
the offensive from Seeben against Usdau at 12 noon were
not fulfilled. By evening General Frant;ois' units had only
reached the line Grieben-Grallau-Heinrichsdorf.
The progress of the struggle in this sector of the battle
is very interesting in two regards. Firstly, it is once more
demonstrated to what an extent modern tactics have come
to depend upon the use of guns. Here also, as in the battle
of Gumbinnen, the German offensive met with no decisive
success, because the German infantry attack was not accom
panied by a huge superiority over the enemy in artillery fire.
Actually on comparing relative strengths in the different
sectors of the battle, we obtain the following figures:
A.

IN THE MONTOWQo---USDAU SECTOR

Germans
The 6 regiments of the 1st
and 2d Infantry
Divisions
1% divs.

12 batteries of field
artillery

12 btys.

'"See Appendix No. 16.

Russians
The. 2~":h Infantry
D1VIslon

.
1 dtv.

The 24th Artillery
Brigade
6 btys. light gun3.
The 1st Field Howitzer
Group __ 2 btys. light howitzers.
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IN THE LAUTENBERG-HElNRICHSDORF SECTOR

Germans
The 5th Landwehr Brigade
(General Miihlmann} __ % div.
1 field battery __ l bty.light guns.
4 heavy
batteries-4 btys. heavy guns.

Russians
One brigade of the 22d In
fantry Division
% div.
One Group of the 22d Artillery
Brigade
3 btys. light guns.

That the Germans nevertheless succeeded in advancing
is explained in a considerable measure by the fact that the
Seeben and Gross Koschlau area was only a Russian
advanced position.
The battle of the German I Corps on the 26th August
is also interesting in another regard. We have seen that
both Hindenburg and Ludendorff, previous to their fir>;t
experience of a "genuine" modern fire combat, similarly to
all the Russian leaders, had failed to appreciate the extent
to which artillery fire has grown in tactical importance in
the modern battle. The words "Experience of a 'genuine'
modern fire combat" can be applied to General LUdendorff,
for his exploits, which he himself recounts in his memoirs,
when at the taking of Liege, with one N.C.O. in a car with
him, he claims to have captured the citadel, could have
provided him with no experience of the conduct of a modern
fire combat. This lack of appreciation of the tactical
importance of artillery fire also resulted in the failure on
the part of one of the best German first-line corps to gain
their objective for the day. In his memoirs 14 General Luden
dort! masks this error under the following words: "The
attack by the I and XX Corps ought to have been postponed
to the 27th August. It was my desire for it to take place
earlier, but the I Corps was not yet ready; the East Prussian
railway system was very unsatisfactory (?!). General Fran
~ois, who was in command of the I Corps, quite rightly
pointed out the necessity for having the whole corps
assembled before the attack."
In fulfilment of Eighth Army Orders dated the 25th
August, the Commander of the XX Corps, to assist the
debouchment of the I Corps from the line of lakes between
Gilgenburg and Lautenburg, detailed General Schmetau's
detachment to co-operate, but this detachment, having only
been formed in the late evening of the 26th August, could
"Ludendorff, "Meine Kriegserinnerungen," p. 39.
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not commence operations before the 27th. It was composed
of units of the XX Corps: 6 battalions (4 battalions from the
37th Infantry DivisionIs and 2 battalions from the 41st In
fantry Division) ,16 1 squadron (from the 2d Dragoon Regi
ment) and one artillery Group (the 1st Group of the 82d
Artillery RegimentY) General Scholtz from the morning
held both the active divisions of his corps in readiness for
a general advance on the front between Lakes Gross
Damerau and Miihlen. The forward march of these two
divisions at the hour specified by the Army Command
brought them into collision with the 2d Russian Infantry
Division. The right hand division-the 41st Infantry
attacked Jankowitz with its right flank. In the Gross
Gardienen-Thurau area it literally crushed the Russian 2d
Infantry Division with its artillery fire, Against the three
Russian field batteries with the 2d Brigade of the 2d In
fantry Division, it put into action its 12 field batteries, rein
forced by a battery of corps heavy artillery (the 1/17th Re
serve 6" Howitzer Foot Artillery Regiment). The gallant
deeds of the Reval and Estlandsky Infantry Regiments gave
the Germans the impression that in this sector of the battle
the Russians were far stronger than was the actual case.
Proof of this will be found in the Eighth Army Orders issued
by Hindenburg at 9 p.m. on the 26th August: we will refer
to these later.
The Germans derived the same impression from their
collision with the 1st Brigade of the Russian 2d Infantry'
Division. Although here also there was a superiority in
strength on the side of the Germans, as the 75th Brigade
of the 37th Infantry Division, which took part in the attack
against the Russians, possessed an artillery almost twice
as powerful their strength being 7 battalions with 8 field
and 1 heavy batteries, yet, remembering their first encounter
with the Russians at the battle of Orlau-Frankenau, the
units of the 37th German Division operated with great
caution. A further possible explanation of this fact is that
the left flank of the German xx Corps had begun to feel the
Russian pressure from the North of Lake Miihlen. In this
"One battalion each from the 146th, 147th, and 151st Regiments.
and the 1st Jaeger Battalic.n.
"From the 18th Infantry Regiment.
"Of the 37th Infantry Division.
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sector of the battle General Scholtz, the Commander of the
XX Corps, had in the Miihlen area the 73d Brigade of the
37th Division (with 4 field and 4 heavy batteries) and
General Unger's Division18 (the 70th Landwehr Brigade and
General Zemmern's Brigade) the latter division totalling 12
battalions with 8 field batteries; in the Richenau area the 3d
Reserve Division, with 6 field and 1 heavy batteries, was in
complete readiness for the offensive against Hohenstein.
Facing these infantry divisions on the front Stabigotten
Hohenstein-Paulsgut were units of the divisional cavalry
of the XX Corps, supported by advanced units of the 3d
Reserve Division and General Unger's Division. When he
learned of the offensive of the Russian XV Corps against
Hohenstein, General Scholtz did not proceed with the offen
sive of the 3d Reserve Division against the same town; he
ordered General Unger's Divisions to occupy a position on
the bank of the River Drewenz between the villages of
Miihlen and Nieder Wolla, and the 3d Reserve Division wag
brought up into the DrBbnitz area.
On the morning of the 26th August the Staff of the
Eighth Army moved to LObau.
In the afternoon news was received that the Russian
II Corp;~ had reached Angerburg and apparently was as~
sembling to march on Drengfurth. Orders were immediate
ly sent to the 1st Cavalry Division to delay the advance of
the RUi'sian Corps. The Army Commander was also anx
ious about his right flank. The Russian 15th Cavalry Divi
sion had broken through between Strasburg and Lauten
burg and was threatening both the lines of communication
of Miihlmann's Brigade and the railway line Thorn-Oster
ode. The Commandant of Graudenz was ordered to increase
the forc(~s guarding the railway by a few more battalions.t9
In the evening news of General Rennenkampf's army was re
ceived. His infantry had reached the line Gerdauen
Taplacken (north-east of Wehlau). Strong Russian cav
alry unit~ had reached the Rivers Deime and ADe, and more
over one of the enemy cavalry divisions had moved from
Gerdauen to Schippenbeil.
"The 20th Landwehr Brigade had been split up: one regiment
(the 107th) had bam included in the establishment of the 37th Dj·
vision, the other (the 19th) had been left at Strasburg.
"Schwarte, p. 300.
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In the evening news was also received of the arrival
and detrainment of Russian reinforcements at Mlava.
During the day reports were received from the XVII
and I Reserve Corps, stating that they had engaged battle
at Bischofsburg with the VI Russian Corps, and that the
fighting was pursuing a favorable course. General Hinden
burg held to the previous plan of operations, which could
not be carried Qut on the 26th. At 9 p.m. he issued the fol
lowing Army Orders for the 27th August.
(1) The XVII and I Reserve Corps are in action at Bischofs
burg, with their front facing south, opposite the VI RU3sian
Corps; to-morrow, the 27th August, they are continuing their
advance.
Behind them at Gerdauen, is the left flank of the VUno army.
(2) To-morrow, the 27th August, two German brigades are
detraining at Osterode.'"
(3) The enemy grouping in front of the reinforced I and
XX Corps is apparently as follows: a strong group at Borchers
dorf, one division at Usdau and 1-2 corps densely concentrated
("dicht massierttt ) in the Gros~ Gardienen-Waplitz area;
Russian forces are advancing on Allenstein from Kurken and
from eastward of that town.
(4) The reinforced I Corps and the reinforced XX Corps
at 4 a.m. on the 27th August will commence the attack which
is to be driven home with the greatest energy:
The I Corps sharply echeloned on the left, against Usdau.
The XX Corps, supporting the offensive of the I Corps
by a vigorous attack towards Usdau, in addition to continuing
its offensive on its previous lines of operations.
After the capture of Usdau, the flank of the enemy forces
operating against the XX Corps must be turned from Usdau.
With this object the I Corps is ordered to send the largest
force possible to Neidenburg. At the same time the I Corps is
made responsible for guarding the flank in the Borchersdorf
direction.
(5) The 3d Reserve Division is to advance on Waplitz, taking
every precaution necessary to retain hold of Hohenstein.

These orders are extremely interesting they show that
the staff of the German Eighth Army on ceasing to inter
cept Russian operation orders, sent by wireless, getting back
to the normal conditions under which one has always to
work, had begun to misconceive the grouping of the Russian
forces. It will be seen that even the General Staff of the
Eighth Army, excellent as its organization was, was not in
a position to compose a wholly accurate picture of the
situation. The Germans supposed two Russian corps, the
XV and XXIII, to be concentrated in the Gross Gardienen
"General von der Goltz' Landwehr Division.

(Author's note.)
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Waplitz area. These they intended to surround from the
north, by the 3d Reserve Division through Hohenstein upon
Waplitz, and from the south, through Usdau upon Neiden
burg, by the XX and parts of the I Corps. But, as we know,
the Russian XV Corps had already moved to Hohenstein,
and intended to wheel to the left, in order to attack on the
following day the German positions on the River Drewenz;
between Lake Miihlen and Usdau a gap had been formed
20-25 versts wide, protected only by the remnants of the 2d
Infantry Division, with a total strength of less than one
brigade.
This mistaken estimate of the situation by Hinden
burg and his staff had its inevitable effect upon the course
of the battle of the 27th August.
At dawn on this day the offensive of the German I
Corps was renewed. At 4 a.m. both General Fran<;ois' first
line divisions, now at full establishment, delivered an at~
tack against the Russian position at Usdau. The 2d Infan
try Division was directed against the Russian front between
Gross Tauersee and Usdau; the 1st Infantry Division at
tacked the right flank of the Russian positions sited between
Usdau and Wilhelmshof, turning this flank from the north
east. General Schmetau's detachment continued the line of
the 1st Infantry Division on the left, extending the German
outflanking movement. As already stated, a decisive bat
tle was being fought on the front Wilhelmshof-Usdau
Gross Tauersee by the Russian 24th Infantry Division, rein
forced during the fighting of the 27th August by one brigade
of the 22d Infantry Division from the Corps reserve at
Frodau, and by the 1st Howitzer Field Group. The Rus"
sian forces thus totalled: Ii infantry divisions with 11 bat
teries of field artillery, whilst the strength of the attacking
Germans amounted to 2! infantry divisions with 28 field and
8 heavy batteries.
This gave the Germans a more than triple superiority
in fire with an encircling position, a superiority so over
whelming that it was bound to have its effect before long,
and however critical one may be regarding the operations
of our I Corps on this day, one must in justice acknowledge
the fact that the Russian troops by remaining in the posi
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tions occupied by them were committed to inevitable defeat.
In this connection it is of interest to note that the estimate
given by German historians of the opposition offered by the
Russian troops in this battle does not accord with the opin
ions expressed in such Russian criticisms as have appeared

up to date.
The words appearing in the above-quoted report of the
staff of the Second Army, timed 11 :30 p.m. of the 27th Au
gust provide an example: ". . . .the corps was then with
drawn without sufficient reason to the Soldau area
"
The German artillery, developing an intensive fire upon
the whole front, easily crushed the weak Russian artillery.
Nevertheless, the Russian infantry continued to offer a stub~
born resistance. About 11 a.m. followed the storming of
the right flank of the Russian corps, simultaneously from
the west and the north. The Russian troops began to re
treat on Soldau in disorder.
While the struggle on the left flank of the German I
Corps was in progress, Miihlmann's Brigade was advancing
from Heinrichsdorf with ODe field and four heavy batteries.
As alreadY stated, the brigade of the Russian 22d In
fantry Division which was facing General Miihlmann with
its three light batteries, had been reinforced on the morn
ing of the 27th August by the 1st Rifle Brigade with threee
field batteries which had just arrived from Mlava. Thus, in
this sector of the battle, with the fire strengths equal, the
advantage in numbers of infantry lay with the Russians.
Miihlmann's Brigade, attacked by Russian infantry sup
ported by a vigorous artillery fire, assumed the defensive and
held out stubbornly at Heinrichsdorf. But to the north of
Heinrichsdorf the flanking blow of the Russian riflemen fell
upon the right wing of the German 2d Infantry Division
(especially upon the 44th and 4th Grenadier Regiments),
from Skurpien to Wesselowo--Ruttkowitz. Hf:re panic
broke out amongst certain German units, and in their rear.
The 2d Battalion of the 4th Grenadier Regiment fled back in
panic 25 versts to the station of Montowo. The machine
gun company of the 4th Grenadier Regiment, the machine
gun company of the 44th Regiment and two squadrons of
the 10th Mounted Jaeger Regiment (the divisional cavalry
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of the 2d Infantry Division) also joined in this panic flight.
In recounting this incident, General Fran-;;ois21 ascribes it
to the nervousness of the battalion commander, who, after
this, he adds a few lines lower, comported himself gallantly
in the succeeding battles. The important point for us is of
course not the fact that there were in the German army,
equally with all others, people of weak nerves, but the moral
effect produced by a Russian attack carried out under condi
tions of equal fire strength. It is no less important to note
that the moral influence of the Russian success against the
right flank of the German I Corps had its effect also on the
higher chain of command right up to the staff of the army.
General Ludendorff in his memoirs describes the incident
with the 2d Battalion of the 4th Grenadier Regiment as
follows :22
"On our return~3 we learned that the I Corps had been
defeated and was retiring on Montowo. It seemed unlikely
that this information could be correct. We rang up on the
telephone the Commandant of Montowo station. Units of
the I Corps had in actual fact turned up there, and were
being assembled. But it was quickly ascertained that this
was only one battalion, which had got into a difficult posi
tion and had given way. New anxiety was caused by the
sight of trains going back at full gallop through Lobau. The
commander is placed under a great strain. He must keep
a tight hold on his nerves"-Ludendorff thus sermonizes
upon this incident.
It has already been shown how sensitive the Germans
were during the whole operation with regard to their right
flank, fearing the appearance from the direction of Mlava
of Russian divisions concentrated at Warsaw and Novogeor~
gievsk. In consequence of this the first news received from
General Mtihlmann of the difficulties with which he had met
resulted in very important strategic alterations, taking the
form of the cancellation of the advance to Neidenburg on
the 27th of units of the I Corps (" ... the largest forces pos~
sible ...," as had been set forth in Army Orders dated the
26th August). The units of the German I Corps with Mtihl
mann's Brigade and Schmetau's Detachment were now sent
''''Marneschlacht und Tannenberg," pp. 213 and 214.
uLudendorff, "Meine Kriegserinnerungen," p. 41.
""To the Staff of the Anny, which was at Lobau.
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against the Russian I Corps to throw it back behind the
River Neide.
Thus. despite the complete defeat of the right flank and
center of the Russian I Corps. the "activity displayed by it on
its left flank for 24 hours distracted the attention of the
Germans from the wide gap which had been formed in the
direction of Neidenburg. The gallantry of the Russian
troops and their immediate commanders in the field neutral
ized as far as might be the effects of the strategic ignorance
of the higher command.
The better to elucidate events, we must now digress
and describe the operations in the battle area north of Lake
Miihlen, returning thereafter to the events which took place
in the center.
On the morning of the 27th August the left flank of the
German XX Corps, on the bank of the River Drewenz, was
attacked by the Russian XV Corps. Unger's Division was
on the defensive between the villages of Mtihlen and Nieder
Walla; to the north-west, between Nieder Walla and Kirs
teinsdarf, the 3d Reserve Division had deployed, tv prevent
the Russians from turning General Unger's left flank, as
they threatened to do.
On the 27th August the relative strengths of the two
sides in the area to the north of Lake Miihlen were thus as
follows:
Germans.
The 147th Regt. (2 battalions
plu3 2 companies af the 150th
Reg!;, and 1 company af Land
wehr).
The 70th Landwehr Brigade
2 Regis.
Zemmern's Brigade-2 regi
ments.
Total-5 Regts. with 8 field and
2J,jJ heavy howitzer bat
teries.
The 3d Reserve Division-4
Regts. with 6 field batteries.
Total-9 Regts. with 14 field and
2:1,,2 heavy batteries.

R1188ians.
The XV Corps--2 infantry divi_
sians with 12 batterie~ of field
guns and 2 batteries of field
hawitzers.
Total-2 infantry divisions with
14 batteries of field artillery.

In addition during the second.
half of the <lay a brigade of the
1st Infantry Division (XIII
Corps) arrived with three field
batteries, but it took no actual
part in the fighting.

The 3d Reserve Division never opened fire, and thus in
this sector of the battle, as also on the left flank of our I
Corps, the Germans had no superiority in fire strength;
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there was here a slight advantage on our side, and the Ger
mans experienced great difficulties.
In the history of the war edited by Schwarte,24 it is
stated that the Russians attacked in the Miihlen area25 after
intense artillery preparation. About noon the impression
arose in the German Higher Staffs that the situation at
Miihlen was becoming threatening. Reports had been re
ceived that the enemy had broken through the positions
and captured Miihlen, and that General Unger's Land
wehr had given way. Owing to the impression produced
by this information the 37th Infantry Division, which had
been sent to Waplitz by the Commander of t..he XX Corps, in
accordance with Army Orders of the 26th August, was turn
ed back and hurriedly dispatched to Miihlen. One of the
brigades of the 3d Reserve Division, which bad been in re
serve behind the left flank of the German positions on the
River Drewenz, was also sent here. However, the inter
vention of these forces was not required; Unger's Division
withheld the pressure of the Russians, and even drove them
out of Miihlen.
However, the result of the energetic operations execut
ed by General Martos and of the valor of his troops was sim
ilar to that in the Southern sector of the battle. The Ger
man line had withdrawn one of the first-line divisions (the
37th) which had been sent into the gap formed between the
XV and Russian I Corps. The Russian troops by their
gallantry on the battlefield again deferred the strategic
catastrophe impending.
To return now to the center.
The Commander of the German XX Corps, in fulfilment
of Army Orders of the 26th August, which had instructed
him to support the offensive of the I Corps in addition to con
tinuing his offensive on the previous lines of operations,
detailed Schmetau's Detachment to carry out the first part
of the task, and to fulfil the second part ordered the 37th
Infantry Division to advance in the direction of Wronowo.
""Der Grosse Krieg 1914-1918" Sehwarte, p. 302.
"Along the railway embankment 1% kilometers to the north of
MUhlen (against the 5th Landwehr Regiment).
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and also the 41st Infantry Division, in the direction of Ad.
Kamiontken. The 1st Brigade of the 2d Infantry Division,
which had heen mauled the day before and had retreated to
Janushkau, was on the line of l!.dvance of the first of these;
it could not offer any serious resistance. On the line of ad~
vance of the German 41st Division at Lippau were the rem
nants of the 2d Brigade of the 2d Infantry Division, useless
for fighting, thinly covered by the right flank of a brigade
of the 6th Cavalry Division. On this day the 2d Brigade of
the Russian 2d Infantry Division was so incapable of fight
ing that at the very first pressure from the 41st German In
fantry Division it poured back in disorder to Neidenburg.
The offensive of the 37th and 41st German Divisions de
veloped but slowly. The incorrect information given by
the staff of the Eighth Army in orders for the 27th August,
wherein it had been supposed that there were 1-2 Russian
corps ("densely concentrated") present in the Gross Gardi
enen-Waplitz area, had its effect, and both divisions, es
pecially the 41st, failed to perceive that the front was open
to them. There was here a repetition, but this time on the
German side, of the same phenomenon which ha.~ been men
tioned with regard to the divisions of the Russian First
Army on the 21st August on the battlefield of Gumbinnen.
About noon General Scholtz, the Commander of the
German XX Corps, received the following orders from the
Staff of the Army:
Gilgenburg, 27th August, 11 :30 a.m.
The I Corps and Schmetau's Detachment are to throw the
enemy back behind the River Neide in the direction of Soldau
-Klein Koslau.
The XX Corps, including the FrOdau detachment, is to turn
northwards on passing east of Lake Kownatken, in order to cut
the southward line of retreat of the enemy forces there.

From these orders it will be seen that the attacks of the
Russian XV Corps on the River Drewenz had opened the
eyes of the staff of the German Eighth Army to the true
grouping of the Russians. The execution of this order
coincided with the withdrawal to Miihlen of the German
37th Infantry Division, under pressure of the attacks of the
Russian XV Corps. In consequence the 41st Infantry Di
vision, which had been sent to Waplitz, marched, not to the
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east, but to the west of Lake Kownatken, and by evening
had only reached Thurowken.
Thus on the 27th August the Germans had failed to
penetrate into the gap open between Lake Miihlen and Us
dau, 20-25 versts wide, and the strategically important road
junction of Neidenburg, had not yet been seized.

On the 26th August, as we have seen above, the Ger
mans had inflicted a decisive defeat upon the Russian 4th
Infantry Division. From intercepted Russian radiograms
communicated to them by the staff of the Eighth Army, the
staffs of the I Reserve and XVII Corps were aware of the
exact grouping of the Russian troops in the Bischofsburg
area. Evidence of this is given in the orders issued by the
Commander of the 35th Division at 10:50 p.m. on the 25th
at the bivouac in Gross Schwansfeld.
"The attack of the three enemy corps against the XX
Corps has been repulsed. At Bischofsburg, there is ap
parently one enemy corps, the advance units of which have
occupied Gross Bossau; there appears to be enemy cavalry
at Sensburg. The XVII Corps, in conjunction with the 1
Reserve Corps and the 6th Landwehr Brigade, which is at
Lautern, will advance tomorrow in the direction of Bischofs
burg, in order to attack the Russian Corps. The corps will
advance by one road, the 36th Division leading, with the
35th Division following. Second category transport at Gol
lingen; third category-of the 36th Infantry Division, at
Legienen--of the 35th, via Bartenstein and Reddenau to
Heilsberg."
The offensive against the Russian VI Corps was thus
organized by the Germans: one division of the XVII Corps
(the 36th) was to deploy for attack in a southward direc
tion in the area to the east of Lake Gross Bossau; one divi
sion of the I Reserve Corps (the 36th Reserve) tOgf'ther with
the 6th Landwehr Brigade, was to deploy between Lakes
Gross Bossan and Dadey to attack the Russians from the
west. The second division of the XVII Corps (the 37th)
was to follow after the 36th for the further outflanking of
the Russians from the east; similarly the second division of
the I Reserve Corps (the 1st Reserve) was to be sent east
ward of Lake Darley to turn the Russian position from
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the west. The Germans were thus endeavoring to take ad
vantage of their huge superiority in strength and completely
surround the Russian VI Corps. This superiority was in
actual fact very large. 4-1 German divisions. with 44 bat
teries (of which 8 were heavy) were dispatched against two
Russian divisions with 13 batteries of field artillery, giving
them a more than triple superiority in fire strength.26
We know the result of the VI Corps battle from the
description already given. Knowing now the relative
strengths, one can only be amazed that the result was less
than might have been expected. This was owing to the ga1~
lantry displayed by the Russian 4th Infantry Division, and
also owing to its skilful conduct of the battle. The Germans
themselves testify to the stubborn resistance offered by it.
The concentric offensive of the units of the XVII Corps from
the north, of the I Reserve Corps from the west caught the
Russian 4th Infantry Division between two fires. The Rus~
sian division commenced to retreat in disorder, leaving on
the battlefield its wounded and some of its batteries (aecord
ing to our sources of information-2 batteries, accord
ing to the Gennan-30 guns). In any case the picture of
the defeat inflicted upon the Russians must have become
clear at once to the German Command. Nevertheless, he
proceeded with extreme caution. The XVII Corps
was halted in the evening in the area of Gross Bossau, the I
Reserve Corps on the northern shores of Lake Darley. The
Commander of the I Reserve Corps, General Belov, stated
that he had received information to the effect that the Rus·
sians were preparing to make another stubborn stand a few
""It is of interest to give here the German losses:
XVII Corps:
36th Div.-8 officers & 191 other ranks (killed &
wounded).
35th Div.-no losses.
I Reserve Corps:
36th Res. Div.:
69th Bde. 18 Os. 1020 O.Rs.
70th Bde. 2 Os. 20 O.Rs.
6th Landwehr Brigade: 38 Os. 470 O.Rs.
This battle of the 36th Division is called by the Germans
"Ninhaltendeg Gefecht." The whole stress of the battle fell upon
the 69th Reserve and 6th Landwehr Brigades.
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versts south of Bischofsburg. There is a psychological
reason for the caution displayed by the Germans, though
possessing an overwhelming superiority in strengths, and
having just inflicted a defeat upon the Russians. Their
corps commanders remembered only too well the lesson
taught them by the Russian troops at Gumbinnen for despis
ing their fighting quality. As the saying has it: "once bit
ten, twice shy." General Belov and General Mackensen
prepared for a deliberate offensive on the following day
against the new Russian position, and meanwhile the VI
Corps escaped from under their blows, while the Russians
were given every opportunity to retreat not only on Ortels
burg, but also on Passenheim.
On the morning of the 27th August the I Reserve and
XVII Corps began their maneuvers against the imaginary
Russian position to the south of Bischofsburg. The XVII
Corps was sent direct to Bischofsburg for a frontal attack;
the I Reserve Corps marched west of Lake Dadey, in order
to turn the Russian left.
In traversing the battlefield of the previous day, the
XVII Corps could see from the evidence of its own eyes
what heavy losses had been inflicted upon the Russians. At
9 a.m. it occupied Bischofsburg, and it gradually became
clear that there were no Russian forces to the south of
Bischofsburg.
At 12 :30 p.m. the Commanders of the XVII and I Re
serve Corps received by telephone orders from General Hin
denburg, timed 7 :30 a.m.: "As soon as you have finished
with the enemy defeated yesterday, march on Jedwabno. In
fulfilment of this order the XVII Corps moved the 35th Di
vision on Passenheim, and the 36th on Mensgut. By night
Passenheim had been occupied by the advance guard of the
first, and Mensguth by the advance guard of the second.
Shortly after the receipt of the orders quoted above "to
march on Jedwabno," the I Reserve Corps received new in
structions from the staff of the army, conveyed by Major
Drexel of the General Staff. By these new orders the main
body of the I Reserve Corps was instructed to move to the
Patricken-Gross Purden area; the staff of the Eighth Army
was thus closing in one of its left flank corps for operations
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in conjunction with the center of the army~ By disposing
the I Reserve Corps for the night 27th August in the area
Patricken-Gross Purden, the staff of the Eighth Army was
in a position to move this corps next to Kurken, Stabigotten,
or Allenstein, as the situation might require.
By the evening of the 27th August the I Corps had
reached its night quarters in the area specified for it.

On the 27th before receiving the report of the retreat
of the I Corps from Usdau, the Commander of the Russian
Second Army had issued the following operations orders
for the 28th:
"Today, the 27th August, the I Corps has been fighting
on the front Usdau-Heinrichsdorf-Gross Lensk, and the
German attacks have been repulsed. The 2d Infantry Di
vision after stubborn fighting at Janushkau has occupied a
position at Frankenau. The XV Corps has occ1Ipied the
village of Miihlen and the forest of Walsdorf. A brigade of
the XIII Corps is on the extreme right flank of the XV
Corps. The remaining units of the XIII Corps are occupy
ing Allenstein.
"On the 28th August the I Corps, must at all costs
maintain its position in front of Soldau, in order to safe
gua~d the left flank of the army. The XXIII Corps (the 2d
Infantry Division and those units of the 3d Guards' Divi
sion which have come Up),·7 must at all costs maintain their

position on the front westward of the village of Frankenau.
A brigade of the 6th Cavalry Division28 is being placed under
the orders of the Commander of the XXIII Corps.
"The XIII and XV Corps, under the general command
of General Martos, at dawn are to assume an energetic of
fensive in the general direction of Gilgenburg-Lautenburg,
with the object of attacking in flank and rear the enemy
forces opposite the XXIII and I Corps.
"The VI Corps is being transferred to the Passenheim
area."
On studying this order with the map the student will
be amazed to find the amount of careless thinking displayed
in the work of the staff. The staff of the Second Army was
already well aware of the defeat of the 2d Infantry Division.
"The Kegsholmsky Lifeguard Regiment with 1 battery of the
3d L.G. Artillery Brigade. (Author's note.)
"'General Stempel's Brigade. (Author's note.)
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Consequently, even supposing that the Operations Branch
of the General Staff had been misled by the morning's re
ports from the Commander of the I Corps, with reference
to the strength of his position at Usdau, it yet seems quite
inexplicable that General Artamonov's Corps should have
been considered as guaranteeing the safety of the flank of
the army, when a gap 15-20 versts wide had formed between
Usdau and Frankenau. It was proposed that the XV and
XIII Corps should render active assistance, namely, by an
"energetic offensive in the general direction of Gilgenburg
-Lautenburg, with the object of attacking in flank and rear
the enemy forces opposite the XXIII and I Corps. The sim
ple use of a pair of compasses would have demonstrated to
the staff that the line of operations Miihlen-Gilgenburg
Lautenburg was 40 versts distant as the crow flies. Pres
sure on their flank and rear sufficient to have a real effect
upon the Germans operating against the Russian I and
XXIII Corps could only become operative on reaching the
Gilgenburg area, Le. in the case of a success on the part of
the XV and XIII Corps, developed to a depth of 15-20
versts. This demanded a victory not only decisive, but also
at a lightning stroke, on the part of General Martos' group,
or the alternative would be several days fighting. From
the preceding description we know that the Germans, with
a more than triple superiority in strength, had spent two
whole days in inflicting a defeat and progressing as far as
Mensguth. Not only was it impossible for General Martos,
even after the arrival of all the units of the XIII Corps to
join him, to have any such superiority in strength, but, fur
ther, there were absolutely no general grounds for reckoning
on any advantage whatsoever over the Germans. Affairs
turned out even more badly in the event. The Ii infantry
divisions of the XIII Corps, utterly worn out, spent the night
27th-28th August at Allenstein, 35 versts as the crow flies
from Miihlen, at that moment the most important point for
the XV Corps to occupy for the battle. Consequently there
could be no question of the XV and XIII Corps on the 28th
August "assuming at dawn an energetic offensive in the gen
eral direction of Gilgenburg-Lautenburg, with the object
of attacking in flank and rear the enemy forces opposite the
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XXIII and I Corps," as had been required by the Operations
Orders of the 28th August.
On the evening of the 27th August the staff of the
Second Army had already learned the news of the retreat of
General Artamonov's Corps from Usdau, as may be ascer
tained from General Samsonov's report to the Commander
in-Chief of the North-Western Army Group, timed 11 :30
p.m. (telegram No. 6375, which has been quoted above in
full) .
How was it that even after this General Samsonov held
to his previous decision? He has borne this secret with
him to the grave, and we can only guess at the reaSOD. Gen
eral Samsonov was by nature an extremely brave man. In
the complicated situation in which he found himself, he was
naturally drawn towards the execution of daring operations,
which always lead to the swiftest and most decisive results.
It is true that the decision embodied in Operations Orders
for the 28th surpassed the legitimate bounds of daring; it
was ill-judged. But to see this aright it was necessary to
retain calmness of mind and clearness of judgment. Gen
eral Samsonov had lost the first, and General Jilinsky, the
Commander-in-Chief, had himself greatly contributed to the
loss of it. For the loss of the clearness of judgment of the
Army Commander his immediate colleagues, i.e. his staff,
were responsible. We have purposely gone in detail into
the questions of distance arising in connection with the
operations ordered for the troops on the 28th August, in
order to show that the staff had apparently made no calcula
tions that had any foundation on the realities of the situa
tion. The plan of operations had been framed without due
consideration, not on the basis of a well thought out idea.
but on the basis of a fleeting fantasy.
At 7.15 a.m. on the 28th August General Samsonov sent
the Commander-in-Chief of the North-Western Army Group
the following telegram:
"The I Corps badly disorganized, was yesterday evening
withdrawn to IIlowo by General Artamonov's orders, leaving
a rearguard in front of Soldau. I am now proceeding to
the staff of the XV Corps at Nadrau, to take control of the
corps in their offensive. I am removing the Hughe.il
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apparatus. 29 I shall be temporarily without communication
with you."
This decision on the part of General Samsonov might
be likened to the action of a commander of a cavalry
regiment in placing himself at the head of a group of
squadrons for the personal conduct of a cavalry charge. It
seems unnecessary to point out how far this was from being
in accord with modern requirements regarding the control
of an army. We repeat: this action on the part of Gener:\-l
Samsonov can only be explained by his character. But what
is difficult to explain, is why the departure of the Army Com
mander for the forward area should involve the breakdown
of communication ("I am removing the Hughes apparatus.
I shall be temporarily without communication with you").
Apparently the staff of the Second Army-for the main
tenance of communication is intrinsically a part of the
functions of the staff-was ignorant of the elementary rule
that a signals station once working must only be closed
down after the opening of a new station in closer touch with
the new command post. The ignorance of the staff of the
Army accentuated the consequences of General Samsonov's
decision to visit the staff of the XV Corps. With his
departure from N adrau the army ceased to be under bb
control. The disaster to the army commenced from thi:~
moment.
While en route from Neidenburgto Nadrau, at 9 a.m. on
the 28th August, from Allendorf (1 verst north-east of
Orlau), General Samsonov reported to General Jilinsky:
"On the road. from Neidenburg to Nadrau I have received
a report from Colonel Zalesky,so to the effect that at 6 p.m.
""Telegraph apparatus (translator's note).
"'The Commander of the 4th Novotroitsky-Ekaterinoslavsky Dra
goon Regiment, who had just taken up the duties of Chief of Staff of
the VI Corps. In view of the complete breakdown in signals communi
cations, and in view of the presence of enemy patrols in rear, the fol
lowing measures were taken to get this report to the Staff of the
Army: a troop of Dragoons was dispatched from Grammen at 2 a.m. on
the 28th August by the Commander of the 4th Novotroitsky Ekaterin
oslavsky Dragoon Regiment, as an escort with this message. Between
8 and 9 a.m. this troop was already with the Staff of the Army,
having covered 60 versts in a period of 6 hours. Having received
orders for the VI Corps from the Staff of the Army, this troop im
mediately started back and returned to Valen at the same speed.
(Author's note.)
"'(Omitted.)
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yesterday the enemy attacked the advanced units of the
VI Corps. The Corps retired southward of Ortelsburg to
the villages of Wallen-Olschienen. The 4th Cavalry Divi
sion is at Grammen (on the Passenheim-Ortelsburg main
road). The corps has suffered heavily, especially the 4th
Division, which is weakened both physically and in morale.
According to the statement of an officer eyewitness the corps
retreated in disorder. I am riding to Nadrau. where I will
fix my decision concerning the advancing corps. I have
just received a report from the Commander of the XV Corps.
His report of yesterday contained an error, and Miihlen has
not been occupied. Fighting is proceeding today to obtain
possession of it. General Martas reports that his corps is
greatly exhausted, and that a further advance today is im
possible."
General Blagoveshchensky, the Commander of the VI
Corps, received General Samsonov's order for the move of
this corps to Passenheim only after 1 p.m. on the 28th
August. But the divisions of this corps during the preceding
night had completed the march from Mensguth to Ortels
burg, and it was impossible to get the exhausted infantry
on the move before evening. But what was worse, was that
the control of the corps was in complete chaos, communica
tion not having been established as yet between its units.
It is at such critical moments that a lack of scientific training
on the part of the personnel of the Higher Command shows
itself most clearly. So it was in the present case. The'
defeat inflicted on the 4th Infantry Division at Bischofsburg
had a stunning effect upon the Higher Command of the VI
Corps, which showed itself not only incapable of an
independent appreciation of the situation which had arisen,
but even proved incapable of executing the orders received
from the Army Commander. In order to give the reader
some slight idea of the collapse in morale of the Corps
Command during these days, we will quote an extract from
the recollections of Patronov, an officer of the General Staff
of the 16th Infantry Division. 32
""The operations of the VI Corps and the principal reasons for
the failure of the Second Army," "Vuenny Sirornik" No.4, pp. 168
and 169.
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Completing their night retirement the 16th Infantry
Division on the morning of the 28th August "passed by
Ortelsburg, which was in flames, and took up positions some
what eastward of it. According to rumor the staff of the
Corps was in the same locality, in one of the villages. The
Divisional Commander went there to report, but I was
instructed to ride round all the units of the division to
ascertain their dispositions, morale and requirements. The
first regiment of the Division (the 6lst Vladimir Infantry
Regiment) which had been left behind at Osovetz, arrived
the same day, and this greatly raised the drooping spirits of
the division. Not having suffered any losses, not even
having witnessed the defeat of the 4th Infantry Division,
our 16th Division remained strong both in numbers and in
morale. Completing my round of the division, and knowing
neither the whereabouts of the corps nor the general situa
tion (contact with the enemy had been lost on the evening
of the 27th), I suddenly came across a car, in which were
a colonel, whom I did not know, in the uniform of a cavalry
regiment, and two officers of the General Staff of the Corps.
The car stopped on drawing level with me, and quite
unexpectedly the colonel showered a number of questions,
couched in the sharpest terms, upon me: 'Where is your
division and is it in complete order? Where is your staff
wandering? Why are there no report~ from you?' In the
same tone I replied: 'Our division is here and in complete
order; our staff, as it may be relied on to be, is all the time
with the troops; the Chief of Staff has gone for orders to
the Staff of the Corps; but where the staff got to yesterday,
we have in no wise been able to ascertain; in general, the
staff of the Corps is entirely to blame for the defeat which
has overtaken the corps; its control was beneath all criti~
cism; I must hasten to complete my round of the divisional
positions; I have the honor to bid you farewell.'
"Colonel Engel, who had returned from the staff of the
Corps, after hearing my report, said: 'This is all very well,
but why did you deliver yourself of these remarks to the
newly appointed Chief of Staff of the Corps, Colonel
Zalesky?' A few days later I apologized to him. but he
only said: 'It is nothing, I too get angry and lose my temper,
anel speHk the plain truth to my chiefs.'
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"Colonel Engel had brought bad news. The Staff of the
Corps evidently was not in communication with the staff
of the Army; the 4th Infantry Division was demoralized;
the 4th Cavalry Division was worn Qut and required a pro
longed rest: our division was in good order, but after Ii.
fortnight's uninterrupted marching also required a rest.
The Corps Commander did not know what to do. The Chief
of Staff of the Corps had been relieved: Colonel Zalesky had
arrived to take his place. 'r advised a day's rest and the
resumption of the offensive on the 29th August'-concluded
Colonel Engel. .. ,"
On the morning of the 29th August Captain Patronov
rode over to the Staff of the VI Corps to acquaint himself
with the situation and to receive orders.
"Arriving to report myself to the Staff of the Corps,
and opening the door of the first hut I came to, I unex~
pectedly perceived the Corps Commander, bending over a
large 10 verst man. Intending first of all to see one of the
members of his General Staff, I would have closed the door
and gone out, but he noticed me and called me over to him.
After questioning me as to the dispositions of the division.
and the arrangements which had been made, marking up
the map in accordance with my replies, General Blagovesh
chensky asked in conclusion: 'And what is the morale of
the division?' 'Today it is good, hut it is low, as always
with troops after defeat.' 'But there is nothing to affect
your own division, you were not even in action,' remarked
the General. 'That is just the point, Your Excellency-that
we did not fight; perhaps if you had not kept us all day
doing nothing on the main road, but had sent us into the
battle, say in the direction of the lake, the result might
have been different.' 'Well, if I had known what was
happening there, then of course ... .' objected the General.
I recollected here the fact taught us in the ABC of tactics
at our Army War College: almost always before the battle
the senior commander will be ignorant of the exact strength
and intentions of the enemy; this often only becomes known
after the war; therefore the decision must be taken with
out waiting for the situation to be cleared up entirely, and
it is foolish to assign absurd tasks, such as determining
exact numbers or definitely determining the intentions of
the enemy.
"On the evening of the 29th August the Corps Com
mander's orders were received."
The extract quoted is extremely interesting as it clearly
demonstrates the extent to which the Command and General
Staff personnel of the VI Corps and its divisions misunder
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stood the situation which had developed. In the present
case the essential point was not General Blagoveshchensky's
failure to put the 16th Infantry Division into the battle at
Bischofsburg, but his failure to push on with the occupation,
if not of Passenheim, then of Jedwabno, or at least of
Willenberg, if only by the 16th Infantry Division. This was
just what he had omitted to do; neither on the night pre
ceding the 29th August, nor in the course of that day, was
the 16th Infantry Division moved into this area. This was
more than a blunder, it was a crime.
To save the center corps of the Second Army no forced
marches over hundreds of versts into the strategical mouse
trap, were required by the left flank corps of Rennenkampf's
army; all that was needed was an elementary knowledge of
strategy on the part of the leaders of the VI Corps.

The staff of the Second Army had not informed the
staff of the XIII Corps of the defeat of the VI Corps at
Bischofsburg, nor had Army Orders of the 28th August
been received: in these General Klyuev, the Commander of
the XIII Corps, would at least have found the laconic phrase:
"The VI Corps will move to Passenheim." General Klyuev,
as already stated in the preceding chapter, had received in
structions, in the form of a message transmitted by the
Commander of the nearest division of the XV Corps, to
move on the 28th August the whole of the XIII Corps from
Allenstein to Hohenstein. sa
During the night 27th-28th no fresh information con
cerning the enemy was received by the Staff of the XIII
Corps. The patrol dispatched to Wartenburg sent in no
report.
"At dawn the XIII Corps was marched off in one rolumn
along the main road Allenstein-Hohenstein. The transport
and everything not essential in battle was sent under a
f'mall escort by the shortest route southward, to Kellaren
Kurken. One battalion was left in Allenstein, with orders
to wait until all the transport had gone, when, even if the
"We will recapitulate the contents of this message: "By order of
the Army Commander the XIII Corps is placed under the OI'ders of
the Commander of the XV Corps. The Commander of the XV Corps
orders an immediate march to co-operate with the XV CQrps by
directing a blow against the left flank of the enemy."
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VI Corps had not arrived, they were to follow the column
to Hohenstein.
"At first the movement proceeded without hindrance.
The corps column marched off along the route specified for
it, and the transport left Allenstein. The battalion com
menced the withdrawal of its outposts, in order to follow
the column to Hohenstein."
"At this moment the leading units of the German troops
appeared simultaneously from the north and from the east.
The units appearing fyom the east tried to cut the battalion's
line of retreat from AUenstein. The troops became involved
in street fighting, in which the inhabitants took an active
part; even the women fired at our soldiers from the windows.
According to the evidence of eyewitnesses a machine-gun
was firing from the lunatic asylum, which was situated on
the outskirts of the town, and which had been protected
the day before by the Red Cross. The battalion fought on
energetically, but, cut off fmIll the column and with all their
ammunition exhausted, part fell fighting and part were sur
rounded and taken prisoners without having succeeded in
warning the XIII Corps."34
By this time the head of the XIII Corps column was
approaching Grieslienen. An officer of the General Staff
of the XV Corps went out to meet it, and reported that his
corps was engaged in heavy fighting, while in the Miihlen
area the battle continued to wax fiercer, and in view of the
threat to his rear at Waplitz General Martos had been obliged
to bring a brigade of the 6th Infantry Division, which had
been in corps reserve, into action there.
Shortly after this it was learned that communication
between the XV and XIII Corps had been cut by German
cavalry, and an officer who had been sent by car to General
Martos with further questions from General Klyuev could
not at once get through. At the same time the advance
guard of the XIII Corps became engaged at Grieslienen.
G£:neral KIyuev issued orders for the development of the
corps. The fighting quickly grew hotter, and the troops of
the XIII Corps for the first time came to be acquainted with
the "coal-boxes" of the German heavy artillery.
"In the heat of the fighting at Grieslienen there was
heard rifle and machine-gun fire at the tail of the XIII Corps
column, which had not yet reached the battlefield. An
""Brief olltline of the operations of the Army of the Narev," by
Fuchs, an officer of the General Staff of the XIII Corps; printed in
"Voenny Sbo:rnik," No.4 (Belgrade).
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orderly galloped up and reported that the 143d Dorogobujsky
Regiment (the 36th Infantry Division), which was at the
rear of the column, was in action with the enemy, who had
come from the direction of Allenstein. At the same time a
Cossack galloped up, one of the escort with the transport
which had been sent by the shortest route southward, and
reported that the enemy had attacked the transport, and
that the escort had been destroyed, and the transport cap·
tured."35
Nevertheless, General Klyuev and his troops continued
heroically to execute the task imposed upon them.
"The men of the Dorogobujsky Regiment gallantly ful
filled the task which had fallen to their lot at Dorotovo.
Three times they had recourse to a bayonet charge; they
suffered heavy casualties, and lost their Regimental Com~
mander, who fell in one of the charges, but they had done
all that was required. The enemy had received such a rebuff
that he undertook no further attacks upon this day."36
A brief but clear account of the features of this battle
is given by a German correspondent who toured the battle
field. He writes approximately as follows:
"On the shores of Lake Darethen (Lake Wulping), in
one common grave beneath a green mound, lie 496 faithful
sons of their fatherland, who gave the best that they had
their lives. These 496 belonged to the gallant 143d Dorogo~
buj sky Regiment. If a due proportion of wounded is added
to this total of killed, the resultant figures show that few
unwounded men of the regiment were taken prisoners."
The units of the XIII Corps advanced and obtained
possession of the woods round Hohenstein, but they had not
succeeded in taking Hohenstein by evening, and could only
extend their left flank to the south of Hohenstein, in an
endeavor to get into touch with the XV Corps.3T
With the onset of darkness the fighting died down.
"General Klyuev's fears had been realized, the XIII
Corps speaking roughly was penned in 3. sac: on the north
west, the north and north-east was the enemy; to the south
-the lakes. The exits from this sac were: the eastern,
along the enemy's front from the direction of Allenstein,
and the western, past the enemy at Hohenstein. This was
the situation in which the corps found itself at dark.
p

"""Brief outline of the operations of the Army of the Narev,"
p.138.
""Ibid, pp. 139 and 140. (Dororovo is shown as Darethen on the
maps.)
"'Ibid, p. 138.
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"The Commander of the XIII Corps decided to rest the
troops, and during the night to move units, and especially
rear formations (such as transport and sanitary services)
towards the western exit; to deliver an energetic attack at
dawn, in order to advance westward. to get into touch with
the XV Corps and to make sure of a base for himself
through the western passage, to the SQuth of Morken . . . .
"About midnight orders were received from the staff
of the Army, by hand of a mounted patrol. They announced:
"To facilitate the concentration of the units of the army and
the maintenance of all categories of supplies, the XIII Corps
is to retreat during the night to the Kurken area, making
use of the passage between Lakes Grosse Plautziger and
Lansker. The XV Corps is retreating on Neidenburg. The
corps will be given further instructions at Kurken."38
These orders, in common with the majority of the orders
from the staff of the Army, were already too late, and it
was impossible to fulfil them. It was impossible to take
the corps between the lakes named, with the enemy at
Darethen and in view of the fact that the northern shores of
the lakes were high ground, commanding the whole of the
passage. One course remained: to try to get through the
defile at Shvedrich, although, in view of the retirement of
the XV Corps this would also be difficult, for Morken was
already in enemy hands.
The Commander of the XIII Corps decided to lead hi8
corps through this defile.
We must now digress to describe the progress of events
with the XV Corps on the 28th August.
"An army order reached me late in the evening of the
27th August (I cannot remember the exact hour)," writes
General Martos in his "Outline. "39 "The two corps were
placed under my general command. This order clearly
involved some mistake, as the XIII Corps was at Allenstein
on the night 27th-28th August, and consequently could not
take part in the fighting on the morning of the 28th, as it
would first have to complete a march of 30 versts.
"After issuing all necessary instructions to the troops,
including orders to a brigade of the XIII Corps to turn
the left flank of the enemy position, I yet could get no sleep,
as I was seriously alarmed at the situation which so vividly
depicted itself on the evening of the 27th August. It was
plain to me that the staff of the Army had corrected itself
""Ibid, p. 140.
""pp. 15, 16 "Outline of the operations of the XV Army Corps in
Eastern Prussia in 1914." Manuscript in the possession of the author.
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too late, and that any success that might have been attained
on the morning of the 27th could not still be hoped for on
the evening of the 28th, the more so as the Xln Corps would
be utterly exhausted after marching 60 versts in these two
days. On the evening of the 27th I had received a report to
the effect that the German cavalry had destroyed our
telegraph line to Yanov at several points. I thought over
the problem of withdrawing the Corps, and the question
appeared to me extremely difficult, although I still had one
brigade in reserve.
"Towards midnight the firing had died down, but at
2 a.m. I remarked an increase in rifle fire, directed against
a hollow on the left flank fo of the fighting line of the corps.
"I realized at once that the Germans were trying to break
through here, and therefore quickly transferred Novitsky's
brigade (the general reserve of the corps) to the left flank,
and was with it myself until sending it to attack. I also
ordered the Inspector of Artillery to concentrate a howitzer
group and the batteries nearest this flank for the bombard
ment of the hollow.
"My surmise turned out to be correct: at earliest dawn
the Germans delivered a vigorous attack in the direction of
the hollow, but were met by a hurricane fire from our
artillery, whose shrapnel, and especially that of the howitzer
group, mowed down whole ranks of their dense and ordered
columns. The German infantry, having succeeded in
breaking through along the hollow, were attacked by Colonel
Novitsky's brigade, the majority annihilated with the
bayonet, and part taken prisoner (1 staff officer, 17 officers,
and about 1,000 men). The break was mended by about
9 a.m.
"Not to weaken the ranks of the infantry, I sent
mounted Cossacks to escort the prisoners out of the fighting
line, and at about 10 a.m. the prisoners in column, with
the officers at the head, marching as though on parade,
reached the hill upon which I had stationed myself and my
staff to issue instructions and observe the fighting. At this
moment, to my surprise, General Samsonov having arrived
from Neidenburg, reached this same hilI, but from the other
side, riding on horseback with his staff. While I was
explaining to the Army Commander, he interrupted me and,
pointing to the German column, asked me what it was. I
replied: "Prisoners, captured in repelling an attack which
penetrated our lines this morning." He then reigned his
horse up against me, embraced me, and said sadly: 'You
alone will s£.ve us.' This phrase struck me unfavorably,
I knew only of Artamonov's retreat, and had been com
"At Waplitz. (Author's note.)
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forting myself with the thought that the army had received
a new reserve, the 2d Division having just been put into
the line. 41 On further conversation it turned out that the
army had only been reinforced by the Kegsholmsky Guards'
Infantry Regiment, which, together with a brigade of the
6th Cavalry Division, was defending Neidenburg in face of
the strong enemy forces advancing from the west after
dealing with Artamonov.
"Here I think I should mention that the army cavalry,
consisting of the 6th and 15th Cavalry Divisions, had given
the Staff of the Army timely warning as to the movement of
large German forces from the west in the direction of Hohen
stein and Neidenburg. But this information had not been
credited, but had been thought to be exaggerated in the
extreme. . . .
"It was clear that the situation demanded an immediate
retreat on the part of the XIII and XV Corps, and I stated
this to General Samsonov in the presence of members of
both statfs---Army and Corps. However, General Postavsky
persuaded him to await the arrival of the XIII Corps, still
hoping for victory.42 Incidentally, this was already the
third day of the XV Corps battle, and, whilst the enemy was
growing stronger, by the evening of the 28th August the
corps would have exhausted all its reserves, and, in conse
quence of its heavy losses and the extreme exhaustion of
the men, had begun to get stale.
"About 3 p.m. a, disorderly retreat of infantry on our
right flank was observed from the hill upon which we were
vainly awaiting the appearance of the XIII Corps. Fol
lowing on thi!'l arrived the officer of the Gener:'!.l Staff who
had been sent by me to the brigade of the XIII Corps; he
reported that the troops of this brigade, after commencing
the advance, had come under a heavy artillery fire and had
fled, abandoning in their flight not only their equipment, but
even their rifles, and that this disorderly mob had invaded
the L. of C. organizations of the XV Corps, and were creating
a panic amongst the transport. The Commander of the
artillery group which had been with this brigade now
arrived, and reported that he had lost his guns, as the
infantry had abandoned them.
"General Samsonov dispatched the available officers of
his own staff to re-establish order in the brigade. In about
"General Martos apparently refers here to the units of the 2d
Infantry Division which had taken part in the attack against the
41st German Infantry Division, advancing from the direction of
Frankenau.
"We think that in the given case General Postavsky, the Chief
of Staff, having in view the local conditions, was rightly influenced
by the consideration that it was impossible to leave to its fate the
XIII Corps, coming up from Allenstein. (Author's note.)
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two hours time these officers had succeeded in collecting
approximately cne battalion each from the 3d Narvsky and
4th Koporsky lnfantry Regiments, with some officers, and
in bringing them up to the Army Commander in good order.
General Samsonov addressed a speech to them, and then
ordered them to be put in reserve behind my corps, and in
front of the point occupied by us.
"Finally, Captain D., who had been sent by me to meet
General Klyuev, arrived and reported that German patrols
were moving about between our corps, and that he had got
through with difficulty (he was on a German cavalry horse,
as his horse had been killed in a skirmish). General Sam
sonov dispatched orders to the XIII Corps to advance with
energy.
"A short time later when dusk had already descended,
Klyuev opened artillery fire, to which the Germans imme
diately replied from westward of Hohenstein. In the vicin
ity of the artillery positions, the German as weB as the Rus
sian, as always happens. fires broke out, and thereafter the
XIII Corps advanced no farther.
"I turned to General Samsonov with the words: 'Now
we must expect a catastrophe.' A deliberation began.
General Postavsky. . . . was silent. 1 proposed a retire
ment on Khorjele. General Samsonov objected that this
point had been occupied by the German troops pursuing the
VI Corps.43 In his opinion the XV and XIII Corps and the
remnants of the 2d Infantry Division should retreat on
Neidenburg, which was being defended by the Guards' Regi
ment and by a brigade of the 6th Cavalry Division. I said
no more, as it was necessary to settle on some plan. They
began to write orders. Meanwhile General Samsonov called
me aside and told me that after issuing instructions to my
corps 1 was to follow with all speed to Neidenburg, to take
measures for the determined defense of that town, sending
there the first units to arrive, to assist the infantry and
cavalry defending that town. There had hardly been time
to hand me the Army Orders, and dispatch them to Klyuey
and Mingin,4i when the Germans opened fire from the direc
tion of Hohenstein on the rear of the XV Corps positions,
and upon the hill on which the staffs were. Panic imme
diately broke out in the Koporsky and N arvsky Regiments,
and these units took to flight. General Samsonov rode off
with his staff, and 1 stayed to write orders for the corps.
When the officers sent by me to the divisional commanders
had returned with the acknowledgements for these orders,
1 and my staff, with an escort of one sotnia, moved off at a
"Khorjele had not been occupied oy the Germans. (Author's
note.)
"The Commander of the 2d Infantry Division.
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walking pace along the road to Neidenburg, The night W8E
dark and warm. After about an hour we perceived the staff
of the Army resting around some buildings at the side of the
road. I rode np to General Samsonov, who seemed to me
to be calmer. He again spoke to me aside of the serious
"position we were in, and said that it was still possible to
get Qut of it if we held Neidenburg."
"But on the evening of the 28th Neidenburg was already
in German occupation. The brigade of the 6th Cavalry
Division had proved unable to execute the task demanded of
it, which was quite beyond its strength, and the inconsider
able remnants of the 2d Brigade of the 2d Infantry Division,
which had retreated on Neidenburg in complete disorder the
day before, were of no fighting value on the 28th August."
As we know from the above-quoted Second Army Orders
for the 28th, the task set the XXIII Corps was as follows:
"The XXIII Corps and such units of the 3d Guards' Divi
sian as have arrived must at all costs maintain their posi
tion on the front westward of the village of Frankenau. A
brigade of the 6th Cavalry Division is being placed under
the orders of the Commander of the XXIII Corps." These
lines of the Army Orders cannot fail to arouse the greatest
astonishment on the part of the reader. Indeed, by no
manner of means is it possible to understand words "posi
tion. . . . westward of the village of Frankenau" to include
any reference to the defense of the approaches to Neiden
burg running southward of Lake Kownatken. The position
at Frankenau, which was to the north of Lake Kownatken,
was right away from the roads leading from the Gilgenburg
area to Neidenburg. General Kondratovich, the Commander
of the XXIII Corps, was in a difficult position owing to the
fact that on the 29th there were in reality only three
infantry regiments at his disposal (the 1st Brigade of the
2d Infantry Division and the Kegsholmsky Guard's Regi
ment, with the 2d Artillery Brigade, one battery of the 3d
Life Guards' Artillery Brigade and the 23d Howitzer Group)
and one cavalry brigade (of the 6th Division). The rem
nants of the 2d Brigade of the 2d Infantry Division did not
represent a fighting force. Thus, all that General Kond
ratovich could do to amend the blunder of the staff of the
Second Army, in leaving Neidenburg completely open from
the west, was to leave the brigade of the 6th Cavalry Divi
sion in the area to the south of Kownatken. But the task im
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posed by Army Orders-to hold on to their position to the
west of Frankenau-was splendidly fulfilled by the three
regiments of the XXIII Corps. As soon as the Germans were
ascertained to be advancing into the Waplitz area, the 1st
Brigade of the 2d Infantry Division undertook a counterof
fensive against the Germans who were in contact with their
left flank. More than a thousand prisoners and many guns:
and howitzers fell into the hands of our gallant infantry.
But there was of course no question of any further develop
ment of this success. The 1st Brigade of the 2d Infantry
Division was at very low strength after the losses suffered
in the fighting of the 26th August.
Shortly after noon it was ascertained that a German
infantry division was attacking Rontzken. Numerous Ger
man guns were firing in support of this attack, which
General Kondratovich could only oppose with the Kegsholm
Life Guards' Regiment. The huge superiority in strength on
the German side forced this regiment to retreat, but it dis
puted every yard, retiring in the general direction of Lahna.
Neidenburg still remained unprotected. One can only be
amazed at the way the Germans allowed themselves to be
mystified up to 3 or 4 p.m. by General Baron Stempel's thin
screen of cavalry.45 Many of the L. of C. formations of the
army still remained in Neidenburg.
These same Army Orders for the 28th August required
the I Corps "at all costs to maintain its position in front
of Soldau, in order to safeguard the left flank of the army."
In the situation which had arisen, the essential point was
not the safeguarding of the left flank of the army, but the
defense of the lines of communication of the center corps,
and this task, so vital at this moment, was not to be executed
in the Soldau area, but, as we have seen, in the Neidenburg
area.
But on the 28th August the divisions of the I Corps were
suffering from the effects of the defeat inflicted upon them
the day before, and their morale and powers of resistance
were quite undermined. The leaders of the corps were in
no better state. General Artamonov, removed on the 27th
"One cannot help recalling the reproaches blatantly directed by
the <?ermaIll! against RennE;nkampf's army, for allowing itself to be
mystIfied on the day follOWIng the battle of Gumbinnen.
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August from the command of the corps, had been replaced
by General Dushkevich (the Commander of the 22d Infantry
Division). The state of morale existing in the I Corps not
only was unfavorable to the display of any initiative or
activity, but even affected the further withdrawal of the
troops of this corps to Mlava. As we know already, on the
evening of the 27th only a rear guard (consisting of the
three regiments of the 1st Rifle Brigade, one regiment of
the 3d Guards' Infantry Division and one regiment of the
22d Infantry Division, with 5-6 batteries) had remained
in front of Soldau on the left bank of the River Neide. The
remainder of the I Corps, disorganized by battle and retreat,
had been assembled on the road from Soldau to Mlava. This
was the state of affairs which coincided with the transfer of
the command of the corps to General Dushkevich, on the dis
missal of General Artamonov. In view of the disorganiza~
tion which existed in the staff work of the corps, this period
of transition could not but have its effect on the furthf'r
operations of the corps. The vacillation in the control of
the corps was rendered worse by the circumstance that
Army Orders for the 28th were not received by the staff of
the Corps during the 27th, and consequently the staff pre
pared orders for the further retirement of the Corps to
Mlava, with a rear guard at Mlavka. The hour for the retire~
ment was not named, but doubtless this decision on the
part of the Corps Commander had its effect in weakening
the determination of the rear guard left in front of Soldau.
This rear guard, composed of units of three different divi
sions, possessed certain intrinsic elements of weakness.
Nevertheless, when an offensive by superior forces, SUPR
ported by a numerous artillery, commenced from 5 a.m.
against General Sirelius' rear guard, his units held out till
10 a.m., after which with both their flanks enveloped, and
under a German artillery fire which completely dominated
their own, the units of the Russian rear guard retreated
behind the stream at Soldau, having evacuated the town of
Soldau itself at 11 a.m.
On the 28th August information reached the staff of
the I Corps to the effect that the Germans were advancing
in an eastward direction on Neidenburg. However, in con
R
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sequence of the disorganization in the control of the corps,
no action was taken by it.
We have stated above, that from the moment General
SalIlBonov moved to N adrau the control of the Second Army
for practical purposes ceased to exist. In the orders for the
retreat, issued by General Samsonov on the evening of the
28th August (it has not been possible to determine the hour
of issue), the army was ordered to retire to the front Ortels
burg-Mlava, while the I Corps was ordered to take the
offensive against Neidenburg. General Samsonov reported
these instructions to General Jilinsky; this report was re
ceived by the staff of the Army Group at 9:10 a.m. on the
29th August. Probably this was the time at which was
dispatched the telegram to which General Jilinsky refers in
his report dated the 31st August 1914, No. 3052, wherein
it was stated that upon the receipt, by the staff of the North
Western Army Group, of the report regarding the retire
ment of the I and VI Corps, General Oranovsky telegraphed
to General Samsonov: "General Jilinsky orders the with
drawal of the Corps of the Second Army to the line Ortels
burg-Mlava, where the Second Army is to be reorganized.
2521." "But," adds General Jilinsky, "the telegraph, appar~
ently, was not working."46
This is the most complete picture that can be given of
the battles of the 28th August, as they appeared from the
Russian side. In general, few documents relating to this
day have been preserved. Therefore, in studying the Ger
man side, we must complete the elucidation of the question
of the resistance offered by the Russian troops, a questioIl
otherwise left insufficiently clear. One might naturally
expect the evidence of the Russian Staffs, who saw from the
rear the debacle commencing, to be somewhat pessimistic
in its appraisal of the actual resistance offered in the fighting
line by the Russian "Timohins," "Tushins" and "Denisovs."41
Were these never-to-be-forgotten heroes of "War and Peace"
still to be found in the ranks of the Russian army, heroes
-'Brief strategic outline of the War of 1914.-1918" Vol. I, p. 100,
published by "Voennoe Delo," Moscow.
"Heroes of Tolstoy's novel of army life, "W:.lr and Peace" (Voina
i Mir). (Translator's note.)
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whose praises remained unsung, hut upon whom was
founded the real esprit de corps of the old Russian army!
Let us see whether the Germans found it easy to advance
on this day, the 28th August. Even on the 27th complete
encirclement had been rendered fully possible by the
strategic situation created on the battlefield; both Neiden
burg and Passenheim lay unprotected. It might well have
seemed that the Russians would not even receive respite to
the 28th August.
To commence with the German right flank. As early
as 7 :30 p.m. on the 27th General Fran~ois. the Commander
of the German I Corps, issued the following orders:
"Under the direction of General Meves, the neutrali·
zation of the Russian batteries at Soldau is to commence
at dawn. The infantry of the divisions and of b0th Miihl
mann's and Schmetau's detachments are to occupy jumping
off lines for the attack on Soldau. The time of commence
ment and order of the attack will be announced tomorrow
at 6 a.m. on Hill 202, to the west of the Usdau main road.
Send officers to receive the orders for the attack."
At 6 a.m. the field of battle was still covered with mist,
but this soon after dissolved, and General Meves' artillery
immediately commenced preparation upon the whole front.
At 6 :40 a.m. General Fran,;;ois issued orders for a
general attack by the units of the corps in the fighting line:
"The 1st Infantry Division with Schmetau's Detach
ment is to commence the attack on Soldau from the line
Fylitz-.Klenzkau-Schonwiese.
"The 2d Infantry Division is to await my orders at
Gross Tauersee.
"Mtihlmann's Detachment is to seize Pierlawken, and
to get into touch there with the 1st Infantry Division."
At the same time the Commander of the 8th Uhlan
Regiment (of the 1st Infantry Division) with one battery
and a detachment of cyclists (Radfahrabteilung) from the
43d Infantry Regiment supporting them, was ordered to
advance through Grosse Koslau on Neidenburg.
These instructions led to an engagement between the
rear guard of the Russian I Corps, which consisted of 5 regi·
menta and 5~6 field batteries, and two German Infantry
divisions (the 1st, Schmetau's Detachment and Miihlmann's
Brigade) with 16 field and 8 heavy batteries. Thus the
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Germans had a more than quadruple superiority in fire
strength.
While this unequal battle was in progress, at 8 a.m. the
Staff of the German Eighth Army inquired of the Staff of
the I Corps concerning the state of affairs. The latter re
plied that the 1st Division had been dispatched against the
weak Russian force at Soldau, and that the 2d would be sent
to Neidenburg. Following on this came a telephone mes
sage from the Staff of the Army: "Orders to the I Corps.
The Army Commander attaches special importance to the
earliest possible occupation of Neidenburg by the I Corps,
and of Willenberg by the cavalry."
After stubborn fighting Soldau was captured at 11 a.m.
"In view of the favorable course of the battle," writes
General Franl;ois in his memoirs,48 "I detained General
Schmetau's Detachment on the outskirts of Klenzkau. and
held the 2d Infantry Division at Gross Tauersee in full
readiness to march. I decided to move Schmetau's Detach
ment and the 2d Infantry Division on Neidenburg in order
thereafter to occupy with detachments the 36-verst main
road Neidenburg-Willenberg, in order to cut the line of
retreat of the Army of the Narev. The 1st Infantry Divi
sion, immediately after the capture of Soldau was to go to
N eidenburg and form my reserve there, but I left Miihl
mann's detachment at Soldan, to keep the line of the River
N eide in their hands.
"But it fell out otherwise. Major Massov arrived by
car and brought the following orders from the staff of the
Army:
Frogenau.28/8. 9:10 a.m.
The 41st Infantry Division has been thrown back on
Wronowo by the enemy. The I Corps must immediately
send the division assembled at SchOnkau to Rontzken, to
avert by means of their advance a break through on the part
of the enemy.
The active units in Schmetau's detachment are to attack
immediately in the same direction. The Army Commander
insists on the instant execution of these orders. Haste is
essential. Report when the division will march."
We can tell from these orders how gallantly the troops
of the Russian XV Corps and 2d Infantry Division must
have fought. Instead of continuing the manuever against
N eidenburg and the rear of Samsonov's army with the whole
of their I Corps, the efforts of the Commander of the German
""Marneschlacht und Tannenberg." pp. 216, 217.
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Eighth Army were directed towards pushing General Fran
~ois' corps up on the right flank of the XX Corps.
The
gallantry and energy of the Russian troops again concealed
from the eyes of the German Staff the disastrous nature of
the strategic situation of the Russians. By deflecting the
free division of the I Corps from the direct road on Neiden
burg, Ludendorft' postponed the occupation of this extremely
important road junction, and, consequently, removed the
possibility of an early occupation of the main road Neiden
burg-Willenberg by the leading units of the Gennan I
Corps.
At 1 p.m. General FrantyOis received new orders from
the Staff of the Eighth Army:
"28/8. 12 :25 p.m.
"The I Corps is to assist the 41st Infantry Division,
which is apparently retreating from Wronowo. The corps
is also to continue the general pursuit in the direction of
Lahna. The I Corps will render great service to the army
by operating in accordance with these instructions."-l9
General Ludendorff makes no reference in his memoirs
to the two sets of orders written by him which have been
quoted above; but he mentions the defeat of the 41st Infantry
Division.~o

"On the morning of the 28th we traveled to Frogenau,
where we established ourselves in the open air at the exit
to the village. General von Scholtz was in the vicinity. A
poor telephone line served as communication with the I
Corps. There was no possibility of establishing communica
tion with the other corps.
"Our first impressions were in no wise favorable.
Neidenburg had not yet been occupied. The 41st Infantry
Division had been attacked at Waplitz and repulsed. It had
suffered very severely, and was now to the west and
extremely apprehensive of an enemy counterattack, I sent
an officer there by car. On his return he reported that the
situation of the division was poor. On the Miihlen side the
Landwehr had not pushed forward. The state of affairs on
the right flank of the XX Corps might become serious, should
the enemy deliver a concentrated attack. At the least this
would protract the battle."
One thing certain is that, impressed by the fighting of
the Russian XV Corps and the units of the 2d Infantry
Division, the Staff of the Eighth Army had become nervous
.... 'Marneschlacht nnd Tannenberg," p. 218.
"Ludendorff, "Meine Kriegserinneruregau," pp. 41, 42, 48.
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and was depicting the situation to itself in lurid colors.
But General Franc;ois realized clearly that, to encircle the
center corps of Samsonov's army, the line of operations
of the I Corps should be one, not on Lahna, but on Neiden
burg. To Lahna he sent his 2d Infantry Division. which
became engaged with one Russian regiment (the Kegs
holmsky Life Guards') in the Rontzken area, but he sent
the 1st Division, which by now had become available at
Soldau to Neidenburg, incorporating it in Schmetau's De
tachment. Thus it ensued that when the alarm in the staff
of the Eighth Army had passed, and when at 2 :30 a.m.
Captain von Waldow of the General Staff arrived thence
with General Hindenburg's orders for an energetic pur
suit in the direction of Neidenburg-Muschaken-Willen
berg, the German 1st Infantry Division and Schmetau's De
tachment had already marched in this direction, and thus
the agitation in the staff of the Army had had no effect
upon the operations of Franc;ois' Corps. Immediately after
the occupation of Neidenburg (at about 4 p.m.) General
Franc;ois pushed his 1st Infantry Division on to Muschaken
and Schmetau's Detachment on to Willenberg, but diverted
the 2d Division to Griinftiess.
To the 28th August the following German forces were
assembled in the area northward of Lake Miihlen:
(a) Unger's Division, which had been deployed in a position be
tween Miihlen and Nieder-Wolla, on the River Drewenz.
(b) The 3d Reserve Division, which had one brigade deployed
between Nieder-Wolla and Kirsteinsdorf, and the other echeloned in
rear as the Divisional Conunander's reserve. The control of both
divisions (Unger's and the 3d Reserve) on the 28th August was
united in the hands of General Kurt von Morgen, the Commander of
the 3d Reserve Division.
(c) The 37th Infantry Division had reached the Reichenau area
at 6 a.m. on the 28th; the German Command though now aware that
General Unger's units were holding their ground, had not sent this
division back to its former line, but had moved it farther towards
the inner flank of the 3d Reserve Division. The motives governing
~uch a deci~ion were, apparently: (1) fear of the possible appearance
of the Russian XIII Corps from the direction of Allenstein; (2)
the desire to give backbone to the 1st Landwehr Division, which
was arriving on the battlefield from Osterode.
(d) Vc>n der Goltz' 1st Landwehr Division had commenced de
training at Biessellen.

On the 28th August all these forces were ordered to
assume the offensive against the Russians in the Hohen
stein area. Unger's Division, the 3d Reserve and the 37th
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Infantry Divisions were directed against the front Paulsgut
-Hohenstein, and General von der Goltz' Division was. to
execute an advance, having as its axis the highway Bisseln
through Manchengut, coming out on the main road be
tween Grieslienen and Hohenstein. The 1st Landwehr
Division was thus to turn the position of the Russians
in Hohenstein area from the north. cutting them off from
assistance from the direction of Allenstein. The turning
of the Russian position in the Hohenstein area from the
South was to be accomplished by the 41st Infantry Divi
sion, whose orders were to advance in the direction of
Waplitz. We already know of the complete defeat inflicted
on this division. The German Command must have re
gretted exceedingly its unnecessary nervousness on the
27th, the result of which was that the line of retreat of the
XV Corps still remained open.
At 7 a.m. on the 28th the German artillery commenced
the battle in the area northward of Lake Miihlen. The
Russian XV Corps held out stoutly in the sector along the
River Drewenz between Miihlen and DrObnitz. This fact
stands out, if only by the extract quoted from Luden
dorff's memoirs (Of •••• our first impressions were in no
wise favorable
The Landwehr at Miihlen had not
pushed forward
"). 51 About 9 a.m. debouching from
"The type for this book had already been set up, when the
author received a new document relating to the military operations
of the XV Corps. This document was the diary of Colonel J elon
dovsky, who was with the 6th Artillery Brigade. This is the Col
onel's description of an episode in the fighting before Miihlen on the
28th August: "About 8 o'clock, out of the strip of forest before the
front of the central group of our batteries, and to the north, lines
of men suddenly appeared; they were undoubtedly Germans. The
batteries opened fire. The German infantry continually advanced
towards us. Here, and there, between the puffs of the shrapnel
bursts, groups of riflemen could be seen getting up and running
swiftly forward. The sights were lowered. Nothing could be seen from
the battery, but everyone realized that the enemy was approaching.
The fire of our batteries on our right was limited by the sixth bat
tery. To fire over it at short range was dangerous. Soon we had to
switch the fire of the right flank of our section to the left, lest we
should hit our own men with flying bullets in case of premature bursts.
Already our sights were set at 12. We should soon have had to
change to case. But suddenly the ranges began to increase, con
siderably faster than they had decreased. The attack had been re·
pulsed. The 6th Battery fired a few more rounds and silence de
scended. The battery commander informed us by telephone that
the remnsnts of the German Infantry were fleeing into the forest.
But then again came orders, again rapid fire, again the range dimin·
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the forest to the north of Hohenstein, the units of von der
Goltz' Division commenced an attack on the heights lying
to the north of Hohenstein. 52 Simultaneously the German
6th Reserve Brigade (the 3d Reaerve Division) advanced
from the south-west, from Kirsteinsdorf, on Hohenstein, and
the German 37th Infantry Division followed close behind it
along the main road Reichenau-Hohenstein. We can thus
determine with certainty the fact that the 2d Brigade of
the Russian lst Infantry Division (the XUI Corps), which
had been ordered by General Martos to turn the left flank
of the German position on the River Drewenz, found itself
in its turn suddenly caught between the pincers of the
German 1st Landwehr Division (on the north-east) and
the 6th Reserve Brigade of the 3d Reserve Division (on the
south-west). As will be recalled, General Martos asserts
that the staff of the XV Corps only learned of the retire
ment of the 2d Brigade of the 1st Infantry Division at
3 p.rn. Consequently this Brigade held out for several
hours to the west of Hohenstein, with the enemy out
flanking it on its right flank to a great depth, and its
"flight" only took place after an obstinate struggle with
an enemy many times its superior in strength, and under
extremely unfavorable tactical conditions. Indeed, it could
not have been otherwise, for only thus could it have been pos
sible for the right flank of the XV Corps to remain till 2-3
p.m. on the River Drewenz. This in no wise detracts from
the gallantry and determination of the units of the XV Corps
on the 28th August, to which all the German authorities
testify, without exception. But the circumstances that the
German 37th Infantry Division and 1st Landwehr Division
ished, not however reaching the previous minimum. The Germans
were beaten off for the time, and so the conviction grew that they
would not attack us again. Even the Battery Commander from be
hind the observation point took a few paces towards the battery and
shouted: "Thanks for your splendid work! The attack has been re
pulsed!" The gunners gave a loud cheer in reply, and their caps
flew in the air. I asked the Battery Commanders' permission to
ascend to the observation point and observe the result of our work,
and having received it, in a few minutes I was observing through
Zeiss glasses. The clouds of smoke from the shellbursts were stilI
slowly dissolving, gradually revealing the passage between the bushes,
and there lay the bodies of the kIled, and the wounded crawling like
worms. Many could be seen between the bushes ..•. "
"Schwarte, p. 805.
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did not develop their outflanking movement, and did not
cut off the units of the XV Corps, can only have been the
result of their encountering en route the resistance of the
N arvsky and Koporsky Infantry Regiments, possibly badly
organized, but in any case a gallant resistance.
Judging from German authorities, the 5th Reserve
Brigade of the German 3d Division only succeeded in ob
taining possession of Drobnitz and the adjacent heights
"in the first hours of the afternoon" and "after a desperate
struggle with an enemy who clung fast to his ground."S3
Also General Unger's attacks in the Mtihlen area were at
first vain. After the capture of Drobnitz the 5th Brigade
of the German 3d Infantry Division was Bent to the front
Lichteinen-Konigsgut, in order to outflank the center of
the Russian XV Corps from the north; the other brigade
(the 6th), as we have already stated, was sent towards
Hohenstien, to be exact, to the front Konigsgut--Sauden,
and General Unger was ordered to renew the attack in the
Miihlen area.
Hohenstein was occupied about 12 noon by units of the
75th Landwehr Regiment of the 1st Landwehr Division, and
the 49th Reserve Regiment of the 3d Reserve Division.
After the capture of Drobnitz the Commander of the 3d Re
serve Division, General Kurt von Morgen, with his staff,
rode to one of the heights to the south-west of Hohenstein,
and thence saw the following picture: "On the right the
3d Reserve Division was following in echelon behind
Unger's Division, on the left was the 37th Infantry Division,
and to the north of the latter could be seen the troops of von
der Goltz' Landwehr Division, engaged in fighting. From
the heights of Grieslienen dense lines of the enemy were
descending towards Hohenstein; these, as we now learned,
were units of the Russian XIII Corps. My left flank-the
6th Reserve Brigade-joined battle with them, while orders
were dispatched to the 5th Reserve Brigade to pursue the
units of the Russian XV Corps, which was retreating in the
direction of Schwedrich. The Kameke Landwehr Cavalry
""~ei der urn Hohenshtein fechtenden deutschen Kampftgruppe
hatte m der ersten Nachmittagstunde die 3 reserve-division nach
harlem Ringen mit dem sich zahe zur Wehr setzenden Gegner
Driibnitz und die Hohen beiderseits des Dorfes genommen!' "Der
Grosse Krieg 1914-1918," Schwarle, p. 307.
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Regiment, to which one light battery had been attached,
received the same orders. I called their commander to me
and said: 'You are being given a splendid cavalry task.
Do you see there the Russian columns retreating on the
right? Commence a vigorous pursuit,' Similar orders were
also sent to the two battalions of the 9th Reserve Regiment
and the 5th Reserve Dragoon Regiment which were left in
my reserve, with two machine-gun platoons and one battery,
and orders were also sent to General Unger's Landwehr Di
vision, to direct its right flank on Paulsgut."a
It is not without interest to notfl that General von
Morgen is very elusive in his memoirs as to the result of the
"pursuit," only mentioning it in the one phrase: "The pur
suit was continued far into the night," another sentence
being later added: "The Staff of the Division, which had
decided to move on to Konigsgut was met by fire from this
village and was forced to return to Paulsgut."~~
The words of General von Morgen which have just been
quoted testify to the determination with which the Russian
troops resisted in isolated positions, for Konigsgut was only
6 versts in all from the River Drewenz, and consequently in
the center the depth of the German pursuit right up to night
fall had not been great. More to the south General von
Morgen's troops had advanced farther. Gennan authori
ties assert that the Kameke Landwehr Cavalry Regiment
and Lieut-Colonel Rodig's Detachment had reached Wap
litz, but this assertion is open to doubt and requires verifi
cation from Russian sources,
Also at Nadrau, late in the evening, Eggel's Detach
ment (the 2d Battalion of the 2d Reserve Regiment, one
Landsturm squadron and one battery) fell upon the rear
guard of the 2d Brigade of the 8th Infantry Division (the
XV Corps), Encountering concentrated machine-gun fire,
Eggel's Detachment poured back in disorder.
The determined resistance offered by the retreating
troops of the XV Corps had its effect; during the night and
the whole of the day following no attempts at active opera
tions on the part of the Germans were remarked, and Gen
''''Meiner Truppen Heldenkampfe," Kurt von Morgen, p. 12.
""Meine Truppen Heldenkampfe," p. 12.
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eral Martos' troops disengaged themselves entirely from the
troops of General von Morgen. ~6
It may be determined from General von Morgen's mem~
airs, that the break in communication between the Rug·
sian XIII and XV Corps was due to the action of units of the
5th Dragoon Reserve Regiment (3d Reserve Infantry Divi
sion). It can also be ascertained from these same memoirs
that the retreat of units of the XV Corps commenced prior
to General Martos' orders, and probably preceded the
approach of General KIyuev to the battlefield.
Von der Goltz' Division got into a very critical situation
after engaging in action with the Russian XIII Corps.~7
The Germans explain this as having been due to the paucity
in artillery of the lst Landwehr Division (which had two
field and 2 heavy batteries). First the support of the 37th
Infantry Division, with its 9 batteries, was required, and
then that of the 6th Reserve Brigade, with its 3 batteries.
Mter this support the situation became entirely stable. At
nightfall the front of the "reinforced German XX Corps"
was on the following line: Thurau (the 41st Infantry Divi
sion) , Panlsgot (Unger's Division and the 5th Reserve Bri
gade), Hohenstein-Kompitten (the 6th Reserve Brigade,
the 37th Infantry Division, the 1st Landwehr Division).n
The encirclement of the Russians in the Hohenstein
area, as conceived by the staff of the Eighth Army, had thus
completely failed. After shiftings and undulations of the
German and Russian fighting lines, the fronts of the oppos
ing sides now extended parallel to one another: the German,
between Kompitten and Thurau, the Russian, between Gries~
lienen and Frankenau. The explbit of the Russian troops
and the skill of their commanders in the line, and especially
of General Martos, had again done all that was possible to
defer the catastrophe brought about by mistaken strategy,
forcing the Germans to close their fighting line in towards
the center and draw back the nearest units of the encircling
flanks.
"From the recollections of an officer of the General Stafl' of the
8th Infantry Division. (Manuscript in the possession of the author.)
"Schwarte, p. 307.
"See Plate 14. (The 3d Reserve Division consisted of the 5th
and 6th Reserve Brigades.)
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But on the 28th August new and important German
forces were approaching the Hohenstein battlefield from the
east.
As already stated, on the evening of the 27th August
the Germans had withdrawn one of their left flank corps
(the I Reserve) to the area Patricken-Gross Purden. Im
pressed by the energetic operations of our XV Corps, and
by the occupation of Allenstein by our XIII Corps. the staff
of the Eighth Army decided on closing in towards the center
their XVII Corps also, and on issuing orders to the I Re
serve and XVII Corps for a combined attack on the 28th
August against the Russians at Allenstei~. It was stated
in these orders that, should the enemy wheel southward, the
right flank of the corps was to be advanced on Stabigotten,
and, in addition, the XVII Corps was ordered "to continue
the pursuit on Willenberg."
The following fact is extremely interesting: in the
original draft of the orders of the staff of the Eighth Army
for the 28th August there were instructions to send "a
strong brigade against Passenheim-Kurken-Schwedrich,"
but in the final text of the order sent to the I Reserve and
XVII Corps this instruction was omitted. 'What was this
but the result of the effect produced by the vigorous opera
tions of our XV Corps? As previously stated, these opera
tions had already had their effect in causing the 37th Ger-
man Infantry Division to be closed in from the south on the
27th August, in consequence of which the Germans during
the 27th August failed to enter the unprotected gap 20-25
versts wide, between Lakes Miihlen and Usdau, and the road
junction at Neidenburg, so important strategically, remained
unoccupied. It is quite logical to suppose that the pressure
experienced by the Germans owing to the energetic opera
tions of the Russian XV Corps, together with the unneces
sary nervousness displayed by the staff of the Eighth Army,
apparently emanating from Ludendorff himself, caused the
closing in on the center of the whole of the left flank of the
army, the line of retreat south-eastward of the central corps
of Samsonov's army being thus open.
In fulfilment of the above mentioned orders from the
Staff of the Eighth Army, the I Reserve Corps was directed
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against the Russian XIII Corps, which on the 27th August
was at Allenstein, whereas, the Commander of the Ger
man XVII Corps decided to move on Wartenburg, in order
to deploy northward of the I Reserve Corps, and the pur
suit of the Russian VI Corps retreating southward was en
trusted to General Hahn's Detachment (consisting of 3
battalions, 59 3 batteries and 2 squadrons), which was march4
ed on Ortelsburg. We thus see that on the 28th August
the Russian VI Corps was retreating not from real enemies
but from imaginary ones. Another feature is also note
worthy in this connection-the large margin of safety em
ployed by the German Higher Staffs in all calculations rela
tive to operations. Until the final defeat of the enemy
every effort was directed towards the concentration of fur~
ther masses of troops on every battlefield upon which the
issue lay undecided.
Taking into consideraiton the fact that the German
XVII Corps could not arrive before noon, General Belov,
the Commander of the I Reserve Corps, decided to com
mence the offensive on Allenstein only at 10 a.m. 60
However. at the very commencement of the movement,
an aeroplane dropped new orders from the staff of the
Eighth Army. timed 9 :45 a.m. instructing the I Reserve
Corps to proceed by the most direct route and attack with
out delay on the front Stabigotten-Grieslienen. The
order was concluded by the words "For urgent execution."
General Belov then wheeled the corps sharply south~west
ward: the 36th Reserve Division through Gross Bertung on
Darethen, the 1st Reserve Division through Zasdros on
Stabigotten. No mention was made of the XVII Corps in
these orders. General Belov suggested to the Commander
of the XVII Corps, General Mackensen. that he also should
march south-westward on Jedwabno, i.e .• on the left of the
I Reserve Corps, but General Mackensen did not agree to
this and held to his former deeision-to march on the right
of the I Reserve Corps. He sent Captain Wartenswerfer
by aeroplane to report to the staff of the Army. and kept his
corps halted at Wartenburg.
*I'he 176th Regiment, which had suffered heavily at the battle of
Gumbinnen and was not yet up to strength.
"Schwane, p. 306.
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The I Reserve Corps, marching in the direction ordered
cut the lines of communication of the Russian XIII Corps.
The 36th Reserve Division sent a detachment to occupy AI
lenstein, where a part of the transport and a battalion of
Russian Infantry were captured.
In the Darethen area the I Reserve Corps en
countered the resistance of the rear guard of the XIII
Corps.61 Despite the collossal disproportion in strength,
this rear guard succeeded in delaying the further advance of
the Germans across the lines of communication of General
Klyuev's troops, but only at the price of its own sacrifice.
Operating against the Dorogobujsky Regiment were the
advance guards of the 36th and 1st Reserve Divisions, rein
forced by the 21st Reserve Regiment--a total of 10 battal
ions with 6 batteries.
At 2 :35 p.m. Colonel Forman (of the Staff of the Ger
man Eighth Army) handed the following orders to the
staff of the XVII Corps: "The main body of the XVII
Corps is to pursue towards Ortelsburg. A detachment of
the maximum possible strength to move on J edwabno. The
cavalry to move on Johannisburg-Rudschanny. Pursue
to the last gasp (biz zum letzten Atemzuge). Forward."
General Mackensen then wheeled southward from Warten
burg. By evening his divisions had reached the line Gross
Purden-Klein Rauschken.
In addition to the detachment sent earlier to Ortels
burg, General Hahn dispatched:
To Grammen-Colonel Steikeller's Detachment, to Passen
beim and Naraythen-the 5th Hussar Regiment (the
cavalry of the German 36th Infantry Division).

At 5 :30 p.m. on the 28th August the following orders
for the German Eighth Army were issued from Tannen
berg:
"As far as can be ascertained from the reports received
up to now, the Russian I Corps is in full flight through Mlav2.
towards Warsaw; the XXIII, XV, and XIII Corps are scat
tered through the forests to the south-east of Hohenstein
and Allenstein; the Russian VI Corps, one division of which
"The three battalions of the 143d Dorogobujsky Infantry Regi
ment.
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has been annihilated entire. is in full flight through Ortels
burg.
"The I Corps is pursuing through Muschaken-Kalten~
born in the direction of Willenberg and Mishinets. The
transport and parks are echeloned along the road Neumark
-Usdau.
"The XX Corps with the 3d Reserve Division is pur
suing through Jedwabno towards Ortelsburg.
"The Landwehr battalions of Von del' Goltz' Division
belonging to the XX Corps are to be assembled at Hohen
stein, where this division will be quartered; the supply of
rations and ammunition to this division will be carried Qut
by the XX Corps.
"The units from fortress garrisons and the units of the
70th Landwehr Brigade which are with the XX Corps are
being assembled in the Waplitz-Hohenstein area.
"The transports and parks of the XX Corps are drawn
up along the road Lobau-Gilgenburg-Gross Gardienen,
and those of the 3d Reserve Division along the road Oster
ode-Hohenstein.
"The I Reserve Corps will remain for today where it
now is, but tomorrow morning it is to march by the road
Dietrichswalde-Allenstein. Transports and parks in the
Dietrichswalde-Alt Jablonken-Locken area, drawn up on
Mohrungen. The I Reserve Corps must put out out
posts on the Wartenburg flank.
"The XVII Corps is to be concentrated on the western
bank of the River AIle between Jonkendorf and Guttstadt.
Outpost line on the Seeburg flank. Transports and parks at
Briickdorf and Liebstadt, drawn up on Preussisch Hol
land.
"The 1st Cavalry Division is to remain in the Bischofs
burg-Seeburg area, and is to advance one brigade through
Lotzen to re~onnoiter the area to the east of the Lakes and
determine the whereabouts of the Russian II Corps, which
must be retreating on Grajewo.
"The Staff of the Army will remain at Osterode."
Although these orders are of the greatest interest in
studying the methods by which the Germans conducted the
operations against Samsonov's army, in his memoirs Luden
dorff does not let slip so much as one word concerning them.
Describing the course of events with the staff of the Army
during the second half of the 28th, he writes: "In the after
noon the situation changed to our advantage. To the west
of Hohenstein the 3d Reserve Division, and afterwards the
37th Infantry Division, pushed forward. Von der Goltz'
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Landwehr Division occupied Hohenstein, and it seemed as
if the enemy front had given way. General Hindenburg and
I had intended to go to Miihlen by car, but we immediately

became implicated in a brief panic, caused by the Russian
prisoners, who were being brought in in large numbers.
This panic produced a bad impression and spread far to the
rear. 62
"We did not know the exact situation in the various
corps, but there could be no doubt that the battle had been
won. It was as yet impossible to say whether this victory
was another Cannae. The I Corps was ordered to send part
of its forces to Willenberg, and the XVII Corps was to be
wheeled in the same direction. It was essential to cut the
Russian line of retreat. During the night new reports came
in. It appeared that the Russian XIII Corps had been
moved from Allenstein to Hohenstein, where the Landwehr
was exerting strong pressure. The I Reserve Corps had
reached the area to the south-west of Allenstein; this maneu
ver was to close the ring around the Russian XIII Corps,
thus putting an end to the battle here, while the I and XVII
Corps were to cut off the retreat of the other Russian
units."6"
We can tell from these lines that when the above-quoted
orders were composed and issued, the staff of the Eighth
Army based its appreciation of the situation on informa
tion only approximately correct, for which reason the "in
formation relating to the enemy" in the orders is prefixed
by the words: "As far as can be ascertained from the re·
ports received up to now..... "
The interpretation of these data errs greatly in the
direction of exaggeration, as the Russian I Corps was not
"fleeing to Warsaw," and within the next few days, by
seizing Neidenburg, gave the German Command cause to
remember it; still further from the truth was the informa
tion relating to the XIII and XV Corps; these latter as yet
were far from being "scattered through the forests."
By reading the orders for the Eighth Army, and then
examining the tasks allotted to corps a little consideration
will show the reader that there could he no question of any
"'This pani<: serves as an excellent proof of the degree of strain
undergone by the German troops in the fighting at Miihlen. (Author's
note.)
"'LuJendorff, "Meine Kriegserinnerungen," p. 43.
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encirclement of the Russian troops "scattered through the
forests." The Eighth Army Orders timed 5 p.m. on the
28th August caused the Army front to be wheeled through 90
degrees. This wheel was carried Qut with Hohenstein as
its axis, and the I Reserve and XVII Corps. the two left
flank corps, were marched rearward, the latter to Gutt
stadt, i.e., 30 versts to the north-west of Wartenburg. The
two right flank corps were made responsible for the pur
suit of General Samsonov's Army; the XX being ordered to
pursue in the direction Jedwabno-Ortelsburg, the I in the
direction Willenberg-Mishinets.
Hence it appears that the sentence in the above quoted
extract from Ludendorff's memoirs-", ..It was as Yet im
possible to say whether this victory was another Cannae"
cautiously framed though it be, shows him to be no stickler
for terminological exactitude. Of courSe there could be no
question of the Command of the German Eighth Army hav
ing achieved .another Cannae, as this Command had itself
withdrawn its left flank ten versts to the rear. What then
is the explanation of the orders we are studying, and what
object did they seek to attain?
Ludendorff is silent. So also is Hindenburg, who
treats the fighting of the 28th in an extremely laconic man
ner in his memoirs, he devotes but one line to the fierce
fighting of this day: "On the 28th August the sanguinary
struggle continued."6' But internal evidence in the orders
provides the key to their meaning, contained in the instruc
tions regarding the outpost defenses of the I Reserve and
XVII Corps: the former is to "put out outposts on the
Warlenburg flank" ; for the latter "outposts on the Seeburg
flank" are ordered. Consequently the German Eighth Army
changed front in expectation of the approach of General
Rennenkampf's Army.
We know that the Staff of the German Eighth Army
from a directive found on the body of an officer, was aware
of the orignal basic idea for operations of the Russian
North-Western Group of Armies, consisting of the com
bined operations of both armies around the Masurian
Lakes.
But, as already stated, the Commander of
p

""Aus meinem Leben," p. 88 (in the French translation).
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the North-Western Group of Armies, in his telegram
No. 2761 of the 26th August, had ordered Rennen
kampf to invest Konigsberg with two corps, and to
pursue the Germans retreating towards the Vistula with
remaining forces (i.e., two corps). These instructions had
diverted General Rennenkampf's army from the direct roads
which they should have followed, to be in a position to afford
assistance to General Samsonov. But this of course could
not have been known to the Staff of the German Eighth
Army. They could only have known that General Rennen
kampf's left !lank had reached the Korschen area on the
27th. This was General Gurka's 1st Cavalry Division,
which on this date was fighting a German detachment of all
arms at Glaubitten and Posnechen (near Korschen station).
It was a difficult matter to determine definitely whether the
Russian infantry divisions were following closely behind
their cavalry. 'General Gurka's energetic operations could
only add force to these doubts. Consequently there were
grounds for the General Staff of the Eighth Army to sup
pose that General Rennenkampf's left flank divisions might
be on the heights of Seeburg by the evening of the 29th.
Recalling his feelings at the time when victory over
Samsonov became an accomplished fact, General Luden
dorff writes:
"I could not rejoice to the fuU at this great vic
tory; the anxiety caused me by General Renn~nkampf's
Army was so heavy a strain on my nerves" ("die Nerven
belastung durch Rennenkampfs Armee war zu schwer gewe
sen").60 In his memoirs General LUdendortf on several oc
casions describes tIle alarm with which he looked northward,
towards Rennenkampf's army-"It had only to approach.
and we should have been defeated." Even if exploited by
the writer of these memoirs as a means of magnifying his
services. this question is nevertheless of vital interest, and
the military historian is obliged to take it into consideration.
Of course, the question has nothing to do with those "24 very
strong infantry divisions"66 created by the imagination of
"Ludendorfl', "Meine Kriegserinnerungen," p. 45.
.."Vom 27 August abstanden dennoch nur zwei Kavallerie Bri
gaden zwischen Maner See und Prcgel gegen 24 sehr starke In
fanterie Divisionen und mehrere Kavallerie Divisionen Rennen
kampfs." Ludendorif, "Meine Kriegserinnerungen," p. 87.
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Ludendorff. As we know, there were at this time in General
Rennenkampf's army: the 6% infantry divisions with which
he had fought at Gumbinnen, a second-line infantry divi
sion (the 56th), and the 1112 infantry divisions of the II
Corps which had come up on the left flankY It is
of course understood that, had he wheeled south-west, Ren
nenkampf would have had to secure his position by leaving
screening forces facing Konigsberg and on the River AIle.
To the east of Konigsberg on the heights of the River
Deime were two German Infantry Divisions (General Brod
ruck's Division, the 2d Landwehr Brigade and a new Ersatz
Brigade which had arrived from Konigsberg). But it was
not these troops which constituted the main threat to General
Rennenkampf's army while marching in the direction of
Allenstein, but the railway lines which ran to the River Alle
from the west: (1) the double·line to Wehlau, (2) the single
line to Friedland, (3) the single-line to Barlenstein, (4) the
two single-lines to Heilsberg, (5) the single-line to Gutt
stadt. In the course of a few days several divisions, with.
drawn from France, could have detrained from these rail
ways Under such conditions cavalry alone, thrown out west
ward of the AIle to the Passargi could not have protected the
western flank of the Russian First Army on its march to
Allenstein. At least two to three infantry divisions would
also have had to remain at the crossings of the River AIle,
and further, to cover the operation from the activities of the
German troops assembled in the Konigsberg area, another
two-division corps would necessarily have been employed.
If the Russian First Army had really consisted of "24 very
strong infantry division," Rennenkampf would still have had
19 infantry divisions left for the Allenstein operation, and
in this case General Ludendorff's disturbed state of nerves
would become intelligible. With such forces available the
Russian victory at Gumbinnen would not have been
dependent upon the turn of a hair and easily convertable
to defeat, but on the 21st August fresh infantry divisions,
which had taken no part in the fighting (and which, let us
add once more, only existed in the imagination of Prittwitz
"'The 1st Brigade of the 43d Infantry Division had been left
opposite Lijtzen pending the arrival of a second·line infantry division
at Lyck.
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and Ludendorff), would have continued the advance with
energy, and thus there would have been no pause in the
offensive of Rennenkampf's army. This also explains the
astonishment, expressed on several occasions in Ludendorff's
and Hindenburg's memoirs, at Rennenkampf's failure to
advance. As we know, he commenced his further advance
only on the 22d August, during the second half of the day.
We will not repeat here the reasons which necessitated this
delay, but they could not have been understood by the Staff
of the German Eighth Army, which overestimated by 200
30070 the strength of the victorious enemy. At 9 p.m. on
the 26th August the staff of the Eighth Army believed that
General Rennenkampf's army had reached the front
Wehlau-Gerdauen-Angerburg on this day.
On the evening of the 27th August the left flank of the
Russian Army of the Nyeman was supposed to be on the line
Rastenburg-Korschen-Bartenstein. The energetic opera
tions of the Russian 1st Cavalry Division, which on this day
had been fighting to the south of Korschen, seemed to confirm
this supposition.
Having received no reports on the 28th as to whether
the Russians had advanced, the staff of the Eighth Army
drew up the above-quoted orders, which turned the XVII
and I Reserve Corps back to the River AIle.
If one assumes the point of view of Ludendorff and his
staff, with their erroneous estimate of Rennenkampf's
strength, Olle must acknowledge that these orders represent
a model strategical technique. Indeed, a new front-line
sector, occupied by two corps, was formed on the line Gutt
stadt---Jonkendorf-Dietrichswalde, i.e., between the Rivers
AIle and Passarga, while the two reinforced Corps (the I
and XX) continued the pursuit of the defeated Army of the
Narev, cutting off their southward line of retreat and driving
them to the north. These corps were marching in echelon
from the right, debouching on the line Willenberg-Jed
wabno. The operation was protected from attack from the
south by General Miihlmann's68 Brigade at Soldau, and in
addition two Landwehr divisions had been assembled in the
center, in the Hohenstein-Waplitz area. Thus the general
trace of the new front was that of a semi-circle described
"Consisting of the 5th and 20th Landwehr Brigades. which were
reorganized in the next few days to form the 35th Reserve Division.
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around Allenstein and Passenheim, against which General
Rennenkampf must strike if he came to the assistance of
General Samsonov, and thus these divisions would literally
march into a sac. Even supposing that Russian activities
in the south demanded the employment of the whole of the
I Corps and Miihlmann's Landwehr to protect the German
operation, the Germans could still have put 9 infantry divi
sions into the field against General Rennenkampf's divisions,
i.e., a force equal in fire strength to 13 or 14 Russian divi~
sians. Nor was this all, for by the 3d-4th September another
4 German active divisions, arriving from the French front,
would have come up on the left flank of the XVII Corps.
It may be stated with conviction that the "Cannae" which
General Ludendorff wasstatingforthe left flank of the Army
of the Nyeman, would inevitably have become an accom
plished fact. But, as we know, all these strategical calcula
tions, bril.liant from the technical point of view, were based
on wrong premises. General Rennenkampf was actually
three or four times weaker than Ludendorff pictured him,
and did not faIl into the trap laid by the latter. It is only
given to soldiers of genius to "sense" the situation accu
rately; this ability is a product of "intuition." This was
what Napoleon meant by saying that a general who pictures
affairs to himself cannot be a great leader. The mistake
which Ludendroff made, and in which he persisted even after
the war, shows that he cannot be counted among the soldiers
of genius. The persistence with which he upholds the legend
of the strength of Rennenkampf's army is due to a psycho
logical characteristic of small minds: unwillingness to ack
nowledge oneself in error.
On the other hand it must be acknowledged that that
part of strategical work which is based upon peace-time
studies was executed to perfection by Ludendorff and his
staff. Here one perforce is reminded of Fieldmarshal von
Moltke's ruling idea in creating the German General Staff
that a leader of genius is an accident: the fate of a nation
cannot be allowed to depend on an accident; therefore a cadre
must be created, whose military skill, in case of the absence
of genius, would serve as a substitute for it.
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It is this calculating with "average persons" and
"average conditions" which is the most characteristic fea
ture of German strategy.
German writers themselves acknowledge that it is diffi
cult to reconcile the Army Orders timed 5 :30 p.m. on the
28th August with the instructions transmitted by
Colonel Hoffmann of the Eighth Army General Staff
They explain
to the XVII Corps at 2:35 p.m. aa
away this striking contradiction by saying that in the opinion
of the Staff of the Army the XVII Corps had not wheeled
southward in time, and that therefore it would not have had
time to reach the Willenberg area by the commencement of
the battle. We, however, consider that such an explanation
does not provide a complete solution and that the true reason
is comprised in the unnecessary "nervousness' of Ludendorff.
Some calmer person, who had more correctly appreciated the
situation, must have interposed in the direction of the army,
and the orders timed 5 :30 p.m. were not sent to the Com
manders of the I Reserve and XVII Corps.
The result was that General Mackensen continued to
operate in accordance with the spirit of the instructions
given him by Colonel Hoffmann, and, receiving no further
orders from the Staff for the 29th August, fixed the objec
tives for the following day on his own initiative, issuing or
ders as follows: "The 36th Division is to occupy the line of
the big lakes to the south-west of Passenheim, with their left
flank at Schutschenofen, on the eastern fringe of the great
Jedwabno depression, and entrench there. Object: to delay
the large but disorganized masses of the enemy with small
detachments strongly entrenched, and to create a barrier, to
the east of which the 35th Division is to continue the march
southward in three columns. The middle column to march
on Willenberg; the left-to pursue the Russian VI Corps."
"Instru~ons

for pursuit "to the last gasp."

CHAPTER IX

The Death Throes of the Center Corps
of the Second Army
(Plates 4, 6, and 14)

Tn the preceding chapter we have described in detail
the heroic struggle of the troops of the Second Army. In
this chapter our sad task is to portray the death throes of
the XIII and XV Corps and the 2d Infantry Division.
On the 29th August for all practical purposes the cen
tralized control of. the army became a fiction. On the 28th
it had still been possible for General Samsollov to control
to some slight degree the XV and XIII Corps, and, in part,
the XXIII, but during the second half of the day even this
could only be accomplished with difficulty, owing to the
disorder which had begun to overtake the fighting units.
This disorganization naturally affected the Signals Service
also: command posts had been shifted; telephones and tele
graphs had ceased to function. The effect of this disorgani
zation upon the morale of units was still more evident. The
best commanders had been killed or severely wounded, confi
dence in victory had been lost, and the determination of the
troops was diminishing; premature retirement on the part of
units whose morale had suffered most heavily was forcing
retreat on those more resolute.
On the 28th, by the close of the day, the battle in the
Hohenstein area had degenerated into a series of discon
nected engagements. Generals Martos and Klyuev took
every measure that lay within their power to retain the
control of the corps in their hands, and, like General Sam
sonov, issued instructions and wrote and dispatched orders,
though all these orders did not reach the addressees. The
psychological law by which defeat develops leads invariably
to the point that these orders gradually come to resemble
timing gears that lose their adjustment with the rest of the
complicated mechanism. The dislocation of the army
mechanism leads to that of the corps, and so on lower and
290
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lower. The better the army, the longer is this fatal process
protracted. Even after it has degenerated into petty units,
through its junior officers and the men, a good army will
continue to ward off the enemy. A bad army will capitulate
while the degeneration of the army apparatus is still in its
initial stage.
General Samsonov was at Orlan with his staff until
noon on the 29th August. During the morning he took a
personal part in organizing resistance by units of the XXIII
Corps, and by XV Corps units which had come into action
in a position at Lahna facing south-west and south. The
following orders were written at Orlau by the Chief of Staff
of the Army at 11 a.m.: "The XIII Corps is to retreat to
Khorjele, the XV Corps and the units of the XXIII, to Yanov.
The march of the XIII Corps to Muschaken will be covered
by the units of the XV and XXIII Corps disposed on the
front Lahna - Bartoschken. To facilitate the earliest
possible withdrawal of these units, the march of the XIII
Corps is to be a forced one, with the object of occupying a
position at Muschaken, facing towards Neidenburg, by dawn
on the 30th August. The general control of operations for
the retreat of all three corps has been delegated by the Army
Commander to the senior Corps Commander. Army Head
quarters is moving to Yanov."l
Even when General Postavsky wrote these orders Bar
toschken was not in our possession; the Germans had been
there from the evening of the 28th August.
The way in which these orders were framed with regard
to "the general control of operations for the retreat of all
three corps" and the reference to "the senior Corps Com
mander," without giving the actual name, is explained by
the fact that the whereabouts of Generals Martos and Kon
dratovich were not known; there was no communication
with their staffs. Therefore the Chief of the Staff of the
XIII Corps, on arriving that morning at Army Headquar
ters, was issued with the following amended instructions
for transmission to General Klyuev: "The senior Corps
Commander will be responsible for directing the retreat of
all three corps; for the present you will be responsible, as
"'Brief strategic outline of the war 1914.1918," published by
"Voennoe Delo," Vol. I, p. 105.
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neither General Martos nor General Kondratovich (the Com
mander of the XXIII Corps) is to be found anywhere."z
After midday on the 29th August General Samsonov
left in the direction of Yanov, where the rear echelon of
Army Headquarters had remained all this time.
The units of the XV Corps had commenced their retreat
during the latter half of the 28th August, before receiving
their Corps Commander's orders for this. They retired in
perfect order. The cruel lesson given them at Nadrau during
the night 28th-29th August had produced a due impression
upon the Germans pursuing the Russian XV Corps. They
gave no further trouble to the units of the 6th and 8th
Infantry Divisions, and on the 29th August were more than
cautious in their advance, which considerably lessened the
difficulties of the heroes of the XV Corps. The first brigade
of the 6th Infantry Division to reach Lahna was immediately
dispatched to Griinflies, where they deployed facing Neiden
burg, thus extending the left flank of the XXIII Corps units.
After midday the remaining units of the XV Corps began
to come up. An officer of the staff of the corps now galloped
up and reported to General Fittinhof, the commander of the
8th Infantry Division, that General MaTtos had been killed.
General Fittinhof, as the senior, assumed command of the
corps. The situation was seriously complicated by the fact
that the staff of the corps was absent, so that Generel
Fittinhof had to re-establish and re-organize control of the
corps with the aid of the staff of his own division. He
ordered the units of the XV Corps to stop the German
advance from Neidenburg, in order to safeguard the retreat
of the XIII Corps, which at this time was still in the Kurken
area, but the disorganization in their control had its inevita
ble effect upon the resolution of the troops. In the afternoon
the 6th Infantry Division commenced to retreat from Griin
fliess. The 8th Infantry Division then retired, and, shortly
before dusk, the 2d Infantry Division, which had been
defending its position at Lahna. Those units of the XV
Corps which had been at Lahna with the 2d Infantry Divi
sion could only retreat on Kommusin. A conference of
"'Brief outline of the operations of the Army of the Narev," by
Fuchs ("Voenny Sbornik," Belgrade, No.4 p. 142).
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senior commanders, at which it was decided to break through
between Yanov and Khorjele, took place here.
Before proceeding to describe the events of this day as
they affected the XIII Corps, we will reproduce some sad
pages from the narrative of General Martos, the XV Corps
Commander, describing the unhappy fate which overtook
him.
The extracts quoted from the recollections of General
Martos 3 terminated at the point where he was riding to
Neidenburg with his staff on the 28th-29th. "Being quite
worn out, before dawn I entered a car, in order to take a
short rest and to husband my strength for the difficulties
of the coming day. At dawn we entered a large wood
(8-10 versts to the north-east of Neidenburg) where the
officers of the staff set about allaying their hunger and thirst
in the nearest cottage. An officer of the frontier guard now
rode up to the car with his patrol, and reported to me that
Neidenburg had been occupied by the Germans on the pre
vious evening, and that the Kegsholmsky Regiment and the
brigade of the 6th Cavalry Division had retreated not on
Yanov, but towards General Mingin's Detachment. 4
"This information was confirmed by a patrol of the
Glukhovsky Dragoon Regiment which later arrived. The
situation had altered, and I decided to occupy a position on
the Yanov-Neidenburg road as soon as any units came up.
Lieut. General Torklus, the Commander of the 6th Infantry
Division, who now ro·de up, replied to my question as to why
he was there by stating that the leading companies of his
division were following not far behind him."
On the basis of this report, which was not in accord
with the true state of affairs, since, as already stated, the
units of the 6th Infantry Division had been kept at Griin~
fliess to co-operate with the left flank of the 2d Infantry
Division, General Martos ordered the staff and escort to
follow him immediately, to select a position. The majority
of the men of the escorting sotnia had been dispatched on
patrol and scouting duties while it was still dark, but, as
it turned out, had not followed the instructions given them,
but fearing the German patrols had returned to Headquar
ters.
"Thus, ignorant of the fact that there was no one in
front of me, at a short< distance from the wood I came of
"'Outline of the operations of the XV Corps in Eastern Prussia"
by General Martos. (Manuscript.)
'The 2d Infantry Division.
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a sudden under the shrapnel fire of an enemy battery at a
range of less than a thousand yards. Several Cossacks
were killed or wounded beside me, and the remaining Cos
sacks of the escort dispersed through the forest. There
remained with me only a few staff officers and an N.C.O. of
Cossacks with five men. We were surrounded by the Ger
mans on all sides, but, thanks to the forest, succeeded in
escaping from their lines and awaiting in the forest a move
by our troops."
"In the afternoon of the 29th August a violent bom
bardment was heard proceeding on either side. We decided
together that we would ride through the forest in the direc
tion of Yanov, where we might meet some unit which had
broken through. We were successful in selecting our line,
and the route was free of German patrols, but we then
encountered in a forest clearing two Polish peasants, who
persuaded us to change our route, and directed us straight
upon the German machine-guns. Under a fusHade of
machine-gun fire we scattered in different directions. Major
General Machugovsky, the Chief of Staff of the XV Corps,
was killed here. There only remained with me one officer,
Captain Fedorchukov, who was a sick man, and two Cossacks
on poor horses. Until dark I remained hidden in the forest
with them, hearing continually the passage of German
troops, part of them pursuing their march eastward, and
part disposing themselves in our immediate vicinity. Despite
the proximity of the Germans and my complete exhaustion
(the whole day I had neither eaten nor drunk, nor even
smoked a cigarette, as all my supplies were in a haversack
left with my A.D.C., whom I had not seen since he rode off
with a few Dragoons in pursuit of a German patrol, while
I was sitting in a car at the last village), without losing
energy at the onset of darkness I led the men that remained
with me, the horses following on the rein, out of the forest
to a clearing, where we mounted, and I guided myself south
ward by the stars. After a lapse of two hours I decided to
turn eastward, once more hoping to meet with Same unit
which had broken through the German circle. Unfortu
nately the skies became cloud covered, and I could no longer
take my bearings, and moreover I began to suffer from
hallucinations. My companions also were utterly worn out,
and their horses equally so, one of them falling down and
dying on the spot. The Cossack went on beside us on foot.
Soon after we heard some troops or other on the march; our
horses pulled towards them, and the Cossacks were convinced
that they were ours. The mounted Cossack rode off to recon
noiter and did not return again. Shortly after the beam
of a German searchlight commenced to search us out. I then
decided to gallop off into the forest, but had only succeeded
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in covering some hundred paces when I came under a fusi
lade of rifle fire from behind bushes, almost at point blank
range. My horse fell, and I found myself on the ground,
roughly grasped by German soldiers. Captain Fedoruchov
shouted to them that it was a Russian general, and they then
treated me civilly. After covering 200-300 paces we reached
an earthwork, where a German officer disarmed us."
According to the memoirs of General Franc;ois, the
Commander of the German I Corps, General Martos was
captured by the Germans at the village of Wientzkowen
(1:lh versts north of Modlken).~
As stated in the previous chapter, General Klyuev had
decided to lead his corps through the defile at Schlaga and
Schwedrich.
"Merken (Morken) had been reconnoitered, and the
enemy had not been discovered there. The corps was swiftly
assembled and commenced a night march in complete silence.
A certain amount of delay occurred in getting on to the road
to Merken (Morken); in the darkness we had got on to
another road, but this was soon put right. The Corps Com
mander intended, after occupying a position at the dam south
of Merken (Morken),6 to pass all the units through this
position, and to cover the march on the Dorotovo7 flank by
means of the 144th Kashirsky Regiment. 8
"The leading units traversed Merken successfully, and
no movement was noticed on the part of the enemy. It com
menced to dawn when, say, half the column had passed along
the street through the village named. At this moment
machine-gun fire along the street commenced from the end
house. It turned out that there had been a German post in
Merken to bar the way. The men, presumably, had crept
into a house and gone to sleep, and so had not been discovered
earlier. Aroused by the march along the street, the Germans
had opened machine-gun fire. Confusion resulted, and a
block formed in the streets, stopping the march of the
column. The end house caught fire-a favorite German
method to give warning of danger. The shooting aroused
the German outpost line, which was occupying the heights
to the north of Merken, and the enemy appeared in lines on
these heights. The units which had not passed through
Merken were sent orders to turn off before reaching Merken,
and to pass along the ravine direct to the crossing.9 Dawn
made this practicable, though it had been impossible by
night.
w

'''Marneschalcht und Tannenberg," p. 23l.
"At the village of Schlaga. (Author's note.)
'Darethen on the maps provided.
'The fourth regiment of the 36th Infantry Division.
'The defile at the village of Sehlaga. (Author's note.)
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"Our units, having occupied a position on the heights
to the north of the isthmus, opened fire, and the battle com

menced. The German units hastened to bring fire to bear
from all sides. The rear guard regiment began to feel ever
increasing pressure from the direction of DorotovoY Inci
dentally, the passage of the narrow dam, not more than
14 ft. wide. across the isthmus between the lakes, was only
proceeding slowly, The situation of the rear guard regiment
became more difficult with every moment. Colonel Kakhov~
sky, a Knight of St. George, the gallant commander of the
Kashirsky Regiment displayed boundless energy in the en
deavor to gain the time necessary for the corps to traverse
the defile. Surrounded on three sides, and seeing no other
course open, he seized the standard and charged at the head
of his regiment. At the sacrifice of this regiment and its
commander the greater part of the corps had traversed the
isthmus . . . .
"Haste was necessary, as with the retirement of the
XV Corps it had become possible for the enemy to cut the
line of retreat at Schwedrich by a blow from the west. This
fear was justified. The last units traversed the burning
village under the fire of the enemy. The rear guard battery
only just succeeded in galloping at full strength across the
burning bridge.
"At Schwedrich the enemy was again resisted with
energy, and he failed to pursue any farther, despite the fact
that it was only 1 p.m., so that there was ample time.
"Instructions were received at Kurken to continue the
retreat to Khorj ele, as N eidenburg had already been occu
pied by the Germans. The commander of the XIII Corps,
after taking every possible measure to establish communi
cation with the XV Corps, decided to continue the retreat
of the Corps by the old routes through Omulefofen. It was
essential to reach the main road Ortelsburg-Willenberg
Neidenburg as quickly as possible, since south of this road
the chances of German outflanking maneuvers would be less;
there were no main roads, and a turning movement would
have to be carried out across shifting sands.
"In order to break away from the enemy the commander
of the XIII Corps decided to march in two columns as far
as Lake Yablonkensky,l1 but then, should the roads to the
south of the Lake be free of transport, to send one column
to the north, and the other to the south, of the Lake. Should
the southern road be occupied by transport, he would send
the whole corps by the northern route. The Sofysky Regi
ment,l2 the one which had suffered least, was placed in the
lODarethen on the maps provided.
:I1Lake Omulef on the map.
"'The 2d Sofia Infantry Regiment of the 1st Infantry Division.
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van, in case it should be necessary to fight for the possession
of the main road mentioned above."'"
The Chief of Staff now returned to Corps Headquarters
from Orlau. He brought with him the above~quoted Army
Orders, by which the XIII Corps was directed to move on
Muschaken by forced marches, in order to be in occupation
of a position there, facing Neidenburg by dawn on the 30th
August.
"At first the Commander of the XIII Corps intended to
ignore these orders, and to leave his previous instructions in
force, for the march ordered was extremely complicated; the
XIII Corps would have to cross the lines of communication
of the XV, and thereafter the XV Corps would have to do
do the same to XIII Corps."14
The categorical nature of these orders, issued practically
from the position, made it reasonable to suppose that the
staff of the Second Army, must for once have taken accurate
account of the complications of the situation. This consid
eration troubled General Klyuev, who in the end decided
to divert the corps to Muschaken.
While it was yet quite dark the units of the corps,
exhausted by fighting and hard marches, hungry, for they
had not eaten for two days, entered the Forest of Kommusin.
This latter constituted the northern part of the forest of
which the south-western part bore the name of the forest
of Napivoda (or Griinfliess). By this time there only re
mained four regiments in the XIII Corps: the 1st Brigade of
the 1st Infantry Division (the lst Nevsky and the2d Sofysky
Infantry Regiments) and the 1st Brigade of the 36th Infan
try Division (the 141st Mojaisky and the 142d Zvenigorod
sky Infantry Regiments). Of the 143d Dorogobujsky and
the 144th Kashirsky Regiments, which had perished so
heroically, there only remained insignificant remnants, while
the remnants of the 3d N arvsky and 4th Kopor Infantry
Regiments, less than a battalion each in strength, had retired
with the XV Corps.
During the night 29th-30th August the columns of the
XIII Corps intersected with the columns of the XV Corps
units, retreating from Lahna, at the crossroads at the
''''Brief strategic outline of the operations of the Army of the
Narev," Fuchs, "Voenny Sbornik," No.4, pp. 140-142. (Belgrade,
1923.)
"Ibid., p. 142.
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village of Kommusin. The staff of the Second Army by its
complicated arrangements for the retreat, regardless of the
situation created, itself dealt a blow which hastened the
disorganization of the center corps.
"The situation at the crossroads had become extremely
difficult: the units, exhausted and with their nerves on edge.
became intermixed in the darkness and lost their organiza
tion, and control became impossible. Great efforts were
required to disentangle them and, above all, to prevent units
from becoming completely intermingled. By the orders of
the Commander of the XIII Corps several staff officers took
post at the crossroads, questioning each unit as it came up.
and directing those of the XV and XXIII Corps to Muscha
ken, and those of the XIII Corps to Kaltenborn.
"The order of the march was gradually re-established,
but soon the column for Kaltenborn was halted, and gun
and machine-gun fire was heard. It turned out that German
cavalry units, a few squadrons of Death's Head Hussars 1 '
with 4 guns and a proportion of machine guns, had occupied
Kaltenborn and, as soon as the leading units appeared on
the fringe of the clearing, had played the beam of a search
light upon them, and then met them with a few rounds of
case. The column was halted, and confusion ensued, but
order was quickly re-established in the units. On the per
sonal initiative of officers on the spot, two guns were brought
into action on the main road without noise, two more guns
were sited in a neighboring clearing, and the infantry were
dispersed along either side of the main road; a noise was
then raised, and when the beam of the projector again shone
forth, it was met by a hurricane fire, and the infantry then

charged as one man. The Germans fled in haste, leaving
killed and wounded, but were successful in getting away
their guns and machine guns. The road was clear.
"By the morning (of the 30th August) the march had
been successfully organized in three columns, the right
column marching on M'uschaken, the center, with which
was the commander of the XIII Corps, on Saddek, and the
left on Wallendorf. The enemy tried to strike a blow at the
rear, but was repulsed in an energetic counterattack by the
Sofia Regiment."
The 30th August saw the last stage of the death throes.
At every attempt on the part of the Russian units to debouch
from the forest the rifle, in places the artillery, fire of the
enemy rained down upon them.
"According to German authorities this was Lieut. Colonel Barne
kov's Detachment, consisting of 2% squadrons of the 5th Hussar
Regiment and one battery of the 72d Artillery Regiment; the Ger
mans reckon their losses in this skirmish at 12 Hussars, 44 horses,
and 2 guns.
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"Whenever our units took the offensive, the Germans,
without meeting their charge, would roll their line back,
and bring our attacking units under their machine-gun fire."
The first column to meet its doom was that marching
on Saddek. Disorganized by the firing upon them, with the
column broken up into separate detachments, they were
either annihilated piecemeal, or taken prisoner. The carow
mander of the XIII Corps, who was with the leading unit~
the whole time, and did everything possible to get the column
out of their difficult situation, shared in the fate of the
column."11
The right column was rather more fortunate: some
small units succeeded in working their way through the
German lines, aided by the German alarm at the Russian
offensive from the direction of Mlava towards Neidenburg,
culminating even in the temporary capture of Neidenburg.
Still earlier the 21st Muromsky Infantry Regiment (6th In
fantry Division) and the brigade of the 6th Cavalry Division
had broken through the German lines between Mushaken
and Neidenburg.'B Altogether some 3,000 men of the XXIII
Corps (the 2d Infantry Division and the Kegsholmsky
Life Guards' Regiment) broke through1G and of the units of
the XIII and XV Corps (for the most part of the XV) about
170 officers and 10,300 other ranks.
"The left hand column fought longest of all. About
4 p.m. (on the 30th August) this column, marching in good
order, came upon the Germans in the forest. The Germans
had occupied with artillery and machine guns all the ridges
and clearings, and were impatiently awaiting the approach
of their victims. When it became known that the onward
road was barred, everyone in the column, from private to
commander, became imbued with the desire to break through
at any cost. Guns and machine guns were swiftly brought
into action in clearings, rapid fire was opened and the units
charged, led by Colonel Pervushin, the commander of the
N evsky Regiment. The shock of the charge was so violent
and unexpected by the enemy, that the German brigade in
this position gave way and fled, abandoning guns and
machine guns. About twenty guns, some of them complete
""Brief strategic outline of the operations of the Army of the
Narev," Fuchs, "Voenny Sbornik," No.4, p. 144 (Belgrade 1923).
"Ibid. p. 145.
""Brief strategic outline of the 1914-1918 war," published by
"Voenny Delo," Vol. 1 p. 107.
""Strategic outline of the 1914-1918 war," Tsikhovieh, Part I,
Po 97.
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with their teams, and a large number of machine guns feU
into the hands of the attacking force2~. . . ."21
This, however. was the last flash of energy on the part

of completely exhausted men.
"The units had become intermingled. Confusion in
vaded the supply echelons and transport, harrassed by the
enemy from the rear. It was essential by any means possi
ble to re-establish order among the units and reform into
column. It was extremely difficult to do this, for darkness
had come on. The commander of the 36th Infantry Division,
who had been with the column, could not be found in the
dark. Nevertheless, through the initiative of individual
officers, success was acheived in fanning something
approaching a column, in collecting some of the wounded
and in re-commencing the advance. There was hope that
the ring would not have had time to close in, and that the
force might succeed in getting through hard on the heels
of the defeated enemy. Soon the forest ended, and they
debouched on to a large open space.
"From two directions, from that of Mlaga and from that
of Uleschen, searchlight beams shone forth, sweeping the
whole of the country in front of us. The beams shone on
the leading units, and immediately after there followed
machine-gun fire and a few rounds of rapid shrapnel fire.
Confusion seized the column, and this time the attempts to
re-establish order failed. Five times the Germans repeated
the same maneuver, and each time the column melted and
melted.
"In the morning the enemy cavalry appeared at dawn.
Our scattered units had already become incapable of fighting,
and the last of the columns ended its existence."22
To complete the gloomy picture of the death throes of
the Center Corps of the Second Army, a few words must be
devoted to the tragic end of the Second Army Commander
himself. For this purpose we will use the record given by
General Samsonov's companion-General Postavsky, his
Chief of Staff."28
"About noon on the 29th August General Samsonov left
the 2d Division and rode towards Willenberg, where he
expected to find the VI Corps. At all the crossings over the
swampy streams along the road German units with machine
guns were encountered. The Army Commander ordered
"'The Gennan authorities are silent with regard to this incident.
"'''Brief strategic outline of the operations of the Anny of the
Narev," Fuchs, Voenny Sbornik," No.4 p. 145.
'"Ibid., pp. 145, 146.
""The offensive of General Samsonov's army into Eastern Prus
sia," by General Postovsky. Manuscript in the possessiGn of the
author.
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his Cossack convoy to charge the machine guns at one of
these swampy defiles. The gallant Colonel Vyalov of the
General Staff led the Cossacks to the attack, but unfortu~
nately the attack failed. General Samsonov reached Willen
berg, but found the town occupied by the Germans. Only
a few of the Cossack convoy remained with the Army Com
mander, who stayed till evening in a wood near Willenberg
with seven officers of the General Staff and one N.C.O. It
was essential to get out of the area of the German positions
by night. This was impossible on horseback. When com~
pIete darkness arrived the group of officers and the Army
Commander travelled on foot through swamps and forests.
often encountering German patrols and being fired on by
them.
"Before we reached Willenberg General Samsonov had
requested me not to seek to prevent him from putting an
end to himself, and had only changed his mind after warm
protests on the part of the officers accompanying him. About
1 a.m. the group, after a short rest in a wood, moved on to
continue their journey, but General Samsonov had hidden
himself from his companions. Shortly afterwards a shot
was discharged in the woods and all realized that with this
shot had ended the life of the noble Army Commander, who
did not wish to survive the disaster which had overtaken his
army. The whole group of officers decided to remain where
they were until morning, in order to find the body of thek
commander as soon as it was light, and to carry it away
from the enemy lines. Unfortunately they failed in this.
With the first beam of the rising sun German riflemen
approached and opened fire on the officers. The searchers
had to abandon General Samsonov's body."
The body of General Samsonov was buried by the Ger
mans near the place of his suicide on the fringe of the
forest at Karlinehof Farm, which is 7 versts south-west of
Willenberg (2 versts north-west of Grosse Piwnitz). This
spot was identified by the wife of the dead General, who had
obtained permission from the Russian Government to go to
Germany, together with the Red Cross mission, on affairs
connected with our prisoners. Included in the articles taken
from Russian killed who had been buried, and preserved in
order to facilitate their identification, was found the medal
lion,24 which Alexander Vasilevich Samsonov always wore
on his person. 2~
"Ludendorff, "Meine Kriegserinnerungen," p. 44.
"The body of the late Alexander Vasilevich Samsonov was trans
ported w Russia by his wife, and buried in the family vault in the
church of the village of Akimov, in the Elizavetgrad district of the
department of Kherson.
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Even during the enactment of the tragedy of the
destruction of General Samsonov's army, the Operations
Branches of Anny Group and General Headquarters still
failed to realize the situation which had arisen. In this
regard it is very interesting to examine the telephone con
versations which took place on the 28th and 29th between
General Oranovsky, the Chief of Staff of the North-Western
Group of Annies, and General Danilov, the Quartermaster
General of General Headquarters, i.e., between the very per
sons primarily responsible for the calculations which had
been made with regard to operations. One of these conversa
tions, which took place on the 28th August, Le. on the very
day of the final catastrophe to General Samsonov's army, is
given in File No. 0 of the North-Western Army Group (In
structions of the Supreme Commander-in-Chief. Operations
Branch. 17th July-18th August 1914).26 General Danilov
was inquiring General Oranovsky's opinion as to whether
it would not be possible to commence the immediate transfer
to Warsaw of one of the Corps of the N orth-Western Army
Group, say the II. When General Oranovsky objected that
the II Corps was on the front Angerburg-Arys, General
Danilov replied: "But it is impossible to leave 9 corps on the
right bank, when all our interests as regards further opera
tions lie on the left bank of the Vistula."
On the 29th August, after the receipt by the Staff of
the Army Group of General Samsonov's telegrams regarding
the serious situation and the interruption in communication,
the situation was thus estimated in a telegraphic exchange
between Generals Oranovsky and Danilov: 21
General Oranovsky: ". . . . General Samsonov today
stated, to our surprise, that he was removing the telegraph
apparatus and leaving Neidenburg for Hohenstein to control
the operations of the XV and XIII Corps. Communication
with him has thus been broken off. The state of affairs in
the Second Army is causing me the greatest apprehension.
The retreat of the I Corps to Mlava, and possibly beyond, in
some disorder, and the absence of information for the entire
day as to the circumstances of the XIII, XV and VI Corps,
is causing me endless alarm owing to the impossibility of
"Quoted in "Strategic Outline of the 1914.1918 war," by Tsikho
vich, p. 58.
"QUGted in "Strategic outline of the 1914--1918 war," by Tsikho--.
vicb, part I, p. 67.
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getting into touch with them, since he (General Samsonov)
has himself broken off communications."
General Danilo'V: "The lack of communication with
Samsonov is of course to be regretted, but he has five corps,
and a failure there could hardly be of decisive importance,
especially if Rennenkampf will not occupy himself with
Konigsberg-and there are, unfortunately, signs of this
but instead, covering himself from that side, will hasten to
combine his operations with the Second Army."
These two messages give an extremely characteristic
picture of the methods of our higher staffs at the beginning
of the war in working out plans of operations, showing the
domination of fantasy over any appreciation of the realities
of the situation, and the extraordinary demands made upon
the troops. Indeed, General Danilov, on the grounds of our
single success at Gumbinnen, indecisive from the strategical
point of view, did not consider that the operli,tions in
Eastern Prussia were as yet undecided, nor did he realize
that for their decision it was necessary that General Sam
sonov's army should win decisively the battle which had been
engaged on the 23d August, and that if victory was to be
grasped at the decisive period in this decisive operation
there was no such thing at "superfluous troops." As we
know, this very tendency had resulted in the Second Army
having only 9 infantry divisions instead of 15 at the com
mencement of its decisive battle, and even out of these 9
divisions only 5 had been left in Samsonov's hands for the
decisive operations. Conjectures for the future to such a
degree outstripped the demands of the present moment that
in its general character the strategic control became fan·,
tame, having no connection with the real conditions under
which our gallant troops had to work.
The second of the speeches quoted offers an example of
the carelessness of which our higher staffs were guilty in
their calculations.
As a copy of the telegram of the staff of the Army
Group, No. 2761 of the 26th August,28 had been addressed to
"We repeat the gist of this telegram from General Oranovsky,
the Chief of Staff of the North-Western Army Group: "The Com
mander of the North-Western Group of Armies orders the next ob~
jectives of the First Army to be: (1) the investment of Konigsberg
by a part of their forces, say two corps, until their relief by reserve
divisions; (2) The pursuit by the remaining forces of whatever part
of the enemy troops not taking refuge in Konigsberg, commence to
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G.H.Q., General Danilov from his position should have been
well aware of the fact that General Rennenkampf was
bringing up part of his army to invest Konigsberg and
marching westward to the Vistula with the remainder of
his forces, and not south-westward towards General Sam
sonov's anny. This telegram completely altered the original
idea of the operations, as set forth in the first directive from
G.H.Q. (letter No. 345). Failing protest on the part of
G.H.Q. it follows that it stood confirmed. The higher control
of a modern army only in externals reminds one of the work
of an office; in essence it remains as live a creative force
as formerly. There can be no "washing of Pilate's hands,"
in the form of mere silence or of considering a matter
finished by the writing of orders. Though the Higher Com
mand must leave their inferiors in the chain of command
freedom in the execution of the tasks imposed upon them,
yet, on the other hand, they are obliged to interfere if these
inferiors depart from the guiding idea. Thus, when General
Danilov conducted these conversations with General Oranov
sky, he was responsible together with Oranovsky, for the fact
that the First Army was not where G.H.Q. wished it to be
at that moment. But even from this, the facts, however
disagreeable they might be, ought to have been taken into
consideration in any strategical calculation aimed at for
mulating a basis on which to work.
The extract giving General Danilov's second speech
commences with the words: "The lack of communicatio,n
with Samsonov is of course to be regretted, but he has five
corps!' There were indeed five corps in the Second Army,
but these corps were dispersed fanwise over a distance 9f
120 versts, and the army. owing to the strategical miRtake
in selecting the line of operations, had its left flank and rear
exposed to the enemy. Further, General D.anilov was aware
that a force of 61/2 infantry divisions of Rennenkampf's
army had been dispatched to Konigsberg on the 26th August,
since two divisions of the II Corps had been dispatched by
General Jilinsky to reinforce General Rennenkampf's army,
and General Danilov had been trying to get them back on the
retreat to the Vistula. The object of the combined operations of the
First and Second Armies should be to press the Germans retreating
to the Vistula towards the sea, and not permit them to reach the
Vistula."
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day previous to this. He now spoke of assistance for
General Samsonov in an extremely conditional way: "Espe
cially if Rennenkampf will not occupy himself with Konigs~
berg-and there are, unfortunately, signs of this-but in
stead, covering himself from that side, will hasten to combine
his operations with the Second Army."
On the evening of the 28th August the front of the First
Army was on the line: 29 Rastenburg-Schippenbeil (the II
Corps) ; the 1st Cavalry Division at Santopen; Klingenberg
-Schonbriick-Georgenau (tb,e IV Corps) : General Khan
Nakhichevansky's cavalry (the 2d and 3d Cavalry Divisions)
at Landsberg, and the remaining units of the First Army pn
the front Friedland-Wehlau and on along the Deime with
the 1st Guards' Cavalry Division at Miihlhausen and the 2d
Guards' Cavalry Division at Gross Baum. As will be seen,
General Rennenkampf had already wheeled to the assistance
of General Sarnsonov but had still a distance of 90 versts. as
the crow flies, to cover in order to reach the area in which
on the 29th and 30th August, the Second Army was already
in its death throes. General Danilov's use of the word
"hasten" is very apt; whenever the Higher Staffs had
blundered they insisted on the necessity for "haste."
In the domain of strategy the chief danger in castle
building is consequent failure to seize immediate opportun
ities. These strategical castle-builders may be likened to
a man gazing at the very top of a ladder, and oblivious of
the rungs immediately before him, instead of beginning to
climb, slow though this may be, he stumbles and falls.
Thus it was in the present instance. Only assistance
coming from the south could have saved General Samsonov.
An immediate and energetic offensive aimed at the re-cap
ture of the main road Neidenburg-Muschaken-Willen
berg, the road by which the Germans were hurrying their
units onward, cutting off the center corps of General Sam
sonov's army. was the sole practicable means of assistance
and at the same time one that would have proved effective.
In studying these tragic moments in the death throes
of General Samsonov's center corps, one is struck by the
inaction of the staff of the Army Group in this regard.
-rn this instance places are enumerated commencing from the
left !lank.
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Though aware of the breakdown in communication with
Second Army Headquarters, up to the 30th August they
took no measures to assume direct control of the flank corps
of the army_ With the grouping such as it was, and with
the breakdown in communication between Army and Army
Group Headquarters, it followed from the most elementary
reasoning that communications between the former and the
I and VI Corps must also have been interrupted. Further,
the fact of the interception by our Brest-Litovsk wireless
station of non-enciphered operations telegrams from the
staff of the Second Army to its Corps might well have
alarmed the staff of the Group of Armies. Again we say,
the conduct of war demands the maintenance of a most
attentive watch upon the development of an operation, and
a superior must always be ready to impose his will upon an
inferior in the chain of command upon any display of irreso
lution.
As already stated, General Samsonov, on learning on
the morning of the 28th August the news of the retreat of
the VI Corps from Grodzisken-Sczepanken, brought him
by a troop of the Novotroitsky-Ekaterinoslavsky Dragoon
Regiment, had sent the VI Corps Commander the following
orders: "Whatever the cost, hold on in the Ortelsburg area,
but send the 4th Cavalry Division against the enemy fight
ing the VI Corps. This division must not fail to follow up
the enemy, delaying his march as much as possible."
We also know the depressed state of the morale of the
VI Corps in these days. A dominant will, capable of re
viving tbis debilitated will, did not appear. As a re
sult the VI Corps, which had already retreated south
eastward from Orielsburg by the time the above-quoted
orders were received, remained inactive up to the morning
of the 30th August, when its units commenced to march on
Orlelsburg.
On the morning of this day the staff of the Group of
Armies dared its only timid attempt of taking in hand the
command of the flank corps of General Samsonov's army
which had broken down on the 28th August. At 11 a.m. on
the 30th August General Blagoveshchensky received a tele
gram from General Oranovsky. In this telegram he was or
dered to co~operate with General Samsonov, who was fight
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ing on the front Hohenstein-Neidenburg, and he was in
formed that the I Corps had been ordered to occupy Neiden
burg. The VI Corps was ordered to concentrate at Willen
berg and to operate in combination with General Kondrato
vich, the Commander of the XXIII Corps, with the object of
safeguarding General Samsonov's right flank and lines of
communication; the 4th Cavalry Division was to march on
Passenheim. "In addition," this telegram proceeded, "the
Commander of the North-Western Group of Armies has
ordered the dispatch of aeroplanes to discover General
Samsonov's whereabouts in the Hohenstein-Neidenburg
- Jedwabno area and to convey these present instructions
to him verbally."
In fulfilment of these orders General Blagoveshchensky
at 2 p.m. issued instructions to cease fighting at Ortelsburg30
and to march on Willenberg via Lipowitz and Radzienen.
By the evening of the 30th August the VI Corps had reached
Radzienen, having thus marched 12-15 versts after breaking
off the fight. The 4th Cavalry Division again approached
Grammen, but during the night 30th-31st August the VI
Corps received General Jilinsky's orders to retreat on
Mishinets, and should the enemy exert pressure onward to
Ostrolenko.
The capture of the units of the center column (G€neral
Klyuev's) took place on the 30th August in the neighbor
hood of the village of Saddek. On the map of the "Battle
of Tannenberg" (so-called by the Germans), which was
issued in 1921 with explanatory text compiled by the
archivist von Schafer, with a preface by Fieldmart:thal Hin
"The feeble manner in which the VI Corps operated is evideneed
by the fact already stated, that the German "pursuit" was carried
out by General Hahn's weak detachment, and the main body of
the German XVII Corps during the 27th and 28th was "standing
easy" between Passenheim and Warlenburg. At Ortelsburg itself,
especially, there was only the low strength 176th Gennan Infantry
Regiment. Only from 2 a.m. on the 30 August a battalion of the
5th Grenadier Regiment with one battery began to come up to re
inforce this regiment; by noon two squadrons of the 10th Mounted
Jaeger Regiment (from Lieut. Colonel Berring's Detacbment at
Willenberg) had reached Ortelsburg on their own initiative, and
about the same time the remaining units belonging to General Hahn's
Detacbment--2 companies, one squadron and a division of light
howitzers-reached Ortelsberg from Gross Schiemanen (half-way
between Ortelsberg and Willenberg).
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denburg himself,31 are shown in red figures the numbers of
prisoners captured, according to the German reckoning, in
the various areas of the battlefield. On this map the figure
10,000 stands against Saddek itself, and two versts to the
south, at Reuschwerder, another 10,000. These figures
undoubtedly relate to General Klyuev's column. One cannot
help wondering whether this capture would have been
effected, had the Commander of the North-Western Army
Group, instead of ordering (in his telegram No. 3020 of
the 27th August to General Rennenkampf) a belated march
to the assistance of General Sarnsonov, displayed his will
and taken the VI Corps, separated as it was from General
Samsonov, under direct control? Such intervention was
the duty of the Commander of the Group of Armies, and the
execution of this duty required not mere telegraphic corre
spondence, but the dispatch to the VI Corps Commander of
members of the Army Group Staff provided with full powers
to bring back into the current of the main operation this
corps which had drifted away in a side eddy. In the early
chapters of this book we have accused the Higher Command
and the Higher General Staff of inefficiency in the leading of
higher formations. One of the main reasons for this was that
"spirit of red tape" which was rampant in our central
military establishments, and which was even in evidence on
the battlefield. It was a heavy brake on the course of opera,.
tions, and the reproaches which are sometimes levelled at
our troops for their poor maneuverability, should more
justly be addressed to our organs of higher control. Thus
the three days from the 27th to the 30th August were lost
before the "will of the Commander" of the North-Western
Army Group was brought to bear upon the VI Corps, and
even then was only expressed through the dispatch of tele
grams.
The staff of the Army Group thus took no measures to
insure the energetic execution by the Commander of the VI
Corps of the orders issued by the Commander of the Group of
"Karte zur Schlacht bei Tannenberg mit einem Geleitwort des
General-feldmarchalls v. Hindenburg. Truppeneinzeiehnungen nnd
kurz.e Sehilderung der Schlacht mit Angabe der Truppenstarken im
Auitrage des Reichsarchivs bearbeitet von Arehivsraht v. SehMer;
herausgegeben nnd verlegt von Reiehsamt fiir Landesaufnahme;
Berlin 1921.
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Armies. This inaction on the part of officialdom reached
such a point that the following words are to be found in
their report to G.H.Q. on the evening of the 31st August:
"Up to the evening of the 31st August no information has
been received as to the Second Army situation. The I Corps
may be supposed32 to be fighting at Neidenburg, and the VI
between Willenberg and Mishinets. . . ."
On the same map of von Schafer's will be found the
figures 4,000 at Kannwiesen, 1,000 at MaJgaafen, 4,000 'It
Kutzburg and 11,000 at Willenberg itself. These figures
relate to the left-hand column, which was marching with
General Prejentsov, the G.O.C. the 36th Infantry Division,
in general command. The capture of the bulk of this column
(the figures 4,000 at Kutzburg and 11,000 at Willenberg)
took place on the 31st August. Thus, had the VI Corps
continued its march on Willenberg, General Prejentsov's
column would have been saved. But the will of the Com·
mander of the North-Western Army Group relaxed at the
first contact with vital realities, without the display of the
slightest determination in the efforts to save the remnants of
the heroic troops which had been so thoughtlessly herded
into this adventure.
Equally unsuccessful was the attempt to rescue from
the Neidenburg flank the units. of General Samsonov's army
in extremis there. As early as the 28th August the com
mander of the Second Army had dispatched orders through
a staff officer to the I Corps Commander, to advance on Nei
denburg in order to ease the situation of the XV Corps and
of the 2d Infantry Division, which were surrounded by the
enemy. These orders were received by the I Corps on the
morning of the 29th.
The morale of the Commanders of the I Corps and also
of the units of the 22d and 24th Infantry Divisions had
deteriorated just as it had in the VI Corps. Owing to the
badly organized General Staff service the fall in morale had
been accelerated by the disorder ensuing upon each change
in command. In such circumstances the Higher Command
must maintain a close and "live" hold on the situation. A
change in command was no remedy. General Samsonov by
riding off with his staff to Nadrau had deprived himself of
""Italicized by the author.
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the possibility of exerting this "live" influence. Under such
conditions this became the duty of the Commander of the
North-Western Army Group and his staff, but they re
mained in Olympian calm, like a stronghold of officialdom
where the essence of the work is considered to be corre
spondence and returns.
The mixed detachment under the general command of
General Sirelius, consisting of two regiments of the 3d
Guards' Division and 7 battalions of the 1st Rifle Brigade,
with a brigade of artillery (6 batteries), marched from
Miava in the direction of Neidenburg only at 6 p.m. on the
29th August. In addition to the units specified, a brigade
of the 6th Cavalry Division had been placed at General Sire
lius' disposal. The other units of the I Corps were to march
at 3 a.m. on the 30th August. For all practical purposes
there was no organization of this operation. The I Corps
Staff was merely working figures, and was untouched by the
flame of sacrifice with which this tragic crisis should have
set them aglow. The bureaucratic passivity of their
superiors in the chain of command did nothing to awake
their flagging energies. Nevertheless General Sirelius'
mixed detachment achieved its object, and at the village of
Kandien battle was engaged with the German screening
force. The further advance developed slowly, but on thp
afternoon of the 30th August General Sirelius' troops took
Neidenburg.
Approximately at the same time as our recapture of
Neidenburg General Klynev was surrendering at Saddek.
Had General Sirelius' offensive against Neidenburg been
completed by the morning of the preceding day, it would have
coincided with the battle of the XV Corps and 2d Infantry
Division units at Griinfliess and Lahna. The rescue of Gen
eral Martos' and General Klyuev's units would undoubtedly
have resulted. and, perhaps, even the encirclement of the
German I Corps units hurriedly advancing along the Neiden
burg-Muschaken-Willenberg main road. A Cannae
might indeed have been accomplished, but with the rOles re
versed. Such a transformation of the situation is always
possible in moving warfare, in which good troops are fight
ing.
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The events of these days must now be examined from
the German side. As in the preceding chapter, this study
will reveal to us the real circumstances under which the
Russian operations took place--circumstances of which our
commanders naturally could not have been aware. It is a
general rule that the actions of every commander in a battle
must arise· from the situation as imagined by him. The
more nerve-racking the conditions under which a battle is
being fought the greater is the divergence between tho:!
imaginary situation and the real. The end of the fighting
and especially the end of the Second Army battle, took place
under especially "nerve-wracking" conditions, and for the
Command personnel of the XIII and XV Corps and the 2d
Infantry Division these conditions reached their maximum.
The greater part of the responsibility for this falls upon our
Higher Staffs, which were unwilling to take account of the
fact that there is a limit even to the the mental endurance of
man. Recollect the circumstances under which not only this
last phase of the drama, but the whole of the Second Arm.v
Maneuver, had pursued its course.
"The constant waiting for orders at all hours, togethet'
with the perpetual alarm consequent on the complete ignor
ance of the situation, led to nervousness and exhaustion on
the part of all. General Klyuev himself had no sleep for
ten nights on end."33
It may safely be stated that this complete lack of under
standing of the psychological aspect of the conduct of the
war on the part of the chiefs of our General Staff led also
to a loss of perspective and balance, beginning from the
23d August, on the part of General Samsonov, and to the
complete breakdown of the resolution of the VI and I Corps
Commanders and their immediate colleagues after the first
reverses suffered by them.
On the evening of the 28th August the units of the Ger
man I Corps were occupying positions as follows: the 1st In
fantry Division at N eidenburg and the south thereof; the 2d
Infantry Division at Rontzken and Salusken, opposite the
positions of the Russian XXIII Corps units at Lahna; Gener
al Schmetau's Detachment at Muschaken. On the 29th Au
""Reasons for the failure of General Samsonov's Second Army
in Eastern Prussia in August 1914." Notes by General Klyuev.
"Voenny Sbornik," No.4, p. 158. (Belgrade, 1923.)
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gust General Fran~ois ordered Schmetau's Detachment to
march on Willenberg, the 1st Infantry Division to move to
Muschaken, and the 2d Infantry Division to Grtinfliess.
During the 29th August the 2d Infantry Division was fight
ing with its front northward, facing the units of the XV
Corps and the 2d Infantry Division. Judging by the German
authorities, this engagement did not put the German 2d In
fantry Division under any great strain: indeed, against the
infantry division with 12 to 16 batteries there were operat
ing only deplenished Russian units which had lost more than
50% of their strength in the preceding fighting. True, these
units had 20 batteries between them, but their spirit had de
teriorated; morally, they had acknowledged themselves de
feated, and so there could be no question of active operations.
The disorganization in the general control of all these units
must also be remembered. Only the appearance on the
scene of fresh Russian troops, attacking from southward of
Neidenburg, could have renewed their flagging energy.
As a result of this state of affairs the remaining units
of the German I Corps were able to complete on the 29th
August the march ordered along the main road Neiden~
burg-Muschaken-Willenberg.
By evening they were occupying positions as follows:3:I;
The 1st Infantry DiviBion-the Bector of the main road from
Neidenburg to Gross Dankheim;
Schmetau's Detachment-Willenbergj
The 2d Infantry Division-at GriinfliesB;
General Miihlmann's Landwehr-at Soldau.
"In view of the great intereBt involved in the s()Iution of the
question of the real size of the forces, which, extended on a line
40 versts long, cut off the retreat of the Russian XV and XIII
Corps and 2d Infantry Division, we give the detailed Order of
Battle of the Gennan I Corps on the evening of the 29th August:
The Staff of the Corps at Neidenburg.
(1) The 1st lnfa..ntry Division. (a) Staff'--Gregersdorf; (b) the
1st Inf. Bde. lesB 2 battns. of the 41st Inf. Regt., the 52d. Fd. Arty.
Regt. less 2 btys., 1 battn. heavy howitzers-Wientzkowen, MUBch~
aken, Jagersdorf and Puchallowen; (c) 2 btns. of the 41st Inf. Rgt.
with 2 btys. of the 52d Fd. Arty. Rgt.-at the Southern exit of
Neidenburg; (d) the 2d Inf. Bde. less 1 btn. of the 3d Grenadiers'
Rgt., the 16th Fd. Arty. Rgt., the 8th Uhlan Rgt. lel'ls 1 squadron
Reuschwerder and Gross Dankheim; (e) 1 btn of the 3d Grdrs. Rgt.
and 1 sqdn. of the 8th Uhlan Rgt.-at the Customs barrier of
Kamerau, to the North of Yanov.
(2) General SchmetaJU's Detadwnent. At Willenberg. Composi
tion: 1st Rifle Btn., 2 btns. of the 18th Inf. Regt. (the 41st Inf. Div.,
XX Corps), a btn. each of the 146th., 147th and 151st Rgts. (the
37th Inf Div., XX Corps), 1 group of the 82d Arty. Rgt. (37th Inf.
Div.).
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The 41st Division of the XX Corps had spent the night
28th-29th August in the Thurau area. The advance of the
Gennans eastward from this area during the whole of the
29th developed extremely languidly, and the 41st Division
had only reached Lahna by the evening. The other division
(the 37th) of the XX Corps had been detained in the Hohen
stein area, and thanks to this the Russian XV Corps got
away south-eastward unpursued.
However, as regards the XIII Corps, the two divisionR
of the Gennan I Reserve Corps, from the direction of
Darethen, and von der Goltz' 1st Landwehr Division the
37th Infantry Division and the 3d Reserve Division, from
the direction of Hohenstein and Paulsgut, were all in a posi
tion to exert pressure on this corps from dawn of the 29th.
As we know, G€neral Klyuev succeeded in escaping this
encirclement by his swift action. His further pursuit was
carried on by the 3d German Reserve Division, by the 5th
Reserve Brigade, reinforced by the 76th Landwehr Regi
ment, through Schlaga-Miihlen, and by the 6th Reserve
Brigade through N adrau-Schwedrich. By evening the 3d
Reserve Division had reached Kurken.
General Unger's Division had not taken part in the
fighting of this day, and was assembling in the area specified
for it by Army Orders.
The German XVII Corps during the second half
of the 28th August had again turned southward, as we know.
By the evening of the 29th it was grouped as follows: the
36th Infantry Division deployed on the front Naraythen
Jedwabno, closing all the roads to Passenheim; Lieut. Col.
Barnekov's Detachment (2% squadrons of the 5th Hussar
Rgt. with one battery of the 72d Arty Rgt.) in advance of
the 36th Division, reaching to Kaltenborn; the 35th Infantry
(3) Lieut. Col. Berring's Detachment at Willenberg (the 10th
Mounted Jaeger Rgt.).
,
(4) Lieut. Col. SeMfer's Detach'tlWnt at Gross Dankheim. Compo
sition: 2 sqdns. of the 10th Dragoon Rgt., 1 sqdn. of the 11th Dra
goon Rgt., 1 bty. of the 16th Arty. Rgt. and a platoon of the 3d
Grenadiers' Rgt.
(5) The red Infantry Division: (a) Staff-Griinftiess; (b) 1 btn.
of the 41st Inf. Rgt.-at Neidenburg; (c) the remaining units of
the division-at Griinfliess, Bartoschken and in the South-Western
psrt of the Forest of Napivoda.
(6) General M'iihlmamn's Detachm.ent-at Soldau.
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Division, marching in three columns, of which the right
hand (the 70th Brigade) had reached Malga; the center
(the 141st Infantry Regiment) had fallen behind somewhat
and had only reached the Rekowintza area (5 versts north
east of Malga), but had advanced detachments at Malgofen
and Kannwiesen, and the left-hand column, consisting of
General Hahn's Detachment, was in the Ortelsburg area.
At 10 p.m. General Hindenburg issued Army Orders
on the 29th August (see Appendix No. 17). These orders
are interesting in many regards, but the first point to
attract one's attention is the lateness of issue. Apparently
this was due to the delay occasioned by awaiting reports,
and it is evident from the orders that at the time of their
issue General LUdendorff was not in possession of full infor
mation as to the grouping of the German I Corps, which was
supposed to be at Neidenburg. These orders were based
essentially on two ideas.
The first was fear of Rennenkampf's advance and the
need for haste in fonning a new front facing him. Four
infantry divisions were detailed for this purpose: the 37th
Infantry Division and the two divisions of the I Reserve
Corps, in positions between Klaukendorf-Allenstein-War
kallen, and von der Goltz' Landwehr Division, disposed in
echelon behind the left flank, between Lakes Eising and
Narien. Two more infantry divisions were to join these
four the same day; the 3d Reserve and the 41st, which were
to go into reserve in rear of the right flank of the new
front-the 3d Reserve at Gross Bertung, and the 41st at
Kurken. In addition General Unger's division at Miihlen
was also available as a reserve.
The alarm evidenced by the staff of the Eighth Army
was occasioned, apparently, by an advance of Russian
cavalry from Santopen on Allenstein and from the North on
Wormditt. This is only one more illustration of the extreme
cautiousness displayed by the General Staff of the Eighth
Anny in framing all their operations plans. On the evening
of the 30th August they had in fact seven infantry divisions
available for battle on their new front facing north-west.
It may be stated with certainty that, had General Rennen
kampf marched without halting, and in a direct line, from
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the Gumbinnen battlefield to Allenstein,35 he would have
fallen into a strategical trap from which there was no exit.
Remembering that on the 3d September two German corps
and one German cavalry division arrived from France and
completed their detrainment at Passarga, this proposition
cannot be denied.
The second idea upon which the Eighth Army Orders
on the 29th August were based, was the encirclement of
the remnants of General Samsonov's center corps. Remem
bering how indecisive in this regard had been the orders on
the 28th August, by which the XVII Corps had been sent
hack 35 versts to Guttstadt, it will be seen that the orders
on the 29th were bolder in this respect, setting the XVII
Corps the task of cutting the eastward line of retreat of the
Russians by closing the front between Malga and Passen~
heim, while the I Corps was to advance from the south-west,
from Neidenburg, to the front Malga-Jedwabno, leaving
only a detachment at Willenberg. It was thus intended to
accomplish the encirclement of the Russians in the area to
the west of Malga, but, as we know, the surrender of the
remnants of the Russian corps took place here on the 30th
and 31st August, to the south-east and east of Malga, name
ly, at Saddek and Willenberg. Ludendorff was indeed un
lucky in his anticipatory calculations as to the encirclement;
this was the fourth time he had slipped.
The orders on the 29th August are extremely inter
esting in another regard also; they entirely neglected the
dangers that might threaten the German I Corps from the
south, from which direction the Russian I and VI Corps,
and units of the XXIII COrpS,35 1_3 might execute an offensive.
We know that this was intended by the Russian Higher Com
mand, but was carried out too sluggishly and with a criminal
lack of energy. The German orders on the 29th August did
everything possible to insure the success of a Russian offen
"'The distance from the Russian III Corps front on the battlefield
of Gumbinnen to Allenstein was 150-180 versts by the shortest routes.
Even supposing that the III and IV Corps had commenced their
march on the 21st August, moving at the average rate of the
Napoleonic marches (army marches of 15-18 versts per day) they
would only have reached Allenstein on the evening of the 30th
August.
"i-'1st Rifle Brigade and units of the 3d Guards' Infantry
Division.
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sive from this direction, magnanimously exposing the lines
of communication of the German I Corps to an enemy
attacking from the SQuth. General Franc;ois in his memoirs
strongly criticizes these orders of Ludendorff. "It was a
lucky circumstance," he writes,36 "that these orders were
so late that they could not be carried Qut,"
Shortly after 10 a.m. the Staff of the Gennan I Corps
received the following aerial reconnaissance report:
"Aeroplane A. 29. Lieut. Hesse. Route: Eylau-Soldau
-Mlava-Neidenburg. Dropped at Neidenburg, 30/8, 9:15
a.m. to the Staff of the I Corps.
"Columns of three arms on the march from Mlava to
Neidenburg; at 9 :10 head at Mlava, rear 1 kilometer north
of Mlava.
"A second column marching from Stupsk to Mlava;
head at 8 :45 at the Eastern exit of Mlava, rear at ValL Ob~
server Kerner."
General Frangois' Staff was alarmed. To the south of
Neidenburg only two battalions (of the 1st Infantry Divi·
sion) and three batteries, under Major Schlimm's command,
and one battalion of the 45th Infantry Regiment, were found
to be available, and in consequence of some misunder
standing the batteries had left the area. In Neidenburg
itself there was one battalion of the 45th Infantry Regiment
(the 2d Infantry Division), dispersed on guard duty
throughout the town, where thousands of Russian prisoners
were still being collected.
The manner in which the command of the German !
Corps solved this problem is very interesting. To reinforce
Major Schlimm, Le., for the direct frontal defense, only one
battalion with one battery (from the 1st Infantry Division),
which had been at Gregersdorf, was brought up. The 2d
Infantry Division which had spent the night in the Griinfl.iess
area, was sent to deploy eastward of Neidenburg in the
Gregersdorf area, thus flanking the Russian line of attack
on Neidenburg. General Miihlmann was ordered to advance
from Soldau against the left flank of the Russian forces
approaching Neidenburg, directing his blow through Sabe
rau. Thus strong flanks were built up, with a very weak
center (the Cannae idea). It is true that the divisions, sent
as reinforcements by order of the staff of the Eighth Army,
""General von Frani;ois, "Marneschlacht und Tannenberg," p. 228.
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could have strengthened the cent.er at Neidenburg or to the
north thereof. The fact is also interesting, that General
Fran~ois did not bring up those units of the 1st Infantry
Division which were occupying the main road N eidenburg
Willenberg.
An urgent report with regard to the Russian advance
on Neidenburg was sent to the staff of the Eighth Army,
which immediately dispatched to Neidenburg: (1) Unger's
Division from Miihlen, (2) the 41st Infantry Division from
the Kurken area and (3) von der Goltz' Division-about 30
versts, (4) General Miihlmann's troops-about 15 versts.
Thus none of these units could have arrived before the
second half of the day, and consequently, despite General
Fran~ois' extremely skilful tactical dispositions, the situa
tion during the first half of the day would have been
extremely favorable for the Russians, should the whole I
Corps, and also the whole of the 3d Guards' Infantry Divi
sion, and not just General Sirelius' mixed detachment, have
advanced from the direction of Mlava. In this case the mouth
of the trap prepared by General Fran~ois would have been
too narrow; the occupation of Neidenburg by the Russians
would have been accompanied by pressure driving the 2d
Division out of Gregersdorf into the Forest of Napivoda.
The staff of the I Corps, by hastily evacuating NeidenburJ{
and transferring to Modlken, acknowledged the difficulties
of the situation in which the corps would have found itself
in such a case. To show the extent of this feeling we give
the story of a Russian eyewitness, who was, by a whim of
fate, no other than the gallant General Martos: ar
"At 9 a.m. I was sent, escorted by a captain, by military
vehicle to the Corps Commander at Neidenburg. The town,
under bombardment by our artillery from the south, had
already come in sight, when we met at a road bend the Ger
man Corps Commander with a large staff and with the staff
transport ;~8 the Corps Commander himself called on our
driver to halt. German infantry, with large numbers of
artillery and transport, was pursuing its course eastward
along two roads. 3~ To all appearances the troops were in
""Outline of the operations of the XV Corps in Eastern Prussia.
in 1914," by General Martos.
"This was the "hasty evacuation" of General Franliois and his
staff from Neidenburg. (Author's note.)
""These were the units of the 2d Infantry Division, deploying to
the East of Neidenburg. (Author's note.)
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splendid condition. . . . These were units of the German
I Corps, under General Fran<;ois' command. It quickly
became evident to me that Neidenburg had been occupied
by our troops, and at the same time I saw our cavalry attack
ing the German rear guards as they retreated out of the town.
Simultaneously our artillery began to bombard the forest
to the south of the road, close to the marching German
troops. Disorder appeared in the German transport fol
lowing between the units, and the troops displayed nervous
ness. The German infantry and artillery began to occupy
positions, and the staff of the Corps took up a position upon
the road. General Fran<;ois invited me to sit beside the staff,
and I was offered wine and chocolate. When the firing began
to increase, I was taken to a closed car and the blinds were
let down. Shortly after an officer of the German General
Staff came up to the car and asked me, on the request of
the Corps Commander, to go to the Russian troops advancing
from the South, in the role of parlementaire. 'This useless
bloodshed must be stopped,' he said, 'as the Russian troops
who were fighting at Miihlen and Hohenstein have laid down
their arms.' I immediately agreed to this proposition. The
officer however returned and asked me, as I would be in
danger of being fired on from both sides, whether I would
decide to attempt this difficult task. I again affirmed my
agreement, but apparently the Germans thought better of it,
and I was not sent. At about 4 or 5 p.m. two German officers
entered the car and placed mausers by the open windows,
and the car travelled westward at great speed. After
covering about 30 kilometers we met the head of a German
infantry column . . . ."
General Fran<;ois describes this incident in rather a
different light in his memoirs: " . . . .The firing to the
south of Neidenburg now became more lively, and General
Martos was gazing in this direction with astonishment. Cap
tain Schubert, who spoke Russian well, was sent to ask
Martos the name of the general commanding the Russian
I Corps, which was fighting to the south of Neidenburg.
I wished to suggest to him that he should lay down his arms
as he was encircled from both flanks. Captain Schubert
then took General Martos by car to General Hindenburg."'o
Undoubtedly at the bottom of Fran~ois' proposition, as
related by General Martos in his memoirs, was the intention
to gain time by means of a subterfuge, but the only possible
explanation of the extreme naivete of this proposition is the
agitated state of mind of Fran<;ois and his staff. Fran~ois
"Marneschlacht und Tannenberg," p. 231.
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however suppresses this disagreeable recollection in his book.
putting forward an explanation still more naive.
General Ludendorff in his memoirs also provides evi
dence to show that the situation was alarming.
"But there was one more event to take place before we
could be really confident of victory. On the morning of the
29thn an aeroplane reported that an enemy corps was
marching on Neidenburg from the south, and was approach
ing this town. It was thus directed against the lines of
communications of the I Corps, which was fighting the re~
treating Russians on a front facing north. Almost at the
same moment we were called up on the telephone from
Neidenburg, and learned that Russian shrapnel wa'3 bursting
over the town. Immediately after this telephone communi
cation was interrupted. All available units were imme
diately sent by us to Neidenburg, to support the I Corps in
the impending battle."42
About noon the report of the capture of General Klyuev
and 20,000 men was received at the Headquarters of the
German I Corps.
Above, in describing the death throes of the XIII Corps,
we qouted word for word the recollections of an officer of the
General Staff of the Corps. Describing the destruction of
General Klyuev's column, this eyewitness wrote thus:
" . . . . Disorganized by the firing upon them, with the
column broken up into separate detachments, units were
either annihilated piecemeal, or captured. . . ." In all the
recollections of participants in the fighting evidence is to
be found of the fact that there still remained among the
Russian troops numbers of soldiers who refused to surrender
and tried to fight a way through. One example, for instance,
is provided in the account of an officer who was lying
wounded in a hospital ambulance :43 "I would like to mention
one more detail. Already on the 29th and 30th August, when
the units still holding out were few and far between, rem
nants and stragglers of various units were moving by all
the trails and roads towards the Russian frontier. I saw how
these despondent soldiers still held on to their arms. In a
state of complete panic by the 30th August, the doctors of
"General Ludendorff erroneously gives the 29th, instead of the
30th.
"Ludendorff, "Meine Kriegserinnerungen," pp. 43, 44.
""Recollections of an eyewitness of the XV Corps operations"
by Col. Jelondkovsky; manuscript in the possessiGn of the author.
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the divisional hospital on several occasions issued general
orders, and also special orders addressed to individuals, to
abandon their anns, but I can testify that hardly a single
soldier abandoned his rifle. Immediately before the moment
of our capture on the 30th August, a crowd of soldiers
numbering some 300, who had collected around our ambu
lances, were led off by a Cossack, who shouted to them:
'Brothers, come and fight your way through-our troops
yonder are pressing the Germans hard.' The crowd poured
off southward after the Cossack. A few minutes later I
henrd a heavy fusilade, and then a cry of 'Hurrah'; another
few minutes, and the German lines rushed the clearing upon
which stood the ambulance . . . . . .
All the German authorities also testify to the deter
mined resistance of the Russians during the tragic days
described by us. In SchwaTte's history the following lines
are to be found:
"During the whole night of the 30th·3lst the situation
on this road (Neidenburg~Wmenberg)was very alarming.
Strong groups of Russians were trying by a night attack
en masse to break through the widely extended German
units. All these attempts were repulsed. A sad picture wa.;::
displayed at the first light of dawn. Thousands of Russian
corpses littered the valley, droves of horses were straying
about, and batteries entire with their p~rsonnel and teaml:l,
and separate gums and vehicles, lay shot to pieces on the
battlefield. "44
The 1st German Division suffered heavy casualties, the
Commander of their 1st Brigade, General von Trott, being
among the number of the killed.
On page 44 of his memoirs General Ludendorff pens
the following lines, relating to the night 30th-31st August,
when the 3d German Reserve Division reached the Muscha
ken area:
"The Russians, debouching from the forest, again tried
in many places to break through the encircling German
lines, especially on the outskirts of Muschaken, determined
and serious fighting took place, but the battle had been
decided in our favor and the result could not now be altered:'
The nervous state of mind of the German troops during
this struggle, in consequence of the determination of the
Russians, may be seen from the two following character
"'''Der Gross Krieg 1914-1918," p. 347.
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istic episodes, related in the memoirs of General Kurt von
Morgen, the Conunander of the 3d German Reserve Di
vision.
"The further pursuit of the Russians took me through
Neidenburg and Modlken, to the west of Willenberg. On
the 31st August I had to experience disagreeable surprises
at both these points. While I was traversing with my staff
the market square of Neidenberg, the troops resting there,
excited (wild gemacht) by the shouts of a policeman 'they
are Russians,' opened fire on our car, killing the chauffeur
and seriously wounding another man. . . . . When, after
this occurrence, I lay down to sleep in Modlken, I was
awakened during the night by a noise and by my clerk
shouting: 'the Russians are already in the village.' Jump
ing out of bed, I was about to dress, but discovered to my
extreme vexation that my orderly had taken away my
clothes with him to his own quarters, which were a long
way off. I had to run out in alarm, in my under-clothing,
strapping my revolver on."45
We do not wish to detract from the valor of our heroes,
who had to drink the cup of suffering to the dregs; but,
judging by the German authorities, General Klyuev sur
rendered while he had some 20,000 men and large numbers
of guns. It is true that among these 20,000 the majority
were non-combatants, and a large percentage of the com
batants were wounded, but yet there remained shells in
the limbers. According to the statement of an eyewitness,
General Klyuev ordered the fighting to cease and the white
flag to be raised, using the same words, in which, almost
at the same moment, the officer of the German I Corps was
making his proposition to General Martos: "to avoid use
less bloodshed," only there, at Neidenburg, these words
covered a subterfuge aimed at gaining time, while at Saddek
they were pronounced by a man who had reached the limit
of suffering, and whose will was broken.
In 1907 the author of this book published a work en
titled "The psychology of battle," wherein, on the basis of
a detailed analysis, the author adduced the conclusion that
even in the modern reign of science every battle ends, not
in consequence of the exhaustion of the possibility of further
fighting, but by an act which is purely psychologlcal
the abandonment of the struggle by one of the opponents.
""Meiner Truppen Heldenkiimpfe," pp. 13, 14.
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What was there in front of General Klyuev? Units of
the German 1st Brigade at Jagersdorf and Puchallowen,
and units of the 2d German Brigade at Reuschverder and
Gross Dankheim. On a 15 verst front the Germans had
not more than 6-7 infantry battalions with 7-8 batteries.
These forces did not exceed in strength those of General
Klyuev, to reinforce whom the left~hand column, marching
through the forest not far to the north, might also have
come up. From the point of view of fire strength General
Klyuev had the advantage over the enemy; there were in
his column not less than 20 batteries. Under the condi
tions created for the German I Corps by our offensive on
the 30th August against Neidenburg from the south, a
display of resolution on the part of General Klyuev would
undoubtedly have resulted in success, and the Germans
must have given way. Such is ever the way of battles;
only those save themselves who can withstand to the end.
At the time that General Sirelius captured N eidenburg
the remaining units of the Russian I Corps were only just
marching out of Mlava. Their deployment took place in a dis
orderly fashion. Their commanders, failing to realize what
was before them, exposed their regiments to the long-range
artillery fire of the enemy. The sluggishness of the leaders
themselves infected the troops also. Under the existing
conditions there would have been no object for the Russians
in continuing their pressure in the direction of NeidenR
burg, and it would even have been dangerous to do so, but
pressure by the Russian I Corps in the Muschaken area
would have saved many more of our heroes endeavoring
to get clear of the forest.
On the evening of the 31st August the Commander
of the Russian I Corps received from the Commander
of the North-Western Army Group orders to retreat,
regardless of any successes attained. By this time all
the reinforcements dispatched to it had already reached
the German I Corps, and had been deployed as follows:
General Unger's Division-immediately to the west of
Neidenburg, the 41st Infantry Division-at Neidenburg,
the 2d Infantry Division-left in its positions immediately
to the east of Neidenburg, with its neighbor, the 3d Re
serve Division, at Modlken.
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Knowing what had occurred on the German side, it
is still more painful to have to state the fact that the
appearance at Willenberg of the Russian 16th Infantry
Division on the 29th or even on the 30th August, would
have eased the situation to such an extent, that even
General Klyuev's broken troops must have seen hopes, and
their previous valor and determination would again have
been aroused.
The left-hand column, General Prejentsov's, held out
longest of all. Their successful engagement on the 30th
August, took place, apparently, with units of the 35th
Infantry Division (the German XVII Corps). By this
success the Russian troops broke a way through the eastern
sector of the encircling lines, the sector for which the
XVII Corps was responsible. In their onward maJ ~h
General Prejentsov's column came under the fire from the
north of units of the 35th Infantry Division, operating
from the Malga area, and at Willen berg the column's south
ward road was closed by General Schmetau's Detachment.
It will thus be seen that the German encirclement had
in reality failed. The center corps of General Samsonov's
army owed their downfall, not to this encirclement, but
to the blow directed against their left flank and lines of
communication, this blow having been successfully de
veloped to such a depth that it cut all the lines of retreat
southward.
However, the picture of a successful encirclement ac~
cording to plan was more gratifying to the officers of the
German General Staff. Thus they would fulfil the basic
tactical doctrines of their revered ex-Chief of the General
Staff, Count von Schlieffen, who preached Cannae as the
pattern of a perfect battle. The parallel with Cannae
promised the German commanders inclusion in the ranks
of the great leaders. Thus General Hindenburg, in the
following report dated the 31st August, regarding the
conclusion of the battle and the completion of victory, al~
though he does not mention a "Cannae," inserts an allusion
to a ring.
"I have the honor humbly to report to Your Majesty
that a ring was yesterday closed around the greater part of
the Russian army. The XIII, XV and XVIII (?!) enemy
corps have been annihilated. Up to the present more than
60,000 prisoners have been taken by us, including the Com~
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manders of the XIII and XV Corps. Their guns are still
in the forest and will be collected. The amout of materiel
captured, which cannot as yet be enumerated in detail, is
extraordinarily large. The I and VI Corps, which escaped
our encirclement, have also suffered heavily, and are retreat
ing in disorder on Mlava and Mishinets,"45
The Gennan official figures for prisoners captured in
the fighting with Samsonov's anny sets the total at 92,000
men, with 300 guns; of these 20,000 had been captured by
units of the XX Corps, the 3d Reserve Division, the lst
Landwehr Division and the I Reserve Corps in the fighting
of the 28th and 29th against the XIII Corps in the Hohen~
stein and Darethen area. Of the remaining 72,000 the
German I Corps captured 60,000, including 2 corps com
manders, 9 other generals and 400 officers, and also took 230
guns. There only remain 12,000 men and 70 guns taken by
the XVII Corps, and of these about 2,000 prisoners and 20
guns were taken on the battlefield of Bischofsburg.
This distribution of prisoners by corps only serves to
provide strong confirmation of the conclusion drawn by us.
that the corps of General Samsonov's army owed their de
struction not to encirclement, but to the deeply developed
outflanking of the Russian left.
The impression produced at first glance by the size of
the totals of captured served to create a widespread idea
that the end of the battle of General Samsonov's army took
the form of the surrender of the whole army, as occurred at
Sedan. The historian must destroy this legend, which is
an unworthy calumny on our gallant troops. On Schafer's
map, which we have already mentioned, are marked all
surrenders of more than 1,000 men at one time. The figures
of 20,000 which is placed hereon in the Grieslienen area,
can only refer to the total of prisoners captured from the
Russian XIII Corps during the whole 24 hours of the 28th
August.
In the rest of the area under discussion there is no figure
exceeding 11,000, and the sum total tmollnts to 37,000,
whence it may be deduced that the remaining 35,000 were
captured in small separate parties .
.... 'Au!> meinem Leben," Hindenburg. (p. 21 of the French trans
lation.)
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We would draw attention to one other circumstance.
The losses in Samsonov's army in killed and wounded in the
operation under discussion amounted to no less a figure
than 70,000, and the share of the center corps must have
been not less than 50,000. The fighting strength of the XIII
and XV Corps and the units of the XXIII Corps was approx
imately 90,000 combatants; of these 15,000 broke through,
thus leaving 75,000. Deducting the casualties from this total,
we find that there could not have been more than 25,000 un
wounded fighting troops among those who surrendered. The
remaining 67,000 prisoners represented either wounded who
could not get away, or non-combatant troops, for all the
trains of all three corps fell into the hands of the Germans.
To give even some slight idea of the losses suffered in
the Russian command personnel, we quote the data relating
to the XIII Corps, which suffered less in this regard, com
pared to the XV and XXIII Corps.
The 1st Division: the Chief of Staff, killed; the senior
G.S.O., killed; a brigade commander, died of wounds; the
commander of the artillery brigade, died of wounds; the
commander of the 1st Nevsky Infantry Regiment, three
times wounded, and only left the field after his third bayonet
wound; the commander of the 3d Narvsky Infantry Regi
ment, wounded; the commander of the 4th Koporsky In
fantry Regiment was replaced, but his successor was killed.
The 36th Division: a brigade commander, killed; ihe com
mander of the 142d Zvenigordsky Infantry Regiment,
wounded; the commander of the 143d Dorogobujsky In
fantry Regiment, killed; the commander of the 144th Rash
irsky Infantry Regiment, killed.
Finally, we consider it only right to state that the
number of Russian prisoners and guns captured, as quoted
in the German Staff reports and in their Government com~
muniques, was exaggerated. We believe that the grand
total of prisoners and guns captured in the catastrophe to
Samsonov's army should not be put at 92,000 men and 300
guns, but at 60,000 and 180-190 guns.
The Germans themselves were zealous in diffusing
inaccurate information. They were not satisfied simply with
the great strategical result of the victory. Undoubtedly the
accounts issued by their directing circles were inspired by
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the desire to use this victory as a poison which would rot,
on the one hand, the Russian army, instilling into it mistrust
of its capability, and which, on the other hand, was bound
to react upon the allies of Russia. depicting before them the
Russian army as completely useless for fighting. It was an
unchivalrous expedient.
One need only read the memoirs of Ludendorff to learn
his cynical doctrine, that all expedients are permissible in
war. Calumny for him is as much a weapon as any other
means.
To give the reader a concrete example of this unchival
rOllS attitude. we quote here the last part of General Martos'
recollections. This extract is also interesting in another
regard, as depicting the great difference in mentality
between Hindenburg and Ludendorff. The first was a Ger
man of the old type, not devoid of nobility, a German of
whose circle were those workers who created the might of
their Empire. The second was a German of the new type,
proud of the greatness which he had only inherited, a Ger
man who denied the right of others to live on equal terms
with him, and eager only for one thing-to lord it over
others; this was the type of German which brought the
nation to ruin.
"In Osterode, in a dirty little hotel," writes General
Martos, "I was informed that I was to be presented to
General Hindenburg, the Commander-in-Chief. General Lu
dendorff came out into the dining-room, where they first
brought me. Speaking perfect Russian, he said to me,
amongst other things: 'Tell me, what constituted the strat
egy of your far-famed General Samsonov, when he invaded
Eastern Prussia?' I replied to this that I had not been
initiated into the secrets of this strategy, and, as corps com
mander, had only to decide tactical tasks, and take up my
front with the other corps. 'Yes, but you are all defeated
and have laid down your arms, and now the Russian frontier
is open to our invasion from Grodno to Warsaw.' To this
I said: 'I was surrounded by superior forces, but first 1 had
had considerable success against your troops, when my
strength was equal to yours. I had trophies: field guns,
machine guns, and prisoners-staff officers, and many
men'."
"Apparently Ludendorff was not very pleased at this; he
suddenly changed his expression and his attitUde towards
me.
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" 'Have you any money?' he asked.
"I replied that I had some Russian paper money on mc.
" 'But this money now will be worth nothing.'
"At this moment Hindenburg entered. He was
extremely friendly with me, speaking in Russian, but badly
and with an accent. Seeing me very disturbed, he held my
hands for a long time, begging me to calm myself.
" 'I am going to return to you, as a worthy enemy, your
"sword of honor"n it will be handed over to you.'
"Bowing, he added: 'I wish yon h2ppier days.'
"I spent the night in the same hotel, where these t}Vo
generals also were quartered, but a sentry was posted at
the door of my room."
"On the morning of the 31st August they took me in
a separate 2d Class carriage, with a large convoy under an
officer, into the interior of Germany to a long and wearisome
imprisonment.
"They began to bai.t me furiously in the papers, 1 think
at the kind direction of Ludendorff, and in 15-20 days' time
1 was summoned before an examining judge, who informed
me that 1 was accused of bombarding undefended centers
of habitation, of pillage, of using violence against the peace
ful inhabitants and in particular against women and
children, and for these deeds 1 was threatened with the
death sentence.
"Six months later a very lengthy decision was read out
to me, the gist of it being that the accusation not having
been proved, I was acquitted.
"This in no wise prevented General Franc;ois from
repeating on page 223 of his memoirs the abominable slander
on the behavior of the Russian troops at Neidenburg. This
was the more unworthy, in that in reply to the mad attacks
of the German papers upon the Russian army regarding
looting in Eastern Prussia, the chief pastor of N eidenburg
had inserted an article entitled The Russians- in Neidenburg
in which he laid emphasis upon the good order and disci
pline of the Russian troops and stated that no harm had been
done to the person or property of any of the inhabitants,
and that of all the inhabitants only one suffered, a workman
in a brickworks who threw a stone at a Cossack patrol, in
reply to which they fired on him and he was killed."46
"General Martos bad received a gold sword for the Japanese
(Author's note.)
""Outline of the operations of the XV Army Corps in Eastern
Prussia in 1914," by General Martos. Manuscript in the possession
of the author.

war.

CHAPTER X
The Consequences of the Defeat of
Samsonov's Army
(Plates 3, 4, 5, and 15)'

In order to picture to oneself in entirety the strategical
conAequences of the defeat of the Russian Second Army,
one must also take into account events taking place during
this period on our south-western front.
The blunders in the War Plan had revealed themselves
clearly during the first days of the Galician operation also.
The right flank of the South-Western Army Group, strategi~
cally speaking the important flank, suffered a severe reverse
at Krasnik on the 23d August and on the following days the
Fourth Army fell back towards Lublin. The situation of our
Fifth Army, advancing from Kholm, also became serious.
The XVIII Corps had been allotted by G.H.Q. to the
Ninth Army, which was assembling at Warsaw for an in
vasion of Germany. 2 On reaching the theater of operations it
was dispatched to fill the gap which had fanned between
the right flank of the Fourth Army and the Vistula.
On the 29th August the Supreme Commander-in-Chief
ordered the Guards' Corps also, to be transferred to the South
Western Army Group. When informing the Staff of the South
Western Army Group of this, General Yanushkevich stated
that the Grand Duke was not dflterred by the necessity for sacri
ficing all the original proposals in the interests of
success over the Austrians.

OJ

decisive

'The reader wishing to make a detailed study of the hattIe of the
Masurian Lakes is advised to use the German 1/200,000 maps. Sheets
No. 52 (Nikolaiken) No. 53 (Lyek) and No. 69 (Friedrichshof) are required
in addition to those enumerated in the note at the commencement of
Chapter VII. (These maps may be ordered from Eisenschmidt, Dorotheen
strasse 60, Berlin, N.W. 7.)
'G.H.Q. on the 24th August refused the request telegraphed on the
23d August by General Alexyev, the Chief of Staff of the South-Western
Army Group to reinforce the right flank of the Fourth Army at the expense
of the troops assembled at Warsaw, "as this army (the Ninth) is under
orders for an offensive into the interior of Germany." (Quoted in "Brief
strategic outline of the War of 1914-1918," Vol: I, p. 138, published by
"Voennoe Delo.")
32S
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This decision on the part of the Grand Duke Nikolar
Nikolaievich represented one of the most crucial points in the
conduct of the campaign of 1914 on the Russian front, for
thereby our Supreme Commander-in-Chief abandoned the
dispositions which had been imposed upon him.
We have previously pointed out that it was wrong, from
our point of view, to leave the Guards' Corps out of the Second
Army establishment, when it was allotted to the North-West
ern Army Group; by this exclusion the corps was made into
an "onlooker," taking no active part in the operations. We
have also pointed out that, had the Guards' Corps fought
in General Samsonov's Army, the latter would certainly have
been enabled to escape the catastrophe, and, perhaps, suc
cess might even have ensued. This in no wise controverts
the fact that the Grand Duke did a fine thing in dispatching
the Guards' Corps on the 29th August to the South-Western
Army Group. On the 29th August it was already too late
to issue orders for the Guards' Corps to join General Sam
sonov's Army, and, by remaining longer at Warsaw, the
Guards' Corps would also have missed the critical period of
the Galician battle.
In the recently published memoirs of General Danilov,
Quartermaster-General at G.H.Q., the premature concen
tration of troops on the left bank of the Vistula, i.e., on the
3d line of operations, is also explained thus (on p. 139): "But
it should be understood that the Supreme Command, in
striving to expedite the transfer of operations to the left bank
of the Vistula as early as possible, took into account the fact
that circumstances might force them to use part or all of
the fresh forces which were expected to arrive in the theater
of operations on the right bank of the Vistula also, to bring
to a successful issue the operations previously conceived. The
Grand Duke recognized that under present-day conditions
troops, once put into action, quickly lose their offensive force
and may easily become exhausted. Therefore the timely
movement of strong reserves, if possible of fresh troops, into
the battle area is extremely important for the development
and consummation of operations once commenced." To state
more briefly the idea expressed by General Danilov, a stra
tegic reserve is essential. But, under the protracted condi
tions of our concentration, we had a more than ample reserve
available. In fact, on re-examining the Diagram of Concen
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tration, it will be seen that the following corps, arriving too
late for the commencement of the general offensive, essentially
fanned the Supreme Commander-in-Chiefs strategic reserve:
the XXIV, XVIII, III Caucasian, XXII, I Turkestan, II
Caucasian, and the I, II, and III Siberian. We say "essen
tially" for "on paper" the War Plan included the III Cau
casian and XXIV Corps in the strengths of armies. The weak
spot in our War Plan was not "the weakness of the strategic
reserve," but was "the weakness of the first attacking line."
In fact, for the offensive commenced by us on the 20th day
of mobilization, we could only take into consideration 48
first-line infantry divisions out of 71; i.e. there remained 23
divisions, or about 33%, as the Supreme Commander-in
Chief's strategic reserve. By excluding the Guards' Corps also
from the troops for the first offensive, G.H.Q. yet further
weakened the force of the first blow, thus increasing the
enemy's chances of seizing the initiative at the outset, and
consequently making it necessary to expend our corps, as they
came up from the rear, to fill gaps which had formed. It seems
to the author that evidence is to be found here of the tragic
situation in which the Grand Duke Nikolai Nikolaievich
found himself, forced as he was to execute a mistaken plan,
which had not been composed by him and with which he
was little familiar, with the aid of a G.H.Q. Staff which was
responsible for the errors in the plan and failed to perceive
them. In the present instance the desire of the Supreme Com
mander-in-Chief could equally well have been carried out
without removing the Guards' Corps from the Second Army.
The detrainment of the XXIV Corps in the area Warsaw
Ivangorod-Kholm-Sedlitz, where it would be at the im
mediate disposal of the Supreme Commander-in-Chief, could
have commenced on the 16th August, and its transfer could
have been completed by the 28th August; the detrainment
of the XVIII Corps could have taken place from the 19th
to the 29th August, and so on. But this would have necessi
tated a radical alteration of the G.H.Q. conception of opera
tions. The memoirs of General Danilov again show how dif
ficult this was; on p. 135 he writes "according to the esti
mate of G.H.Q.,3 the North-Western Army Group should
have a double superiority in strength over the Germans at
"The estimate of G.H.Q., i.e. the Staff of the Supreme Commander
in.Chief, and not the Supreme Commander. (Author's note)
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the time their offensive commences." We know from all that
has been said before, that not only was there no such superi-'
ority on our side, but, on the contrary, the fighting strength
of the Germans exceeded ours by 50%, which is to say that
G.H.Q. made an error of 200%!
His staff thus gave the Supreme Commander-in-Chief'
completely inaccurate data upon which to base calculations.
Had we been twice as strong as the Germans, then indeed
the Guards should have been removed from the North-Western
Army Group, but in this case too they should not have been
kept in strategic reserve at Warsaw, but should have been
straightway dispatched to take their part in the first blow
against the Austrians, on the right flank of the Fourth Army.
Then, probably, our reverse at Krasnik would not have oc
cWTed. But, so it seems to the author, there was something
inherently wrong with the higher control. The substitution
by General Danilov of the words "the estimate of G.H.Q."
for "the estimate of the Staff of the Supreme Commander
in-Chief" gives rise to gloomy reflections. Was not the Staff
of G.H.Q. supposing itself actually "in command," on the
parallel of Moltke and Wilhelm I? If so, then much that
is inexplicable becomes clear to the historian. Was not the
will of the Supreme Commander-in-Chief only being car
ried into effect so long as it did not run counter to the ideas
of the Operations Branch of G.H.Q., ideas which had been
inherited from their peace time training? The force which,
in accordance with the correct conception of the Supreme
Commander-in-Chief, was to form a strategic reserve in
his hands, was transformed by G.H.Q. into an army to be
concentrated for "an offensive into the heart of Germany,"
and the first attacking line, already weak, was reduced by
yet another corps. G.H.Q. acted like a convex mirror in dis-.
torting the will of the Supreme Commander·in-Chief.
As we have stated above, the Grand Duke had to impose
his will in face of the resistance opposed by G.H.Q. and there-.
fore we attach great importance to the Grand Duke's deci
sion of the 29th. Its value lay not in the sjmple fact of the
dispatch of the Guards' Corps, but in the termination of the
fantastic strategy of G.H.Q. in concentrating troops for an
invasion into the heart of Germany, after embarking upon
serious operations in Eastern Prussia and Galicia, and with
no decisive success attained in either area.
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The Staff of the North-Western Army Group at 9 a.m.
on the 31st August reported to G.H.Q. the catastrophe which
had overtaken the Second Army. On the same day, under
their No. 313, G.H.Q. dispatched a directive to the Com
mander of the North-Western Army Group. The following
instructions were contained in this directive. 4 (1) The First
Army was to maintain at all costs its position to the North
of the Maslll"ian Lakes on the roads from the line Insterburg
Angerburg to the line Vilkovishki-8uvalki; it was to operate
with the greatest determination; (2) the security of the for
tress of Novogeorgievsk was to be guaranteed by garrisoning
it as necessary; (3) the units of the Second Army, gradually
reorganizing, were to retreat, keeping in view as their ultimate
object a withdrawal to the area Sokolka-Osovetz-Lomja,
with a strong screening force echeloned on the left flank of
the army, say at Zambrov; (4) the cavalry of the Second Army,
without sparing itself, was to cover the retreat of the corps
of this army, and gradually withdraw to its left flank, so as
to form a strong mass of cavalry available for reconnaissance
in the direction of Thorn and the Lower Vistula; (5) in order
to secure the position of the Second Army the XXII, III
Siberian and I Turkestan Corps were being transferred to
General Jilinsky's command; (6) the lines of the Nyeman,
the Bohr and the Upper Narev were to be prepared for defense;
(7) should it prove absolutely impossible to attain decisive
success against the Austrians in the course of the next few
days, the armies of the South·Western Group would be in
structed to retreat on the Western Bug, to the general line
Drohiczyn-Brest·Litovsk-Kobrin.
A memorandum was appended to this directive, entitled
"Strategic considerations, advanced for examination by the
Staff of the North-Western Army Group, based on the situ
ation upon this front up to the 1st September. This memoran
dum was signed by Colonel Shchelokov, the Chief of the
Operations Branch of G.H.Q., and it was discussed at Byelo·
sOOk on the 2d September.
The gist of these considerations was as follows: (1) after
the defeat of General Samsonov's army the Germans might
either advance against General Rennenkampf's army, or,
"on more correct considerations" on the Lower Narev, in
"'Strategie outline of the war of 1914-1918," Part I, pp. 58 and 59
(by Tsikhovieh).
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order to join hands with the Austrians and then develop a
joint offensive against the Brest-Litovsk-Grodno front: (2)
to execute these operations the Germans might transfer
forces from the French theater; the 27th-28th August was
suggested as the date of commencement of this transfer,
and the German corps might arrive on the Lower Vistula by
the 5th September: (3) to neutralize this danger it was "above
all essential for us to deal the Austrian army a heavy blow
in the Lublin area," and this would have to be executed by
the 5th September, before the assembly of large German
forces on the line Ortelsburg-Soldau-Lautenburg; (4) the
remnants of the first-line troops of the Second Army, four
second-line divisions and the XXII, III Siberian and I Tur
kestan Corps, which were coming up from the rear (as cal
culated in the "Strategic Considerations" these latter could
arrive by the 12th September) would serve as a screen against
the Germans concentrating on this line; (5) covered by these
forces the Fourth Army and General Lechitsky's army (the
Ninth Army, formed from the right flank corps of the Fourth
Army) could retreat to the line Sedlitz-Lukov-Vlodav.
On studying the two documents quoted above it will
be seen that G.H.Q. quite rightly appreciated the importance
of a success on the south-western front. The old strategic
principle, that victory in the main theater of operations is
always of decisive importance, was once more confirmed in
practice: in 1914 the main theater of operations was our
south-western front.
The further action of G.H.Q. in renouncing the offensive
on the north-western front, until the infliction of a decisive
defeat upon the Austrian army, was also completely correct.
The experience of the first failures thus brought the
strategic conceptions of the War Plan down from the soaring
heights of fantasy to the world of realities. But it is a psycho
logical law that a change of this sort is accompanied by "pes
simism" in appraising these real conditions. and so it was in
the instance under consideration. Colonel Shchelokov's "Stra·
tegic Considerations" do not even speak of the necessity for
the decisive defeat of the Austrian army in Galicia, but only
of dealing it "a heavy blow in the Lublin area," moreover
making a reservation as to the accomplishment of this within
the brief period of three days, after which the retreat is pro_
posed of the two right flank armies of the South-Western Group
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to the line Sedlitz-Lukov-Vlodav, Le. the evacuation of our
forward theater. The work of the Intelligence Branch of
G.H.Q. was extraordinarily sound, as is fully established by
the data set forth in the "Strategic Considerations," which
stated that the transfer of German Corps might commence on
the 27th-28th August and be completed on the 5th Septem
ber; actually, as we know, a move of this sort commenced
on the 26th August and was completed on the 3d September
obviously a more than satisfactory approximation.
On the basis of these facts G.H.Q. had also to decide on
its objectives; for this purpose it was necessary to determine
approximately the number of corps which the Germans could
remove from the French front at this period. By this time
the decisive operations of the German Anny in France were
in full swing. With any knowledge of German strategy, which
was firmly based on the idea of the decisive importance of
this battle in their operations, it could not possibly be sup
posed that the Germans would commence the transfer of
troops on a large scale before disengaging from it. The trans
fer of two corps, or at the maximum, three, was possible;
the latter, as we know, was the actual number, but the special
cause was our victory at Gumbinnen. Thus, to the general
total of the 15 divisions (whose presence G.H.Q. had been
able to establish with complete certainty) already taking
part in active operations in Eastern Prussia, might be added
another 4, or at the most 6, infantry divisions, making a
sum total of 19-21 infantry divisions which might be assem
bled by the German Eighth Army, a total equal in fire strength
to 30 Russian infantry divisions.
But, by abstaining from further offensive operations in
Eastern Prussia, what forces had we available for defense?
I. The Russian First Army:
(ll) First~line inf. diva
. ._ _. . 8% info diva.
(b) Second-line info divs. entering Eastern Prussia
or already there. __ ..
___
_._
. 5 inf. diva.
(c) Second-line info divs. still in rear on the Nyeman .... _. 2 info diva.
TOTAL ........................................•....•...•_.
..• 15% info divs.
II. Units of the Russian second Anny assembling on the
Narev which could be taken into consideration for de
fensive purposes in the immediate future:
(a) The 22d and 24th Inf. Divs. of the I Corps, the
16th Inf. Div. of the VI Corps, the 1st Rifle Bde.,
and one bde. of the 3d Guards' Inf. Div. of the
XXIII Corps. __ . __
__ .
._
4 info diva.
(b) The 76th (Second~line) Inf. Div. which was cover~
ing the passages between the main Maaurian Lakes__ 1 inf. div.
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info diva.

TOTAL..•......................................................... _.
.._ 8
III. The three corps being concentrated by G.H.Q. (the
XXII, III Siberian and I Turkestan._
_
6

info diva.

6

info diva.

TOTAL.
GRAND TOTAL

info divs.

29% info divs.

Taking into consideration the fact that on the 31st Au
gust the First Army was in occupation of more than half of
Eastern Prussia, whilst its cavalry had reached the line Worm
ditt-Seeburg, it was quite impossible to suppose that the
Gennans had decided on an invasion southward into the heart
of Russia without guaranteeing the safety of this operation,
which must take time owing to the lack of communications
in Russia, by driving General Rennenkampf's army out of
Eastern Prussia. Still more inadmissible was the idea that
the Germans, with the proportionate strengths what they
were, could divide their forces in order to conduct operations
on two lines simultaneously.
Colonel Shchelokov's "Strategic Considerations" were
thus at fault in stating that "on more correct considerations,"
the German operations in the immediate future would develop
in the south and not in the east; this serious blunder was due
to the "pessimism" evoked by the re-estimate of "enemy
capabilities" and by a lowered belief in the fighting capacity
of our troops.
Colonel Shchelokov's "Strategic Considerations" are also
interesting to the historian from another point of view. This
memorandum is very illuminating as regards the character
of the methods which the composers of the War Plan had
brought with them to G.H.Q. from the Chief Directorate of
the General Staff. The basic feature which is the curse of these
calculations is the "predetennination" of the enemy's object.
In the present instance, owing to obsession with the idea of
the possibility of a Gennan invasion penetrating into our
forward theater, it led in Colonel Shchelokov's "Strategic
Considerations" to a failure to appreciate fully the danger
threatening General Rennenkampf's army.
It was indeed quite clear to the Operations Branch of
G.H.Q. that the destruction of the center corps of General
Samsonov's army had been effected by means of the concen
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Army in the Soldau - Hohenstein - Allenstein - Willenberg
tration of almost the entire strength of the German Eighth
area, and in case of serious operations by the Germans against
General Rennenkampf this concentration forecasted the
launching of a strong attack to turn the left flank of the Rus
sian First Army via the line of the principal lakes. A con
sideration of time factors showed that the German forces
set in motion for this purpose could he deployed on the front
Vialla-Arys-LOtzen by the 7th September. s The danger
thus threatening was increased by the fact that the con
dition of the Second Army of course made it impossible to
count upon it for serious offensive operations for the time
being. To parry this blow at the left flank of the First Army,
a blow which, lacking proper opposition, might be developed
against General Rennenkampf's lines of communication,
driving him in the direction we least wished-Le., north
ward, there were available the XXII, III Siberian and I
Turkestan Corps, which were en route. Colonel Shchelokov's
"Strategic Considerations" gave the 12th September as the
date for the completion of their concentration, but this oper
ative calculation, like those of the War Plan, had the defect
of being based on faulty data. In actual fact the move of the
XXII Corps should have been completed about the 12th
September, and that of the III Siberian and I Turkestan
Corps about the 18th September, and it is true that a number
of telegrams with requests to expedite the transport of corps
from distant frontier stations had been sent to the War Min
ister,6 but this did not make it right to work out important
operations on a basis of forced marches. The higher the staff,
the less right has it to calculate "to a hairsbreadth"; it is essen
tial to provide a margin to enable subordinate commanders to
allow for accidents which must inevitably stultify such calcu
lations. Otherwise the troops have to be called on to execute
forced marches from the very commencement of an operation,
'In this calculation the average daily advance of the army front has
been taken as 15 kilometers.
'In telegram No. 3298 dated the 26th August it had been stated "every
day gained is of the greatest value." On the 1st September G.H.Q. again
telegraphed to the War Minister: " ... The move of the XXII Corps has
been protracted by two weeks. On the 30th August only two echelons of
the III Siberian Corps had arrived at the point fixed. Such delay is ex
tremely undesirable. especially in view of the transfer of reinforcements
to the eastern front coDlll1enced by the Germans. It is essential to expedite
the transport of additional forces in the immediate future."
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and it is quite impossible to organize the lines of communica
tion services properly.
From the considerations above set forth it will be quite
evident that there was only the First Army itself to parry
the blow possibly threatening its left flank.
At this time there were on the First Army front S72
first-line and 2 second-line infantry divisions (the 53d and
56th, from which the XXVI Corps had been formed). The
remaining 3 second~line divisions drafted to the army (the
54th, 57th, and 72d)7 could not reach the left flank in the
necessary time; moreover these new and hastily formed divi
sions could only be properly used by bringing them into ac
tion as the immediate neighbors of first-line troops, closely
"interwoven" with them, as the Germans did with their
Landwehr in the first fighting. Thus, to parry the threatened
German blow from the direction of the principal Masurian
Lakes, those corps of the First Army on the nearest part of
the front would have to be employed, i.e. the II and IV Corps.
Considerations of time showed that these corps, at this time
withdrawn by General Rennenkampf behind the River Gmet
(the II between Angerburg and Nordenburg and the IV
between Nordenburg and Gerdauen) could be moved south
by the 7th September (Le. by the time the German left flank
would have cleared the lakes), the II Corps to the heights
of Arys and the IV Corps to the heights of Lotzen.8
The First Army therefore had not a moment to lose to
neutralize the operations most likely to be executed by the
Germans. It goes without saying that the move southward
of the left flank of General Rennenkampf's army would have
had to be accompanied simultaneously by the move of the
right flank corps (the IV, XX, and XXVI), say to the front
Gumbinnen-Goldap. Such dispositions of the Russian First
Army would also have been the best provision against the
possible necessity for opposing a German advance towards
the Lower Narev. In this case, leaving part of its forces on
the River Nyeman (the XXVI Corps, some of the second
line divisions and part of the army cavalry) the main body of
General Rennenkampf's army (up to 12 divisions) could have
'The 68th and 73d Second-line Divisions were garrisoning the lor
UeBS of Kovno. while the units of the 68th Infantry Division had been
advanced to Tilsit.
'Taking the average army march at 15 kilometers per day, and allow
ing for two halts of a day each.
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been moved farther southwards, forming in combination
with the XXII, III Siberian and I Turkestan Corps a formid
able ram on the left flank of the southern line of operations
of the German Army. With these dispositions German pene
tration beyond the Narev would inevitably lead to a result
similar to that of the operations by General Samsonov's
Army, but with the r61es reversed.
A bold shift southward of the whole of the First Army
would represent no strategic danger, for a German offensive
undertaken with the object of turning our right flank would
not threaten us; it would indeed be advantageous to us, for
it would draw the Germans away from the lines of operations
leading them to the assistance of the Auatro-Hungarians.
We cannot tell how far this idea was developed at the
conference at Byelostok on the 2d September. The directive
given by G.H.Q. on the 31st August to the Commander
of the North~Western Army Group shows to a certain ex
tent the influence of this idea, but it has been drafted in
such lifeless official language that the lines of the basic idea
are vague. Indeed, although the directive moved the First
Army so as to cover the roads from the line Insterburg-An
gerburg to the line Vilkovishki-Suvalki, i.e. transferring it
approximately to the position defined by us above, yet, firstly,
the First Army was not shifted sufficiently far southward,
and, secondly, the instructions that the anny must hold out
at all costs to the north of the Masurian Lakes and that the
greatest determination must be displayed by it, entirely dis
torted the basic idea. The reason for this was the lack of
training of our staff organization in the control of troops in
moving warfare. The following omission is also extremely
characteristic in this regard: Colonel Shchelokov'.s "Strategic
Considerations," as we have seen, contained exaggerated
apprehensions of an immediate German penetration into
the very heart of our forward theater. The sole obstacle to
the accomplishment of this penetration was the situation of
General Rennenkampf's army, in its forward position. This
anny was now to be withdrawn gradually, and so the es
sential aim of strategy should have been to conceal this with
drawal as long as possible from the Germans, for which pur
pose our numerous cavalry, supported by small infantry
units, could best be used. To achieve this object was ex
tremely important strategically, not only for the North
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Western Army Group, but also for the successful co-ordina
tion as a whole of the operations of the North-Western and
South-Western Army Groups, for which reason it should
have been mentioned in the G.H.Q. directive.
The lack of a clear-cut idea as a basis for their operations
was still more evident in the work of the staff of the North
Western Army Group.
On the 31st August the staff of this Army Group had
displayed anxiety with regard to the advanced situation of
the First Army, General Oranovsky telegraphing to General
Rennenkampf, under No. 2029: "General Samsonov has
failed completely, and the enemy is free to move against
you; keep this in mind. In making your dispositions you must
take every measure to destroy railway-lines which the enemy
might employ to move his troops against you. Take care
to make it impossible for the enemy to operate against you
in the Lotzen directions."
On the 31st August the following exchange had also taken
place by the direct wire between General Oranovsky and
General Mileant, the Chief of Staff of the First Army:
Gen. Oranovsky: "What measures do you propose to take
in view of the situation in the Second Army?"
Gen. Mileant: "In view of the situation of the Second
Army, my idea is that it is essential to retreat from the posi
tion now occupied on the Insterburg line, in order to occupy
such a position, and so to dispose the corps, that the turning
of the left flank of the army via the Masurian Lakes, which
is extremely J!robable, may be met by a suitable counter
maneuver. ThIS idea has been thought out and discussed by
me with the Quartermatser-General; I have not yet reported
it to the Army Commander, and therefore do not know whether
it will meet with sympathy. I should like to know your opin
ion upon this question."
Gen. Oranovsky: "I am in complete agreement with the
idea. You must pay special attention to the thorough destruc
tion of railways to prevent the Germans from employing
them for the transport of troops. By employing the rail
ways they would always be able to concentrate considerable
forces on your front. You must inform me of General Rennen
kampf's opinion. I have given you my opinion, but not that
of the Army Group Commander, wlw stiU abstains from giving
one."9
"The author's italics.
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Gen. M ileunt: "We propose to withdraw the left flank
corps behind Goldap"lO
Gen. Oranovsky: "Good. Where is Nahichevansky's cav
alry'!

Gen. Mileant: "I have the following to report with regard

to the cavalry: Khan Nahichevam;ky spent the night 29
30th at Landsberg, after inflicting serious damage on the
railway stations in the neighborhood. Raukh spent last night
at Friedland; Gurko-from whom I have exact information
spent the night at Heinrichsdorf, 10 versts to the south of
Korschen station, to the west of Rossel; today he has moved
southward in the direction of Passenheim. In the existing
state of affairs do you not consider it possible to stop the
cavalry from operating over these long distances, and to use
them exclusively for reconnaissance tasks on the front and
flanks, especially on the left'! It must be realized that the
cavalry is pretty well exhausted, and if it is not withdrawn
in time we may lose it'!
Gen. Oranovsky: "Of course, the cavalry must now be
brought back in touch with the army. It was sent out in view
of exceptional circumstances. "11
Gen. Mileant: "Certainly. I will report further in an hour's
time concerning the results of my report to the Army Com~
mander and his decision:'
The continuation of the conversation after General
Mileant's report was as follows:
Gen. Mileant: "My report on the questions touched on
by you just as I expected, met with no sympathy. On the
one hand it was stated that under no circumstances would a
retreat be sanctioned, as this would produce a bad moral
impression, and, on the other hand, to all my statements as
to the possibility of an enemy offensive the answer was given
that any possible blows could be parried where we were. The
only orders given were to put out a division as a screening
force facing L6tzen, in an entrenched position. In addition,
I was informed that the whole of the cavalry must carry on
with the tasks given them this day. In a word, all the pro
posals have been rejected complete; moreover the Army Com
mander stated that we are given little information as to the
state of affairs in the Second Army. What is to be done noW?"12
"The Staff of the First Army might have been ignorant of the neces
sity, due to the general strategic situation in the theater of war, for the
southward move of the First Anny. In this case, remaining on the previoU8
line of operations, an immediate retreat to Goldap would insure the safety
of the First Anny. (Author's note)
"This exchange of opinions shows that the staffs of the Army Group
and of the First Army could not have seen the strategic importance, in
the interests of the course of operations in the whole theater, of leaving
the cavalry out ahead, which again shows the necessity for definite instruc-.
tiona from G.H.Q. on this point. (Author's note)
''The author's it.ali.cs.
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Gen. Oranovsky: "I will inform the Army Group Command
erof this conversation."
Gen. Mileant: "Is that all?"
Gen. Oranovsky: "That is all. "IS
In order to understand this conversation, in which Gen
eral Mileant attempts to bring to the notice of the Com
mander of the North-Western Group of Armies the fears of
the staff of the First Army for the left flank of the Anny,
before reporting to General Rennenkampf, and, in view
of the specially serious nature of the situation, seeks action
from above, it is necessary to mention here the abnormal
relations which existed in the directing staff of the Russian
Firet Army.
I will leave the explanation to one of the officers of the
General Staff of the First Army:14
"Special features of conditions in the First Army with
regard to the staff. Rennenkampf was a very peculiar man;
he had no love for the General Staff (although himself an officer
of the General Staff). He was rarely in harmony with his Chiefs
of Staff, and, usually, took little account of his Chief of Staff
(though he held in high esteem General Gurka, who had been his
Chief of Staff in Manchuria). He used hardly to converse at all
with General Mileant, the Chief of Staff of the First Army. His
relations with General Bayov, the Quartermaster General (the
Directorof Operations), were very cold, although he esteemed
him. Irresponsible advisers ("Staff B," as we used to call
them) played a destructive role with Rennenkampf. Among
them, unfortunately, was Lieut.-Colonel M., an officer of the
General Staff. To his advice and that of others we stood in
debted to a considerable degree for the failure of the first
half of the operation. For us (The Operations Branch) the
impending danger was clear (General Bayov delivered a
report in which the catastrophe was foretold with the greatest
accuracy); clear also were the measures which should have
been taken. But General Rennenkampf, supported by his
associates, stood firm to the principle "not one pace to the
rear," and General Jilinsky and his staff, to whom we tried
by all means available to explain the situation, were playing
a double game (from considerations of internal politics),
and did not wish to issue orders for the withdrawal of the
army a limited distance rearward to the heights of Inster
burg, which would have given us freedom of maneuver, and
the chance of forming a reserve and securing our communi
cations."
"Quoted in an article by Radus-Zenkovich: "Why Rennenkampf's
First Russian Army did not help Samsonov's Second Army."
"Manuscript notes in the possession of the autbor.
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After the exchange between General Oranovsky and
General Mileant another exchange of messages by direct
wire took place between General Jilinsky and General Rennen
kampf, but General Jilinsky did not commence this conversa
tioD by stating the desirability of a retreat, but diplomatically
asked the First Army Commander how he estimated the situ
tiOD. General Rennenkampf replied that he considered it secure,
but feared for his left flank (according to the evidence of
General Chernavin, who was during the period under dis
cussion the senior officer of the Operations Department of
the Staff of the First Army). General Jilinsky stated that
in case of necessity the left flank of the First Army could
be supported by an attack by 30 battalions (! 1). This finally
confirmed General Rennenkampf in his decision to hold on
the front occupied.
On the following day,I5 after the negotiations described
above, there followed from the staff of the North-Western
Army Group a questionnaire, which could only have served
to drive the directing staff of the First Army further from the
proper course which they were seeking to follow: the Chief
of Staff of the Army Group asked the staff of the First Army
which divisio1l8 would be given Mders fM the investment of Ko~
nigsberg. On the 2d September Directive No. 6 was issued
by the Commander of the North-Western Army Group,
its gist being as follows: The First Army, maintaining its
present position, in case of a possible offensive against it
by superior enemy forces, was to hold on at all costs to the
north of the Masurian Lakes on the roads from the line In
sterburg~Angerburg to the line Vilkovishki-8uvalki, while
the Army was to operate with the greatest determination.
The following were the orders for the Second Army in this
directive: covering the roads towards the Lower Narev and
the area Avgustov-Byelostok-8okolka, positions were to
taken up in the area Lomja-Prasnish-Tsyekhanov-Mlava,
with advance guards along the roads to Mishinets, at Khor
jele and Mlava. The Army was being reinforced by the XXII,
III Siberian and I Turkestan Corps, whose dispositions were:
the XXII Corps in the area Lyck-Arys-Johannisburg;
the 7th Siberian Rifle Division in the area Szczuczyn-Graevo
-osovetz; the I Turkestan Corps, to the south of Lomja.
"The 1st September.
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The idea of the need for an immediate rearward move
of the First Army was thus finally lost to view. General Ren
nenkampf's Army was established by General Jilinsky in
the positions occupied by it behind the Rivers Deime, ABe,
and Omet, with its left flank unsecured. Two of the corps
arriving from the frontier districts were assembled on the
front Szczuczyn~Lomja, too far off to enable them to pre
vent the turning of the left flank of the First Army. The XXII
Corps alone, in the Lyck area, could be of assistance in secur
ing General Rennenkampf's left flank.
General Danilov, after hearing at 3 p.m. on the 3d Sep
tember, of the capture of Lemberg and Galicia, exchanged
messages with General Alexeyev (Chief of Staff of the South
Western Group of Armies). After mutual congratulations,
General Danilov asked to be informed when the transfer of
part of the troops to Warsaw could commence, this, in his
opinion, being "extremely necessary from the point of view
of the general situation."
"Thus, in the course of twenty-four hours, the Director
of Operations of G.H.Q. had reverted from the idea of a retreat
on the Western Bug back to the previous idea of a concentra
tion of forces at Warsaw."16
The ideas of the Commander of the North-Western
Army Group had changed to a still more remarkable de
gree. On the 4th September General Jilinsky, in his tele
gram No. 3077 had informed General Rennenkampf that
the North-Western Army Group would assume the offensive
in the immediate future. "It appears necessary," said General
Jilinsky, "to assume an offensive against Eastern Prussia,
and not only owing to the general state of affairs. There are
indications of a Gennan offensive on Mlava;17 and there the
left flank corps of the Second Army must oppose the advance.
To strengthen you I propose to place under your orders the
newly arrived corps, which are to be concentrated by the
last days of August; the III Siberian in the area Lomja--Qso
vetz~Graevo; the XXII in the Lyck area. If you consider
it possible to assume the offensive with the forces at your
disposal, and for the two corps mentioned to come up by
""Stl'ategic outline of the war of 1914-1918," Part I, p. 60 (by
hovieh).
"This was an advance by three Landwehr brigades.

Tsik~
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stages on your left flank, I sanction your assuming the ot~
fensive in the Bischofstein-Rastenburg direction, after tak
ing the necessary measures to safeguard yourself from attack
from the direction of Konigsberg . . ."18
From this telegram it will be seen that General Jilinsky
had again returned to the unfortunate idea of the War Plan,
for combined operations of the two armies around the Masur
ian Lakes. Even the catastrophe which had just befallen
Samsonov's army had not been sufficient to open his eyes to
the hazardous nature of such plans. The First Army, already
with its left flank in the air, was now, according to General
Jilinsky's idea, to expose its right flank also to German at
tacks from the direction of the River Alle.
On the same day, the 4th September General Jilinsky in
his telegTam No. 3082 reported to G.H.Q. his plan for assum
ing the offensive. On the following day, the 5th September,
negotiations took place on the telephone between General
Oranovsky, on the one hand, and Generals Yanushkevich
and Danilov on the other, and on the 5th September the
staff of the Army Group issued to armies directives in which
the offensive conceived by the Commander of the North
Western Army Group was given its final shape. The princi
pal points in these instructions were essentially as follows:
(a) The leading unitE! of the XXII and III Siberian CorpE! had already
been dispatched to the Lyck area. The Tenth Army was being formed from
them, and from the I Turkestan Corps. The Tenth Army boundary with
the Second Army was the line Rudschanny-Chijev, and with the First
Army, the line: southern shore of Lake Lowentin-Widminnen-Marg
grabowa; both lines inclusive to the Tenth Army.
(b) A general offensive for the three armies waE! propOEled for the
14th September, and orders were given for the capture of Louen before
this date by units of the First Army, with the cooperation of the XXII
Corps, while attention was directed to the threat to the right flank of the army
from the direction of Memel, and instructions were given to have not lesE!
than one division in the Tilsit Mea, as, in the opinion of the Commander
of the North-Western Army Group, the left flank was better llecured owing
to the arrival of the XXII Corps.
(c) The objectives for the offensive of the Second and Tenth Armies
were to be: the Second-the front Khorjele-Mishinetsj the Tenth-Rud
schanny.

Without returning again to the question of the absolute
inapplicability to the situation of the basic idea of General
Jilinsky's plan, we must here draw the attention of the reader
to gross blunders in the execution of the idea itself-blunders
"Quoted on p. 108 of Tsikhovich's "Strategic outline of the war of
1914-1918," Part I.
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which played a fatal part in the defeat of General Rennen
kampf's army, which followed shortly afterwards.
The Russian First Army was extended over a distance
of 150 versts. South of the line Widminnen-Marggrabowa,
and including this lim, was the area of operations of the Tenth
Army, which had only just been formed, and which, in actual
fact, could only be concentrated by the 18th September.
Moreover, the Tenth Army was based to the south of this
line, and any serious German blow in the Lyck area must
inevitably result in the retreat of the units of the Tenth Army
southward, and thus the left flank of the First Army was far
from being "better secured," the Commander of the North
Western Army Group having done everything possible to
diminish its security, and having insured the completion
of this work by the First Army itself, by directing it to con
centrate attention upon its right flank. This appears the
more astonishing in that the day before, i.e. 4th September,
General Jilinsky had telegraphed to General Rennenkampf:
"In view of the fact that the area to the south of L6tzen is
not occupied by our troops, I am apprehensive of a move by
them (the Germans) against your left flank."
In the course of an exchange of messages on the 5th
September between General Oranovsky and the Chief of Staff
and Director of Operations of G.H.Q., General Yanushkevich
expressed the view that it was very desirable for the Army
Group to assume the offensive, and, under existing condi
tions, after the XIII and XV Corps failures, extremely nec
essary from the point of view of morale. However, at the
conclusion of the conversation General Danilov expressed
the view that "the Germans will not give us time for this,
and we will lose the initiative," but no steps were taken to
interfere, as should have been done.
The explanation of this must be sought in the influence
of politics. The obligations undertaken towards France, who
still found herself in a critical situation, were weighing heavily
upon us. G.H.Q. telegram No. 3570, dated the 3d September
(the day of the capture of Lemberg) ran as follows: "Communi
cate immediately with Ignatiev;19 as soon as there is news
of the expected Austrian retreat, measures will be taken
without delay for the transfer of large forces to the German
"Our Military Attache in Paris.
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front, while it is intended to develop offensive operations on
the left bank of the Vistula."
In another G.H.Q. telegram, No. 3672 dated the 6th
September, the following information was conveyed: "Inform
Ignatiev of our pleasure in communicating the fact that
German forces have been transferred against us, which will
ease the situation of the French, and which will probably
enable them to commence an advantageous display of activity."
While the Russian G.H.Q. was thus displaying a chival
rous readiness to fulfil the heavy obligations undertaken by
Russia, G.H.Q. received a number of items of information
alleging that our allies were dissatisfied owing to the lack of
resolution in the operations of the Russian annies against
Gennany. On the 17th September, a telegram from Izvolsky,
the Russian Ambassador in Paris, stated: ". . . The roles of
the allied French and Russian armies in relation to Germany
now take the following form: The French are attacking,
having five·sixths of the German forces against them, while
we, as is obvious from the latest official telegrams, have come
to a standstill before one-sixth of these forces. This is explained,
of the comse, by the fact that we have to deal with two ene
mies, of whom Austria has sent against us the whole of her
forces. The complete defeat inflicted by us on Austria is wel
comed here with absolute rapture . . . But the conviction
exists both with the public and in military circles that Russia
is sufficiently powerful to get the better of a sixth part of the
German forces independent of operations against Austria.
For this reason we must exert om strength to the full against
Germany, especially in this present first period of the war.
Incidentally, it is being alleged that we have not put into
the field against Germany all the forces which have become
available owing to the favorable situation which has arisen
the neutrality of Rumania and Tmkey and the alliance with
Japan ... I consider it only right to speak of this crisis, and
to warn you of misunderstandings, which perhaps are be·
coming acute, in order to prevent disagreement between us
and the French, who are convinced that at the present time
France is withholding the pressure of the German colossus
almost alone. We must not fail to dissipate this misunder
standing and convince the French that we are displaying the
requisite energy in concentrating reinforcements upon the
German frontier. It seems to me that all these objects will
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be best attained ... by a direct exchange of opinions between
the two Commanders-in·Chiefj at present so far as I know,
there is no such system in force."
G.H.Q. replied to one of these reproachful messages,
received on the 18th September, in its No. 4084 of the same
date: "We are doing our very utmost to increase our forces
against Germany, and with this object are not hestiating to
bring troops from our Asiatic frontier districts into the theater
of operations. There are already in the west two Caucasian,
one Turkestan, and two Siberian corps. Another three Siberian
corps are under orders and will arrive by stages, but, unfor
tunately, their transfer cannot be carried out with the speed
desired, in consequence of the low traffic capacity of the Si
berian railways. In conclusion, Count Ignatiev must assure
General Joffre that we are resolute in the endeavor to make
the utmost use of our strength and resources with the object
of facilitating final success against the enemy."20

As already stated in Chapter VI, at 11 a.m. on the 29th
August General Oranovsky had telegraphed to General Ren
nenkampf that it was essential, in view of the retreat of the
Second Anny, to stop the left flank corps of the First Army
from advancing further to the assistance of the Second Army.
In consequence of these orders the First Anny Commander
had commenced to withdraw his corps. On the 30th August,
the day of General Klyuev's surrender, General Rennenkampf
received telegram No. 3045 from the staff of the Anny Group.
It was therein stated that General Samsonov was engaged in
fighting, the result being unknown, and orders were given to
organize cavalry reconnaissance in the Allenstein-Passen
heim area, in order to ascertain General Samsonov's situation
and to afford him assistance. In fulfilment of this telegram the
First Army Commander dispatched the 1st Cavalry Division
to carry out the reconnaissance ordered, and the corps, until
the situation should be cleared up, were to maintain their po
sitions on the River Deime and on the front Wehlau-Allen
burg-Gerdauen-Drengfurth.
On the 31st August the IV Corps was on the line of the
River Omet and the II Corps on the line Nordenburg-Lake
Mauer. General Khan Nahichevansky (Commanding the
""Strategic outline of the war of 1914-1918," by TBikhovich, Part
I, pp. 63 and 64.
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2d and 3d Cavalry Divisions) had moved from Guttstadt to
Wormditt, where an engagement took place with German
forces consisting of three Ersatz, two Landwehr. and one
Landsturm battalions-a total of six battalions, with 2 bat
teries and 1}/z squadrons. General Khan Nahichevansky
retreated to Frauenhof. The 1st Cavalry Division had moved
from Bleichenbarth21 to Allenstein, arriving there about 3
p.m. on the 31st August. After an engagement at Allenstein22
it returned to Bleichenbarth. From the 30th August the enemy
had commenced to display activity in the direction of Ko
nigsberg.
As a result of all the above detailed negotiations with
the staff of the Army Group and of the instructions received
from them, the Army Commander decided to take up a de
fensive position on the line of the Rivers Deime, AIle, and
Omet.
The troops of the First Army entrenched themselves in
fulfilment of the orders issued to them, and on the evening
of the 7th September their dispositions were as follows:
(1) The XX Corps, reinforced by the two second-line divisions which
had arrived (the 53d and 56th, which had been formed into the XXVI
Corps)---on the River Deime.
(2) The III Corps-on the Rivers AIle and Omet, from Wehlau to
Grunheim (near Gerdauen).
(3) The IV Corps-from Griinheim to Nordenburg.
(4) The II Corps-between the lake at Nordenburg and Lake Mauer
with one division opposite Ltltzen.
(5) Cavalry:
The 1st Independent Cavalry Brigade had been placed at the disposal
oJ the XX Corps.
The 1st Guards' Cavalry Division had been placed at the disposal
of the III Corps.
General Khan Nahichevansky's Cavalry Corps (the 2d and 3d Cavalry
Divisions) had been ordered to carry out reconnaissance ahead of the
IV Corps front.
The 2d GuardB' Cavalry Division had been ordered to carry out recon
naissance ahead of the II Corps front.
The 1st Cavalry Division had been ordered to move via Angerburg
to Glowken (south-west of Goldap) and to carry out reconnaissance on
the extreme left flank of the armr at Uitzen and Arys.
In addition three second-line mfantry divisions (the 54th, 57th, and
72d) should have been on their way to the area oJ operations of the First
Army.
"Between Bischofstein and Heilsberg.
"At Allenstein the 1st Cavalry Division came up against the new
German front, formed by units of the Eighth Army between Klaukendorf
and Warkallen to oppose the expected advance oJ units of General Ren
nenkampf's Army; in this particular action with our 1st Cavalry Divi
sion only the 1st Reserve Hussar Regiment and units of the 6th Landwehr
Brigade were engaged on the German side. According to German authori
ties their collision occurred not in the afternoon of the 31st August, but
in the morning.
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On the evening of the 7th September the 10>1 infantry
divisions of the First Army were thus extended in a defensive
cordon covering a front of 150 versts, this cordon being dens~
est on its right flank, which, in the Sltuation which had arisen,
had the least strategic importance, and being thinnest on its
left flank, which was the most important section strategically.
The three second-line infantry divisions whose arrival was
expected formed the reserve; their fighting capacity had to
be taken as conditional, for it was premature to consider them
ready for use in maneuver warfare.
To the south of the First Army the newly formed Tenth
Army was at this time only assembling; units of the XXII
Corps were being sent forward to the Lyck-Graevo area,
of the III Siberian Corps, to the Szczuczyn-Ossovetz area,
and of the I Turkestan Corps, to Lomja.
The Second Army had retreated to the front Ostrolenka
Pultusk.
General LudendorfI explains on p. 47 of his memoirs
that, despite the fact that the serious situation of the Austro
Hungarian Army had already become obvious, it was not
within the bounds of possibility to fulfil the wishes of General
Konrad von Hotzendorf, the Austro-Hungarian, Chief of the
General Staff, as the German Eighth Army had been dis
patched to the Narev, pursuing the remnants of General Sam
sonov's army. "It was first necessary to dispose of the Russian
Army of the Nyeman."
Actually, on the 31st August, General Hindenburg had
been given the immediate task by German G.H.Q. of clearing
General Rennenkampf's army out of Eastern Prussia. More
over, he was instructed that it was desirable thereafter to
develop an offensive towards Warsaw, in view of the signs
of Russian preparations for an offensive into SHesia along the
left bank of the Vistula. To carry out the immediate object
set before it the Command of the German Eighth Army
had taken all measures to concentrate the great bulk of its
forces for a blow against the Russian First Army.
Considering the shock which the Second Army must have
suffered, the German Command thought it possible to use
minimum forces to cover this operation on the south. For this
purpose Schmetau's "Group" consisting of the 35th Reserve
Division (formed from the 5th and 20th Landwehr Brigades),
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the 70th Landwehr Brigade and the 69th Ersatz Brigade-----
a total of two divisions-was left in the Mlava-Neidenburg
area. This "Group" was given the task of safeguarding the
lines of communication and right flank of the German Eighth
Army in the area to the East of Lautenburg from attack by
the Russian troops assembled on the Narev and the Bobr.
Detachments sent out by the Commandants of the Fortresses
of Graundenz and Thorn were made responsible for covering
the frontier of Eastern Prussia to the west of Lautenburg.
The rest of the troops were dispatched to execute a de
cisive attack against the Russian Anny of the Nyeman. By
the evening of the 3d September these troops were grouped
thus:
The I Corps 8IId the 3d Reserve DiviloiOD
_ From Neidenburg to Willenberg.
The XVII CorP8.
. __ ..
. __ . .__ At Ortelabutg.
The XX C<>rps._._ .••.•.••.•..•..•.• _•.••.• _._ •.•• _..•.••....•.••.One divillion to the north of Neidenburg, the
other at A116l1lltein.
The lot Landwebr Divioion. __ _
_._At MUbIen.
The I Reeerve Corps, with the 6th Landwehr
Brlgade_ __ ._
_._
_
_
At Anen.tein & Gutt!ltadt.
The l8t Cavalry Diviaion_. __ ._.
._____
__. __ .Ahead of the eIIlitern front of the army.

The Main Km,be:1 Reserve (1 dlviaion)
with the 2 Lan webr Brigade. .... _. __ ._... B<ebind the River Oeime.
The lonowing unitol bad also completed their detrainment by the 2d September:
The XI Army Corpe.
_
At Allenatein and Ollterode.
The Guards' Rellerve COI'PII.
•
. At Elblng & e""tward tbereol.
The Sth C..vaIry Diviaion•.............................._
At Mobrungen and Wormditt (on the 4th
Septr.)

The Main R ~ of the Fort ...... 01 Poznan (9 battalion. and S batteries)
brought up to the Iront on tbe River Deime.

Was

beinli:

All these forces, amounting together to 18}2 infantry
divisions, were available for action against General Rennen
kampf's army on the 7th September. As we have seen above,
on the Russian side the following forces were available to
oppose them:
(a) The 8% first-line and 2 second-line infantry divisions on the
front of the First Russian Army.
(b) The 3 second-line infantry divisions moving up to the line Inst€l'
burg-Darkehmen.
(c) 1 second-line division (the 76th)" opposite the passages between
the principal Masurian Lakes.
(d) The advanced units of the Tenth Army assembling in the area
Bialla-Arys--Lyck, their total strength on the 7th September amount
ing to one infantry division; another one to two infantry divisions would
join these, unii: by unit, during the next few days.
'Vfhe total of German cavalry units dispatched to take part in active
operations amounted to 12 cavalry regiments of Army Cavalry and about
15 cavalry regiments of Divisional Cavalry, against the Russian 22 regi
ments of Army Cavalry and 5 regiments of Corps Cavalry.
"According to certain documentary authorities, the only units of the
76th Division present were the 302d Infantry Brigade and the 76th Artil
lery Brigade.
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The total Russian forces available for opposition thus
amounted altogether to 17k! infantry divisions, i.e. in number
of divisions the Russian and German forces were approxi
mately equal. But on comparing the fire strength of the forces
this equilibrium is completely destroyed. These 17k! infantry
divisions had 116 batteries25 with them, while the 1831 Ger
man infantry divisions had about 190 batteries. It follows
that the Germans had a superiority in fire strength of more
than 50%.
This preliminary grouping of the Gennan Eighth Army
provided for the delivery of an attack by its right flank. This
also accorded with the general strategic situation. Firstly,
by aiming the main blow in this direction General Rennen
kampf's anny would be pushed northwards, and would thus
be separated from any Russian forces that could be assembled
in the Ossovetz area. Secondly, this accorded with the warning
given by General Moltke as to the further operations to be
conducted in the direction of Warsaw. General Hindenburg's
decision was founded on this idea; and it was thus put into
practice:
The I Corps, reinforced by the 3d Reserve Division, together with one
brigade of the 1st Cavalry Division, was sent to the front Bialla-Arys
Widminnen. The bt Landwehr Division advanced to cover the right
flank of the German I Corps during this mal'ch.
The XVII Corps was sent through the Lbtzen defile. The 8th Cavalry
Division and two brigades of the 1st Cavalry Division moved with it in
the same direction.
The XX Corps was sent to Angerburg.
The XI Corps was sent to Nordenburg.
The I Reserve Corps was sent to Gerdauen.
The Guards' Reserve Corps was sent to Allenburg.
The Main Reserve of the Fortress of Konigsberg reinforced by the
Main Reserve of the Fortress of Poznan, was to attack the Russian posi
tions on the River Deime.
On the 7th September the army battle was engaged between the Rus
sian First Army and the German Eighth Army.
We reproduce a table showing the groupings in the various sectors at
the commencement of this battle."
1. THE DEI1tIE FRONT

Russian
G""","
The XX & XXVI Corps..4 info divs. KonigsbSl'g Main
l Y2 info divs.
Reserve._
Poznan Main Reserve .. Y2 info div.
2 info divs. with 17 btys.
4 info divs. with 28 btys.
A superiority of more than 50% in fire strength on the Russian side.
"Besides 10 Horse Artillery batteries.
"From "Der Grosse Krieg 1914-1918" Schwarte, p. 822.
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2. THE III RUSSIAN CORPS FRONT

Russian
25th and 27th Inf. Divs. __ 2 inf. diva.

German
Guards' Reserve Corps....2 in!. divs'

2 info divs. with 14 btys.
3. THE IV RUSSIAN CORPS FRoNT

Russian
German
I Reserve Corps with
80th and 40th Inf. Diva.
2}.1 info diva.
the 6th Landwehr
and 5th Rifle Bde
Brigade
2% info divs.
!
info div.
Half of XI Corps
27'2 in!. divB. with 17 btys.

37'2 in!. diva. and about 32 btya.

4. THE II RUSSIAN CORPS FRONT

Russian
German
26th & 43d Inf. Divs __ .2 info diva. Half of XI CorpL __ .__
l info div.
76th Inf. Div. (detached
XX Corps
2 info diva.
from the Second Army
XVII CorP8
. __ .. _
2 info divs.
to cover the passages of
2d Div. of the I Corps.-.. _..l info div.
the principal Masurian
Lakes}. __ ..._...
1 inf. div.
3 info diva. with 20 btys.

6 info diva. and about 88 btys.

A more than quadruple superiority in fire strength on the German"
side. Should the mareh of all three second-line divisions to the support
of the II Russian Corps be successfully completed, the relative fire strengths
would then become: Russian-6 infantry divisions with 38 batteries,
German-6 infantry divisions with 88 batteries. A more than double superi·
ority in fire strength would thus still remain on the German side.
5. To THE SOUTH OF THE BOUNDARY LINE BETWEEN
THE FIRST AND TENTH RUSSIAN ARMIES

RU88ian
Assembled units of the
XXII Corps.
.about 1 info div.
1 info div. with 6 btys.

German
1st Div. of the I Corps
3d Res. Div
2 inf. divs. and

Expected shortly
Additional Tenth
Army units ex
pected shortly .about 2 inf. diva.
2 inf. divs. with 12-14 btys.
TOTAL-

S info diva. with 18--20
btys.

! inf. div.
! info div.

abou~ 20

btys.

.l Landwehr div.

1 inf. div. with 4 btys.
TOTAL

S info diva. with 24 btys.

The relative strengths in the various sectors of the bat
tlefield, as given above, speak for themselves only too clearly.

"As the author is ignorant of the whereabouts of the Heavy Artillery
Group of the Russian First Army, he has left it out of co!1Sideration.
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It should be stated here, that the members of the staff
of the First Army, who, as we have seen above, quite realized
how critical the situation of the First Army had become. even
before the start of the German offensive had on their own
initiative commenced preparations to take the XX Corps
out of the line and put it in reserve, relieving it by the newly
formed XXVI Corps. This foresight went some way to alle
viate the catastrophe when it broke, but of course could not
avert it.

CHAPTER XI

The Battle of the Masurian Lakes and
the Retreat of the First Army
(Plates 5 and 15)

On the 7th September Army Group Headquarters received
reports of an enemy advance from Johannisburg and Niko
laiken upon BiaIla and Arys. The preceding night our outpost
line had been attacked on the River Deime, and the enemy
had opened fire with his heavy artillery from the morning of
the 7th September. The latest intelligence concerning the
enemy indicated his line of approach to the front to be that
from Konigsberg and the south-west. In any case it was clear
that General Rennenkampf had become involved in an anny
battle. In view of this on the 7th September the Commander
of the North~WesternArmy Group issued orders for "the Sec
ond Army to afford assistance to the First Army by advancing
the I, XXIII, and VI Corps to the front Mishinets-Khorjele;
the Second Army advance to commence on the morning of the
7th September."!
The situation on this front on the morning of the 8th
September, as General Jilinsky saw it, was as follows:
"The arrival in Konigsberg of new corps from France has
become known,2 and an attack on the Second Army is expected
today. Yesterday I communicated with Rennenkampf by tele
graph. He has closed his corps in, their positions are well forti
fied, and he hopes to repulse the attack. I have ordered the I
and VI Corps and the 3d Guards' Division to advance on
Mishinets-Khorjele. In the direction of Tilsit all is quiet, but
at Bialla two regiments of the 3d Finnish Rifle BrigadeS were
attacked on the 7th September, and, despite the arrival of
reinforcements (another 4 battalions), were driven back in the
direction of Graevo. All the detrained units of the XXII and III
Siberian Corps have been sent against the attacking column.
'''Brief Strategic outline of the war of 1914-1918" by Tsikhovich,
I, p. 211. (Published by "Veennoe Delo")
'Apparently this incorrect conclusion was due to the interception of
a "fake" German wireless message, in which it was stated that the Guards'
Corps was being sent to Labiau, i.e., against OUI' extl'eme right flank.
'Belonging to the XXII Corps. (Author's note)
Vol:
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If the enemy turns out to be in considerable strength, and we
cannot hold his attack, I shall order the First Army to retreat
on Gumbinnen."4
It is evident from this that General Jilinsky, as in the
previous operations, was several moves behind in working out
his plans of operations. This laggardliness, the direct result
of lack of training in strategy, is till more clearly evidenced
in his conversation with General Yanushkevich on the same
day, the 8th September, on the direct telephone line.
Gen. Yanushkevich: "The Supreme Commander·in-Chief
suggests that the XXII Corps might be transferred to General
Rennenkampf when the other corps of the Tenth Army have
been assembled behind the Bobr."5
Gen. Jilinsky: "I agree that the transfer of the XXII
Corps to General Rennenkampf would be useful, but this
corps, given the task of occupying the area: Lyck-Arys
Lotzen, has now become engaged with the flanking forces of
the Gennans, and consequently the XXII Corps can afford
no direct assistance to General Rennenkampf. The III Siberian
Corps6 is also taking part in fighting this flanking column, and
these operations have been combined under the control of
Radkevich 7. Consequently, until this fighting is over, I think
it better to leave both corps in Radkevich's hands, to repulse
the flanking attack."
Gen. Yanushkevich: "The Supreme Commander-in-Chief
considers the scattered and disorganized state of the units of
the Second and Tenth Armies a handicap which makes it
rather difficult to expect favorable results from the Second
Army offensive. A telegram has been received today, to the
effect that General Lechitsky8 after a successful engagement has
crossed to the left bank of the Vistula. You will doubtless
agree that it is now of special importance to the N orth-Western
Army Group to maintain its front against the attacks on Ren
nenkampf and Brinken. This determination will inevitably
yield results in the completion of our operations in the south
west, where, it may be, it is only a question of days."
'''Brief strategic outline of the war of 1914-1918" Vol: I, pp. 211 and
212.

'M may he concluded from the preceding chapter, this transfer should
have been carried out without the least delay. (Author's note)
'No units of the III Siberian. Corps were yet coming into the line;
nor could the whole corps have gone into the li:ne even within the neltt
few days. (Author's note)
'General Radkevich, who had temporarily taken over the command
of the Tenth Army until the arrival of General Flug, at this time was at
Osovetz, where, owing to the fact that the staff of the Tenth Army had
not yet completed its formation, he was availing himself of the assistance
of the Stall of the Fortress of Osovetz.
'Commanding the Ninth Army, which had been formed out of the
right flank corps of the Fourth Army.
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Gen. Jilinsky: "I attach importance to the moves of the
Corps of the Second Army, as exerting pressure upon the com
munications of the German Corps----both those which are at~
tacking Rennenkampf, and, especially, those which the Ger
mans might dispatch to turn Rennenkampf's left flank via
Arys-Lotzen. and in general via the Masurian Lakes. Of
the units of the Second Anny, the I and VI Corps and the 3d
Guards' Division are sufficiently well organized and are fully
capable of taking part in an offensive. The occupation by them
of points, such as Ortelsburg and Neidenburg, through which
the routes to the flanks lead, would indubitably have its effect
upon the turning movement itself, and even on the German
operations on Rennenkampf's front, though on the left of the line
they must not get too far away ,and be in danger. After the reverse
they retreated too far, and now they will be closer together and
more in contact with the enemy. I have just received a tele
gram from Radkevich stating that the enemy column which
has outflanked him turns out to be a weak one, and that it
has come to a halt at BialIa. Consequently it represents no
danger. It will be driven back, and the forward movement of
our corps of the Second Army will force it to withdraw alto
gether. We may hope for the safe completion of the detrain
ment and concentration of the XXII and III Siberian COrpS."9
From the last part of the conversation it will be seen that
General Jilinsky was again returning to the idea of the possi
bility of joint action by the two Russian armies, operating at
the extremities of the line of the principal Masurian Lakes.
Even the catastrophe to General Samsonov could not shake
his faith in academic methods of planning operations, without
considering factors of time and space or the possible strength
of the resistance to the attack. However, as a bureaucrat of
experience, he immediately telegraphs to General Rennen
kampf, attempting by means of a "document" to insure him
self against the responsibility for any possible failure on the
part of the Russian First Army. This telegram, No. 3126 of
the 8th September, ran as follows: "Yesterday an enemy divi
sion, encountered on the march from Rossog to Johannisburg,
attacked the leading units of the XXII Corps at Bialla, and
by evening had driven them back towards Graevo. In the area
Lyck-Graevo is concentrated a total of 30 battalions, which
have arrived piecemeal. I do not know what force the enemy
has dispatched via Johannisburg against Bialla and Lyck. You
must keep in mind the fact that, should several corps turn
"'Brief strategic outline of the war of 1914-1918," Vol: I, pp. 212,

213.
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out to be engaged in this offensive, the security of your left
flank will be endangered."
To appreciate this telegram at its real worth it must be
remembered that the Staff of the Anny Group had limited
the left flank of the First Army by the line Widminnen-Marg
grabowa, this line moreover being "exclusive." The responsi
bility for the defense of this area had thus been entirely re
moved from the First Army, but now, in reporting the with
drawal southward of the units of the Tenth Army, and the
fact that consequently not only the left flank, but alSo the
lines of communications of the First Army, had been left un
covered, the Army Group Commander had not the personal cour
age to issue orders for the immediate retreat of General Rennen
kampf, but merely disposes of the matter with the words "you
must keep in mind the fact that ... "
It may be, that had General Jilinsky based his strategy
on a consideration of realities he would have found the neces
sary courage, but the calculations on which he based his plans,
as also the calculations of his staff, were "strained," and thus
one may admit the possibility that those responsible for the
composition of telegram No. 3126 genuinely believed the situ
ation of General Rennenkampf's left flank to be only "in
secure," and failed to perceive that catastrophe was threaten
ing it. As has already been stated, the staff of the First Army
foresaw this catastrophe and had already taken measures pre·
paratory to the reinforcement of their left flank. One of these
measures was the relief of the XX Corps by the XXVI in
the positions on the extreme right flank, and the withdrawal
of the former into reserve. The author has not been able to
discover exactly when this withdrawal was carried out, but
it was completed before General Jilinsky's warning as to the
"insecurity" on the left flank of the First Army. On the 7th
September, the day of the unsuccessful engagement of the
XXII Corps units at Bialla, the XX Corps had already com
menced its march southwards.
In the above mentioned engagement at Biana 4 battalions
of the 1st Finnish Rifle Brigade and 2 battalions of the 3d Finn
ish Rifle Brigade with 2 batteries, together with 2 battalions of
the 1st Finnish Rifle Brigade and 2 batteries which came up
later, were attacked by the German 3d Reserve Infantry Divi
sion (3 regiments with 5 batteries) together with one cavalry bri·
gade. The Russian troops, assembled unit by unit, outflanked
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by the enemy, after suffering heavy casualties and losing 8 guns,
at about 6 p.m. commenced to retreat on Graevo. A passage
had been opened leading to the rear of General Rennenkampf's
army.
On the next day, the 8th September, fighting commenced
from the morning on the whole of the First Army front. On
our right flank the German operations were limited to
artillery fire. In the area between the River AIle and Lake
Mauer our forward units were driven in by Gennan infantry,
supported by a numerous artillery. By evening the enemy was
deployed on the line Friedland-Drengfurth, but the main
enemy offensive was plainly revealed to be on the left flank
of the First Army in the area of the passages between the
principal Masurian Lakes. Here was our 43d Infantry Division

(II Corps) in positions at Possessern-Kruglanken-Upalten
on a front with a total extent of more
than 40 versts. In these positions were also units of the newly
formed 76th Second-line Infantry Division. to This division,
previously included in the Second Army, had been dispatched
by the Staff of the Army Group to relieve the units of the
II Corps, while the latter, transferred from the Second
Army to the First Army, was to be sent together with the
IV Corps around the Masurian Lakes to the assistance of
General Samsonov. In a work so detailed as the first volume
of Tsikovich's "Strategic Outline of the war of 1914-1918"
only the 302d Infantry Regiment is mentioned as having taken
part in the engagement of the 8th SeptEimber at Possessern.
At the same time Tsikovich gives the following distribution
of the 43d Infantry Division on this day: (a) the 2d Brigade
(the 171st Kobrinsky Infantry Regiment and the 172d Lidsky
Infantry Regiment) arrived at Possessern; (b) the 170th
Molodechensky Infantry Regiment was at Upalten; (c) the 169th
Novo-Troksky Infantry Regiment was at Arys. This last shows
that the command of the First Army was not happy as to the
state of affairs to the south of the boundary line (Widminnen
Marggrabowa exclusive)specified by the staff of the Army Group,
and on their own initiative had kept one regiment at Arys.
On the 8th September huge enemy forces deployed before
our positions at Possessern. The 302d Infantry Regiment, with
~Widminnen-Arys,

"As already mentioned above, certain documents affirm that these
were the 302d Infantry Regiment and the 76th Artillery Brigade.
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the help of the regiments of the 2d Brigade of the 43d Infantry
Division, beat off all enemy attacks. Attacks on the positions
at Kruglanken were similarly repulsed. At Upalten the enemy
drove back the 170th Molodechensky Infantry Regiment to
Widminnen. At Arys the 169th Novo-Troksky Infantry Regi
ment, although supported by several battalions of the Finn
ish Riflemen, were almost annihilated in a brief engagement
with overwhelming enemy forces; its remnants retreated east
ward.
These events influenced the First Army Commander to
take all measures for the immediate reinforcement of his left
flank. The XX Corps was ordered to move to Darkehmen by
a forced march. The 72d (Second-line) Infantry Division, on
reaching Insterburg from the rear, and the 54th (Second-line)
Infantry Division, on reaching Darkehmen, were ordered to
continue their march to the 43d Infantry Division area.
The German Eighth Army had this day commenced the
army battle in fulfilment of General Hindenburg's orders.
These orders had been issued at Rossel on the afternoon of
the 7th September, before the receipt by the staff of the report
of the engagement with the Russians at Bialla. They were
founded on the supposition that General Rennenkampf had
a shock group 2-3 corps strong at Pregel, between Wehlau
and Insterburg, Even yet the Germans could by no manner
of means bring themselves to credit the real weakness of the
Russian First Army, deployed in n cordon for the execution of
the impossible task imposed upon it. The ghost of "Rennen
kampf's 24 strong infantry divisions" was haunting the imagi
nation of Ludendorff and his staff. "This operation," writes
Ludendorff on p, 49 of his memoirs, "was without precedent
in daring, The Army of the Nyeman, with its 24 infantry
divisions, was alone much stronger than the 15-16 division
Eighth Army,"
Even the defeat just inflicted on General Samsonov's
army could not efface the impression of the reverse inflicted
by Rennenkampf's army at Gumbinnen. The exaggeration of
enemy strength resulted in excessive caution in the conduct
of the army operations, and the epithet "without precedent
in daring" used by the self-exalting Ludendorff, does not apply
in the very least.
As already stated, 4 corps had advanced against the center
of the Russian Army, between Allenburg and Angerburg: the
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Guards' Reserve Corps, the I Reserve, the XI, and the XX.
"We would have liked to have had our right flank stronger,"
writes Ludendorff;l1 "with this object one division of the
XX Corps had been left at our disposaI12 to the west of the
pass of the Masurian Lakes, but we were obliged to send it
back to its corps. The four corps attacking the enemy front
were deployed on a line 50 kilometers long, which was exces
sive. Furthermore, the Guards' Reserve Corps, fearing a Rus
sian attack, had shortened its front. Incidentally, the northern
flank of the army had to be pinned down to Pregel; otherwise
the Eighth Army might have been outflanked there:'
The extreme caution manifested as the special character
istic of Hindenburg and Ludendorff in the first operations in
Eastern Prussia is again reflected in the orders dated 7th Sep
tember. The Guards' Reserve Corps was reinforced by the
Main Reserve of the Fortress of Poznan, which had just ar
rived by rail, and was dispatched to Allenburg, with strong
echelons lying back on its left flank. The I Reserve and XI
Corps were dispatched against the Russian positions on the
River Omet, the former being sent to the west, and the latter
to the east, of Gerdauen. The XX Corps was to get to Dreng~
forth. On the 8th September these four corps were ordered to
drive in the Russian forward units, and then to approach the
main Russian position, carrying out reconnaissance and pre
paring for the attack. The XVII Corps was ordered to seize
the Russian position at Pogsessern, while the I Corps,
with the 3d Reserve Division, was to continue its march
north-eastward in order to turn the left flank of the Russian
army. The 1st Landwehr Division, brought up by rail as far
as Rudschanny, was sent from Johannisburg to Bialla in order
to guard the right flank of the Gennan offensive. In fulfillment
of these orders the XVII Corps attacked the Russians in the
Possessern-Kruglanken position with two divisions, possibly
with the 6th Landwehr Brigade and units of Colonel Busse's
detachment in addition. A Gennan authority affinns that the
fighting was arduous, and that by the evening of the 8th Sep
tember the XVII Corps had only succeeded in seizing the ad
vanced positions.
""Meine Kriegserinnerungen," Ludendorff, p. 49.
"As Army Reserve. (Author's note)
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The following table shows the comparative strengths of
the Russian and German forces operating in the area to the
East of Lotzen:
Russian
2d Bde. (43d Inf. Div.)
302d In!. Regt. (76th In!. Div.)
TOTAL--% in€ . div. with 9 btys.

G~n

2 inf. divs. (XVII Corps) and units
of the garrison of Lotzen.
TOTl\L--2:J1 info divs. with 31
btys.

The Germans had a quadruple advantage over the Rus
sians in fire strength.
At Arys the relative strengths were still more heavily
against us; here the whole of the:German 1st Infantry Division
(12 battalions with 12 batteries) descended upon one infantry
regiment (the Novo-Troksky)l3 with 3 batteries. The result
was the annihilation of the regiment, which lost about a thou
sand in prisoners alone. "The battlefield covered with Russian
dead witnessed to their heavy losses, and also the bravery
with which they had fought," writes General Franf;Ois, the
Commander of the German I Corps, in his memoirs,14 often
enough harsh and unfair to us.
In contrast to the caution displayed in the operations
orders of Hindenburg and his staff, General Jilinsky and his
staff astonish one by their carelessness. On the evening of the
8th September the view of the situation taken by the Com
mander of the North-Western Army Group was very opti
mistic, and he thus telegraphed (in his No. 3130) to the
Commander of the First Army: "The enemy turning movement
through Johannisburg, of which I informed you today, has
turned out to be conducted by inconsiderable forces, which
will be driven back; the concentration of the XXII and III
Siberian Corps will, therefore, presumably take place without
hindrance, and their efforts will be directed towards the occu
pation of the passages between the Lakes. In addition, the
I Turkestan Corps has commenced its concentration to the
south of Lomja. The Second Army, 272 corps strong, is ap_
proaching the frontier by forced marches towards the front
Khorjele--Mishinets. The Grand Duke relies upon the First
Army displaying the greatest determination in its present
situation, this being absolutely essential in view of the final
decision to be expected in the course of a few days on the
"Supported by a few battaiiollB of the Finnish Riflemen.
""Marneschlacht und Tannenberg," p. 258.
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south-western front. The Second and Tenth Annies will direct
their efforts toward safeguarding the left flank."
Incidentally, the situation demanded orders from the
Commander of the North-Western Army Group for the
immediate retreat of the First Army. Simple measurements
on the map and the calculation of the actual progress of as
sembly of the units of the Tenth Army would have shown clearly
how completely illusive was the "pressure" of the Second Army
and the part played by the Tenth Army as a whole in the army
battle already engaged. In actual fact only the XXII Corps
units could have been of assistance, and only on condition
of the subordination of this corps to General Rennenkampf,
in accordance with the Supreme Commander-in-Chief's sug
gestion. General Jilinsky did not do this, personally prefer
ring to dispose the troops "by battalions." On the 8th Sep
tember he wired to the Commander of the XXII Corps to
advance from Lyck to Widminnen with 20 battalions and 7
batteries which had been assembled, in order to threaten the
lines of communication of the enemy forces advancing on Arys.

During the 9th September, commencing from dawn, in
tense fire opened upon the whole front. The enemy did not
cross the Rivers Deime and AIle, but large German forces
advanced between Allenburg and Angerburg. In the sector
between Allenburg and Gerdauen the enemy operations were
of an irresolute nature. In the sector Gerdauen--Nordenburg
our IV Corps (General Aliev) in order to support its neighbor
executed an individual counterattack which drove the enemy
back 3 versts south-westwards. During this day the 57th In
fantry Division, arriving from the rear, came under General
Aliev's orders. Despite the overwhelming artillery fire of the
enemy, our IV Corps repulsed all the German attacks.
The state of affairs had also become worse on the left
flank of the army. at the passages of the Masurian Lakes.
At 4 a.m. the Germans had opened massed artillery fire
upon the positions at Possessern. Thereafter the most desperate
infantry charges followed one upon another. As already stated,
the 2d Brigade of the 43d Infantry Division, and some units
of the 76th Infantry Division (302d Infantry Regiment), were
defending these positions. The day's fighting is thus described
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in the report of the 171st Kobrinsky Infantry Regiment. 15
"Rifle and artillery fire continued throughout the night. In
the darkness the enemy approached and concentrated large
forces. At 5 a.m. on the morning of the 9th September the
Germans advanced in dense columns, one behind the other,
but the attacks executed by them during the morning were
repulsed. The enemy artillery continued its supporting fire,
and at noon our trenches had been completely destroyed
The enemy again charged and was again repulsed. At 5
p.m. a new attack again developed. 16 At 8 p.m. the enemy
attacks ceased, having been repulsed with heavy losses. At
dark the regiment was ordered to withdraw to another
position." However, in all sectors of the position the de·
fenders had not been so successful as the gallant soldiers of
the Kobrinsky Regiment in repulsing every enemy attack.
By evening, after 12 hours of the most detennined attacks,
the Gennans had finally succeeded in breaking into the
Russian positions. The situation of our troops defending
the positions at Kruglanken had become especially serious.
Very large German forces had worked round to their rear,
and our gallant soldiers, worn out by the frontal attacks of
an enemy many times their superior in numbers, found
themselves sUlTounded. Under cross fire from front, flank,
and rear, they were almost annihilated, losing all their
artillery. The 2d Brigade of the 43d Infantry Division and
the insignificant remnants of the 76th Infantry Division
withdrew to the line Kalnischken-Benkheim.
Simultaneously with the sanguinary battle at Possessern
and Kruglanken the Germans· turned the left flank of General
Rennenkampf's anny, developing the movement to great
depth. By the evening of the 9th September the leading units
of the Gennan cavalry had reached the line of the Marggrabowa
-Kruglanken railway.
In consideration of the disastrous situation which had
arisen on the left flank, during the second half of the 9th Sep
tember General Rennenkampf issued Army Orders (No.8)
for the retreat of the army. The three right flank corps (the
XXVI, III, and IV) were to occupy the line Mehlauken-Nor
"Quoted on p. 223 of "Brief strategic outline of the war 1914-1918,"

VoL I.

"The Germans lUlllert that POSBessern was captured at 5 p.m. by a
bayonet charge.
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kitten-Nordenburg by 7 a.m. on the following day. The II
Corps was to continue to hold the sector between Lakes Nor
denburg and Mauer, and also the positions on its left flank.
When, however, the Army Staff received the news of the de
feat of the left flank of the II Corps, General Rennenkampf
Qrdered the XXVI, III, and IV Corps to retreat yet further,
to the line Spangeln-Jodlauken-Kowarren. The II Corps
was to hold on in its positions between Nordenburg and the
Masurian Lakes, until the three right flank corps had reached
the line Norkitten-Nordenburg, after which its right flank
was to withdraw to the front Kowarren- Dombrowken, while
the left flank of the corps was to offer resistance between the
Forests of Skallisch and Borken, on the line Benkheim-Kal
nischken. The 72d Infantry Division was to be sent up to rein
force this flank. The XX Corps was ordered to move to the
Goldap area by a forced march, and the 54th Infantry Division,
which was sent to Matzwolla, was transferred to this corps.
Finally, General Khan Nahichevansky's Cavalry Corps and
General Raukh's 2d Guards' Cavalry Division were ordered to
move into the Goldap area. 11 On the 9th September our XXII
Corps also fought out an engagement at Lyck. The commander
of this corps, replying to General Jilinsky's orders to advance
on Widminnen, had reported on the 8th September that his
corps in consequence of the disorganization brought about
by the fighting of the 7th September at Bialla and Arys, the
absence of an organized line of supplies, the lack of shells,
and the exhaustion due to the previous marches and counter
marches, was not in a condition to fulfil these orders. Subse
quently, General Jilinsky complained to G.H.Q. of General
Brinken, the Commander of the XXII Corps, as being prin
cipally to blame for the failure to afford support to General
Rennenkampf. Having a personal knowledge of the high stan
dard of training and the fighting capacity of the units of the
XXII Corps, and likewise of the energy of such an outstanding
leader as General Baron Brinken showed himself to be through
out the war, the author considers he has the right to assert
that no such blame should be laid on the Commander of the
XXII Corps. The author had many subsequent conversations
"The 1st Cavalry Division, which was on the left flank of the First
Army, had been taken away from the First Army and transferred to the

Tenth by the orders of the stafi of the Army Group. This had deprived
the First Army of its proper organization for armr cavalry reconnaissance
on the extreme lli'lt flank just at the most critical moment.
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with Baron Brinken on the subject of the first engagements
of the XXII Corps. He would recount with heartfelt pain
how the Finnish rifle brigades had been taken regiment by
regiment and even by battalions, and straight out of the
trains had been driven forward by forced marches, and then
put into the hattIe piecemeal. The oft repeated requests of
General Baron Brinken to be given the chance to organize to
some small extent the operations of the corps encountered a
complete lack of grasp of the realities of the situation on the
part of the staff of the Army Group. Neither was he kept
informed of the situation, but was merely thrust forward
without any explanations.
On the morning of the 9th September units of the XXII
Corps (about 1% infantry divisions with 7 batteries) were
attacked by the Germans at Lyck. They succeeded in holding
out till evening, and the troops were encouraged by seeing their
success in repelling the German attacks. However, in the eve
ningtheXXII Corps received orders to withdraw to Avgustov.
The staff of the Army Group, on the basis of the XXII Corps
Commander's report, stating the truth as to the impossibility
of executing an advance on the 9th September, had thus
flown to the opposite extreme--that of retreat, moreover, by
their own action in thus withdrawing the XXII Corps to Avgus
tov, leaving open to the Germans a passage leading to the rear
of General Rennenkampf's army. This decision, contrary to
the very elements of strategy, was communicated by the staff
of the Army Group to the First Army Commander in the
following telegram, No. 3139 of the 9th September: "In view
of the disorganization of the XXII and III Siberian Corps,
and of the resultant impossibility for them to assume the
offensive, the Commander of the North-Western Group of
Armies orders the XXII Corps to assemble at Avgustov, to be
based on Grodno and to cover that flank, while the III
Siberian Corps is to assemble at Graevo, to be based on 080
vetz. The troops of the I Turkestan Corps are to remain
at Lomja. In view of this, the 20-battalion offensive on
Widminnen ordered yesterday will not take place."
Compare this telegram, which makes no provision for
covering General Rennenkampf's lines of communication, not
even at Suvalki, and which speaks of covering Grodno, with
the telegram sent by General Jilinsky the day before, asserting
that the German outflanking forces were "inconsiderable."
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Such fluctuations in the control of operations must have reacted
in a demoralizing fashion on the whole chain of command.
A German work18 thus describes the day's fighting of
the German Eighth Army on the 9th September.

The Guards' Reserve, the I Reserve, the XI and the XX
Corps had commenced an attack in the morning on the main
enemy position. The Guards' Corps ceased attacking in the
afternoon; they shared the fears of the staff of the Army with
regard to their left flank, and it appeared from reports received
that the enemy was preparing an attack in this area. It was
intended to re-group this corps during the night, in order to
strengthen the flank believed to be threatened. In the IRe·
serve and XI Corps the infantry had advanced under the cover
of their artillery (45 batteries against 23 Russian). Fighting
continued until evening, and the infantry entered the field of
effective rifle fire. During the second half of the day the right
flank division (the 38th) of the XI Corps had been unexpectedly
counterattacked by the Russians. The attack of the XX Ger
man Corps could only be pushed as far as the line of the main
road Angerburg-Drengfurth, as the whole time it was under
the flanking fire of Russian artillery from the Angerburg area.
The offensive of all these corps had purposely been con
ducted so as to avoid a frontal attack on the Russian position,
which would have cost much bloodshed, pending the results
of the turning movement by the right wing of the Eighth
Army. On this wing the XVII Corps had commenced the
attack at 4 a.m. This continued until late in the evening.
About 5 p.m. the Russian position at Possessern was taken
by assault by the left flank division (the 36th), reinforced by
one battalion from Lotzen. On the right the 35th Infantry Divi
sion "was also engaged in heavy fighting"19 at Kruglanken. The
2d Infantry Division of the I Corps was co~operating with
it, in touch with its right flank. The other division of the I
Corps (the 1st) had been dispatched to Regulowken, where
it debouched in rear of the Russians fighting in the Kruglanken
position and cut their eastward line of retreat.
In the evening the Russian position at Kruglanken, under
the cross fire of the artillery of the I Corps from flank and rear.
""Der Grosse Krieg 1914-1918," Schwarte, pp. 825-827.
''''Der Grosse Krieg 1914-1918," Schwarte, p. 326.
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was captured by the XVII Corps by a frontal attack. Never
theless the Gennan historian states that "the XVII Army
Corps had experienced a very heavy day of fighting. This
corps had driven strong units of the Russian II Corps out
of a well fortified position, skilfully sited between lakes. Here
for the first time was an opportunity of seeing the skill of the
Russians in the use of fortifications in maneuver warfare. The
attackers had to overcome obstacles placed in front of the
whole line, but the cover constructed to strengthen the posi~
tiona, to the horror (1) of the defenders, could not withstand
the heavy German fire. The enemy casualties were therefore
very great, and in addition, 1,000 unwounded prisoners,
many machine~guns, and two batteries, fell into the hands of
the victors."2o
We would remind the reader that the positions at Posses
sern and Kruglanken were defended by the 2d Brigade of the
43d Infantry Division and by units21 of the 76th Infantry
Division-a total of %: of an infantry division, with 9 batteries.
Against them were operating the two divisions of the XVII
Corps and the 2d Division of the I Corps-a total of 3
divisions with 43-45 batteries. The fire strength of the Ger
mans was 4}1-5 times as great as that of the Russians.
While this fighting was proceeding at Possessern and
Kruglanken the Gennan 1st and 8th Cavalry Divisions had
advanced north-eastward, their main bodies reaching by
evening Petraschen (the 8th Division) and Neu-Jucha (the
1st).
The 3d German Reserve Division had come into collision
with units of the XXII Corps at Lyck. In bis memoirs22 the
Commander of this division states that on this day he had
to operate against an enemy greatly his superior in numbers.
This is not true. The strengths on the two sides were almost
equal. Against the 3d Gennan Infantry Division, with 7 bat
teries, were operating mixed units with a total strength of
1}1 infantry divisions, also with 7 batteries. The fighting con
tinued until evening without result for either side, but, in
reply to the requests for aid from the commander of the 3d
German Reserve Division, the 1st Landwehr Division had
already left Johannisburg for Lyck.
'·Idem.
"One regiment.
"Kurt von Morgen's "Meiner Truppen Heldenkampfe."
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During the night 9 September-lO September the right
flank and center divisions of General Rennenkampf's anny
(the 53d and 56th Infantry Divisions of the XXVI Corps, the
25th and 27th Infantry Divisions of the III Corps, and the
40th Infantry Division and 5th Rifle Brigade of the IV Corps)
succeeded in evacuating their positions unobserved by the
enemy, and in disengaging themselves from him and in com
pleting their march with impunity to the line specified by the
staff of the First Army, Spangeln-Jodlauken. The Germans
had the opportunity of learning from experience how difficult
it had been for the Russian First Anny to prevent their es
cape from the battlefield of Gumbinnen on the 21st August.
Modern battle conditions are extremely favorable to the exe
cution of this type of maneuver. Another factor contributing
to the success of the Russian withdrawal was the success of
the brilliant counterattack by the IV Corps, which, as we
know, on the 9th September had hit the 38th German Infantry
Division hard.
The left flank units of the IV Corps, namely the 57th
Infantry Division and the rearguard of the 30th Infantry
Division, had been kept in the Nordenburg area in order to
facilitate the difficult task which had fallen to the lot of the
right flank division (the 26th) on the 10th September. This
division had to serve as a covering force in the area between
Lakes Nordenburg and Mauer, forming the pivot of the First
Army while its right flank was withdrawing. Heavy fighting
fell to the lot of the 26th and 57th Infantry Divisions. Having
completed their task, they retreated in the course of the day
to the line Kowarren-Gross Sobrost. Their weakness in
artillery fire in comparison with the enemy was a great handi
cap in the execution of retreat, the organization of which
should be founded on an extensive use of long range artillery
fire. This weakness in artillery was made up for by the gal
lantry of the troops and the skill of the combatant officers,
but also at a heavy cost in life. The 57th Infantry Division
suffered especially heavy casualties. For this second-line in
fantry division, only just fonned, the execution of so com
plicated a maneuver as a daylight withdrawal by stages, in
face of an enemy in greatly superior numbers, was too diffi
cult a task. It suffered very heavy losses, and in the evening
was withdrawn to the rear, to the Darkehmen area.
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On General Rennenkampf's left flank the catastrophe
developed apace. The 72d (Second-line) Infantry Division was
sent to support the remnants of the 2d Brigade of the 43d
Infantry Division, retreating from Possessem and Kru,glanken.
By dawn it had reached the area Cembalken-Gassowen.
Attacked by considerably superior enemy forces, it retreated
in disorder behind the River Goldap. The remnants of the 2d
Brigade of the 43<1 Infantry Division retreated with it, assem
bling on the front Stabienen-WittgilTen, and thus gaining
touch with the left flank of the 26th Infantry Division. By
evening the 54th (Second-line) Infantry Division had reached
the Matzwolla area, and had stopped the enemy's advance
on the heels of the disorganized 72d Infantry Division. As
already stated, the 54th Division had been included in the
establishment of the XX Corps, which was approaching the
battlefield. By the evening of the 10th September the 28th
Infantry Division of this corps had reached the Kissehlen
area, while the 29th Infantry Division had reached the Gawai
ten area. The XX Corps had thus succeeded in covering in a
shorter period almost the same distance as that traversed by
the German XVII Corps in the course of its march from the
battlefield of Gumbinnen to Bischofstein. This comparison
is a much fairer one than that between the retreat of General
Mackensen's corps, covered by other units, and the advance
of the Russian corps (even though the XX Corps itself was
one of them) on the march from the battlefield of Gwnbinnen
to the River AIle. In the case now under discussion the Rus
sian XX Corps, like the German XVII, was retreating, mov
ing from one flank to the other, and the comparison shows
the Russian troops in the better light. This example shows
how baseless were the assertions of our German foes as to the
poor marching powers of the Russian troops.
On the 10th September General Khan Nahicbevansky's
Cavalry Corps moved into the Kowahlen area. 23 General
Raukh's 2d Guards' Cavalry Division retreated out of the
Goldap area to Kleszowen.
The morning of the 10th September produced a surprise for
the Germans. In the I Reserve Corps area signs of the Russian
"Where this cavalry corps delayed the advance of the 36th Cavalry
Brigade of the 8th German Cavalry Division.
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withdrawal had already been discovered during the night;
reconnaissance parties of the 36th Reserve Division sent
out to confirm this had penetrated through the wire entangle
ments and had obtained ocular proof of the evacuation of the
Russian positions. 240 General Belov, the commander of this
corps, immediately issued orders to the divisions of the corps
to march in pursuit of the enemy at 6 a.m., moving along either
side of the Insterburg railway, and he reported his action
to Army Headquarters. The latter, however, did not believe
the Russian retreat to be general, and, fearing that the I
Reserve Corps might fall into an unfavorable situation staged
by the enemy, stopped General Belav's quite correct; decision
from being put into practice.
It pleased fate to play with Hindenburg and Ludendorff,
persuading them to reach a decision similar to that taken by
General Rennenkampf and his staff, when, on the night of
22d August, they learned of the German withdrawal from the
battlefield of Gumbinnen. It is interesting to notice that
almost the same interval of time was required in each case
before the respective army commands arrived at the decision
to order the advance of the army. It was only about noon
that the Staff of the German Eighth Army issued orders for
the further advance of the whole army to the front Marg
grabowa-Insterburg. The cavalry divisions which together
constituted the Mixed Cavalry Corps were given Vilkovishki
-Kovno, via Goldap, as the direction of their advance, to
operate against the Russian lines of communication.
In fulfilment of these orders the I Reserve Corps marched
in the direction of Insterburg, and by evening had reached
the River Ilme, regaining touch here with the Russian screen
covering the retirement. The Guards' Reserve Corps, which
should have marched on the left of the I Reserve Corps, was
detained in the Allenburg area; on the right of the I Reserve
Corps the XI Corps advanced very slowly. The division of this
corps (the 38th), which had been attacked by the Russians
the day before, when it had fallen back 3 :versts, was operating
very irresolutely. In the Nordenburg area it was delayed by
the Russian rearguard units, which only retreated north
eastwards when the other division of the German XI Corps
"Had the RUllman corps left rearguards in their positions, to form a
screen, the German!! would have learned oI the RUElBian withdrawal con·
siderably later.
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(the 22d), which was operating farther north, had advanced
so far as to threaten its right flank and rear. By evening the
XI Corps also had reached the River Ilme.
In the area between Lakes Nordenburg and Mauer the
Russians offered so determined a resistance that, on the evi
dence of a German authority, the Russian positions could
only be captured during the second half of the day, after
which the right flank of the Gennan XX Corps reached the
confluence of the Goldap with the Angerapp. It will be seen
from the details given above, that throughout this day the
26th and 57th Infantry Divisions and units of the 30th with
drawing from the action on the Kowarren-Gross Sobrost
front, had been operating against the German XI and XX
Corps. The Germans had at least a double superiority in fire
strength.
In the XVII Corps the day had begun with an attack on
the 36th Infantry Division (on the right flank) by a Russian
cavalry division (the 2d Guards' or one of the divisions of Khan
Nahichevansky's Cavalry Corps?).
It was General Mackensen's purpose to change direction
north~eastward in the further advance of his corps, in order
to cut the line of retreat of the Russian troops still maintaining
their position against the XX, XI, I Reserve and Guards'
Reserve Corps. However, he received orders from Army
Headquarters, deflecting his advance northwards, namely
towards Darkehmen. 25 The XVII Corps was thus "squeezed
in" towards the center of the anny and lost in great part the
ground gained in its outflanking movement. By evening of
the 10th September the XVII Corps had reached the River
Goldap, crossing it in the Benkheim area after a fierce engage
ment fought in conjunction with its neighbor on the right
the I Corps. The explanation of this "squeezing" of the out
flanking wing toward the center of the army may be found
in the orders issued by the staff of the German Eighth Army,
which had been sent the evening before (on the 9th September)
to General Fran!;ois, the Commander of the I Corps: "The I
Corps is securing on the right flank the offensive of the XVII
Corps while advancing to the Lissen-Benkheim front. The line
Benkheim- Paulswalde- Klimken must not be crossed by
both corps, as a counter~blow from the direction of Insterburg
is to be apprehended."
"Schwarte's "Del' Grosse Krieg, 1914-1918," p. 829.
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As at the time of the fighting with Samsonov's anny,
the staff of the German Eighth Army as soon as it lost the
advantage of an overwhelming superiority in strength on the
front, readily renounced the idea of a bold outflanking move
ment. This was doubtless the direct consequence of that
gross overestimation of the strength of General Rennenkampf's
army which is so clearly apparent throughout the whole of
General Ludendorff's memoirs.
As a result of the closing in of the Gennan XVII and I
Corps in the area between the Forests of Skallisch and Bor
ken, two German corps with 60 batteries descended upon the
72d Russian Infantry Division, which had come up with the
remnants of the 2d Brigade of the 43d Infantry Division.
This fivefold advantage in strength, and the turning of their
left flank, led to the complete defeat of the Russians, about
60 guns, and several thousand prisoners, falling into the hands
of the Gennans. But though this "squeezing" had helped the
Germans to attain the tactical success just mentioned, at
the same time strategically it eased the Russian situation. The
right outflanking wing of the Germans had been checked
in its eastward advance, and this, in the final analysis, enabled
the Russians to escape the encirclement which threatened
them had the Germans adopted bolder strategic methods.
By the evening of the 10th September the 8th Cavalry
Division, according to German authorities, had succeeded in
taking the town of Goldap, where Russian transport was
captured. This occurrence might have been due to the "bolt"
rearward made on this day by General Raukh, the Commander
of the 2d Guards' Cavalry Division, and also to the passivity
of General Khan Nahichevansky, the Commander of the
Cavalry Corps.
On the morning of this day the German 1st Cavalry Divi
sion had attempted to aid the 3d Reserve Infantry Division
at Lyck, but their assistance was unnecessary, as the units
of the Russian XXII Corps had been withdrawn to Avgustov
during the night, in accordance with General Jilinsky's orders.
The 1st Cavalry Division, on receiving the news of this Rus
sian withdrawal, continued their march north-eastward, and
their main body reached Marggrabowa in the evening.
The 3d Reserve Infantry Division, learning with astonish
ment of the Russian retreat, had entered Lyck at 10 a.m. on
the 10th September. Thence one part of its forces was sent to
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follow up the Russians marching towards Avgustov, while the
other was moved on Suvalki, which had been left uncovered
by our Army Group Staff by the withdrawal of the XXII
Corps in the direction of Grodno. The 1st Landwehr Division
reached Lyck this day from J ohannisburg and became respon
sible for covering the left flank of the German Army in the
direction of Graevo.
In his orders No. 10 General Rennenkampf assigned the
11th September for the withdrawal of the army to the line
Kraupischken-Gawnaiten-Goldap (30 versts), but shortly
after Orders No. 11 were issued to replace them. In these
latter a yet more distant line was given, viz. Kussen- Trakeh
nen-Tollmingkehmen, another 15 versts, making a total of
45. The II Corps was to cover the retreat of the three corps
(the XXVI, III, and IV), and the 57th and 72d Infantry Divi
sions were allotted to it. The XX Corps was made responsible
for securing the safe retreat of the army to the line specified
by means of energetic operations in the Goldap direction.
These instructions for the retreat were delayed in reaching
the corps and were received at different times. The XXVI
Corps, with which the enemy had lost touch, completed the
retirement ordered for it by marching day and night. The
outpost line and rearguards of the III Corps had to hold off
the pursuing Germans, the rearguard of the 25th Infantry
Division at the end of the day being forced to fight out a
heavy engagement to the west of Insterburg. Nevertheless,
by marching throughout a day and a night, by dawn on the
12th September the III Corps, like the XXVI, had reached
the line specified in Army Orders No. 11 (Kussen-Trakehnen).
The remaining corps of the First Army (the IV, II, and
XX) fell into a far more difficult situation on this day (the
11th September). The whole night the Germans had been
in close contact with the outpost line of the IV and II Corps
on the River lIme. The Commander of the II Corps (General
Slyusarenko), not having received the Army Orders for the
general retreat, decided to assume the offensive. His neighbor
on the right, learning of this, supported the attack with his
left flank units (the 2d Rifle Brigade and the 30th Infantry
Division) and delayed the withdrawal of his right flank (the
40th Infantry Division). The II Corps attack began to develop
successfully, and the Germans commenced to give way, but
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the Commander of the II Corps, having received the much
belated Army Orders, issued orders for a retirement, which
was carried Qut during the second half of the day. The with
drawal of the IV Corps commenced at the same time. By eve
ning the IV Corps had reached the area Buylien-Dinglauken,
and the II Corps the area Kariotkehmen-Pabbeln. both
corps having experienced heavy fighting.
The left flank of the II Corps was covered by the 54th
Infantry Division, which belonged to the XX Corps and which
this day had fought out a sanguinary engagement in the
Matzwolla area against an enemy greatly superior in numbers.
The remaining divisions of the XX Corps (the 28th and 29th),
despite their extreme exhaustion after the forced marches of
the preceding days, at dawn on the 11th September took the
offensive in the general direction of Goldap, which was captured
during the morning by the units of the XX Corps. The units
of the 28th and 29th Infantry Divisions had then to fight out
an engagement with the enemy, who made the best use of
his advantage in artillery fire. The divisions were forced to
retire, and by evening were making a determined stand on
the Gawaiten-Warnen front.
The Army Cavalry of General Khan Nahichevansky
(the Cavalry Corps consisting of the 2d and 3d Cavalry Divi
sions) and of General Raukh remained passive during the
11th September. Apart from the fact that both these Generals
were unequal to the demands made upon a modern cavalry
leader, this passivity was also due to the exhaustion of the
horses, completely worn out during the preceding period of
operations. On this day our cavalry had to deal with the
German cavalry, which was endeavoring to get round in our
rear. By the evening of the 11th September the 2d Guards'
-Cavalry Division was disposed to the north of the Rominte
Forests, covering the roads to Stalluponen, and the Cavalry
Corps was in the Mehlkehmen area, covering the roads towards
Verjbolovo.
On the night of the 11th September-12th September the
front of the main body of the First Army thus took the form
of a salient: Kussen-Dinglauken-Warnen. Within this
salient was huddled transport in large numbers, the Army
lines-of-communications organizations, and the L. of C. or
ganizations of the four corps. A flanking movement aimed
against Vishtinets by the German cavalry would only have
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had their path barred by our completely exhausted cavalry.
In this case General Rennenkempf's army would have found
itself in a situation similar to that of the center corps of General
Samsonov's army.
On the 11th September the Command of the Gennan
Eighth Army issued orders for the energetic continuation of
the pursuit of the retreating Russian Army, starting at 5
a.m., as follows:
The
The
The
The
The
The

The
The

Konigsberg Main Reserve_Jrom the River Deime towards Tilsit;
Guardq' Reserve Corps.
towards Gross Aulowiihnen;
I Reserve COrp8.. __ .__
towards Inste:rburg-Pillkallen;
XI Corpa
to the North of Darkehmen-GumbinnenStallupiinen;
XX Corp<L.
Darkehmen-Walte:rkehmen-Pillupijnenj
XVII Corps
To the North of the- Forest of Rominte
towards Vishtinets;
I Corps_._. __ ._. __
_._ to the Southern part of the Forest of
Rominte---Mariampol;
1st and 8th Cavalry
to move against the Russian communica
DivisiollfL
tions between Ve:rjbolovo and Kovno.

The 3d Reserve Division was directed upon Suvalki and
Avgustov, and the 1st Landwehr Division was to be at Lyck
to safeguard the army maneuver from attack by the Russian
forces assembled at Graevo.
From the early morning the German divisions advanced,
There were no Russians on the line of march of the left flank
units, but between the River Pregel and the Forest of Rominte
desperate fighting broke out. The I Reserve Corps had the
rearguards of the Russian III Corps to deal with, while the
neighbor of the German I Reserve Corps, the XI Corps, be
came engaged in fierce fighting on the River lIme (to the
north of Nordenburg), and could not advance. The German
XX Corps found itself engaged in yet heavier fighting, the
Russians in this sector themselves taking the offensive from
the morning. The Russian counterattack also took effect
against the XI Corps, which, after the Russian counter
attack experienced by its 38th Infantry Division on the 9th
September, sounded the alarm and reported to Army Head
quarters that they were threatened by a Russian offensive.
This was the result of the attack mentioned above, executed
by the Russian II COrpS,26 the right flank of which received
"In investigating the-se operations One cannot fail to remark the super
lative skill displayed by General Slyusarenko, the Commander of the
Russian II Corps, in conducting operations, and likewise the energy which
helped to save the whole of the First Army.
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support from the units of the Russian IV Corps (the 5th Rifle
Brigade and the 30th Infantry Division). 672 infantry divi
sions thus took part in this Russian counteroffensive. These
divisions were below strength and their total numbers were
only about 50,000 bayonets, i.e. a number equal to the infantry
of two German corps. The number of batteries taking part
on the Russian side amounted to 43, while on the German
side it reached 56. But the Germans had become so accus
tomed to operating with an overwhelming superiority in artil
lery fire on their side, that such fighting conditions seemed
abnormal to them. Here and there disorder started in the
German XI and XX Corps; units were becoming intermixed
and were even firing on one another, and commanders were
sending alarming reports to their superiors. General Luden
dorff in his memoirs 27 thus describes the events of this da y
in the XI and XX Corps:
"The march (of the troops) had not been carried out
quite in the way I had hoped for. It was difficult to distin
guish friend from foe, and there were many cases of our col
umns firing on one another. But most unfortunate of all was
the case in which the XI Corps on the 11th September believed
that it was being attacked by superior forces. Such an even
tuality was possible and it had been necessary to reckon with
it. In view of the inequality in strength ('1), corps operating
frontally required the immediate tactical support of their
flank corps. We were forced to come to the decision to send
the XVII and I Corps far farther northward than we had wished
previous to this. In a few hours it became clear that the XI
Corps had been mistaken, but the orders had already been
sent to the outflanking corps. These corps were then directed
back on to their former lines of advance."
This extract is of the greatest interest; it shows the sort
of result that always accompanied an offensive by Russian
troops in cases where fire strengths were anything like on a
par. Ludendorff's explanation-that the German units fired
on one another because it was difficult to distinguish friend
from foe-is naive, to say the least of it. The fighting proceeded
by daylight and was in no wise different from any other en
gagement. The real point was that the Russian offensive had
brought the control of the enemy troops into disorder. The
nervousness among the corps conveyed itself to the Command
of the Eighth Army, which closed the flank corps yet farther
""Meine Kriegserinnerungen," pp. 50-51.
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in toward the center, thereby still further diminishing the effi~
caey of the outflanking movement. The reader has already seen
a phenomenon of the same sort, when, during the battle of the
28th August with Samsonov's army, Eighth Army Head
quarters received the report of the defeat of the 41st German
Division. One cannot fail here to perceive the unnecessary
nervousness of the army directorate. In all these cases Luden
dorff takes care to cover himself by the use of the pronoun
"we," i.e. using the authority of Hindenburg; but, from Luden
dorff's behavior in 1918, when the victory of our allies began
to become clear, one may conclude that a lack of calm-minded~
ness--one may put it even more strongly, and say a propen
sity to "panicking"-was a characteristic of Hindenburg's
Chief of Staff, but not of Hindenburg himself.
We will permit ourselves to emphasize once more that
this closing in of the flank corps was a strategic blunder, as
the German I Reserve Corps could also have taken action
against the Russian II and IV Corps, and its advance would
have led it to the right flank and rear of the Russian IV Corps
units, part of which had also taken the offensive. Even without
the XVII and I Corps the Germans in the second half of
the day would thus have had in the center a superiority in
strength more than sufficient to enable them to frustrate the
efforts of the Russians.
During the second half of the day (11th September)
the German XX and XI Corps had commenced to advance,
but the Russian troops, though retreating, still punished them
cruelly. Take, for example, the following indication from the
fighting of the German XX Corps in the evening of the 11th
September on the Rivers Angerapp and Darkehmen as de
scribed in Schwarte's History (p. 330).
"The crossing of the river ordered by General Scholtz28
could not be carried out (gluckte nicht mehr)." And at this
time there was only the rearguard of the II Corps, weakened
in fighting against odds, at this point. And of the XI Corps
the same author states, that the 38th German Infantry Divi
sion was so "wearied" that it was halted on the field of the
morning;'s engagement. In consequence, by the evening of the
11th September the left flank corps of the Eighth Army had
only reached:
The Konigsberg Main Reserve_._ __ .._
The Guards' Reserve Corps.-

"The Commander of the German XX Corp!!.

__

the Mehlauken area;
the Norkitten area.
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Neither corps had been able to re-establish contact with
the Russian Infantry units.
By the evening the I Reserve Corps, the XI, and the XX
Corps had reached the River Angerapp.
Ludendorff was continually erring in being unneces
sarily cautious; this was the essential point wherein his strategy
fell short of the conceptions of the great masters of the mili
tary art, who have always combined careful calculation with
daring execution. Ludendorff's blunder considerably eased
the situation of Rennenkampf's army. The German XVII
Corps by the evening of the 11th September had only fought
its way as far as Kleszowen. While the Russians always resisted
stubbornly at Kleszowen their determination reached its
greatest heights. According to the information of German
authorities, the hamlet of Kleszowen itself was only captured
after a hand to hand fight. The reader knows what had oc
curred on the Russian side: having received at 11:30 a.m. the
belated orders for the retreat of the army by forced marches
to the line Kussen-Tollmingkehmen, the Russian I! Corps
had only commenced to withdraw in the afternoon; Kleszowen
was thus in TI'..ar of the p.orps, while all the troops of the I!
Corps were engaged in fighting the German XX and XI Corps.
Protection in the direction of Kleszowen was provided by the
54th (Second·line) Infantry Division (the XX Corps) at
Matzwolla. The disparity in strength, as compared with
General Mackensen's attacking corps, was so great (6 Russian
batteries against 28-30 German batteries) that, bearing in
mind the fact that the 54th Infantry Division was a second
line division only embodied a short time previously, it may
safely be asserted that but for the blunder of Ludendorff,
whose nervous hand had deflected the XVI! Corps from its
earlier line of march, thus losing half a day in the advance to
Kleszowen, this village would have been captured far sooner,
and our II Corps would not have succeeded in retreating to
the Kariotkehmen-Pabbeln area by the evening, and would
have been sUlTounded.
Still more fortunate for us was the effect of Ludendorff's
blunder on the operations of the German I Corps. On the morn·
ing of the 11th September this corps had fought out a desperate
battle for the town of Gold.ap. Units of the Russian XX Corps,
as we already know, had driven the German 8th Cavalry
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Division out of this town at dawn. 29 Many hours' fighting'3O
was needed to check the Russian offensive and to occupy anew
this road junction, which was of great strategic importance
for the further development of the German outflanking move
ment. But in Goldap General Fran~ois, the Commander of
the German I Corps, received orders from Army Headquarters
instructing him to wheel the Corps northward. "About 1
p.m.:' remarks General Fran~f)is in his memoirs,s1 "quite un
expected Army Orders arrived; these made the I Corps change
direction toward Gawaiten to support the Xl Corps. This
meant the renunciation of the original idea of the turning
movement, or at any rate would cause a considerable inter
ruption in its accomplishment." General Fran(;ois did not
fulfil these Army Orders to the letter. He only sent one di
vision (the 2d) to Gawaiten, and still marched the other on
its previous line towards Tollmingkehmen. Apparently he
was well aware of Ludendorff's lack of strategic daring. The
Russian First Army was thus not fated to reap the full fruits
of the blunder of the Gennan Higher Command. The Ger
man Anny, as represented by its unit commanders, was a
very skilfully trained organization, in which these blunders
from above were "redigested" and set right.
Nevertheless, as a result, the right flank division (the 2d)
of the German I Corps on thIs day, instead of harrying the
retreating left flank of General Rennenkampf's army, was
exerting its pressure at Warnen on the units of the Russian
XX Corps hurriedly assembled there. Only the German 8th
Cavalry Division was on the march to turn the left flank of
the latter, but it encountered Russian cavalry on the way.
On the evening of this day the German 1st Cavalry Division
reached Filipovo, the 3d Reserve Infantry Division-Marg
grabowa, and the 1st Landwehr Infantry Division halted
at Lyck.

On the 12th September both General Rennenkampf's
right flank corps (the XXVI and the III) entrenched on the
front Kussen-Trakehnen. The Germans only appeared before
"The Germans assert that the town of Goldap was not evacuated by
the 8th Cavalry Division, which defended it from 2 a.m. till 9 8.m. when
the 1st Landwehr Division of the I Corps reached the town from the south.
"" ... roehrstundigen Karnpf"-Schwarte, p. 330.
""Marneschlacht und Tannenberg," p. 226.
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these corps during the second half of the 12th September, and
action was confined to artillery fire.
The IV Corps, forced to give a night's rest to its exhausted
troops, quitted its quarters for the night (Dinglauken-Buy
lien) at 6 a.ill. on the 12th September; little troubled by the
enemy, it marched past the III Corps front and by evening
was in position in the area Gijritten-Pilluponen, with eche
lons in rear of its left flank.
The II Corps in the morning had commenced to retreat
Qut of the Kariotkehmen-Pabbeln area to the Enzuhnen area.
The XX Corps also had commenced to withdraw its troops
to the Eydtkuhnen area by stages, commencing from its
right flank; first the 29th Infantry Division from 9 a.m., and
then the 28th Infantry Division from 1:40 p.m.
Owing to the intersection of the lines of communication,
in the comparatively confined area already blocked with
retreating transport, the march of our left flank corps was
executed under great difficulties and often became of a some
what disorderly nature. But the behavior of the divisions and
rearguards, forced to remain in situ in order to cover the
general withdrawal, showed bravery of the highest order.
The Germans, possessing an enormous preponderance in
strength, were attacking our units, and our covering troops
had often to fight hand to hand with the enemy swanning
upon them. Some of these units remained where they were,
though outflanked to a great depth, to gain time at the price
of their own destruction, and to enable the main body of the
corps to get out of the sac which had formed. During this
day General Khan Nahichevansky's Cavalry Corps retreated
to Kunigishki, and General Raukh's Division to Verjbolovo.
By retiring to such a distance General Raukh opened a way for
the German 8th Cavalry Division, which got round in rear
of our columns and transport, producing confusion and panic.
It is unquestionable that the 12th September was a
critical day for General Rennenkampf's army, but the critical
situation which had arisen was not so much the consequence
of the enemy outflanking movement, as the result of the com
plete disorganization in the control of the army. The fear of
encirclement, generated by the influence of the catastrophe
to Samsonov, weighed oppressively upon the personnel of
the Higher Command. Incidentally, by the evening of the
12th September the threat of encirclement had already passed.
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At 5:30 p.m. on the 12th September General Rennenkampf
issued orders for the continuation of the retreat of the army
to the Nyeman, and moved to Kavno himself with his staff.82
At the onset of darkness the XXVI and III Corps marched
for the Russian frontier. The IV Corps commenced to retreat
about 2 a.m. on the 13th September. Their march was much
impeded, as the roads were blocked by a mass of transport and
supply units. Between 6 and 9 a.m. these three corps crossed
the frontier and by evening were concentrated: the XXVI
in the Vladislavov area, the III-in the Vilkovishki area,
the IV-in the Budeziory-Geistorishki area.
The retreat of the XX and II Corps, following on the
tracks of the III and IV Corps to Vilkovishki, was especially
difficult, as the Gennan cavalry divisions pursued energetically.
General Khan Nahicltevansky's Cavalry Corps, blocking the
road of the German 8th and 1st Cavalry Divisions, retreated
to the Kalvariya area. General Raukh's cavalry division re
treated to Pilvishki, behind the infantry lines.
On this day, the 13th September, on the extreme rigbt
flank at Tilsit was destroyed a detachment of ours consisting
of one regiment (the 270th Gatchinsky Infantry Regiment
of the 68th Infantry Division), one artillery group, and
several so~nias of the Frontier Guard. This detachment had
been sent out as early as the 8th September, but in conse
quence of the bad organization of the Signals Service in the
anny, it knew nothing of the retreat which had commenced.
"The following is an extract from the recollections of an officer of the
Operations Braneh of the General Staff of the First Army, outlining the
circumBtanees surrounding the departure of the Army Staff from Verjbolovo:
"The evacuation took place following a report from General Raukh,
whose division was protecting Verjbolovo from the south, that he had been
unable to hold his ground owing to the pressure of superior forces of Ger
man cavalry, and was retreating. Before departure the fighting had come
fairly close (I remember statements that shrapnel bursts were visible on
the horizon.). I left the train at Vilkovishki and remained in the station
(with Staff Captain Maryushkin). We stayed there till it was quite dark;
we saw no German cavalry, although an alarm was raised among the
transport disposed in the vicinity, and transport personnel hastening in
spoke of an attack by German cavalry. (I think this was some patrol.)
At the end of the night, when it was already dawn (of the 13th September)
I returned to Verjbolovo; the station and the hamlet were crammed full
of transport.
"In the afternoon of the same day, I think at 2-3 p.m., I was to the
N.E. of Eydtkuhnen (with H.M. 2d Cuirassier Squadron) and we saw
German infantry, which had come there from Stalluponen, entering Eydt
kuhnen. What had become of the "superior forces" of German cavalry
before which General Raukh had retr'O'ated. I know not."
(Notes by General Chernavin of the General Staff in the possession
of the author.}
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On the following day, the 14th September, the First Army
continued its retreat. The enemy did not cease to pursue with
his cavalry, supported by strong infantry units.
On the 15th September the corps of the First Army were:
the XXVI at Sredniki. the remainder in the area Pilvishki~
Mariampol-Lyudvinov.
The 15th September may be considered as the date by
which all commanders had got back into their hands the
control of their units.
On the German side the operations of the 12th September
went as follows. At dawn on the 12th September the right
flank corps, the I and XVII, and also those nearest to them,
the XX and XI, descended in full strength upon the Russian
IV, II, and XX Corps, which had been left behind. Es
pecially heavy fighting took place in the Tollnllugkehmen
area, and afterwards at Pilluponen. Here the retreating Rus
sian divisions frustrated the attempts of the German I Corps
to break through towards Stalluponen and Verjbolovo, in
order to cut the main line of retreat on Kovno.
The German I Reserve Corps marched on Pillkallen and
on this day was operating against the empty air. Only during
the second half of the day did it get into contact with the
XXVI Russian Corps, which had entrenched between Kussen
and Kattenau. The Guards' Reserve Corps and the Main
Reserve of the Fortress of Konigsberg had already marched
into complete emptiness; the enemy before them had disap
peared. The former was halted in the Gross Aulowohnen area,
and the leading units of the latter reached Tilsit.
On the extreme right flank the 3d Reserve Division seized
the town of Suvalki. The Army Cavalry was sent towards
Lake Vishtinets, the 8th Cavalry Division on this day fighting
an engagement to the north-west of the lake in the MehlkehM
men area, and breaking through towards Verjbolovo; mean M
while the 1st Cavalry Division was making a detour round
the soutb of Lake Vishtinets, with the intention of coming
out far in rear of the Russians.
On the 13th September the five German corps (the I
Reserve, the XI, XX, XVII. and I) poured in all their forces
against the Russian II and XX Corps, remaining behind.
They annihilated the Russian rearguards and rounded up
transport which had broken down. The three center German
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corps (the XI, XX, and XVII) were closing in more and more
all the time, and by the evening of the 14th September an
original strategic grouping had come into being; the heads
of all three corps had come together in the Kibarty area on
a front of 6 versts. 33 This took place in a strategic situation
which demanded of the Germans pursuit on a wide front, with
strong flanks. It is true that the I Reserve Corps on the eve
ning of the same day reached Vladislavov, while the I Corps,
passing through Vishtinets, marched towards Vilkovishki,
but even the second echelon of the retreating Russian II
and XX Corps had already cleared the Verjbolovo area, thus
closely encircled by six German corps. This was the result of
that timid closing in of the right flank corps on the center, which
was the direct consequence of (1) the gross overestimation
by the staff of the Eighth Army of the number of divisions in
Rennenkampf's army (24 plus the other which arrived as
reinforcements ! 1 !) and (2) the chronic strategic timidity
peculiar to Ludendorff, which had alBo displayed itself, as
we have already seen more than once, in the operations against
Sarnsonov.
While the Russian First Army was passing through the
difficult times just described, General Jilinsky and his staff
issued a number of instructions, which witness to the com
plete confusion ruling in the Army Group Command. On the
9th September, the Commander of the North-Western Army
Group telegraphed to General Rennenkampf to "withdraw
the army."34 This telegram, in any case, reached the staff of
the First Army after the issue by General Rennenkampf of
Orders No.8 for a general retreat. On the 11th September the
Commander of the North-Western Army Group urged on
the withdrawal, sending the Commander of the First Army
telegram No. 3158: "Withdraw the center and right flank
troops with all possible speed. AB night has fallen, by
making the utmost exertions and marching not less than 45
versts, the troops will get clear of their difficult situation."
At 2 a.m. on the 12th September General Jilinsky com~
menced to interfere in the disposition of the armies, telegraphing
orders to concentrate "the First Army on the line specified35
""Marnescblacht und Tannenberg," General Fran~ois, p. 273.
""Brief strategic outline of the war of 1914-1918," Vol: I, p. 222.
"Kussen-Trakehnen-Tollmingkehmen. (Author's note)
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and on completion of this to withdraw the army one more
march." Knowing the actual situation from the details given

above, one can state with certainty that had the First Army
carried out Genera] Jilinsky's orders it would not have escaped
the German encirclement in the Verjbolovo area.
At the same time, with the intention of providing the
First Anny with the assistance of the Tenth, on the 11th
September General Jilinsky had telegraphed orders to General
Flug, the Tenth Army Commander, to advance the XXII
Corps on the mOlTOW from Avgustov to Marggrabowa, and
on the 13th September to advance the III Siberian Corps,
which was assembling at Graevo, to Lyck. The Second Army,
which was already fighting units of Von cler Goltz' "Army
Detachment," at Mishinets and Khorjele, was ordered to
continue its offensive with the object of preventing the Ger
man troops from leaving the Willenberg area for Johannisburg.
The Tenth Army, however, had no time to attain any real re
sults, as the direction of its march was changed on the eve
ning of thl: 12th Sepcember in consequence of the "altered sit~
uation," the instructions for this change being sent direct to
the Commander of the XXII Corps from Army Group Head
quarters. The corps of the Tenth Army were ordered to retreat;
the XXII back to Avgustov, and the III Siberian on Graevo.
While the Commander of the North-Western Army
Group was marching and countennarching the corps of the
Tenth Army, the German 3d Reserve Division had occupied
Suvalki on the 12th September.
On this same day a telegram was sent by Army Group
Headquarters to the Second Army, ordering it to retreat
"in view of the altered situation."
On the 13th September General Jilinsky issued the fol
lowing general directive: "In view of the reverses on the First
Army front, and in view of its retirement, I instruct (1) the
units of the First Army, to withdraw behind the River Nyeman
and cover the bridgeheads of Preni, Olita, and Merech; (2)
the corps of the Second Army, to refuse battle, and to hold the
bridgeheads at Ostrolenka, Rojany, and Pultusk, keeping open
an unobstructed retreat across the Narev; (3) the corps of
the Tenth Army, to cover the area Avgustov~Grodno, hold
ing the line of the River Bohr from the River Berezovka to
its mouth; (4) the main object of the Second and Tenth Armies
should be not to expose themselves to separate defeat in
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isolated units but to operate in close liaison and retain in our
hands the Grodno-Byelostok area."
On the 15th September General Jilinsky was still urging
on the retreat of the First Army, although it had got out of
range of German attacks. In his telegram No. 3196 it was
stated: "The circumstances that First Army troops have been
engaged in fighting shows that their situation is not yet secure,
and, possibility of encir~lement from both flanks cannot be
dismissed. Therefore, to prevent the weakened army from
being exposed to dangerous attacks, it is essential to make
every endeavor to execute another night retirement of the
units ..."

Simultaneously with the dispatch of all these telegrams,
which testify to a complete loss of equanimity, the Commander
of the North-Western Army Group was sending to G.H.Q.
a series of telegrams complaining of General Rennenkampf.
We will only quote two of these, to show the kind of sit
uation, impossible from the point of view of morale, which
had arisen in the Higher Command of the Army Group. On
the 12th September General Oranovsky, the Chief of Staff
of the Army Group, under his No. 3165 wired to General
Danilov, the Director of Operations of G.H.Q.: "The Com
mander of the Group of Armies orders me to report that the
Commander of the First Army was extremely slow in realizing
the dangerous situation in which his army found itself, and,
instead of withdrawing his army by forced marches out of
range of blows against its flank and lines of communication.
has been travelling himself from place to place, thereby losing
touch with the corps. Owing to this much time has been lost,
and even now it is still impossible to say to what extent the
withdrawal of the First Army will be successfullyaccomplish
ed. In any case it is known that the II Corps has suffered
heavy casualties. In general, a certain amount of confusion
is to be remarked in the orders issued by the First Army."
On the same day, at 7:20 p.m., General Jilinsky sent
another complaint to G.H.Q.: "I ordered a retirement by one
march to the approximate line Trakehnen-Kattenau. The
II and XXVI Corps retreated to this line. The remaining three
corps, of which the II and XX were forming a screen to the
south, were retreating, fighting. But Rennenkampf, having
positively lost his self-control, had lost all touch with them.
To my question, whether they had been given the instruc~
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tions for the retirement, the reply received from the staff
was that no instructions had been given.S6 I ordered him to
seek out these corps by dispatching officers and aeroplanes,
but up to the present their position is unknown, although
they cannot be more than 30 versts from him. News has just
been received that infantry columns are debouching from the
Forest of Rominte. Rennenkampf has immediately decamped
to Vilkovishki, breaking off telegraphic communication with
me. He is plainly panic stricken, and cannot control the army.
When communication opens with Vilkovishki, I shall order
both corps to change direction and march to the rescue of
our troOpS,S7 the more so as the XXII Corps has already oc
cupied Marggrahowa,S8 and tomorrow (13th September) will
march to Goldap, in rear of the enemy outflanking us. The III
Siberian Corps has been moved forward to Lyck, and will
attack in echelon behind the XXII and VI (1) Corps. But
I am entrusting this operation temporarily to General Epan
chin (the Commander of the III Corps), and ask you to re
move Rennenkampf from command."
General Jilinsky's telegrams, whereby he desired to clear
himself in the eyes of G.H.Q. of the heavy responsibility for
the defeat of the First Army, and to place it entirely on the
shoulders of the command personnel of this army, had oppo
site results. General Jilinsky was dismissed from his appoint
ment as Commander of the North-Western Anny Group; his
dismissal followed on the dispatch of a number of telegrams
from the Supreme Commander-in-Chief to H.M. the Emperor,
expressing dissatisfaction with regard to General Jilinsky. On
the receipt from General Jilinsky of the second of the tele
grams quoted above, the Grand Duke Nicholas reported
to the Emperor: " . . . The way in which this telegram is
framed and its style fill me with depression. I am quite un
able to perceive the reason for such a conclusion. I am in
clined rather to think that General Jilinsky has lost his head
and in general is not capable of controlling operations."
In order to "determine personally the state of mind of
General Rennenkampf, as reports were conflicting:' the Su
"Thi6 a6llertion is erroneous. (Author's note)
"Such orden> were actually i6Sued by the Staff of the Army Group,
addressed to the senior corp6 commander (General Epanchin, commanding
the III Corps), and passing over the Commander of the First Army, but
they were not fulfiUed, fortunately, a6 they would have led to the complete
intermingling of corps oJ the first and second echelons. (Author's note)
'"This assertion is erroneous. (Author's note)
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preme Commander-in-Chief dispatched General Yanushke
vich, his Chief of Staff, with full powers to replace him. On
the 13th September General Yanushkevich left by special
train for the staff of the First Army at Kovno. He reported
that General Rennenkampf "was just as usual," and so did
not have him replaced. On this day G.H.Q. received General
Rennenkampf's report timed 6 a.m. of the 13th September
to the effect that he could count on the successful withdrawal
of the III, IV, and XXVI Corps; "with regard to the II and
XX Corps, I have to report that I am anxious as to their situ
ation." This encouraged G.H.Q., which gave General Jilinsky
"instructions to take measures to prevent the Second and
Tenth Armies from being exposed to defeat by separate units,
to disengage them from the battle, and to withdraw them
concentrically in good time." This decision found expression
in the G.H.Q. directi1Je issued in the evening of the 13th Sep
tember: "In view of the situation which has become apparent
on the First Army front, and of the lack of object in an of
fensive at the present time by the Tenth Army, which is
already too late to save the situation, the Tenth Army should
be given the task of guarding the roads to Grodno and Byelos
tok. The corps of the Second Army are not to become engaged
with German forces, but are to hold the bridgeheads at Os
trolenko, Rojany, and Pultusk, keeping open an unobstructed
retreat across the Narev. The main object of the Tenth and
Second Armies should be to avoid exposing themselves to
separate defeat in isolated units, and to operate in close touch
with each other and retain the Grodn()---Byelostok area in
our hands."
One can see for oneself from this directive, that G.H.Q.
had taken the control of the armies of the North-Western
Group into its own hands, attempting by this means to make
up for the shortcomings of the Army Group Command. Never
theless, on the morning of the following day (the 14th Septem
ber) the Chief of Staff of the Army Group asked for further
instructions to amplify this directive. To this G.H.Q. quite
corre<'tly replied that the decision as to the method of exe
cuting the directive "comes within the duties of the Com~
mander of the Army Group and the Supreme Commander
in-Chief does not consider it possible to give more detailed
instructions. "S9
''''Brief strategic outline 01 the war 011914-1918," Vol: I, pp. 233, 234.
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On the 17th September General Ruzsky took over the
command of the armies of the North - Western Army
Group. On the same day he ordered the Tenth Army to
take possession of Avgustov and the Northern exits of the
Avgustov forests, and to halt there for the time being. The
orders for the withdrawal of the First Army were at first
cancelled, but, on receiving information as to the state of
the corps of this army, he perceived that a prolonged period
was required for their reorganization, and the First Army
was ordered to continue its retreat across the Nyeman; the
line of this river was then to be held from Kavno to Merech,
and the roads leading from the Lower Nyeman towards Vilno
(around the north of Kavno) were to be guarded. On the night
18th-19th September the First Army crossed the Nyeman,
the XXVI Corps occupying the Yanov area, the III Corps
the Kroni area, the IV Corps the Ezno------Nyemanyony area,
and the II Corps the Patarantsa area, while the XX Corps
was ordered to remain on the left bank of the Nyeman and
defend the Olita position.
It has so far been impossible to determine with exactitude
the casualties suffered by the First Army in the battle of the
Masurian Lakes. General Rennenkampf's reports were sus
pected by G.H.Q. of being biassed in the direction of mini
mizing them. A letter was even written by General Yanush
kevich, No. 318 of the 20th September, in which General
Rennenkampf's attention was drawn to the incompatibility
of his report with the facts of the case; this letter ended with
the observation that the Supreme Commander~in~Chief was
forced to draw General Rennenkampf's attention to the
necessity for giving documentary data to support conclusions
as to the situation of the army on various occasions, "for
only under such conditions are correct calculations possible
in issuing directives applicable to the situation." We cannot
judge to what degree the reports of the Commander of the
First Army departed from the actual state of affairs as we have
not the originals of these reports, but a certain amount of
light on the question of casualties may be obtained from data
communicated to G.H.Q. by General Ruzsky, based on a
check carried out by his orders. On the 19th September from
these statistics the total for 8 divisions (the 28th, 30th, and
40th, two second-line divisions, and the 5th Rifle Brigade
not being included) amounted to 54,000 bayonets and 332
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guns. On the 23d September the statistics provided by the
same check gave a total of 107,000 bayonets and 622 guns
in the 13 72 divisions (I.e. in all the units which had taken
part in the Masurian battles). The total, at full strength, of
these 14 72 infantry divisions,40 should have been about 200,000
bayonets. The number of guns in the First Army amounted
to: 696 field, 48 horse artlllery, 48 light howitzers, and 12
heavy artillery pieces-a total of 804 guns.
In the majority of cases the divisions of the First Army
from the date on which they entered Eastern Prussia had
not received drafts to bring them up to strength. The figure
of 100,000 thus represents the total casualties of General
Rennenkampf's army in all its operations, commencing with
the battle of Gumbinnen. Hence one may conclude that the
figure of 45,000 communicated by Ludendorff as the total of
Russian prisoners, is exaggerated. More trustworthy Gennan
authorities reduce this figure to 30,OOO:u
For the Germans the victory in Eastern Prussia was in
its wayan "artiele de reclame." The Germans pursued therein
a double object; to create in our allies distrust in the Russian
Army, and to instil the poison of self-doubt in the ranks of
the Russian Army itself. In the former, unfortunately, they
were successful, as one may see for oneself from the disbelief
in the bravery of our troops and their immediate leaders,
as also in their skill in warfare, which is displayed in the major
ity of works emanating from our late allies.
The defeats of the armies of General Samsonov and Gen
eral Rennenkampf had a still greater influence on our own
belief in our army. Military opinion among us was deflected
"On the assumption that the 76th (second~line) Infantry Division
took part at full strength.
"A General Staff officer of the Operations Branch of the Staff of the
First Army wrote as follows to the author with regard to the enumeration
of the casualties in the First Army:
"The estimate was compiled in all good faith, and there WlUl no mini~
mizing. The point was that G.H.Q. and the Army Group were demanding
categorically to be supplied with immediate information. Incidentally,
aome units (the II and XX Corps and the second-line divisions) were
much intermmgled after the fightmg. Masses of men had ~ot into other
units, which gave no information regarding them (reportmg only with
regard to their own men); the numbers given in the original casualty
reports were thus considerably greater than was actually the case. The
divisions grew from day to day, and the Staff of the Army inserted additions
correcting the previous reports. I have kept in my mind the final figure
of the casualties. I am not communicating it, as it is considerably less than
that given by you, but I have nothing to support my assertion, except
my recollection."
(Letter from General Chernavin of the General Staff to the author.)
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from the true path of science, and it was not perceived that
the first cause of the defeats inflicted in Eastern Prussia was
the ill-considered War Plan which forced us to conduct serious
operations in two divergent directions at the same time, and
which distributed our armies in a cordon and required of the
First and Second Armies the execution of operations of a quite
fantastic character.
Fate had pronounced her incontrovertible sentence on
the battlefields of Eastern Prussia; it had been unfavorable
to us and had caused the needless shedding of rivers of blood.
But fate, too, made the Germans pay cruelly on the fields of
the Marne for the blunder in their higher strategy. By sending
two corps from France to reinforce their Eighth Army, the
Gennans by their own actions transformed the Battle of
Gumbinnen into a serious strategic defeat.
Once more experience confirmed the unchanging truth
of the fundamental law of warfare, that in strategy the final
decision is determined by victory at the decisive point. The
full force of this law was shown in the Russian theater. De
spite the defeat inflicted on the Russian First and Second Ar
mies, the Germans halted on the Russian frontier. They
commenced the hUITied transfer of their troops southward
by rail, to the assistance of their allies, the Austro-Hungarians,
but the latter suffered defeat in the great Galician battle.
This Russian victory at the decisive point of the Russian thea
ter of operations atoned for our defeats in Eastern Prussia.
The next part of our work will be devoted to the study
of this battle.
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APPENDIX NO. 1
PEACErTIME DISTRIBUTION BY CORPS AND MILITARY DISTRICTS OF
FIRSt'-LlNE INFANTRY AND CAVALRY DIVISIONS

Corps
VII (Byelostok)
XIV (Lublin)

XV (Warsaw)
XIX (Warsaw)

XXIII (Warsaw)

II (Grodno)
III (Vilno)
IV (Minsk)
XX (Riga)

Infantry DivisWns
CallfJlry Dirillions
Warsaw Military Di$trict
4th (Lomja), 16th (Byelo
4th CaY. (Byelostok)
stok) Rifle Bde.
18th (Lublin), 1st (Lodz),
13th Cav. (Warsaw)
2d Rifle Bde. (Radom)
6th (Ostrov), 18th (Warsaw) 6th Cav. (Tsyek~
hanov), 15th Cav.
(Plotsk)
17th (Kholm), 38th (Brest~ 7th Cav. (Vladimir~
Litovsk)
Volynsk), 1st Don
Cossacks (Zamoste)
Ind. Guards' Cav.
3d Guards' (Warsaw), 2d
(Novogeorgievsk)
Bde. (Warsaw)

V il:lw Military District
26th (Grodno), 43d (Vilno) 2d Cav. (Suvalki)
25th (Dvinsk), 27th (Vilno) 3d Cav. (Kovno)
30th (Minsk), 40th
(Bobruisk)
28th (Kovno), 29th (Riga) 1st Ind. Cav. Bde.
(Riga)

IX (Kiev)
X (Kharkov)

XI (Rovno)
XII (Vinnitsa)

K iCII M ilita'll District
5th (Jitomir), 42d (Kiev)
9th (Poltava), 31st (Khar
kov)
11th (Lutsk), 32d (Rovno)
12th (Proskurov~, 19th
(Uman), 3d Rifle Bde.
(Jmerinka)

9th CaY. (Kiev)
10th Cav. (Kharkov)
11th Cav. (Dubno)
12th Cav. (Proskurov)
2d Cossack
(Kamenets-Podolsk)

XXI (Kiev)

33d (Kiev), 44th (Kursk)

Guards' (Petrograd)

Petrograd Military District
1st and 2d Guards' and
1st and 2d Guards'
Guards' Rifle Bde. (Petro
Cav. (Petrograd)

I (Petrograd)
XVIII (Yunev)
XXII (Helsingfors)

VII (Simferopol)

VIII (Odessa)

grnd>

22d (Novgorod, 24th (Pskov)
28d (Reval), 37th (Petrograd)
60th (Petrograd), 1st Fin20th Dragoon Regt.
Dish Rifle Bde. (Helsing(Vilmanstrand)
lors), 2d F.R.B. (Vyborg),
3d F.R.B. (Tavastgus),
4th F.R.B. (Uleaborg)
Odessa M ilitarll District
18th (Sevastopol), 84th
Crimean Cav. RelZt.
(EkaterinosIav)
(Simferopol), 7th
Don Cossack Regt.
(Odessa)
14th (Kishinev), 15th
8th Cav. (Kishinev)
(Odessa), 4th Rifle Bde.
(Odessa)
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MOBCOW Military District
Grenadiers' (MOllCOW) 13th (Sevastopoll' 34th
(Ekaterinoolav
V (Voronej)
7th (Voronej), 10th (Nijni
Novgorod)
XIII (Smolensk)
1st (Smolensk), 36th (Orel)
XVII (Moscow)
XXV (Moscow)

Gorpa
XVI (Kazan)

XXIV (Samara)

I Caucasian (Tifl.is)

II Caucasian (Titlis)

III Caucasian
(Vladikavkaz)
I Turkestan (Tash
kent)

II Turkestan (Ask
babad)
In the Semirechia
sub-diBtriet

3d Ind. Cay. Bde.
(Voronej)
2d Ind. Cay. Bde.
(Orel)

3d (Kaluga), 35th (Riazan)
3d Grenadier (Moscow), 46th
(Yaroslav)

Infantry Ditti8W7u1
eamiry Di~isiom
Kazan Military District
41st (Kazan), 45th (Penza) 5th Cay. (Samara)
47th (Sarstov)
48th (Samara), 49th (perm)

CaUC(1$ian Military Disirid
20th (Akhsltsykh), 39th
1st Caue. Cossack
(Alexandropol), 1st Cauc.
(Kars)
lllile Bde. (Tillis),
Kuban Plastun Bde. (TifIis)
Caucasian Grenadier (Titlis) Caucasian Cay. (Ti
fI.is), 2d Cauc. Cos51st (Kutais), 2d Cauc.
Rifte Bde. (Erivan)
sack (Tiftis)
21st (Vladikavkaz), 42d
3d Cauc. Cossack
(Temir-Kbsn-8hura)
(Vladikavkaz)
Turkestan Military DistrMI
1st Turkestan Rifle Bde.
1st Turkestan Cossack
(Tashkent), 2d T.R.B.
(Samarkand)
(Skobelev), 3d T.R.B.
(Term.ez)
4th Turkestan Rifle Bde.
Transcaspian Cos
sack Bde. (Askha
(Merv), 5th T.R.B.
(Askhabad)
bad)
6th Turkestan Rifle Bde.
Reserve Siberian Cos
sack Bde. (Djar
(Verny)
kent)
Omsk Military District
11th Siberian (Omsk)

Irkutsk Military District
4th Siberian (Chita), 6th
Siberian (Berezovka)
III Siberian (Irkutsk) 7th Siberian (Irkutsk), 8th
Siberian (KrllllDoyarsk)

II Siberian (Chita)

1st Cay. (Moscow)

Transbaikal Cossack
Bde. (Chita)

Amur Military Distr~1
1st Siberian (Nikolsk-Ussur- Ussurisk Cay. Bde.
isk), 2d Siberian (Rasdol(Nikolsk-Ussurisk)
noel
IV Siberian (Vladi
3d Siberian (Vladivostok),
vostok)
9th Siberian (Vladivostok)
V Siberian (Kha
6th Siberian (Khabarovsk) Amur Cavalry Regt.
barovsk)
10th Siberian (Bla.govesh
chensk)
NOTE
The place-names given in brackets indicate the location of Headquarters.

I Siberisn (NikoIsk
Ussurisk)
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APPENDIX NO.2
COMPOSITION OF THE ARMIES

(in aceordance with the Instructions approved by

His Majesty the 1st May 1912)

A~.

First

Alternatitl6 "A"
Guards', I, III, and IV Corps;
6th Rifle Bde.; 53d, 54th, 56th,
67th, 68th, 72d, 73d, Second
line Infantry Divisions; 1st
and 2d Guards', and lat, 2d,
and 3d, Cavalry Divisions,
1st Independent Cavalry
Brigade.
TOTAL: 87'2 First-and 7
Second-line Inf. Divs.; 57'2
CaY. Divs.

Alternati~e "G"
Guards', It III, IV Corps; 5th
Rifle Bde;. 56th, 57th, 72d,
73d, 80th, 82d Second-line
Infantry Divisions; 1st and
2d Guards', and 1st, 2d, and
3d, Cavalry Divisions.

TOTAL: 8Y2 First-and 6
Second-line In!. Diva.; 5
Cay. Diva.
II, VI, XIII, XV, XXIU, Gren;
Second II, VI, XIII, XV, XXIII
Corps; 1st Rifle Bde.; 59th,
adier, Corps; 1st Rifle Bde.
76th, 77th, 79th, Second-line
59th, 76th, 77th, 79th Second.
Inf. Divs.; 4th, lith, 6th CaY.
line Inf. Diva.; 4th, 6th, 6th,
15th Cay. and 4th Don Cos
Divs.
sack Diva.
TOTA.L: 107'2 First-and 4
TOTAL: 147'2 First-and 4
Second~line Inf. Diva.; 4
Second-line Inf. Diva.; 5
Cay. Divs.
Cay. Diva.
T.... VII, IX, X, XI, XII, XXI, XXIV, III Caucasian, Corps; 3d,
4th Rifte Bdes.; 58th, 60th, 65th, 69th, 78th, Second-line
Inf. Divs.; 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th Cav., 2d Cossack Mixed, 3d
Caucasian Cossack, 1st and 2d Kuban and Terek, Divisions.
TOTA.L: 17 First-line and 5 Second-line Inf. Diva.; 9 Cay. Diva.
XVI, XX, XXIV Corps; 53d,
Fourth Grenadier, XIV XVI, XX
Corps; 2d Ririe Bde.; 80th,
54th, 68th, 83d Second-line
82d, 8ad Second-line Inf.
Inf. Diva.; 3d Don Cossack,
the Ural Cossack, Divs.; 1st
Divs.; 13th, 14th Cav< 3d
Don Cossack, the Ural Cos
Ind. Cay. Bde.
sack Divisions; Guarrls' Ind.
Cay. Bde.
TOTAL: 67'2 First-and 8
TOTAL: 7 First-and 4
Second-line Inf. Divs.; 47'2
Second-line Inf. Diva.; 27'2
Cay. Divs.
CaY. Divs.
V, XIV, XIX, XXV Corps; 2d
Fifth
V, XVII, XIX, XXV Corps;
Rifl.e Bde.; 55th, 61st, 70th,
55th, 61st, 70th, 75th, Slst
Second-line Inf. Dive.; 7th
75th, 81st Second-line Inf.
Cav., 1st, 4th, 5th Don Cos
Divs.; 7th, 13th, 14th Cay.
sack Diva.; 2d, 3d Ind. Cay.
1st, 4th Don Cossack Dive.;
Guards', 1st, 2d Ind. CaT.
Bdes.
Bdes.
TOTAL: 8 First-and 5
TOTAL: 77'2 First-and 5
Second-line Inf. Diva.; 5 Cay.
Second-Jine Inf. Divs.; 67'2
Dive.
Cay. Dive.
Sixth
XVIII, XXII Corps; Guards' Rifle Bde.; 67th, 74th, 84th Second
line Inf. Divs.; 3d Bde. of the 1st Guards' Cay. Div.; Orenburg
Cossack Div.
TOTAL: 57'2 First-and 3 Second-line Inf. Diva.; 17'2 Cay. Diva.
Seventh VIII Corps; 62d, 6ad, 64th, nst Second-line Inf. Diva.; 8th Cay.
Div.; Crimean Cay. and 7th Don Cossack, Regts.
TOTAL: 2 First-and 4 Second-line In£. Diva.; 17'2 Cay. Divs.

so.
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APPENDIX NO.3
COMPOSITION OF THE GERMAN EIGHTH ARMY ON THE 26TH AUGUST 1&14
UNIT9 TARING A DIREcT PART IN t'HE F'IGHTlNG DUBING OUR FIlls'!'

OPERATIONS IN EASTERN PRU88IA

Number of

Tltuklr Number of Unit

BatUriu

Balla!- - 

-

~---

,~

Field

Ugh!
HmL', Hea"1l

S._

-- ---- -
1~3~CDiv-.
" " • • "
.... _........._......_.
" " • • "
,
X~7~?.i.-Div:·················_····
" " •
"
,
"
" "
,
" ,•
, ,•
"• ,
----_._ ,
, , ._--_... ------
,

To"

-------_._-------

I

R."""k

roo.

•

3d Inf. Div.

XVII Corps. -_
35th Inf. Div.
36th Int. Div.

•
•

41st Inf. Div.

I Reserve Corpa. .. ___ ...............
bt Res. Inf. Dlv.
36th Reo. In£. Div.
3d Res. Inf. Div.

lot LaDdwehr Dlv.-_

6th Landwehr Bde.___... _____

---.---

70th La.ndwebr Bde __________



Um
lith LaDdwehr Bde __ .._._... ___

20th Landwehr Bde__________

G..... Zemmem'. E..... ts Bde. ..
GeD. B,..,drllck's

D1v~_.

____ . __

2d Lllndmhr Bde. _____ ._.. _.
Col. Buose's Detmt. ...... ___ .
Da.nzig Fortrea Detm.t. __ ._...
Gen. G<!iduk'e Bd... (Formed
from L. of C. unlta)....... __

t8 deta- chedf. "m for trees g artison.

,•
•
•
,
,

U

,~

1st Ca.v. Div•....... __ ._..._._._

TOT..u. ... __ ._... _.~. __ ._._._ 180J1l

,
,•
,
,
,

,
,
,

,
,•
,
.__.__ .. ............ ,
• •
._._..._. _._-_.. ,
, .-...._. _._-_.. ,
---_._.. ..__....

?

-,

•
,
,

,
•
,

*Ul
2 d

to the

AlJgUllt was

=",the
chleswIg.Hol
.telll eoMt;j"lned
the Eighth Army
on the 28th

A_,

,
,
,
,
,

Frmn Tb<>nl.

?

Returned to D8.ll.

,

Frmn Thom.
FrolQ Gra.udens.

From Konlpherz.
From LlltzeD.
From LlltzeD.
zig 21st AUlfllSt.

Cavalry

, -_._----,
-- ----- "
" " " '"
------

M

Ahoo the fo1l~ not included in the above totals:
(a) The L""dwehr and E .....tz units left Il8 prrlsone of f~i ... g., after detach
ment of the units formiD&" G<meral Brodrllck's Divillioll tnere etill remained
to pn-lgon K"nipherg, 18).ii battalions, 5'1 hatteriea, 3).ii squadronl.
(h) Landsturm. unitL
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APPENDIX NO.4
FINAL COMPOSITION OF TIlE ACTIVE ARMIES AFTER THE ALTERATIONS
MADE DURING THE PRE-MOBILIZATION PERIOD AND THE
FIRST DAYS OF MOBILIZATION
No. of
try

Tit""" Numb •• of CMpsl

FiI->lt Army

.

s..rond Army _. __ ._.

Thlrd Army

.

_._ .

IX. X. XI, XXL_ ..

•

_ _._ .

_ V, XVII, XIX, XXV

__

VII, VIII, XII, XXIV._ _ _._ .. _.

Ninth Army_ .....

Guard/l', I, XVIIL_._._ _.

..

._ _ XXli_

From the Turkestan
and ODU!k Mil
Disl3..

_._

,.'

From the Irkut..k
Mil. Diat.

__ ._. __ ._. __ ._._._

_._ _

._._._._._._.

I Turkeotan.

.

__ . __ ._._. __ ..

In addition. the f"U"wing unit.. were en

From Finla.nd..

.

_.

_ __ . __ ._._. ..

Eighth Army .. _

From the Caucasian
MilitarY Di.trict...... II Cauealli"""---

nil

No. of
Co.

f'A"J_
.....
---S""tmd
Li...

'"
,'"
'"~
, •• ,
,
,'" • 'M
, , ••
_._._--- ,
I

H, VI, XIII, XV, XXIIL

Gt9Jladier, XIV. XVI, III Cauoasio.n*

Fourth Army
Fifth Army

I Firat
Li...

HI, IV, XX_

I':f: ....

Vi..

.

. II and III Siberian __ .

._._ _._

._._._. __ .

._.

,

_

. __

._._ _

From the Amur

__ ..

'"

llU;

.

.__

M

•

_M:::":-"D:":':-::'::::::::ICI:S:':":n:-~:::-c---C-:--C---C--:--~-~---C--:---:--:::-C-:--:-:---:--:--:"":---:--:---:-:-:-I...,~':-".-.--.--.-.---.--.-.-
TOTAL8 __ •••••••

83 corpo.

'*Onb" arrived during the """"nd period ol concentration.

71

24

31
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APPENDIX NO. 5
COMPOSITION OF THE FIRST RUSSIAN ARMY ON THE 20TH AUGUST 1914
A. UNlTl! TAKING FAR'!' IN TIII!l FIGfITlNG DURING TO \I'IRS'I' OPERATIONSl .. EASTmRN PRUSSIA

Numb ... of

,

B~'

BautriO$

--- - - -  '-'UghJ
,
HM~

H=.

Tolal

-, ---
". -"
"

I1~tffh't~.-Div.-----·--·-···--27th Inf. Div.

Field

,
" "
,
'" "

Ivsgf{);;Cniv.···-·_· __ ·_···_··
40th Inf. Div.

X!8&orntDiv~"""'-"""--"
29th Inf. Div.

:":..:"R:,:,.:R::":·-O-"-=··:--"·-O·O-=·-"-:I·--"'· ..'_

"
"

- "'."'.".-' _'

t

8trelIgthhadbeen
lett on the L.

t

of C. for railway
protection and
other duti....

t

tThf! majority of

_

Army Caval ry

.==;;::-;;;::---r-I---':-'
,, 
_......_.. ........._. Guards' Cay. Div... _____ . _._. __ ..

'"

D1v_______

-._-----_. __..
---_.
Cav. Div•.._.. __ ._. __ ._._. _. __ ._-

" G_'

Cay.

b. Cav. Dlv._ .. _. __ ._. __ ._. __
Cav. Div •.._.. ___ . __ ..._.. __

"
"

1st Ind. Cav. Bde.

_._

TOTALB .•••• __ .... _. __ ••.• __ ••

_

,
,
,
,

---- ....

---_._---_. -

.__

94.

... _...-_.

_ __ .. __

*Some hattalio","
not Yet at full

, "
, "
, "
, "
"

the 2d and 3d
GUM Coesaek

unib had not yet
joined th&il ""'1>8
and those which
had arrived _
found to be un_
erained; <IOnse
quentl)' most in_
fantry dlvisiona

:c1~ua:o~:;

from the Army
Cavalry.

12

""49 --,- ==[55124

B. IN ADDITION TO THIll ABOVE, THE II'OLLowlNG UNIT!!, WHicH ABRIVJ;;I) '1'00 LATE '1'0 TAKa
PAST IN THE FlaHTlNG nUR",a TIlE FIIIST OPlilRATIONB, IIJDLONaED TO TIIIII ESTABLlRllM&NT
or THE FIIIST AB!dy,

The 5Bd. 54th, 56th, 57th, 68th, 72<1, and 73d SeooDd-JiD.e Infantry Divi.ioD...

APPENDIX NO, 6

DIRECTIVE TO THE COMMANDER
OF THE FIRST ARMY
NO.1
(REFERENCE IO--VERST MAP)
Volkovisk
13th Augu8t 19141
The enemy has sent the majority of his forces to the
western front, against France. According to our infonnation,
from 3 to 4 corps and some few reserve divisions and Landwehr
Brigades have been left in Eastern Prussia. The enemy's ad
vance-guards have been pushed forward to the frontier, but
his main forces are undoubtedly located behind the line of the
lakes.
I propose to embark on a detenrnned offensive with the
object of defeating the enemy, cutting him off from Konigs
berg, and seizing his lines of retreat upon the Vistula, for
'All dates have been changed to the new style,
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which purpose: the First Army, advancing from the line
Verjbolovo-Suvalki, is to attack the front Insterburg-Anger
burg, turning the line of the Masurian Lakes from the north;
the Second Army, advancing from the line Avgustov-Graevo
-Mishinets-Khorjele, is to attack the front Lotzen-Rud
schanny-Ortelsburg and northward thereof, while the general
direction of advance for the main body of the army will be
the front Rudschannv-Ortelsburg, in flank and rear of the
line of the Lakes. '
The offensive will thus be conducted to turn both flanks
of the enemy forces located in the Lake area. With the large
force of cavalry it has available, after crossing the Angerapp
the First Army should turn the enemy's left flank, developing
the movement to the greatest possible depth, in order to cut
him off from Konigsberg. The cavalry is responsible: for acting
as a screening force and concealing from the enemy the where
abouts of our corps: for consolidating their hold of the most
important points: for seizing the bridgeheads for us, and for
executing demolitions to the greatest possible distance in rear,
in order to prevent ilie removal of railway rolling-stock.
In execution of the above, I instruct the First Army to
advance its cavalry, supported by infantry detachments, across
the frontier on the morning of the 16th August, to drive in the
enemy's advanced units, and to consolidate the positions occu
pied; to move all three corps of the army across the frontier
on the 17th August, the first objective being the front Inster
burg-Angerburg, the offensive to be then developed to turn
the enemy's left flank; during this offensive a sufficient force
must be left as a screen opposite Lotzen, from which direction
a German offensive may be expected.
The right flank corps of the Second Army will attack from
Avgustov crossing the frontier on the 19th August, the objec~
tives being Lyck, Arys, and Lotzen.
The enemy must, in all cases, be attacked energetically
and with the greatest determination, upon the whole front.
These instructions do not refer to the fortifications of Lotzen;
special orders win follow regarding the attack on these.
As the boundary between the areas of operations of the
First and Second Armies I designate the line of the villages:
Lipovka, Polommen, Soltmahnen, Lotzen, this line being in
clusive to the Second Army.
JILINSKY,

General,
Commander oj the N ortJv.western Army Group.
ORANOVSKY,

Lieutenant,·General,
Chief of St~ff.
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APPENDIX NO.7

GERMAN EIGHTH ARMY ORDERS
Marienburg
14th August 1914, 4- P.M.
1. It is not improbable that the enemy will embark on an
offensive opposite the line of the Lakes in the Area to the South
of the Forest of Rominte. His advanced units-infantry with
artillery-are advancing from the front Gross Erzimachen
Mierunsken.
2. The Army is being concentrated on the left flank to
meet the Russian attack by executing an offensive.
3. The XX Corps will march to the Ortelsburg area. It
is responsible for protecting the Army from a possible Russian
offensive to the South of Lake Spirding. The corps must also
be ready to meet an offensive against Johannisburg, for which
purpose the detachment at Bialla must be left there.
The 3d Reserve Dimsion and the 6th Landwehr Brigade
are holding the line Nikolaiken-Lotzen.
The 1 Reserve Corps is holding the line of the River An
gerapp, with its right flank resting on Lake Mauer.
The XVII Corps will be transferred by rail via Allenstein
and Konigsberg to the Insterburg-Bokellen-Norkitten area,
whence it will march in the direction of Darkehmen.
The I Corps will remain in the area Gumbinnen-Inster
burg.
The Main Reserve oj the Fortress of Konigsberg t will remain
at Insterburg.
The 2d Landwehr Brigade will hold the line of the River
Memel.
Orders for the 1st Cavalry Division remain as before.
For the protection of the right flank of the Army from a
Russian offensive, improbable but possible, from the direction
of the River Narev, General Unger will be responSlble. The
following units are under his orders:
(a) The Thorn Detachment2 -at Strasburg.
(b) The Graudenz DetachmentS --at Lautenburg.
(c) The 70th Landwehr Brigade-at Mlava and 8014
dau.
(d) The Danzig Detachment---at Neidenburg.
4. Reconnaissance:
Tiu XX Corps to reconnoiter the front: Makov
Lomja-Ottovitse.
The 3d Reserve Division-the front: Osovetz-Avgus

tov.

'Gen. Brodriick's Division. (Author's note)
"The 20th Landwehr Brigade. (AuthOl"s note)
'Gen. Zemmem's Brigade. (AuthOl"s note)
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The I Reserve CorP8~the front: Avgustov-Suvalki
Vijaini.
The I Corps and 1st Cavalry Division-the front:
Prjerosl~Kalvariya-Vilkovishki-Turburg.
5. Air Reconnaissance:
The XX Corps to the River Narev and beyond.
The I Corps to the River Nyeman and via Tilsit to
Shavli.
Reconnaissance for the covering detachments sta
tioned at Strasburg: Lautenburg, Soldau, Nei
denburg~to the front: Lipno-Syeradz-Tsyek
hanov-Prasnish, under the direction of General
Unger.
6. Airship Section No.8 will transfer to Nordenburg, to
come under the I Corps.
7. Lines of Communication:
The XX Corps-Allenstein-Osterode.
The 3d Reserve Division-Lotzen-Rastenburg--8ens
burg-Guttstadt.
The I Reserve Corps-Angerburg-Drengfurth-Bar~
tenstein-Bischofstein-Heilsberg.
The XVII Corps-Darkehmen-Nordenburg-Ger
dauen-8chippenbeil-Bartenstein.
The I Corps-Insterburg-Jodlauken-Muldszen
Allenburg-Friedland-Preussi.sch Eylau.
The Konigsberg Main Reserve--to Konigsberg along
both banks of the River Pregel.
8. The staff of the Army will remain at Marienburg until
the evening of the 15th August, and will then transfer to Bar~
tenstein, where it will arrive by noon of the 16th August.
VON PRITI'WITZ,

Army Commander.
APPENDIX NO.8

FIRST ARMY DIRECTIVE
NO.1

(REFERENCE lO-VERST MAP)
15th August 1914
Army Headquarters, Vilno
THE COMMANDER OF THE NORTH-WESTERN GROUP OF ARMIES
HAS ORDERED:

1. The First Army to cross the frontier on the 17th Au
gust and, advancing from the line: Vladislavov-Suvalki,
attack the front: Insterburg-Angerburg, turning the line of
the Masurian Lakes from the North.
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2. The Second Army to cross the frontier and, advancing
from the line: Avgustov-Graevo-Mishinets-Khorjele, at-
tack the front: Lotzen-Rudschanny-Ortelsburg and north
ward thereof.
3. The task of the First Army is to turn the enemy's left
flank on the River Angerapp, where his main forces are be
lieved to be, developing- the movement to the greatest possible
depth, in order to cut the enemy off from Konigsberg.
4. The task of the Second Army is to direct its main body
against the front Rudschanny-Qrtelsburg, in flank and rear
of the line of the Masurian Lakes.
5. The boundary between the areas of operations of the
First and Second Armies is the line of the villages: Lipovka
Polommen-Soltmahnen-u>tzen; all inclusive to the First
Anny.
6. The right flank corps of the Second Army will attack
the line: Lyck-Arys-Lotzen from Avgustov, crossing the
frontier on the 19th August.
7. The Cavalry of the First Army is to cross the frontier
on the 16th August after driving in the enemy's advanced units.
In execution of the above instructions the Army Com
mander orders:
1. Both groups of Army Cavalry to advance on the 16th
of August in the direction required in accordance with the
objectives previously given them:
(a) The right group-on Insterburg, around the
North of Stalluponen and Gumbinnen.
(b) The left group-with a view to safeguarding the
left flank of the Army from attack from the
direction of Marggravowa, and subsequently
from that of Lotzen.
(c) The 1st Independent Cavalry Brigade, protecting
the right flank of the Army, is to reach Schilleh
nen on the 17th August.
In these operations the cavalry must so far as possible
conceal the direction of march of the corps of the army and
prevent the removal of railway rolling·stock.
2. The main bodies of the corps of the Army are to take
the line: Willuhnen-8talluponen-Germingkehmen-Dube
ningken-Kowahlen on the 17th August.
MILEANT,

Lieutenant-General,
Chief of Staff oj tM First Army.
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APPENDIX NO.9

FIRST ARMY ORDERS
NO.2
(REFERENCE GERMAN MAP 1/100,000)
Army Headquarters, Vilno
15th August 1914
1. Information in our possession indicates that on the
front: PiUkallen-Pilluponen are deployed units of the divi
sions of the German I Corps, with the 1st Cavalry Division
(6 regiments) on their left flank at Pillkallen; no change on
the remainder of the front.
2. In accordance with my Directive No. 1 the Army is
to cross the German frontier on the 17th August and the
main bodies of the corps are to occupy the line: Willuhnen
Stalluponen-Germingkehmen- Dubeningken- Kowahlen on
that day.
3. Cavalry:
(a) General Oranovsky, protecting the right flank of
the Army, is to reconnoiter the front: Tilsit
Kraupischken and occupy the village of Schilleh
nen by the evening of the 17th August.
(b) General Khan Nahichevansky and General Gurko
are to operate in accordance with my Directive
No. 1.
4. The areas for the advance, requisitioning and opera~
tions of corps are bounded:
The XX Corps-on the North; Schirwindt-Willuh~
nen-PiIlkallen
Kussen.
on the South; Eydtkuhnen-8tal
luponen-Gumbin
nen, exclusive.
The III Corps-on the North; the XX Corps South
ern boundary, exclu
sive.
on the South; Kopsodse-Wielma
weitschen-Enzuh
nen-Walterkehmen,
inclusive.
The IV Corps-on the North; the III Corps South
ern boundary, exclu
sive.
on the South; Prjerosl-Goldap
Darkehmen, inclus
sive.
5. The 5th Rifle Brigade is placed under the order of
General Gurko, to execute the task for which he is made
responsible by Directive No. 1.

.02
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6. Corps Headquarters for the night of the 18th August
will be:
The XX- Vladislavov
The III-Eydtkuhnen.
The IV-Prjerosl
7. Reports to he sent: up to 3 P.M. on the 17th August,
to Vilno; after 3 P.M. to Verjbolovo Station (Kibarty).
8. Communications-by the State telegraph line; the IV
Corps to establish telegraphic communication with Shiplishki.
9. Substitutes: Lieutenant General Mileant, General of
Infantry Smirnov.
RENNENKAMPF,

General,
Army Commander.
MILEANT,

Lieutenant-General,
Chief of Staff of the Army.
APPENDIX NO. 10
COMPOSITION OF THE SECOND RUSSIAN ARMY
N"m1H>r of
BaueriM

Ballal----I-----''''~
i."...
Light
..".,.

_--:--;,......,.-=--:-=-=:-:-=,,-,=-=-=,..,1:-:--:

Field

How. Rea.,

Tofu!

A. COMPOSITION OF THIil ARIoIY ON TIIIil I'IRS T DAY ; : ; ; - ; ; ; ; ; ; ; - ; ; ~;;;;;;;)
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APPENDIX NO. 11

DIRECTIVE TO THE COMMANDER
OF THE SECOND ARMY
NO.2
(REFERENCE IO-VERST MAP)
Volkovisk
13th August 1914
The enemy has sent the majority of his forces to the
Western front, against France. According to our information,
from 3 to 4 corps and some few reserve divisions and Landwehr
Brigades have been left in Eastern Prussia.
The enemy's advance-guards have been pushed forward
to the frontier, but his main forces are undoubtedly located
behind the line of the Lakes.
I propose to embark on a determined offensive with the
object of defeati~ the enemy, cutting him off from Konigs
berg, and seizing hIS lines of retreat to the Vistula, for which
purpose: the First Army, advancing from the line: Verjbolovo
Suvalki, is to attack the front: Insterburg-Angerburg, turn
ing the line of the Masurian Lakes from the north; the Second
Army, advancing from the line: Avgustov-Graevo-Mishinets
-Khorjele, is to attack the front: Uitzen-Arys-Rudschanny
-Ortelsburg, the main body, from the line: Mishinets-Khor
jele, being direcLed against the front; Rudschanny-Passen
heim and northward thereof, to the flank and rear of the line
of the Lakes.
The offensive will thus be conducted to turn both flanks
of the enemy forces located in the Lake area; the First Army
from the north, the Second Army from the south.
In execution of the above, I instruct the Second Anny on
the 18th of August to advance its cavalry, supported where
possible by infantry, across the frontier on the whole of the
front specified, and to cross the frontier with the main bodies
of the corps on the 19th of August, the direction for the main
body of the Army from westward of the Masurian Lakes,
from the line: Mishinets-Khorjele, being the front: Rud
schanny-Passenheim and on to Rastenburg-8eeburg.
Bearing in mind the great importance of the Avgustov
Grodno line for the present operation, and the fact that the
Fortress of Grodno has not been completed, I consider it
essential for the II Corps, while advancing westward from
Avgustov, to keep c:;his line covered at the same time. I attach
the greatest importance to a strong occupation of this line
during the first days of the operation, until the methods by
which the enemy intends to operate are ascertained.
The 2d Infantry Division, from Novogeorgievsk, may also
be employed in the forthcoming offensive, the 1st Rifle Brigade
and the brigade of Frontier Guards being left to garrison the
fortress. In addItion, the 79th Infantry Di vision whose con
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centration in Malkin is to commence on the 22d day will be
sent direct to Novogeorgievsk without detraining at Malkin.
In the offensive to the west of the Masurian Lakes it
must be kept in mind that the enemy may attack the left
flank of the Second Army from the direction of Allenstein,
for which reason special attention must be paid to thorough
reconnaissance in this direction. The cavalry will be respon~
sible for concealing from the enemy the whereabouts of our
corps, for consolidating hold of the most important points, for
seizing bridgeheads for us, and for executing demolitions far
in rear, in order to prevent the removal of railway stock.
The main body of the Fust Army will cross the frontier
on the 17th August, on the front Verjbolovo-Suvalki, and
from Suvalki its left flank corps will be directed on Angerburg,
with a covering force towards Lotzen.
The enemy must in all cases be attacked energetically and
with the greatest determination, upon the whole front. These
instructions do not refer to the fortifications of Lotzen; special
orders will follow regarding the attack on these.
As the boundary between the areas of operations of the
First and Second Armies I designate the line of the villages:
Lipovka-Polommen-Soltmahnen-Lotzen, this line being
inclusive to the Second Army.
JILINSKY,

General,
Commander of the N orth-western
Army Group.
ORANOVSKY,

Lieutenant-General,
ChieJ oj Staff.
APPENDIX NO. 12

SECOND ARMY ORDERS
NO. 1
Byelostok
14th August 1914
The enemy has sent the majority of his forces to the
Western front, against France. From 3 to 4 corps and some few
reserve divisions and Landwehr brigades have been left in
Eastern Prussia. His advance-guards have been pushed for
ward to the frontier.
The units of our I Corps, on their way in accordance with
the orders of the Supreme Commander-in-Chief, have reached
Warsaw. Units of the Guards' Corps are arriving.
The Second Army is ordered to be concentrated on tha
following starting line by 6 P.M. on the 17th August: II Corps
-in the Avgustov area, VI--in the Lomja area, XIII-in the
Ostrolenko area, XV-in the Rojan area, XXIII, (less the 3d
Guards' Division and the 1st Rifle Brigade)-in the area of the
Fortress of Novogeorgievsk.
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Corps are given the following boundaries for reconnais
sance:
II Corps-on the right the line of the villages of
Lipovka (on the German frontier) Polommen, Soltmahnen,
Lotzen, inclusive; on the left the line of the villages of Dolis
tovo, Jakuben (on the German frontier), Henriettenthal,
Rudschanny, exclusive.
VI Corps-on the right the II Corps area; on the left the
line of the village of Myastkovo, the River Shkva as far as
the village of Tartak, Seedanzig (near Ortelsburg), exclusive.
XIII Corps----on the right the VI Corps area; on the left
the line of the villages of Kolyaki, Podosie, Rytsitse, Puchal
lowen Omulef, exclusive.
XV Corps-on the right the XIII Corps area; on the left
the line of the villages of Psary (near Pultusk), Lukov, Volya
Verjbovskaya, Kitki, Grobovo, Koslau.
Army Cavalry-the 6th and 15th Cavalry Divisions under
the general command of Lieut. Gen. Lyubomirov-in the
Tsyekhanov area. Task: observation of the left flank.
SAMSONOV,

General,
Army Commander.
APPENDIX NO. 13

SECOND ARMY DIRECTIVE
NO.1

Byelostok
16th August 1914
No enemy change on the Second Army front; only on the
front: Reshki-Gutten Stn. (between Bialla and Johannisburg)
has been identified about a division of infantry of the XVII
Corps; Neidenburg is being strongly fortified.
On the 17th August our First Army, starting from the
line Verjbolovo---Suvalki, is attacking the front: Insterburg
Angerburg. The left flank corps (the IV) is being directed on
Angerburg, with a covering force towards I1ltzen.
The Second Army, reinforced by the Guards' and I Corps,
will attack the front: LOtzen-Ruschanny-ortelsburg-Pas
senheim (10 versts from Scheufelsdorf), executing the main
turning movement round the west of the Masurian Lakes, the
object being to defeat the enemy operating in the area behind
the Lakes, and cut him off from the Vistula.
The II Corps is to safeguard the right flank of the anny
from sallies by the enemy, who may debouch from the passages
of the Masurian Lake area. With this object it is to attack the
front: Lotzen-Johannisburg, operating energetically against
the front: Arys-Johannisburg, and protecting itself from at
tack from the direction of Lotzen. The offensive to commence
on the 17th August.
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The remaining corps, except the I, are to commence the
offensive on the 18th August. For this offensive the sectors
allotted to the VI, XIII, and XV Corps are defined by the
boundaries given in Second Army Orders No. 1 of the 14th
August for reconnaissance areas.
The XXIII Corps, less the 3d Guards' Infantry Division
and the 1st Rifle Brigade, is allotted the road: Novogeorgievsk
-Pokrjivnitsa-Pryevodovo-Golymin-opinagura-Grudusk
-Kuklin.
The I Corps is to commence the offenswe on the 17th
August. It is allotted the road: Novogeorgievsk-Naselsk
Tsyekhanov-Mlava and routes westward thereof.
The objectives for the V, XIII, XV, and I COrpB are as
follows: 18th August-the line: Dobry Lyas-Zboina-Grabu
vek-Rujetsk-Makov-Pomaski-Sonsk (R.San); 19th Au
gust the line: Pu.pkovizna-Lipniki-Volya Blendovskaya
Endnorojit>l:-Prasnish-Pievo; 20th August-the line: Dom
brovo- Pelty- Montwitz- Khorjele- Krjinovloga-Jaboklik
-Mlava.
Objectives for the XXIII Corps: •19th August-Prje
vodovo; 20th-Murava.
The Guards' Corps is to be concentrated in the Warsaw
Novogeorgievsk area.
The 4th Cavalry Division (less the 4th Uhlan Regiment)
is to protect the right flank of the VI Corps from the direction
of the Masurian Lakes and maintain connection between it
and the II Corps operating in the area between the II and VI
Corps.
The 6th Cavalry Division is to reconnoiter the sector
bounded on the right by the line: Prasnish-Yanov-Moliska,
and on the left by the Novogeorgievsk-Mlava main road
(inclusive).
The 15th Cavalry Division is to 'protect the left flank of
the Army, reconnoitering the sector bounded on the right by
the Novogeorgievsk-Mlava main road (inclusive) and on the
left by the line: Plonsk-Drobin-Bejun-Gorzno--Strasburg.
Army Headquarters will move to Ostrolenko on the
morning of the 18th August.
SAMSONOV.

General,
Army Commander.
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APPENDIX NO. 14

SECOND ARMY DIRECTIVE
NO.2
Ostrolenko
20th August 1914
More than a division of the enemy is concentrated in the
Neidenburg-Soldau-Gilgenburg area; advanced units at
:rvIlava. On the Khorjele front-weak units. In the Johannis
burg-Lyck area-about a division. On the 19th August Lyck
was occupied by the troops of the II Corps.
The First Army, after a successful engagement at Bilder
weitschen 1 is continuing the advance to the Insterburg-Anger
burg front.
The Second Army will continue the offensive on the 21st
August as follows:
The II Corps is to carry out the orders given it in Directive
No. 1.
The VI, XIII, XV, and I Corps, advancing in the sectors
defined by Army Orders No.1 of the 14th August, are to take
possession of the line: Friedrichsfelde---Wallen-Kutzburg
Kannwiesen-Yanov-Nova Ves-Mlava.
The XXIII Corps (less the 3d Guards' Division and the
1st Rifle Brigade) is to move into the Kozichen area.
The Guards' Corps (less one brigade left in Warsaw) is
to move into the Plonsk area, protecting the left flank of the
Army.
The 4th Cavalry Division is to carry out the orders given
it in Directive No.1 of the 16th August.
The 6th Cavalry Division is to reconnoiter the sector
bounded on the right by the line: Mlava--8oldau-Gilgen
burg, and on the left by the line: Juromin-Lautenburg
Lobau (inclusive).
The 15th Cavalry Division is to reconnoiter the area
bounded on the right by the 6th Cavalry Division area, and
on the left by the line: Serpets--8trasburg-Bischofswerder.
SAMSONOV,

General,
Army Commander.
APPENDIX NO. 15

SECOND ARMY DIRECTIVE
NO. 4
Ostrolenko
5:30 P.M., 23d August
The enemy, defeated by our First Army, is hurriedly
retreating from the line of the River Angerapp, units of his
XX Corps in the Allenstein area apparently covering his re
tirement from the Second Army.
'6 vents North of StallupQnen.
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The First Army is pursuing the retreating enemy.
The Second Army is to attack energetically the front:
Sensburg-Allenstein.
The VI Corps is to march in the sector to the East of the
line: Seedanzig-Rauschken-Schonfliess-Krokau.
The XIII Corps is to march in the sector bounded on the
right by the VI Corps sector, and on the left by the line:
Zimnavoda-Layss-Gross Kreeberg-Gross Damerau1 (in
clusive).
The XV Corps is to march in the sector bounded on the
right by the XIII Corps sector, and on the left by the line:
Dzerjenetz-Nadrau-Grieslienen-Neu Kockendorf.
The routes to the west of the XV Corps area are to be
used by the XXIII Corps.
On the 24th August the corps are to occupy the line:
Pilben -Gesmin -Scheufelsdorf- Passenheim - Layss- Kel
laren- Ganglau-Waplitz.
On the 251:h August, the line: Sorquitten-Bischofsburg
Wartenburg-Allenstein-·Hohenstein.
Corps Cavalry, supported by infantry, is to be sent out
beyond this latter line.
On the 24th August the I Corps, remaining in the Soldau
area, is to cover the operation in the Deutsch Eylau direction.
The 4th Cavalry Division, after advancing to Sensburg
on the 24th August, is to reconnoiter the sector bounded on
the right by the line: Rastenburg-Gerdauen-Allenburg, and
on the left by the line: ROssel-Schippenbeil-Domnau.
Observation to be maintained in the direction of Lotzen. The
6th and 15th Cavalry Divisions, after advancing to the village
of Locken on the 24th August, are to operate in the direction
of the Heilsberg-Tsinten front, cutting the enemy's lines of
retreat to the Vistula, demolishing railways and bridges and
destroying the L. of C. organizations.
During the execution of this operation troops are to be
supplied for the most part from local resources.
SAMSONOV,

General,
Army Commander.
'The village of Gross Damerau is 10 versts N.W. of Wartenburg.
(Author's note)
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APPENDIX NO. 16

GERMAN EIGHTH ARMY ORDERS
RiesenbuTg

25/8{14, 8:20 P.M.

It has been reliably ascertained that opposite the XX
Corps there are also units of the Russian I Corps, which are
intrenched in the Bergling-Grieben area.
The I Corps at 4 A.M. will occupy the heights of Seeben
with its left flank. Not later than 10 A.M. it will execute an
attack in depth, from Seeben and southward thereof, in the
general direction of Usdau.
Mtihlmann's Detachment will remain under his command.
The reinforced XX Corps will hold on to its position and
cooperate in the I Corps offensive by an attack by its
right flank in the direction of Grieben-Jankowitz. The corps
must be ready to attack on the whole front, in strength on the
right wing.
The 3d Reserve Division must prepare to march for the
Hohenstein area.
Until 7 A.M. I shall be at Riesenburg, and thereafter will
transfer to the southern outskirts of Lobau.
VON HINDENBURG.

APPENDIX NO. 17

GERMAN EIGHTH ARMY ORDERS
Osterode
29{8{14, 10 P.M.
The enemy has been decisively defeated and has been dis
persed.
I would express to the troops entrusted to me by H.M.
the Kaiser the deepest gratitude for their supreme efforts in
marching and fighting.
The XVII Corps, after advancing on the north, is to close
its front in on the line Passenheim-Malga, assembling its
main body at Passenheim. It will thereafter be necessary for
the XVII Corps to move to the left flank of the Army, behind
the line of the front, deploying on the line: Allenstein-Gutt
stadt. Lines of commumcation via Locken to Mohrungen.
The I Corps, leaving a detachment at Willenberg, is to
advance from Neidenburg to the Malga-Jedwabna front.
Lines of communication through N eidenburg-Usdau--8eeben
-Neumark.
The 41st Infantry DiVision, as soon as the I Corps has
advanced far enough to cover it, is to be assembled at Kurken
under the orders of the XX Corps.
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The 3d Reserve Division, after finally clearing the area
in advance of it of enemy forces, is to he assembled at Wut
trienen under the orders of the XX Corps. It is then to estab
lish lines of communications as follows: Wittigwalde-Seuers
dorf-Bergfriede-Deutsch Eylau.
The 37th Infantry Division will march on the 30/8 to
Gross Bertung and beyond, under the direct orders of the
Commander of the I Reserve Corps, to the front: Lake Lein
nauer-Lake Skanda-Allenstein. Lines of communication
through Mfthlen-Marwalde-Lobau-Bischofswerder.
The I Reserve C0!1's will march on the 30/8 to Allen
stein and take. up positions along the road: Allenstein-Os
terode--Liebemiihl. Getting into touch with the 37th Infantry
Division, it will fortify the position: Allenstein-Warkallen.
The 6th Landwehr Brigade will march to Allenstein and
will come under the orders of the I Reserve Corps.
Von der Goltz' Landwehr Division will march on the 30/8
to the Langguth area, on the south shore of Lake Eissing, in
order to occupy on the 31/8 a front between Lakes Eissing
and Narien, echeloned back on Mohrungen.
The troops withdrawn from fortress garrisons, and the
70th Landwehr Brigade, win remain at Miihlen, where they
will receive special instructions. The XX Corps will be respon~
sible for their supply.
Miihlmann's Detachment will march from Soldau and
occupy Mlava.
The garrisons of the Fortresses of Thorn and Graudenz
will send out patrols across the frontier.
The 1st Cavalry Division, owing to enemy pressure, will
retire on Ortelsburg.
Anny Headquarters will remain at Osterode.
HINDENBURG,

General,
Army Commander.

